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Editor’s Note

The International Journal of Interactive Multimedia and 
Artificial Intelligence - IJIMAI (ISSN 1989 - 1660) provides an 

interdisciplinary forum in which scientists and professionals can share 
their research results and report new advances on Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) tools or tools that use AI with interactive multimedia techniques. 
Already indexed in the Science Citation Index Expanded by Clarivate 
Analytics, within the categories “Computer Science, Artificial 
Intelligence” and “Computer Science, Interdisciplinary Applications”, 
during the next month the journal will be listed in the 2019 Journal 
Citation Reports [1]. Again, given this great milestone, the IJIMAI 
Editorial Board reiterates its appreciation for their support to authors, 
reviewers and readers.

The present regular issue starts with two articles related to one of the 
most relevant problems nowadays, which is the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Over the past years, there have been great advancements in health, 
but the evidence is that it remains a challenge to deal with pandemics 
and to achieve global health. IJIMAI has always reserved a space for 
heath topics [2] [3] [4] and in the last years, a Special Issue on Big 
Data and e-health [5] or a Special Issue on 3D Medicine and Artificial 
Intelligence [6] were published. As Mochón and Baldominos state [7], 
“from a global perspective, a clear statement can be made: Artificial 
Intelligence can have an immense positive impact on societies... AI is 
turning into a key player at the time of diagnosing diseases at an early 
stage or developing new medicines and specialized treatment”. Being 
aware of this, a great number of researchers and scientific entities are 
focusing the efforts in this field and, specifically on the current world 
pandemic, as the researchers involved in the first two articles of this 
regular issue. 

The first article by Dur-e-Ahmad and Imran [8] proposes the use of 
a SEIR model to estimate the basic reproduction number R0, obtaining 
an accurate prediction of the pattern of the infected population with 
data from some of the most affected countries by COVID-19 at the 
time of the research. An interesting finding is the identification of the 
most significant parameter values contributing to the estimation of R0. 
The next article, by Saiz and Barandiaran [9], targets to quick detection 
of COVID-19 in chest X-ray images using deep learning techniques. 
They use a merged dataset that includes pneumonia images, obtaining a 
robust method able to distinguish between COVID-19 and pneumonia 
diseases.

The next work by Shikha, Gitanjali, and Kumar [10] proposes 
a hybrid content-based image retrieval system (CBIR) to target 
limitations of those systems based on a single feature extraction, 
traditional inefficient machine learning approaches or lacking semantic 
information. They propose a system that extracts color, texture and 
shape features, uses an extreme learning machine classifier and 
relevant feedback to capture the high-level semantics of an image. 
The experiments report that the proposal outperforms other state-of-art 
related CBIR solutions.

In the field of affecting computing, Huang et al. [11] describe 
a three-dimensional space model valence-arousal-dominance 
(VAD) based on the theory of psychological dimensional emotions. 
Specifically, they study the clustering and evaluation of emotional 
phrases. The work proposes a VAD based model, develops a rule-based 
inference system using fuzzy perceptual evaluation, and introduces 
dimensional affective based VAD clustering called VADdC, taking 
successfully application on a dataset that has been acquired from an 
online questionnaire system.

Clustering methods are also used in the next study by Fyad, Barigou, 

and Bouamrane [12]. They are applied to the analysis of genes. Their 
process consists of grouping data (gene profiles) into homogeneous 
clusters using distance measurements. Although various clustering 
techniques are applied with this objective, there is no consensus for 
the best one. Therefore, this paper describes the comparison of seven 
clustering algorithms against the gene expression datasets of three 
model plants under salt stress.

The next papers relate to the Internet of Things (IoT). This is 
supported by the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology. 
RFID networks usually require many tags and readers and computation 
facilities, having limitations in energy consumption. Thus, for saving 
energy, networks should operate and be able to recover in an efficient 
way. The first work by Rathore, Kumar and García-Díaz [13], enlarges 
the RFID network life span through an energy-efficient cluster-based 
protocol used together with the Dragonfly algorithm, managing 
complex networks with reduced energy consumption. 

The second paper about the IoT by Balakrishna et al. [14] targets 
the unification of streaming sensor data generated by the IoT devices 
and the automatic semantic annotation of the data. They present 
an Incremental Clustering Driven Automatic Annotation for IoT 
Streaming Data (IHC-AA-IoTSD) using SPARQL to improve the 
annotation efficiency. The approach is tested on three health datasets 
and compared with other state-of-art approaches finding encouraging 
results.

Next work by Ríos-Aguilar, Sarría and Pardo [15] proposes a 
mobile information system for class attendance control using Visible 
Light Communications (VLC). This system allows the automatic 
clocking in and clocking out of students through their mobile devices, 
so that lectures do not spend time in attendance management. A proof 
of concept has been developed, setting up a testbed representing a 
real world classroom environment for experimentation, showing the 
viability of the system.

Nowadays, there is a variety of speech processing applications 
which suffer from background noise distortions. Saleem, Khattak 
and Verdú [16] present a comprehensive review of different classes 
of single-channel speech enhancement algorithms in the unsupervised 
perspective in order to improve the intelligibility and quality of the 
contaminated speech. A taxonomy based review of the algorithms 
is presented and the associated studies regarding improving the 
intelligibility and quality are outlined. Objective experiments have 
been performed to evaluate the algorithms and various problems that 
need further research are outlined.

Next paper by Hurtado et al. [17] targets the problem of 
automatically detecting large homogenous groups of users, which 
is a very useful task in recommender systems like those focused on 
e-commerce and marketing. These authors use clustering methods 
based on hidden factors instead of ratings to make a virtual user that 
represents the set of users of a group. The approach outperforms the 
state-of-the-art baselines, specifically improving results when it is 
applied to very sparse datasets.

Nowadays, there is a search of alternative energy sources due 
to the lack of conventional ones and the pollution caused. Fuel cells 
are considered promising sources, specifically the proton exchange 
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) can be a suitable solution for various 
applications. Sultan et al. [18] propose to apply the Tree Growth 
Algorithm (TGA), an optimization technique, to extract the optimal 
parameters of different PEMFC stacks. Four case studies of commercial 
PEMFC stacks under various operating conditions are used to validate 
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the solution and to compare with other optimization techniques, 
showing better results for the TGA-based approach.

The following article goes back to the education field, Villagrá-
Arnedo et al. [19] describe a student’s performance prediction system 
based on support vector machines. The aim is to help teachers diagnose 
students and select the better moments for teacher intervention. The 
system exploits the time-dependent nature of student data, producing 
by weekly predictions which are shown in progression graphs that have 
the potential for giving early insight into student learning trends.

These days there is a high demand of continuous intelligent 
monitoring systems for human activity recognition in different 
contexts. Deep learning techniques arise again in this issue with their 
application in a new two-stage intelligent framework for detection 
and recognition of human activity types inside premises. Verma et 
al. [20] propose this framework to recognize human single-limb and 
multi-limb activities in real-time using video frames. A Random Forest 
classifier is used to distinguish input activities into human single-limb 
and multi-limb. Then, a two 2D Convolution neural network classifier 
is used to recognize the activities. The experiments done shows a high 
accuracy in real time recognition of the activity sequences.

This regular issue closes with an article of García-Holgado, 
Marcos-Pablos and García-Peñalvo [21] which is of interest for the 
whole scientific community. Although there are different methods for 
systematic reviews of literature to address a research question, there 
is no a method to undertake a systematic review of research projects, 
which are not only based on scientific publications. Therefore, their 
work provides the guidelines to support systematics reviews of research 
projects following the method called Systematic Research Projects 
Review (SRPR). The proposal represents a solid base to define future 
research projects, providing a method to identify the gaps in previous 
research projects, to identify the results of other projects that can be 
reused, and to prove the innovation of the new projects.

Dr. Elena Verdú 
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I. Introduction

Coronavirus, commonly known as COVID-19, was first detected 
in Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China. Initially, it was linked 

to a live animal market but is now spreading from person-to-person 
in a similar way to influenza, via respiratory droplets from coughing 
or sneezing on a continuum pattern [2], [11]. From human to human 
transition, the toll of the infested is rising almost exponentially at this 
early stage. The time between exposure and symptom onset is typically 
seven days but may range from two to fourteen days [11]. Due to its 
severity and spread in many countries, a global health emergency 
warning was issued by the World Health Organization on January 30, 
2020 [8]. 

The number of infected cases of coronavirus (COVID-19) has 
skyrocketed since the first announcement on December 31, 2019, in 
China [1].  As of March 9, 2020, more than 111,000 cases have been 
confirmed positive from 111 countries and territories around the world 
and 1 international conveyance (the Diamond Princess cruise ship 
harbored in Yokohama, Japan [1], [8]). 

Since the beginning of the outbreak, besides laboratory work, 
significant effort is also currently going into quantitative modeling of 
the epidemic. Particularly noteworthy in this connection is the time 
delay model [5], the prediction model [6], [10] and a model involving 
the basic reproduction number [7], [9]. Although these models discuss 
important aspects of disease dynamics, however, in the current scenario, 
a more detailed diagnostics based model which also depends on the 

real existing data of active cases is important to monitor the pattern 
of the epidemic. In this article, we used the data of active cases from 
the top four mostly effected countries from the outbreak, China (with 
80,739 cases), South Korea (with 7,478 cases), Italy (with 7375 cases) 
and Iran (with 7,161 cases) [8], during the periods of January 23 and 
March 5, 2020. We used an SEIR model to fit the data and compute the 
basic reproduction number using the next generator operator method 
proposed in [12]. We also checked the sensitivity of R0, based on 
various parameter values used in our data-driven model by computing 
the partial rank correlation coefficient (PRCC).

II. Model Formulation

We base our study on a deterministic ordinary differential equations 
(ODE) epidemic model in which the population size is divided into 
four mutually exclusive compartments. The total population at any 
time instant t, denoted by N(t), is the sum of individual populations in 
each compartment that includes susceptible individuals S(t), exposed 
individuals E(t), infected individuals I(t), and recovered individuals 
R(t), such  N(t) = S(t) + E(t) + I(t) + R(t).

Since there is no vertical transmission of the infection, we assume 
that all newborns are susceptible. The population of susceptible 
individuals is generated at a constant recruitment rate π and diminishes 
following effective contact with an infected individual(s) at rate λ. 
The susceptible population also decreases at a natural death rate μ1. 
The differential equation governing the dynamics of the susceptible 
population is given as,

 (1)

Transmission Dynamics Model of Coronavirus 
COVID-19 for the Outbreak in Most Affected 
Countries of the World
Muhammad Dur-e-Ahmad1*, Mudassar Imran2

1 University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada & Sigma Business Analytics and Technology Solutions (Canada) 
2 Center for Applied Mathematics and Bioinformatics, Department of Mathematics Gulf University for 
science and technology (Kuwait)

Received 14 March 2020 | Accepted 1 April 2020 | Published 2 April 2020

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: mdureahm@asu.edu 
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Stability, Sensitivity 
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Abstract

The wide spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) has threatened millions of lives and damaged the economy 
worldwide. Due to the severity and damage caused by the disease, it is very important to fore-tell the epidemic 
lifetime in order to take timely actions. Unfortunately, the lack of accurate information and unavailability of 
large amount of data at this stage make the task more difficult. In this paper, we used the available data from 
the mostly affected countries by COVID-19, (China, Iran, South Korea and Italy) and fit this with the SEIR 
type model in order to estimate the basic reproduction number R0. We also discussed the development trend of 
the disease. Our model is quite accurate in predicting the current pattern of the infected population. We also 
performed sensitivity analysis on all the parameters used that are affecting the value of R0.

DOI:  10.9781/ijimai.2020.04.001
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Where

The parameter β denotes the affective contact rate and  ηi, i ∈ {1,2}, 
represents the modification parameters accounting for the relative 
infectiousness of individuals in the E and I classes. It may represent the 
effectiveness of adopting social distances.

The exposed population is generated after susceptible acquire 
infection at a rate λ The population in this class diminishes when 
individuals become asymptomatically infected or get infected at a rate 
α1. Exposed individuals also die a natural death rate µ1. Thus,

 (2)

The population for asymptomatically infected individuals, 
generated at a rate α1 decreases when individuals in this compartment 
recover at rate κ1. This class also diminishes when individuals die at a 
natural death rate µ1 or disease-induced death rate µ2. The corresponding 
differential equation is therefore given as,

 (3)

Finally, the population of recovered individuals is generated 
when various measures are used, such as hospitalization, quarantine, 
medication and other precautions. Individuals recover at a rate κ1. 
This class also decreases when recovered individuals die naturally at 
a rate µ1. Since we are investigating the transmission dynamics of the 
current epidemic season, we assume that every recovered individual 
gain immunity for the rest of the season. The differential equation for 
recovered individuals is therefore given as,

 (4)

The description of all the model variables and parameters is given 
in Table I and Table II.

TABLE I. Descriptions of Model Variables

Values Descriptions
N(t) Total  human population

S(t) Population of susceptible humans

E(t) Population of exposed humans

I(t) Population of infected humans

R(t) Population of recovered humans

TABLE II. Description and Values of Model Parameters

Parameters Description Values

π Recruitment rate of humans 100 - 1000

µ1
Natural death rate of humans 0.003 - 0.01

µ2
Disease-induced death rate of  infected 
individuals 0.025 - 0.035

κ1
Recovery rate of  infected humans 0.3

α1
Progression rate from exposed to infected class 0.18 - 0.22

β Effective contact rate 0.4 - 0.45

η1, η2
Modification parameter for relative 
infectiousness

0.4 - 1

III. Basic Reproduction Number

The basic reproduction number R0 is the number of individuals 
infected by a single infected individual during the infectious period 
in the entire susceptible population. To find its relations, we adapted 
a next-generation matrix approach [12]. Using differential equations 
associated with the exposed E and infected I compartments as stated 
below, we compute a function F for the rate of new infection terms 
entering, and another function V for the rate of transfer into and out of 
the exposed and infected compartments by all possible means depicted 
in the model.

The matrices F (for the new infection terms) and V (of the transition 
terms) are given by,

Reproductive ratio R0 is then computed as R0 = ρ (FV ⎯1) where ρ  is 
the spectral radius (the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix) and FV ⎯1 is 
the next generator matrix. This leads to the following expression

 (5) 

The epidemiological significance of the basic reproductive ratio 
R0 - which represents the average number of new cases generated 
by a primary infectious individual in a population is that the corona 
pandemic can be effectively controlled by reducing the number of 
high-risk individuals. This can be done either by decreasing peoples’ 
contact with infected individuals or by using effective vaccination. 
Since the vaccination is not available at this point, so the only option 
is quarantine. The ideal case is to bring the threshold quantity R0 to a 
value less than unity for the case of disease elimination.

A. Data Source
The epidemic data used in this study were mainly collected by the 

WHO during the current outbreak (https://www.who.int/emergencies/
diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports/). Besides this, 
there are many other sources where data is available, such as the 
Centre for disease control of China (http://www.nhc.gov.cn/xcs/yqtb/
list-gzbd.shtml), European CDC (ECDC) (https://www.ecdc.europa.
eu/ en/geographical-distribution-2019-ncov-cases) and Coronavirus 
COVID-19  Global Cases by Johns Hopkins CSSE (https://gisanddata.
maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6). Here we focus on the data of mostly effected 
countries including China, South Korea, Iran, and Italy from the period 
of January 23 through March 5, 2020.

B. Parameter Values
Based on recent studies, the mean infection period for the epidemic 

is seven days, but in some cases, it may also be prolonged up to 14 
days [8], [13]. Therefore, we used an infected progression rate α1 
to be in between 0.18-0.22 and disease recovery rate κ1  to be 0.3.  
Thus the incubation period is approximately calculated as 

. Since the mechanism of disease spread is almost 
similar in all countries, effective contact rate β for all the simulations 
is kept in the range of a small interval of (0.4, 0.45). The rest of the 
parameter values are adjusted to obtain the best fit for the data.  For 
the data fitting, we employ ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation 
outlined in [15] to estimate the parameter β by minimizing the 
difference between predictions of Model and the epidemic data. All 
the simulations are run using MATLAB, and ODE45 suite from the 
MATLAB routines for the model integration.
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IV.   Results and Discussion

The prevalence of a disease in any population can be determined 
by the threshold quantity R0, as given by equation (5). Since our model 
is deterministic in nature, the only sources of uncertainty are the model 
parameters and the initial conditions. Therefore, slightly different 
parameter values were used to fit the four different data sets of severely 
infected countries such as China, Iran, South Korea, and Italy. Fig. 1(a) 
shows the fit for the data taken from China for the period between 
January 23 and February 29, 2020. The value of β we used is 0.45 
and the estimation of basic reproduction number R0 is 2.7999. The first 
active case in Iran was surfaced on February 20, hence the only data 
available was from February 20 to March 5, 2020, at this point. This 
data was used to fit the model shown in Fig. 1(b). The value of β used 
for this data was 0.42 and the estimation of R0 was 2.7537. Likewise, 
the first case registered both in  South Korea and Italy, was on February 
18, 2020, therefore the data taken from February 18 through March 5, 
2020, is used for the model fitting. The values of β used for South Korea 
and Italy are 0.45 and 0.4 and the estimation of basic reproduction 
numbers is 2.8931 and 2.7875 respectively. It is clear that at this early 
stage of the disease when the contact rate is closer to 0.4, the value of 
R0 was in the proximity of 2.8.

Fig. 1. Data fitting: The trajectories of the model with the real-time data for the 
most affected countries from COVID-19.

Next, we assessed the sensitivity of values of R0 to the uncertainty 
in the parameter values. For this purpose; we identify crucial model 
parameters by computing partial rank correlation coefficient (PRCC) 
which is a measured impact of each input parameter on the output, 
i.e., R0. PRCC reduces the non-linearity effects by rearranging the 
data in ascending order, replacing the values with their ranks and 
then providing the measure of monotonicity after the removal of the 
linear effects of each model parameter keeping all other parameters 
constant [14]. The horizontal lines in Fig. 2 represent the significant 
range of correlation, i.e., |PRCC| > 0.5, for the parameter used in our 
model. This analysis suggests that the most significant parameters are 
the contact rate β and η1 and they are directly associated with disease 
progression parameter α1 . Hence, these parameters should be estimated 
with precision to accurately capture the dynamics of infection. Further, 
these values need to be adjusted accordingly to control the spread of 
an epidemic.

Fig. 2. Sensitivity Analysis of the basic reproduction number R0.

Fig. 3. Time Series: the trajectories of the model with extended time to forecast 
the epidemic future. The parameter values are the same as for Fig. 1 for the 
most affected countries from COVID-19.

Using the same parameter values discussed above and integrating 
the system for an extended time, we can also estimate the epidemic 
forecast relying on the current scenario and available data. A decline 
in the number of active cases is already visible in China, as depicted in 
Fig. 3(a), while the rest of the countries still have to see its peak. For 
instance, the disease will attain its peak in thirty days for Iran, twenty-
two days for South Korea and twenty-five days for Italy. Thus, we can 
hope that by the end of March, a decline in active cases will be quite 
visible provided the same scenario exists and by using active measures 
for quarantine. The situation can even get better if some vaccination 
also becomes available.

V. Conclusion

Although, the estimation of R0 for the case of COVID-19 has been 
discussed earlier, see for instance [3] and [4], for the first time the cases 
of most affected countries were discussed separately. We used their data 
to fit in our model for the parameter estimation and disease forecast. 
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From our model, we have identified the most significant parameter 
values contributing to the estimation of R0. Further, these estimations 
can also suggest precautionary measures that need to be considered 
for disease control, such as effective measures of quarantine. Further, 
based on our model, we can also predict the possible future about the 
spread of epidemics in the current circumstances.
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I. Introduction

THE new SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, which produces the disease 
known as COVID-19, kept the whole world on edge during the first 

months of 2020. It provoked the borders close of many countries and 
the confinement of millions of citizens to their homes due to infected 
people, which amounts to 868,000 confirmed cases worldwide at this 
moment (April 2020). This virus was originated in China in December 
2019. From March 2020, Europe was the main focus of the virus 
sprout, achieving more than 445,000 infected people. 

China, with a total of 3,312 deaths and more than 81,000 infected 
people, has managed to contain the virus almost three months after 
the start of the crisis in December 2019. Italy, which surpassed the 
Asian country in death toll on March 2020, became the most affected 
country, in number of deceased is followed by Spain, with more than 
10,000 dead based on a report made on April 2020. This number was 
constantly growing. There were different studies that predicted the 
growth of the curves of infections, based on different parameters such 
as exposed, infected or recovered human’s number. These studies 
allowed to get an idea of the transmission dynamics that could occur in 
each country [1] [2].

The origin of the outbreak is unknown. The first cases were detected 
in December 2019. The clinical characteristics of COVID-19 include 
respiratory symptoms, fever, cough, dyspnea, and viral pneumonia 
[3] [4]. The main problem of these symptoms is that there are virus-
infected asymptomatic patients. 

The test to detect the COVID-19 is based on taking samples from 
the respiratory tract. It is carried out by a health care professional at 
home, generally when the case study is asymptomatic or symptoms 
are mild, or in a health center or hospital, if the patient is admitted for 
a serious condition. Carrying out as many tests as possible has shown 
to be the key tool to stop the virus in countries like Germany or South 
Korea. Spain was not able to carry out so many tests, therefore it is 
important to research and develop alternative methods to perform these 
tests in a quick and effective way.

AI and radiomics applied to X-Ray and Computed Tomography 
(CT) are useful tools in the detection and follow-up of the disease 
[5] [6]. As stated in [7], conspicuous ground grass opacity lesions 
in the peripheral and posterior lungs on CT images are indicative of 
COVID-19 pneumonia. Therefore, CT can play an important role 
in the diagnosis of COVID-19 as an advanced imaging evidence 
once findings in chest radiographs are indicative of coronavirus. AI 
algorithms and radiomics features derived from Chest X-rays would 
be of huge help to undertake massive screening programs that could 
take place in any country with access to X-ray equipment and aid in the 
diagnosis of COVID-19 [8] [9].

The current situation evokes the necessity to implement an 
automatic detection system as an alternative diagnosis option to prevent 
COVID-19 spreading among people. There are different studies that 
apply machine learning for this task, such as Size Aware Random 
Forest method (iSARF) that was proposed by [10], in which subjects 
were categorized into groups with different ranges of infected lesion 
sizes. Then a random forest-based classifier was trained with each 
group. Experimental results show that their proposed method yielded 
an accuracy of 0.879 under five-fold cross-validation, a sensitivity of 
0.907 and a specificity of 0.833.
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Abstract

The Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by a new virus that has not been detected 
in humans before. The virus causes a respiratory illness like the flu with various symptoms such as cough 
or fever that, in severe cases, may cause pneumonia. The COVID-19 spreads so quickly between people, 
affecting to 1,200,000 people worldwide at the time of writing this paper (April 2020). Due to the number of 
contagious and deaths are continually growing day by day, the aim of this study is to develop a quick method to 
detect COVID-19 in chest X-ray images using deep learning techniques. For this purpose, an object detection 
architecture is proposed, trained and tested with a public available dataset composed with 1500 images of 
non-infected patients and infected with COVID-19 and pneumonia. The main goal of our method is to classify 
the patient status either negative or positive COVID-19 case. In our experiments using SDD300 model we 
achieve a 94.92% of sensibility and 92.00% of specificity in COVID-19 detection, demonstrating the usefulness 
application of deep learning models to classify COVID-19 in X-ray images. 
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Deep learning techniques are also used in order to achieve better 
results than using more traditional machine learning approaches. 
One of the most used approach in image classification is the use of 
convolutional neural networks (CNNs). This type of models are used 
in different studies for COVID-19 detection in medical images like in 
[11], in their study the authors propose a CNN model trained with a 
randomly selection of image regions of interest (ROIs), achieving a 
85.2% of accuracy, 0.83 of specificity and 0.67 of sensitivity. Other 
example of the results that can be obtained using CNNs is presented by 
[12]. They propose the COVID-Net CNN network obtaining 92.4% of 
accuracy, 80% of sensibility and 88.9% of specificity.

A method called COVIDX-Net is presented by [13], COVIDX-
Net includes seven different architectures of deep convolutional neural 
network models, such as a modified version of Visual Geometry Group 
Network (VGG19) and the second version of Google MobileNet. Each 
deep neural network model is able to analyze the normalized intensities 
of the X-ray image to classify the patient status either negative or 
positive COVID-19 case. Their experiments evaluation achieves 
f1-scores of 0.89 and 0.91 for healthy and COVID-19 detection 
respectively.

The results shown in mentioned works demonstrate that deep 
learning techniques are useful for the virus detection, and that 
improve the obtained metrics using more traditional machine learning 
approaches [11] [12] [13].

The main contribution of our paper is focused on the improvement 
of the detection accuracy of COVID-19, by proposing a new dataset 
that combines COVID-19 and pneumonia images to make more stable 
predictions and by applying image processing that allows image-
standardization and also improves model learning.

II. Method

We propose to use a deep convolutional neural network specialized 
for object detection along with a new dataset composed of COVID-19 
and pneumonia images. Both are publicly available on GitHub [14] 
and Kaggle [15] respectively. The chest X-ray or CT images that 
are available in GitHub belong to COVID-19 cases. It was created 
by assembling medical images from public available websites and 
publications. This dataset contains 204 COVID-19 X-ray images. 
On the other hand, the Kaggle dataset was created for a pneumonia 
detection challenge. The images have bounding boxes around diseased 
areas of the lung. Samples without bounding boxes are negative and 
contain no definitive evidence of pneumonia. Samples with bounding 
boxes indicate evidence of pneumonia.

We propose a new dataset by merging COVID-19 and pneumonia 
images to obtain a wider and diverse one. The fact of having pneumonia 
images in the training dataset supposes an extra advantage, due to 
normal pneumonia and COVID-19 have similar appearance in chest 
X-ray images. This dataset merge allows to get a robuster model that 
is able to better distinguish between those diseases. Another advantage 
of this merge is the fact of enlarging the train dataset, because the 
COVID-19 images are not abundant at the time of writing this paper. 
This merge does not enlarges COVID-19 image set but improves 
detection quality because of the similarity between pneumonia and 
COVID-19. Train with pneumonia images gives an extra knowledge 
to the model in order to not confuse COVID-19 with pneumonia, being 
more effective and stable in disease detection.

We split the images in train and test sets, dividing all the data in a 
balanced way, meaning that all samples of each class in the training sets 
are well-balanced, in order to avoid biased results. For this purpose, 
even though we have a large number of pneumonia and normal images, 
we compose a dataset of 1500 images. 

We compose the dataset as follows: we select 104 COVID-19 
images, 205 health lung images and 204 pneumonia images for 
training, and 100 COVID-19 images, 444 health lung images and 443 
pneumonia images for testing. In the Kaggle dataset there are more 
samples of pneumonia and normal images, but we select only 205 
for training with the purpose of having a balanced dataset. In the test 
stage, we add more pneumonia and normal images to demonstrate the 
robustness of the model giving no false positives in the detection of 
COVID-19. Summing up, we use a train set composed of 513 images 
and a test set of 887 images in total.

In the next step, training images are labeled using a XML annotation 
file based on Pascal VOC format [16]. Each sample in the dataset is an 
image with ground truth bounding boxes for each object in the images 
as shown in the Fig. 1. 

Fig.  1. Created bounding boxes of normal regions in a chest X-Ray image.

III. Model Architecture

The selection of the used architecture is based on the good results 
obtained with CNNs in the state-of-the-art works for COVID-19 image 
classification, and the good results obtained in other similar tasks with 
this kind of architecture [11] [12] [13].  We used the same network 
architecture as proposed in [17], based on Single Shot Multibox 
Detector (SSD). This architecture is optimized for detecting objects in 
images using a single deep neural network. This approach discretizes 
the output space of bounding boxes into a set of default boxes over 
different aspect ratios and scales per feature map location. At prediction 
time, the network generates scores for the presence of each object 
category in each default box and produces adjustments to the box to 
better match the object shape. Additionally, the network combines 
predictions from multiple feature maps with different resolutions to 
naturally handle objects of various sizes. 

Experimental results on different remarkable datasets confirm that 
SSD has comparable accuracy to methods that utilize more than one 
architecture for detecting objects being much faster, while providing 
a unified framework for both training and inference. Compared to 
other single stage methods, SSD has much better accuracy, even with a 
smaller input image size [17].

We use VGG-16 [18] as the base network for performing feature 
extraction in this architecture. This model is also based on Fast 
R-CNN. During training, we have multiple boxes with different sizes 
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and different aspect ratios across the whole image. SSD finds the 
box that has more Intersection-Over-Union (IoU) compared with the 
ground truth. A detailed description of the layers architecture of SDD 
network is shown in [17].

Our main goal is to obtain a more robust model to various input 
object sizes and shapes. Therefore, during the SSD training a data 
augmentation step is performed. This process is composed by the 
following operations applied to every image in the dataset:
• Use the entire original input image.
• Sample a patch so that the minimum overlap with the objects is 0.1, 

0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9. The size of each sampled patch is a percentage 
between [0.1, 1] of the original image size.

• Randomly sample a patch.
During the inference, SDD uses 8732 boxes for a better coverage 

of object location. After the inference step, a set of boxes representing 
the detected objects are given along with the respective label and score, 
as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.  Detection boxes of SSD model inference output detecting normal lungs.

One of the advantages of this model is the possibility of precise 
object localization, which is not the case in previous works [11] [12] 
[13].

IV. Experiments and Results

The first experiment made in this work, is the contrast adjustment 
of each image in the dataset. This adjustment is necessary because the 
exposure time in X-Ray images can be different between acquisitions. 
All the images of the dataset are from different hospitals around the 
world, so the image acquisition settings and conditions are different in 
each place. In X-Ray images, an adjustment in the voltage spike results 
in a change in the contrast of the radiography. Exposure time, which 
refers to the time interval during which x-rays are produced, is also a 
factor that affects the contrast of the obtained image [19]. 

In order to get image similarity between the dataset, Contrast 
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) [20] is applied. 
This is a transformation that aims to obtain a histogram with an even 
distribution for an image. That is, there is the same number of pixels for 

each level of gray in the histogram of a monochrome image. As cited in 
[20], in X-ray imaging, when continuous exposure is used to obtain an 
image sequence or video, usually low-level exposure is administered 
until the region of interest is identified, so reducing the radiation 
applied to the patients. As a drawback, images with low signal-to-noise 
ratio are obtained. In this case, and many other similar situations, it 
is desirable to improve image quality by using some type of image 
enhancement such as histogram equalization algorithms. An example 
of the application of this image operation is shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Comparison between original image and CLAHE applied images.

The differences obtained in the detection applying or not CLAHE 
in the train and test datasets are shown in TABLE I. As the table shows, 
the fact of applying this pre-processing increases notably the detection 
accuracy in health and infected lungs.

We load VGG-16 weights trained on ImageNet. There are many 
works that evaluate the accuracy improvement using transfer learning, 
specially in small datasets [21] [22]. We apply these weights because 
though lower layers learn features that are not necessarily specific 
to this dataset, this action improves the detection accuracy and the 
sensibility and specificity metrics. The key idea is to take advantage 
of a trained model for similar images and adapt a base-learner to a new 
task for which only a few labeled samples are available.

The last experiment evaluates the detection accuracy obtained in 
the detection of COVID-19. For this purpose, we set apart two sets of 
images, one with non-COVID-19 and the other one with COVID-19 
positives. We obtain different metrics that can be seen in TABLE II. 
Another metric that we take in care is the inference time that we obtain 
running the model on a GPU, achieving 0,13s per image. 

TABLE I. Obtained Results in Image Classification Applying or Not 
CLAHE in the Dataset.

Image class CLAHE Total images True detection Accuracy

Normal No 887 827 93.24%

Normal Yes 887 842 94.92%

COVID-19 No 100 83 83.00%

COVID-19 Yes 100 92 92.00%
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TABLE II. Obtained Metrics Values

Metric Operation Value
Sensibility 842 / (842+45) 0.9492
Specificity 92 / (92+8) 0.9200

V. Conclusion

This study demonstrates the useful application to detect COVID-19 
in chest X-ray images based on image pre-processing and the proposed 
object detection model. 

The proposed merged dataset using pneumonia images allows 
getting a more robust model that is able to distinguish between 
COVID-19 and pneumonia diseases. With the histogram equalization 
operation, we can get a normalized dataset that helps to model training 
step. It also improves the normal image detection and minimizes the 
false positives rate.

With our proposed method, we achieve a 94.92% of sensibility and 
92.00% of specificity in COVID-19 detection. The detection accuracy 
obtained using this architecture and the proposed dataset improves 
the results described in [11] [12] [13]. These results demonstrate that 
object detection models trained with more images of similar diseases 
and applying transfer learning, combined with CLAHE algorithm for 
image normalization, could be successful in medical decision-making 
processes related with COVID-19 virus diagnosis.  
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I. Introduction

WITH the tremendous advancements in the domain of smart-
phones and various image capturing devices, there has been a 

great revolution in the field of image processing. Nowadays, various 
social media platforms are more-and-more utilized for sharing these 
captured images. Hence, it has led to the creation of many massive 
image repositories [1]. The credit for an enhancement in digital images 
also owes to different advanced satellite and industrial based cameras, 
usage of the web, divergent portable devices which are used for image 
capturing and storing. In these gigantic databases or repositories, the 
tasks of exploring, browsing, indexing and retrieving are too strenuous. 
Manual searching and retrieval of these images from massive databases 
is very time consuming and is also prone to human delusions [2]. 
Therefore, for the trouble-free management and retrieval of digital 
images from these huge databases, an efficient system is required and 
the key to this problem is Content-based Image retrieval (CBIR). This 
system performs an effective image retrieval based on various image 
attributes like; texture, shape, color, spatial information, etc.

Generally, an image retrieval process is divided into two forms: 

Text-based and Content-based. Images are retrieved on the basis of text 
annotations in a text-based retrieval system. But, it suffers from many 
disadvantages like human annotation errors and moreover the usage of 
synonyms, homonyms, etc. lead to an inaccurate image retrieval [3].

In order to overcome these limitations, the best solution is CBIR 
systems. In these systems, feature vectors are created for each type of 
extracted feature which in turn represents the different attributes of an 
image. Similar feature vectors are created for the complete database 
also. Lastly, similarity matching is done based on the obtained feature 
matrix of the given input image and feature vectors obtained from the 
total images in the repository and afterward final results are achieved. 
Therefore, for the evolvement of a highly effective CBIR system, a low 
dimensional feature vector is one of the prime requirements.  

A. Motivation
In literature, numerous retrieval systems, particularly for images, 

have been developed which are focused entirely on the single feature of 
an image like color, texture and shape. But, these systems are incapable 
of describing the images with complex appearance. Therefore, for the 
representation of complex images, an ideal combination of features is 
required which are finally transformed into a precise and single feature 
vector. This single feature vector contains additional comprehensive 
information related to an image and works magnificently as compared 
to the feature vector based on a solitary technique. Therefore, to 
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represent the complicated images, a perfect amalgamation of basic 
image features (color, texture and shape) is required. Classification of 
massive datasets is also a desired and imperative process in order to 
obtain precise and accurate results. Different machine learning based 
classifiers have been used significantly for this purpose. But, they 
lack the features of a neural-network-based system. In the present era, 
the use of Deep-learning has a significant contribution in the image 
processing domain. The working of these deep structures depends 
primarily on the total number of hidden layers as well as the number 
of neurons in those layers. So, the drawbacks of these customary 
classifiers can be removed by using a classifier based on a neural 
network. This feed-forward single hidden layer classifier encapsulates 
the capabilities of both Deep learning by using hidden layer neurons 
and of machine learning by performing a more accurate classification 
task. Finally, to remove the gap between the basic image features and 
lofty human perception, particularly called as Semantic gap, Intelligent 
techniques are required. So, in this implementation, our main objective 
is the formation of a hybrid CBIR system by using best techniques 
for color, texture and shape retrieval. Then, the formation of a feature 
vector based on these combined features and by using a feed-forward 
single hidden layer neural network for the purpose of an efficient 
classification. Lastly, utilization of an intelligent technique which 
captures high-level semantics of an image.

B. Related State-of-the-Art Work
In the past decade, many techniques have been used in CBIR 

systems to extract the features of an image. CBIR is an efficient system 
which utilizes features of an image and thereby retrieves the required 
results by using these extracted features. Extraction of features is 
indeed the foremost phase in a majority of CBIR systems. General 
features like color, shape, texture, spatial information etc. can be 
extracted during this extraction process. However, the extraction of 
multiple or hybrid features is the demand of the current era. Among 
these hybrid features, color is the most distinctive cue that humans can 
visualize very promptly. Texture describes the discernible patterns of 
an image. Among the prominent features of an image, the shape is also 
considered as an important feature that describes the characteristics of 
an image. Fadaei et al. [2] propose a hybrid retrieval system which 
utilizes only color and texture attributes. For the extraction of color 
features, Dominant color descriptor (DCD) has been used. In order 
to extract texture features, wavelet and Curvelet features have been 
utilized. Finally, Particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been used 
which selects the optimum features of these techniques for an ideal 
combination. 

Fusion of color and shape features have also been utilized in 
research. Color coherence vector (CCV) has been used as a color 
extraction technique. Various shape parameters have been used to 
define and extract the connected parts of the region or boundary of an 
image [3]. Numerous hybrid systems have been deployed in literature 
like that of Pavitra et al. [4] who develop a fusion based technique in 
which Color moment is utilized for the extraction of color features as 
well as a filter to select some specified images based on the value of a 
moment. Further, Local binary pattern (LBP) and Canny edge detector 
have been used to denote texture and edge information of an image.

Another hybrid system which utilizes the memetic algorithm has 
also been developed. In this system, color is extracted using a basic 
RGB color space model. For the shape analysis, the median filter has 
been used and finally, Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) has 
been employed to extract features related to texture [5]. For similarity 
calculation, memetic algorithm, which is the combination of Genetic 
and Great deluge algorithms, has been used. One more fusion system in 
which Statistical moments and 2D histograms have been used for color 
extraction and texture analysis has been carried out by using GLCM [6]. 

The basic necessity of any CBIR system is the brilliant selection 
of image parameters needed for extraction of features [7]. Color and 
edge directivity descriptor (CEDD) is utilized for the extraction of both 
color as well as texture features while a 2nd level of Discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT) is employed for the analysis of shape features. 
Lastly, in order to classify the images, Support vector machine (SVM) 
classifier has been used. A CBIR system developed in different levels 
of the hierarchy has been developed by Pradhan et al. [1].  Here, 
adaptive tetrolet transform is used to extract the textual information. 
Edge joint histogram and color channel correlation histogram have 
been used respectively to analyze shape and color features related to an 
image. This system is realized in the form of a three-level hierarchical 
system where the highest feature among the three is depicted at every 
level of the hierarchy.

There are primarily two main domains in which features of an 
image can be classified. One is the frequency domain and another is 
the spatial domain. A CBIR system associated with features pertaining 
to these two domains has been developed by Mistry et al. [8]. In this 
system, various spatial domain techniques like color auto-correlogram, 
HSV histogram, and color moments have been used. Under the 
frequency domain, methods like Gabor wavelet transform and SWT 
moments have been employed. Also, binarized statistical image 
features in combination with color and edge directivity descriptor have 
been used for further enhancing the performance of the system. 

Indexing is considered as a prominent technique in order to lessen 
the memory requirements and to save the execution time. A hybrid 
CBIR system based on the technique of indexing is developed by Guo 
et al. [9]. This system utilizes Ordered-Dither Block Truncation Coding 
(ODBTC) in order to index color images. Color distribution and contrast 
of an image is represented by Color co-occurrence feature (CCF) and 
information regarding edges is given by Bit pattern feature (BPF). 

Prashant et al. [10] develop a hybrid retrieval system which uses 
Local binary pattern (LBP) as a texture extraction technique. Here, 
the LBP calculation is based on the different scales which captures 
more prominent features of an image as compared to single-scale 
LBP. Lastly, Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) has been used 
efficiently for the computation of feature vectors. Chandan Singh et al. 
[11] describe a CBIR system where the Color histogram is utilized as 
a color descriptor. A Color histogram is a graphical characterization of 
pixels in an image. In addition to Color histogram, Block variation of 
local correlation coefficients (BVLC) and Block difference of Inverse 
Probabilities (BDIP) are adopted for texture extraction. 

Dominant color descriptor (DCD) is considered as a vital color 
descriptor used in CBIR where course partitions are created by the 
division of a space utilized for color analysis. Each partition has a 
partition center and its percentage. Integration of DCD, Gray level 
co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and Fourier descriptors is deployed for 
the constitution of a hybrid CBIR system [12]. Relevance feedback is 
also considered as an important intelligent technique which retrieves 
relevant images of interest based on the feedback obtained by the user. 
A hybrid system based on a single iteration of relevance feedback with 
the utilization of Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm with an 
exploitation algorithm has been designed by Miguel et al. [13].

Relevance feedback can also be used in combination with many 
meta-heuristics. Sequential forward selector (SFS) meta-heuristic 
is utilized in combination with relevance feedback using a single 
iteration. Many distance metrics have also been tested and analyzed 
here [14].

A color image retrieval system has been developed in two levels by 
using Color moment, Edge histogram descriptor (EHD) and Angular 
radial transform (ART) specifically for the extraction of color, texture 
and shape attributes of an image respectively. Color moment has been 
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used at the first level of the retrieval process and then followed by texture 
and shape descriptors in the second level [15]. An image retrieval system 
which utilizes only color and shape features by using RGB color model 
space and Edge directions has also been described [16].

Color co-occurrence matrix (CCM) computes the probability of 
occurrence of a pixel amongst a specific pixel and its neighbors which 
in turn is depicted as the extracted feature of an image. Difference 
between pixels of scan pattern (DBPSP) is based on the difference 
calculation between two pixels and its conversion into probability. 
These techniques, CCM and DBPSP, have been used for the extraction 
and analysis of color and texture attributes and finally, a hybrid system 
is formed [17]. Multiple features can be combined efficiently for the 
evolution of an effective image retrieval system. Pandey et al. [18] 
describe a retrieval system where Bi-cubic interpolation (BCI) is 
deployed for an initial pre-processing of an image. For the extraction of 
color features, color coding (CC) is used. Gray level difference method 
(GLDM) and Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) have been employed 
for texture feature extraction. Finally, Hu moments have been analyzed 
for shape feature extraction.

For the analysis and extraction of texture features Discrete cosine 
transform (DCT) [19] has also been used. Discrete wavelet transform 
has also been added to enhance the efficiency of the system. Then, the 
difference between these two techniques is computed and re-ranking 
of images is done. Lastly, for the extraction of color attributes from 
an image, Color coherence vector (CCV) has been employed. CBIR is 
also known by the name of Query by image content (QBIC) because 
the user’s query is given in the form of an image. A different type of 
hybrid retrieval system is proposed in which a combination of shape 
and texture features is used. For shape extraction, Fourier descriptors 
have been used and Radial Chebyshev moments [20] have been used 
to analyze texture features. K-means Clustering has also been used to 
augment the classification accuracy of the system.

The extraction of features from an image can be done globally and 
locally. Global feature extraction is based on the whole image while 
local extraction is devised to be used for a specified region of an image. 
Based on this global and local feature extraction, a CBIR system is 
proposed specifically for shape feature extraction. In this system, 
Angular radial transform (ART) is used for global feature extraction 
while Histograms of spatially distributed points (HSDP) [21] is utilized 
for local content extraction.

Apart from these hybrid systems which are based on a certain 
feature extraction technique, Machine learning has also contributed 
fabulously in the domain of image retrieval. Many machine learning 
based classification algorithms have been successfully utilized in this 
area. Support vector machines (SVM), Naive Bayes, Random forest 
etc. are some of the common classifiers categorized under machine 
learning. A hybrid CBIR system described by Pradnya et al. [22] 
consists of color correlogram for color extraction and the combination 
of Gabor and Edge histogram descriptor (EHD) for texture feature 
extraction. SVM has also been used to obtain a precise classification 
accuracy. Segmentation based Fractal Texture Analysis (SFTA) can 
also be employed as a texture analysis technique [23]. Again, for 
classification purpose SVM classifier has been used.

In the current era, the focus of the researcher community has been 
shifted from machine learning to Deep learning. Many deep learning 
techniques have been used for the extraction of image features. Arun et 
al. [24] describes a Hybrid deep learning architecture (HDLA) which 
is capable of generating sparse representations used for reducing the 
semantic gap. This model uses Boltzmann machines in the upper 
layers and Softmax model in the lower levels. Another deep learning 
technique which is specified as deep belief network (DBN) [25] has 
also been utilized for feature extraction and classification in hybrid 
CBIR system. 

Extreme learning machine (ELM) can be considered as a type 
of Deep learning network because it uses a neural network as its 
hidden layer. This network is a type of feed-forward neural system 
and has a solitary hidden layer and has excelled results as compared 
to other machine learning based classifiers [26]. Kaya et al. [27] 
describes a texture based hybrid retrieval system which utilizes two 
texture extraction techniques. For classification accuracy of butterfly 
images, ELM classifier has also been deployed. In the modern era, 
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have also been utilized for the 
various functions related to image analysis [28].

In literature, the discussed hybrid systems lack in performance due 
to the utilization of either one or two visual attributes of an image. Due 
to this, the left-out and un-analyzed attribute cannot contribute to the 
formation of a final feature vector which is the desired condition for 
the retrieval of complex images. Moreover, the described systems in 
literature do not provide information concerning frequency relating to 
co-occurring of local patterns of an image.  But, the proposed system is 
an intelligent fusion descriptor which contributes to producing a highly 
effective and accurate system by including spatial information and 
prominent interconnection among pixels of an image. The information 
concerning the shape attribute of an image is also included by 
analyzing some of its prominent parameters. The proposed system also 
includes human semantic information by using an intelligent technique 
of Relevance feedback.

C. Main Contributions
A predominant requirement of an effectual CBIR system is that the 

system should evaluate all the three visual media attributes i.e texture, 
shape and color in order to form an accurate retrieval system. CBIR 
systems based on a single feature extraction lack the description of 
complex images. Moreover, the usage of traditional machine learning 
based classifiers is deficient of desired retrieval accuracy. Lack of 
semantic information also reduces the performance of the system. 
To address these issues, an effective and novel CBIR is proposed 
where color is extracted using color moment, texture analysis is done 
using Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and different region 
props are used for the extraction of shape attributes. To get an exact 
classification accuracy, an Extreme learning machine (ELM) classifier 
is used. Finally, to capture the high-level semantics of an image, 
Relevance feedback is used following various rounds to reformulate 
the training of an ELM classifier. 

The remaining organization of this paper is given in the following 
way: Before the description of the implemented technique and various 
utilized techniques have been discussed in section II, designated as 
Preliminary section. Proposed work has been given in section III. 
Experimental simulation and analysis have been given in section IV and 
finally, in section V, the conclusion with future trends has been given.

II. Preliminaries

Various techniques used in the creation of the proposed system are 
described in this section.   

A. Color Moment
In image retrieval systems, many techniques have been used for 

the extraction of color features. Among these, color histogram [29] is 
the conventional method of color feature extraction. Though it is very 
simple and is invariant to scale and angle rotation but it does not convey 
any spatial information regarding an image. Researchers have also 
used Color coherence vector (CCV) as a color feature descriptor but 
the feature vector produced by this method is of high dimensionality 
which is against the basic requirements of any CBIR system. Dominant 
color descriptor (DCD) also suffers from the lack of complete spatial 
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information and moreover, if the obtained feature vector is compact, 
then it is utilized feasibly, otherwise vague results can be produced. 

Color auto-correlogram (CAC) has a high computation time and 
cost and it is very sensitive to noise also. Therefore, based on these 
facts and conclusions, the color moment has been chosen as an 
effective color feature extraction technique. It is robust, fast, scalable, 
consumes less time and space. Color moments are metrics which 
signify color distributions in an image. According to probability 
theory, its distribution can be effectively characterized by its moments. 
Color moment can be computed for any color space model. Different 
moments specify diverse analytical and statistical measures. This color 
descriptor is also scale and rotation invariant but it includes the spatial 
information from images [30].

If Iij specifies the ith color channel and jth image pixel, the number 
of pixels in an image are N, then index entries associated with the 
particular color channel and region r is given by first color moment, 
which signifies average color in an image denoted as:

 (1)

The next moment is given by Standard deviation which is obtained 
from a color distribution of a particular image and is defined as the 
square root of the variance. It is given as:

 (2)

The third moment is called as skewness and signifies how 
asymmetric is the color distribution. It is given as:

 (3)

Fourth moment is denoted by Kurtosis and it signifies the color 
distribution shape, emphasizing particularly on tall or flat shape of the 
color distribution. 

B. Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix
In order to withdraw features related to textural patterns, various 

second-order statistical methods have been utilized. Among these, Gray 
level Difference matrix (GLDM) is error free in the calculation and is 
based on the difference between gray level pixel pairs. But, its main 
drawback is that with the change in gray level variance, it also becomes 
variant. On the other hand, Gray level run length matrix (GLRLM) is 
based on counting the number of runs which in turn depicts gray levels 
in an image. This technique suffers from meagerness to represent the 
pattern of an image and also its computational involvement is high. 
For analyzing a signal in time-frequency zone, initially Fourier based 
transforms like Discrete cosine transform (DCT) and Discrete fourier 
transform (DFT) were in trend. But, these traditional methods are 
deficient, as they do not convey the local information of an image. 
Also, the images regenerated by these techniques are of deprived 
standard, especially at the edges because of the presence of high- 
frequency bristly components.

In the wavelet domain, both Gabor wavelet and Discrete Wavelet 
Transform are highly prominent. But, due to a large dimension of 
feature vectors, Gabor wavelet takes more time in image analysis. 
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) also suffers from many 
disadvantages like ringing near discontinuities, variance with shift, 
the lack of directionality of decomposition functions, etc. Local binary 
pattern (LBP) is also considered as an important tool to extract texture 
information from an image. The main issues associated with this 
technique are the production of very long histograms which slows down 

the process of image recognition, sensitivity to noise and the effect of 
the center pixel is sometimes not included. Based on these conclusions, 
the best second-order statistical texture feature extraction technique is 
Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) which has many dominant 
attributes like: (1) Rotation invariance (2) Diverse applications (3) 
Simple implementation and fast performance (4) Numerous resultant 
(Haralick) parameters (5) Precise inter-pixel relationship.

It is an analytical technique used to withdraw texture features 
for the retrieval and classification of different images. The spatial 
correlation enclosed by the pixel duplet in any given image is also 
computed by this geometrical method. A co-occurrence matrix denoted 
by Pdis (m,n) specifying grey levels, contains information about two 
pixels: Gray level content m is denoted by the first pixel and content n 
is denoted precisely by the second pixel which further is separated by a 
distance denoted by dis. These specifications are chosen according to a 
specific angle. Matrices produced by this technique give the gray level 
spatial frequencies which further gives association among pixels that 
are adjacent and have distinct distances amidst them [31]. 

Therefore, the description of GLCM is as follows: 

 (4)

In equation (4) I is the given image and the positional information 
in the same image I is given by p1 and p2, the probability is denoted 
by P and Θ denotes the range of different angle directions given by 
0º, 45º, 90º and 135º. Therefore, a GLCM image is represented by d 
as its vector used for movement, δ as its radius and θ as orientation. A 
generalized GLCM matrix can be represented by Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. A Generalized GLCM.

Therefore, for a given specific test image with gray tone values, a 
GLCM matrix is formed, which is the spatial co-occurrence dependence 
matrix.

Prominent four types of GLCM feature parameters which are 
subjected to be used for the extraction [32] of the textual content of an 
image and are denoted by:

 (5)

The disparity between the topmost and the bottom most 
conterminous pixel sets is given by Contrast intensity.

 (6)

The correspondence between a reference pixel and its adjoining 
pixels in an image is diagnosed by making use of Correlation. It 
considers the mean and standard deviation of a matrix by encapsulating 
both the row and column of that particular matrix.

 (7)

In the spatial domain, the proximity among gray levels in an image 
is defined by the term homogeneity.
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Energy of a texture denotes the cyclic consistency of gray level 
allocation in an image.

C. Region-props Process
Shape is also an important visual attribute which can be used to 

depict the information related to an image. Shape features of an object 
provide valuable information about the identity of the same object. 
These features can be categorized into two types: based on its region 
and based on its boundary [33]. Information about an object’s internal 
regions is depicted by region-based descriptors while boundary based 
shape descriptors are based on the usage of boundary information of 
an object. Fourier descriptors are among the popular techniques of 
boundary-based shape descriptors. They are robust, contain perceptual 
characteristics but information about local features is not present 
because only magnitudes of the frequencies are present in Fourier 
transform and location information is missing. 

Curvature scale space (CSS) is another shape descriptor which 
analyzes the boundary of an object as a 1D signal and finally represents 
the signal in scale space. The major issue with this technique is the 
superficial projections on the shape of an image. Angular radial 
transform (ART) produces a high dimensional feature vector which 
causes a hindrance in the performance of a CBIR system. Image 
moments, Zernike moments, Hu moments, Canny edge detector are 
also among the prominent shape and edge descriptors but suffer from 
some main functioning issues like prior image normalization to obtain 
scale invariance, more time consumption, computational complexity, 
etc. Properties of image regions are efficiently measured by using 
region props which measure the number of connected components 
in an image. Many types of region props such as Center of gravity 
(Centroid) [3], Mass, Dispersion, Eccentricity, Axis of least inertia, 
Hole area ratio, etc. can be used to find the shape related information 
in an image. In this paper, some of the region props are used to find the 
largest connected component. They are:

Mass: It is the total number of pixels present in one class. It is 
given as:

 (9)

Where 

Centroid: The center value of all the pixels is denoted by Centroid 
and is also known as the center of mass. C denotes the cluster, h 
specifies mask over the same cluster C over image S(m,n). A Centroid 
is given by:

 (10)

And  (11)

In these equations (yc , zc) are the co-ordinates of the centroid.
Mean: It is defined as the average value of all pixels and is denoted by:

 (12)

Variance: It is an analysis which measures the distance of the 
spread from an average value of given random numbers.

 (13)

Dispersion: Dispersion is defined as the total distance from the 
centroid to every class present in an image. It is given as:

 (14)

Where dist (OD , Oj,D) gives information related to the distance 
metric, centroid of class D is OD, centroid of region j of class D is OjD.

D. Extreme Learning Machine
To procure a precise accuracy during the classification of the image 

dataset, many types of classifiers have been used in the field of image 
retrieval. Support vector machines (SVMs) [34] are amongst the most 
widely used classifiers due to their ease of access. But, they are less 
accurate and take more training time. Moreover, no multi-class SVM 
is directly available. Naive’s Bayes also suffers from various issues 
like: To deal with continuous features initially, a binning procedure is 
required to be adopted to translate those features into discrete features. 
Data scarcity, data assumptions are also some of the issues related to 
this classifier. Random forest, KNN are also used as classifiers but lack 
in accurate classification due to some issues. Therefore, an Extreme 
learning machine (ELM) classifier based on neural network is chosen 
which has many advantages as compared to these classifiers. The 
training speed of an ELM is very swift and also it has a rationalized 
performance based on its operation. ELM is well known as a single-
layer feed-forward neural network (SLFN), designed to be used for 
classification and regression applications. It is a supervised learning 
model based on labeled data. It was initially introduced by Huang at el. 
[26]. ELM has been successfully utilized in many research problems 
like pattern recognition, classification, fault identification, over-fitting, 
etc. In this system, the input weights are selected without any conscious 
decision and by using a specified analytical technique, its output 
weights are decided. This algorithm indeed is based on a single hidden 
layer and the total number of nodes present in this layer is a principal 
parameter to be decided. ELM has many advantages in contrast to many 
related traditional techniques like: least human involvement, [35] swift 
learning speed, complimentary universal capability, convenience to 
use, varied kernel functions, etc. [36].

If there are M different samples denoted by (Xj, tj), where Xj= [x1, 
x2, x3…..xn]

T Є Rn x Rm (where j=1, 2…… M).
Then, it is a SLFN with  hidden nodes and f(x), where f(x) is an 

activation function, and can be represented as:

 (15)

In the above equation, the weight vectors, which connect the input 
nodes to the jth hidden nodes, are given by uj = [uj1, uj2, uj3….ujn]T and  
βj=[βj1, βj2, βj3….βjn]T represents the connecting vectors between the jth 

hidden nodes and the nodes depicting outputs. The value describing 
threshold for the various hidden nodes is given by vj whereas uj and 
xk is the inner product. The basic diagram of ELM is shown in Fig. 2.

I
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X2 

X n-1 

Xn 

S

Selection 
function 

X1 
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Fig. 2. A basic form of an Extreme learning machine.

The Equation (15) can be briefly re-written as:

 (16)
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Where 

Here, H represents the output matrix of the hidden layer. Also, the 
H matrix becomes invertible, if the total number of given samples    
becomes equal to hidden node parameters H. However, the learning 
attributes of ELM, uj, vj and the hidden nodes can be allocated 
randomly, in the absence of any input data, therefore the output weights 
β of a linear system can be calculated by implementing least square 
technique as follows:

 (17)

Where Moore-Penrose conception in one of its versions is given by 
. So, from equation (17), we can see that the calculation of the output 

weights is done by using a straightforward mathematical equation, 
thereby avoiding any lengthy procedures. Thus, the algorithm of ELM 
can be summarized in three steps, which are as follows:

(1) Assigning of hidden node parameters uj and vj, where 
i=1,2……. .

(2) Calculation of H, i.e matrix of a hidden layer by using an 
activation function.

(3) Output weights calculation by using β = 
Thus, ELM transforms a complex problem into a simpler and 

linear function. Fast speed, more accuracy and many more advantages 
contribute to making this technique more sophisticated and precise as 
compared to many other customized methods. 

E. Relevance Feedback
It is a strategy which helps to refine a particular image based on 

the feedback obtained by the user. To search the system with massive 
database images, text or a combination of images annotated with text 
can be used as a query. Then, a set of relevant images are obtained 
based on a specific query image. These retrieved images are analyzed 
by the user and finally, the query image is refined by using Relevance 
feedback which selects the best-matched images, based on some 
common features. This process works iteratively until the desired 
results are obtained or the user gets satisfied. This intelligent technique 
can also be used in combination with many other concepts like Support 
vector machines (SVM), Neural networks with different training 
algorithms [37], Deep learning, machine learning, etc. [38].

The query input given by the user can be broadly classified into three 
types: The first category consists of a system in which a query image 
is composed of only keyboard text letters. This technique has some 
limitations like polysemy, synonymy, homonymy, etc. So, finding the 
desired images based on the user’s intention is a major issue of concern. 
A query can also be given in the form of an image, which is the second 
medium of inputting a query image. This technique has removed many 
ambiguities, which were present in the traditional method of the query 
by text. Also, this method has gained vast popularity in recent times 
due to its numerous applications in image processing. Relevance 
feedback can be considered as the third category of providing a query 
image, indeed through the iterative refinement of a user’s query image. 
The three basic ways of a query refinement are as follows:

(1) Extension of Query: In this technique, the neighboring images 
of an actual query image are also included in it, based on the 
feedback obtained by the user. Thus, in a way, an expansion of 

an original query image is done.
(2) Query Re-Weighting: This method enhances the weights of 

some prominent attributes of an image and simultaneously 
reduces the weights of some un-important attributes. In this 
way, a query becomes more refined.

(3) Movement of Query: A query is moved close to the required 
images by the adjustment in the attributes of a utilized distance 
function. 

In this paper, to make the hybrid textural system more effective, 
Relevance Feedback is utilized. It works on the relevant images 
obtained after classification by ELM. It works on the refinement 
process until the satisfactory results are obtained. 

III. Proposed Methodology

In the proposed work, a unique image retrieval system has been 
described which is an amalgamation of texture, color and shape 
features depicting an image. Color moment has been utilized for color 
feature extraction while Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 
and varied region props have been adopted respectively for texture 
and shape feature extraction. These three techniques together present 
a great combination. Color moment effectively captures spatial 
information of a particular image and is also invariant to rotation, 
scale and angle. Similarly, GLCM has highly factual results and takes 
very little computation time in its execution. For the shape feature 
extraction, Mass, Centroid, Mean, Variance and Dispersion parameters 
have been calculated. These parameters effectively describe the 
shape of an object, specified in the given image. Hence, our proposed 
framework consists of an amalgamation of these three techniques. 
For classification accuracy, the incorporation of an Extreme Learning 
Machine (ELM) has also been done whose training images have been 
reformulated or updated based on the condition of relevance feedback. 
For the detailed explanation of the proposed work, this approach has 
been divided into two major subsections: The first section explains the 
working of both the main phases of the system, i.e., Training stage and 
the Testing stage. The other stages related to the proposed model have 
been given in another subsection.

A.  Training and Testing Stage
The stage related to training of the system is basically concerned 

with the training of an ELM model. Every neural network is required 
to be trained through the total images in the database. In this phase, the 
three types of features are withdrawn from the whole dataset and three 
independent feature vectors are formed. These three feature vectors 
are normalized to form a hybrid feature vector (HFV). To train the 
ELM model, this HFV is given as an input to it and different categories 
of a dataset are formed and gets trained as a classifier. Normalization 
brings the feature dimensions into a common range. Here, minimum-
maximum normalization is used and is denoted by:

 (18)

Where y is the value of a particular feature, minimum is the bottom 
value of every single feature vector and maximum is the highest value 
of every single feature.

Decimal scaling and Z-score are also among the prominent 
Normalization techniques. In Decimal scaling, the normalization 
is achieved by moving the decimal point of input values. But, it is 
generally based on calculating the least and the largest value of given 
data, which is difficult in some cases. Moreover, if the assumption about 
these values is done, then also the results could be impermissible. The 
main disadvantage of Z-score Normalization is that it always assumes 
a normal distribution. But, if this condition is not met, then vague 
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results are produced. Therefore, on the basis of these conclusions, Min-
Max Normalization is preferred because the correspondence among all 
the data values is conserved, without any bias introduction. The basic 
architectural implementation is given in Fig. 3.

The main aim of the testing stage is concerned with the testing of 
the proposed system by using a pre-trained ELM model with a specific 
query image and obtaining the desired top N images.

B. Prominent Stages During the Working of the Proposed System
The various prominent stages during the working of the proposed 

system are as follows: 

1. Feature Extraction Stage
In this stage, texture, shape and color features are withdrawn from 

a query image using GLCM, region props process and color moment 
respectively and three respective feature vectors are obtained. Again, a 
hybrid feature vector (HFV) is finally obtained by combining the three 
independent feature vectors by using the process of normalization.  

2. Classification Stage
The second important stage of working is based on classification. 

Here, the obtained HFV is applied in the form of an input to a pre-
trained ELM model. This ELM model has been initially trained in the 
training phase with the complete specific database. 

To train the ELM model, different types of activation functions can 
be used and here, Radial basis function (RBF) is utilized. RBF is a type 
of multi-layer perceptron (MLP) which can use one or more hidden 
layer besides input and output layer. RBF has only a single hidden 
layer of neurons where each neuron of the hidden layer calculates 
the RBF function. These hidden nodes project the lower dimension 

of feature vector to a higher dimension. The output nodes contain the 
classifying neurons. The number of neurons in the output layer are 
equal to the number of classes of the dataset. The output layer nodes 
decide to which class, the input feature vector should lie. If the output 
of first node = 1 and all other nodes = 0, then it means that the query 
image belongs to first category.

 The output of this classification step is the images with meticulous 
categorization and class prediction by an ELM classifier. Various 
working parameters of the proposed system are given in Table I. Here, 
9 features of color moment are used as input, 44 of GLCM and Region 
props contain 5 features. To form a hybrid system, these features are 
added and 58 input features are obtained. For, Corel-1K dataset, the 
output neurons are 10, 50 for Corel-5K and so on. Single layer feed 
forward neural network is used here as it contains a single hidden layer 
and it is a feed forward neural network. Radial basis function (RBF) 
is utilized as an activation function where 100 denotes the number of 
neurons in the hidden layer.

TABLE I. Various Working Parameters of the Proposed System

Number of input 
features 9 (Color), 44 (Texture), 5 (Shape)

Fused features 9+44+5=58

Number of Output 
(Classes)

10 (Corel-1K), 50 (Corel-5K), 100 (Corel-10K), 
20 (GHIM-10)

ELM Kernel Type Radial basis function (RBF)

Kernel Parameters 100

Algorithm Feed-forward single hidden layer neural network

ELM 
retrained 

with 
relevant 
images 

Testing Phase Training Phase 

Labeled Database images Query image 

Hybrid feature vector 

ELM trained by HFV 
of images 

ELM Model  
(As a classifier) 

  Hybrid feature vector 

Class prediction by ELM 

Matching for retrieval 

    Retrieved images 

Texture 
Feature 

Extraction 

Shape 
Feature 

Extraction 

Color 
Feature 

Extraction 

  Relevance Feedback 

Texture 
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Shape 
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Extraction 

Color 
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Fig. 3. Architectural framework of the proposed system.
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3. Similarity Matching Stage
After an accurate class prediction by an ELM network, the whole 

dataset images are successfully classified into varied categories. Now, 
based on a query image, a similarity matching is done between a 
given query image and the respective category to which it belongs. 
These categories are formed as a result of an ELM classification. 
After the results of similarity calculation are obtained, the resultant 
images are arranged in increasing order based on the utilized distance 
metric. A result of zero with regard to distance metric exhibits accurate 
resemblance between two images. Many types of distance metrics 
are utilized for the purpose of calculating similarity. Some of the 
prominent distance metrics which are used in similarity calculation are 
given under:

 (19)

 (20)

 (21)

Here, Ij denotes the input query image and Dj depicts all database 
images.

4. Relevance Feedback Stage
The main aim of this step is to encompass the user feedback to 

check the relevancy of the retrieved images after classification by 
ELM. The images retrieved after classification are divided into two 
groups: Relevant and Non-Relevant based on the feedback obtained 
by the user. These set of Relevant images are again considered to 
improve and reformulate the classification procedure of ELM. The 
novelty of the proposed approach is that the obtained set of predicted 
semantics by ELM is improved to a great extent by using two iterations 
of relevance feedback. This process rejects the non-relevant images 
based on user’s feedback and finally, based on these refined images, 
final top 10 images are retrieved. This process enhances the accuracy 
of the proposed system to a significant value.

IV. Experimental Methods and Results

To analyze the retrieval efficiency of the implemented technique, 
various benchmark datasets for CBIR system has been utilized. There 
are a diversity of images present in these databases which have been 
used successfully in many retrieval techniques. All the experiments 
have been performed on Windows 10 operating system (OS) by 
utilizing version R2017a of MATLAB with core i3 processor, 4 GB 
RAM and 64-bit windows.

1st Dataset: Corel-1K: The initial database analyzed for 
experimentation is Corel-1K which is composed of 1000 different 
images. It has 10 categories which are Africa, Buildings, Bus, Beach, 
Dinosaur, Elephant, Flowers, Horse, Food and Mountains. 100 images 
are present in each category and each image bears the size of either 256 
× 384 or 384 × 256. (http://wang.ist.psu.edu/docs/related/)

2nd Dataset: Corel-5K: The next dataset is Corel-5K and consists 
of 5000 images. There are 50 categories in this dataset and again every 
group has 100 images. Some of the group types of this dataset are 
butterfly, cards, vegetables, dogs, judo, etc. The size of each image is 
either 256 × 384 or 384 × 256. (http://www.ci.gxnu.edu.cn/cbir/)

3rd Dataset: Corel-10K: The third dataset is Corel-10K and there 
are 10,000 images in this dataset. This database has different groups 
of 100 images and every set has further 100 images in it. Every image 
bears the size of either 256 × 384 or 384 × 256. Some of the images 
of this dataset belong to cars, dolls, lamp-posts, flags, etc. category. 
(http://www.ci.gxnu.edu.cn/cbir/)

4th Dataset: GHIM-10: The last database for the experimental 
analysis is GHIM-10. It also consists of 10,000 images with a total of 
20 categories. Each category has 500 images in it consisting of bikes, 
car, aeroplane, grasshopper, etc. Every image size is of either 300 × 
400 or 400 × 300. (http://www.ci.gxnu.edu.cn/cbir/)

For the formation of a query or input image, each and every single 
image of all the databases is utilized. If the obtained resultant images 
correspond to the concordant native category of the input image then, 
the proposed system has effective results and the retrieval is considered 
as a successful retrieval. The role of Extreme learning based-Relevance 
feedback framework contributes to enhancing and upgrading the 
retrieval efficiency of the implemented technique. Few of the sample 
images from all the datasets is shown in Fig 4.

Corel-5K 

Corel-10K 

GHIM-10 

Corel-1K 

Fig. 4.  Sample images from all datasets.

A. Methods
In CBIR systems, the capability of a particular system can be 

concluded with respect to many evaluation parameters [39]-[40]. 
Precision and Recall are the most well-known evaluation metrics. 
These are defined using the given equations:

 (22)
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Here, the total recovered images are 10 while the number of relevant 
images of a particular dataset depends on the number of images present 
in each category of that dataset. Corel-1K, Corel-5K and Corel-10K, 
has 100 images as relevant while in the case of GHIM-10, it is 500. 

B. Results
Results based on the retrieval of desired images are obtained 

by taking each and every image from all the datasets i.e Corel-1K, 
Corel-5K, Corel-10K and GHIM-10 as a query or an input image. 
Then, Color moment, GLCM and various region props are used for the 
withdrawal of color, texture and shape attributes and the hybrid feature 
vector is formed by combining independent feature vectors of the three 
techniques. The same procedure applies to all database images also. 
After feature extraction, the pre-trained ELM model performs the 
accurate class prediction and finally, a similarity is calculated between 
the entered input image and the classified images of the complete 
dataset. Similarity calculation is done by utilizing three distance 
metric techniques. The results in terms of Average precision on all 
the employed datasets, obtained after classification by ELM using the 
three distance metrics are shown in Table II.

TABLE II. Average precision using three distance metrics

Dataset Euclidean Manhattan Minkowski
Corel-1K 92.1 88.45 85.3
Corel-5K 79.6 73.6 69.9

Corel-10K 72.4 68.7 65.3
GHIM-10 89.95 83.2 78.62

As evident from Table II, the average precision obtained by using 
Euclidean distance metric outperforms the other distance metrics. 
Since Manhattan distance is a distinctive case of Minkowski distance, 
it produces innumerable false negatives and does not yield accurate 
results. Euclidean distance metric is based on weighted and normalized 
attributes and has speedy computational performance. Therefore, the 
Euclidean distance metric gives precise results and is being used here.

The average precision of the proposed system is obtained in the 
form of three phases. In the first phase, precision is calculated only after 
the fusion of texture, color and shape parameters. In the second phase, 
the results are obtained from the combination of hybrid features and 
ELM classifier and, in the last phase, the results of the total proposed 
system are obtained which is the combination of hybrid attributes, 
ELM and Relevance feedback. Fig. 5 plot shows the Average precision 
vs Datasets plot for all the four databases in the stepping of three levels.

Fig. 5. Average Precision of the proposed system depicting three levels of 
functioning.

From Fig. 5, it is clear that the average precision of the system 
increases as more and more intelligence is being added to the proposed 
system. With the increase in intelligence of the system, more high-level 
semantics are captured and the system becomes more efficient.

Precision and Recall are the prominent measures to check the 
effectiveness of any particular CBIR system. Therefore, Precision vs 
Recall curves of the implementation by varying the number of retrieved 
images from 10 to 50 on all the four datasets is shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
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Fig. 6. Precision Vs Recall plot on Corel-1K and Corel-5K datasets.
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Fig. 7. Precision Vs Recall plot on Corel-10K and GHIM-10 datasets.

From Fig. 6 and 7, it can be seen that with the rise in the number 
of  images retrieved, the value of precision decreases while recall 
increases. Separate Graphical user interface (GUI’s) have been 
designed for each of the four datasets. Top ten images are retrieved 
through each utilized dataset. The GUI’s depicting the retrieval 
results for each of the four datasets based on a specific query image 
are shown in Fig. 8 (a-d).

From Fig 8, it can be concluded that the top ten images are 
retrieved from the desired category of the dataset which in-turn 
belongs to the native category of the input image. Thus, the gross 
accuracy of the implemented technique is undoubtedly outstanding as 
compared to the other state-of-the-art techniques based on intelligent 
and hybrid feature retrieval. The accuracy of the presented system is 
also given in Table III.
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Fig. 8(a).  Retrieval results from Corel-1K dataset.

Fig. 8(b).  Retrieval results from Corel-5K dataset.

Fig. 8(c).  Retrieval results from Corel-10K dataset.

Fig. 8(d).  Retrieval results from GHIM-10 dataset.

TABLE III. Accuracy of the Proposed System

Dataset Accuracy (%)
Corel 1K 96.5
Corel 5K 94.67
Corel 10K 94.85
GHIM-10 99.02

The obtained accuracy can also be verified by checking the diagonal 
elements of the generated confusion matrix during classification by 
ELM classifier. Confusion matrix of one of the four datasets (GHIM-
10) is also given in Table IV.

TABLE IV. Confusion Matrix of Ghim-10 Dataset

496   1    1    0     0    0    1    0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  2  496   0    0     1    0    0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  1    0   495  0     1    0    0    0    2    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  0    0     0   498  0    1    0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  0    0     0     0   498  0    1   1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  1    1     0     0     1   495 0   0    1    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  2    0     1     0     1    0  496 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  1    2     0     0     0    0    0  497 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  0    0     0     1     1    0    1   0  497  0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  0    0     0     0     0    0    0   0   0   500  0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  0    1     0     0     1    0    1    0   1    0   496 0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  0    0     1     0     1    0    1    1   0    0    0   496 0    0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  0    1     0     0     0    0    0    0   2    2    0    0   495 0    0    0    0    0    0   0

  3    1     0     0     0    0    1    0   2    0    0    0    0   493 0    0    0    0    0   0

  1    1     1     0     2    0    1    0   0    0    0    0    0    0   494 0    0    0    0   0

  1    0     0     0     0    2    0    1   1    0    0    0    0    0    0   495 0    0    0   0

  0    0     0     0     1    0    0    0   2    2    0    0    0    0    0    0   495 0    0   0

  0    2     0     2     0    0    0    0   2    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0   494 0   0

  1    0     1     0     0    1    1    0   1    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0  494 0

  1    0     0     0     0    2    0    0   2    2    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0  493

From the diagonal elements of the confusion matrix, it can be seen 
that out of 500 images present in 20 categories of the dataset, a handful 
of images are present in every single group, which corresponds to an 
accuracy of 99.02%.  

C. Comparison of the presented system with the related 
techniques

The implemented system has been initially compared to many state-
of-the-art related techniques regarding average precision obtained on 
Corel-1K, Corel-5K and Corel-10K datasets. In comparison, the main 
considerations are:

The majority of the hybrid systems are based only on the extraction 
of either one or two attributes of an image in spite of all the three basic 
visual attributes. Due to this, those systems lack in the recognition of 
complex and large dataset images.

The methods which are used for feature extraction by the related 
hybrid systems are deficient in one or the other ways as compared to 
the proposed system. For eg., the color histogram is used for color 
extraction but it lacks the spatial information and, moreover, two 
different images can produce the same histograms.

In order to classify the images, generally Support vector machine 
(SVM) has been utilized but it has less classification accuracy as 
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compared to Extreme learning machine (ELM) employed in the 
presented system.

To capture the high-level semantic features of an image, Relevance 
feedback has been used in the proposed system but the related systems 
lack this concept of human intelligence.

These comparisons have been given in Table V where the precision 
of the implemented system outshines the other state-of-the-art 
compared techniques and performance plot has been given in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Comparison plot of the proposed technique with the related techniques 
on Corel-1K, Corel-5K and Corel-10K dataset.

Again from the comparison of GHIM-10 dataset, it can be 
concluded that the proposed system has enhanced and accurate results 
as compared to many related techniques based on this database. The 
average precision of the proposed system obtained on GHIM-10 
dataset is shown in Table VI and its comparative plot in Fig. 10.

TABLE VI.  Comparison of the Proposed System Based on GHIM-10

Database Average Precision (%)

GHIM-10 Ref. [11] Ref.[25] Ref. [39] Proposed

 76.99 73.7 57.51 90.14
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Fig. 10. Comparison plot of the proposed technique with the related techniques 
on GHIM-10 dataset.

The comparison of the proposed system in terms of Recall is 
also presented in Table VII for Corel-1K, Corel-5K and Corel-10K 
datasets. Table VIII gives the comparative analysis for GHIM-10 
dataset for the Recall parameter. These recall results are based on the 
retrieval of 20 images.

TABLE VII. Comparison of the Proposed System Based on Corel-1K, 
Corel- 5K and Corel-10K 

Database Average Recall (%)  

Ref. [1] Ref. [5] Ref. [7] Ref. [8]  Proposed

Corel-1K 17.50 16.64 16.60 7.58 19.92

Corel-5K 14.67 13.72 14.45 5.33 16.54

Corel-10K 12.34 11.99 13.65 4.65 13.75

TABLE VIII. Comparison of the Proposed System Based  on GHIM-10

Database Average Recall (%)

GHIM-10 Ref. [11] Ref.[39] Ref. [25] Proposed

 22.33 1.38 25.65 28.98

TABLE V. Comparison of the Proposed System with the State-of-the-Art Techniques

Database Semantic Name Average Precision (%)

  Ref. [2] Ref. [5] Ref. [7] Ref. [8] Ref. [1] Ref. [9] Ref. [10] Proposed

Corel-1K Africa 72.4 81 68 74.5 95 81 84.7 84.5

Beach 51.5 66 65 69.3 60 92 45.4 98

Building 59.55 78.75 80 85.1 55 79 67.8 79

Bus 92.35 96.25 90 95.4 100 93 85.3 86

Dinosaur 99 100 100 100 100 99 99.3 100

Elephant 72.7 70.75 80 83.3 90 79 71.1 100

Flower 92.25 95.75 85 98 100 99 93.3 99

Horse 96.6 98.75 95 94.2 100 80 95.8 100

Mountain 55.75 67.75 75 75.9 75 85 49.8 84

Food 72.35 77.25 85 92.6 100 88 80.8 100

Average 76.5 83.225 82.3 77.8 87.5 87.5 77.3 93.05

Corel-5K Average 55.25 68.6 64.5 59.5 72.56 75.4 58 81.03

Corel-10K Average 49.58 59.98 57.54 52.45 65.45 68.9 72 75.8
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Thus, the proposed method has superior results both in terms of 
Precision and Recall, in contrast to many state-of-the-art techniques 
and can work accurately and precisely on both small and large datasets.  

D. Time Performance Analysis
In order to increase the accuracy of the proposed system, time 

performance analysis is an important parameter to be considered. Here, 
analysis of time is done during training and testing the model. This 
time analysis during training phase is divided into Feature extraction 
time and ELM training time while during testing phase it is based on 
the testing time of the complete proposed model.  The time analysis for 
all the four utilized datasets is given in Table IX.

 TABLE IX. Time performance Analysis of the Proposed System

Dataset Time (in seconds)

Corel 1K

Feature extraction time = 348.64 
ELM training time = 0.1781 
Total training time = 348.81 
Testing time = 0.389

Corel 5K

Feature extraction time = 595.733 
ELM training time = 1.3029 
Total training time = 597.03 
Testing time = 0.955

Corel 10K

Feature extraction time = 2845.00 
ELM training time = 245.67 
Total training time = 3090.67 
Testing time = 4.342

GHIM-10

Feature extraction time = 2543.00 
ELM training time = 205.78 
Total training time = 2748.78 
Testing time = 3.044

From Table IX, it can be concluded that as the used dataset 
becomes more and more complicated i.e. number of images increases, 
some more time is utilized for the total training of the model but the 
testing time is much less. Thus, the proposed system is very effective 
in testing both smaller and larger image datasets. 

V. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes a novel and an efficient technique for 
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system which is focused on 
the formation of a hybrid feature vector (HFV). This HFV is formed 
utilizing the independent feature vectors of three visual attributes of an 
image, namely texture, shape and color which are extracted by using 
Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), region props procedure 
employing varied parameters and color moment respectively. The 
proposed system is the combination of these three techniques which 
has many advantages as GLCM has precise inter-pixel and inter-
pattern relationship, as compared to many basic texture extraction 
methods. Color moment captures spatial information of an image 
and is also invariant to scale, angle and rotation. Shape parameters 
can be used to detect the connected components in an image. These 
hybrid features are applied to an Extreme learning machine (ELM) 
deputing as a classifier which is a feed-forward neural network having 
one hidden layer. After that, to retrieve the higher level semantic 
attributes of an image, Relevance feedback is used in the form of 
some iterations based on the user’s feedback. This extreme learning 
based-Relevance feedback framework helps in the evolution of an 
intelligent and modified system for learning and classification. Four 
benchmark datasets have been tested on the proposed system with 
respect to Precision, Recall and Accuracy. The average precision for 
the presented implementation is 93.05%, 81.03%, 75.8% and 90.14%, 

respectively, on Corel-1K, Corel-5K, Corel-10K and GHIM-10 
datasets, which is significantly larger than that of many state-of-the-art 
related methods of hybrid CBIR system. The proposed work does not 
consider the information of the desired region of an image but is based 
on an entire image. Therefore, our future work will concentrate on the 
Region of interest (ROI) of an image by using local as well as global 
information of an image by using Deep learning techniques for feature 
extraction. Internet of Things (IoT) will be used for the online creation 
and transfer of database images.  
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I. Introduction

PERCEPTUAL engineering is a new branch of engineering which 
combines the perceptual and engineering technologies. It mainly 

designs products by analyzing human sensibility and manufactures 
products according to human preference [1]-[2]. The sensibility of 
perceptual engineering is a dynamic process, which changes fashion, 
trend and individual timely. It is difficult to grasp and quantify the 
perceptual issues, but they can be measured, quantified, and analyzed 
by modern technology, and their rules still can be grasped [3]. Some 
uncertain inference with evaluations was widely applied in the industrial 
design field, especially, for the products preference evaluation [4]-[6]. 
Researchers from Hiroshima University were the first to introduce 

perceptual analysis into the field of engineering research. In 1970, with 
the beginning of the comprehensive consideration of the emotions and 
desires of occupants in residential design, the study of how to embody 
the sensibility of occupants into engineering technology in residential 
design was originally called “emotional engineering” [7].

The customer’s emotional evaluation of the product exists in its 
natural language description, while the vocabulary in natural language 
is often inaccurate and vague [8]-[11]. The difficulty in dealing with 
natural language also complicates the study of implicit emotions 
in products. The traditional fuzzy set theory coarse-grained natural 
language and the formation of linguistic variables [12] reduce the 
computational complexity, which brings a feasible direction to language 
processing under weakening conditions [13]-[15]. Osgood’s semantic 
difference work is composed of three-dimensional indicators [16]-[18]. 
One important dimension is the range of “Valence” from pleasant to 
unpleasant; the other dimension is “Arousal”, which measures of calm 
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to excited; and “dominance” means the perceived degree of control 
in a (social) situation, so-called VAD model. Mehrabian and Russell 
used 150 words for experiments, and Bellezza et al. used 450 words 
for experiments; Bradley & Lang launched the psychological quantity 
calibration experiment to launch an emotional rating data set of about 
1000 words, and more than 1000 words were divided into 56 groups, 
each group consisted of 14 lines of 4 words per line for the subject to 
rate [19]-[20]. The corresponding vocabulary of the 56 vocabularies is 
subjected to the three-dimensional sentiment rating of VAD, which is 
set to a discrete scale [21]. 

By statistically calculating the data, the VAD emotional space 
mean and its standard deviation (SD) of each vocabulary are calculated 
separately. Since the words of the emotional vocabulary are not all 
suitable for product and perceptual evaluation, some of the vocabularies 
need to be selected to reflect the product. Emotional elements are 
carried; therefore, perceptual engineering classifies and merges certain 
words using grouping, and forms about 25 representative words 
(perceptual vocabulary groups) through group computing of perceptual 
vocabulary. This work conducted an emotional rating experiment based 
on 25 vocabularies and modified the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) 
and Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) accordingly. Because 
the traditional SAM-based class experiments use pure manual methods, 
they face the problem of inefficient data collection, which also imposes 
constraints on the design of SAM sentiment rating experiments [8]. 
For example, a discrete scale design is mainly to consider statistical 
convenience. In this experiment, the expression scale of SAM is still 
used, but when setting the number of rating points, the continuous 
point method is adopted, which is also in line with Osgood’s theory of 
“continuous psychological quantity”. 

In this study, a SAM continuous-scale sentiment rating system was 
proposed. The data points are implemented using scroll bars, so that 
the acquired VAD sentiment spatial data is no longer restricted to the 
discrete distribution of [0-8]. This will be beneficial to discover the 
microscopic mode of the VAD space; where, the point set distribution 
form in the VAD space. The purpose of our experiment is to find the 
relationship between the perceptual vocabulary and the corresponding 
VAD space, and the distribution of each perceptual vocabulary and 
VAD emotional space point set, and to find the consistency degree of the 
emotional vocabulary from the analysis of the distribution state of the 
point set [22]-[25]. Specifically, the feelings of the user are relatively 
consistent; these are all expected to be obtained in the experimental 
data and later analysis. Similarly, in the specific application, the feature 
set image of the product can be used to perform the same VAD rating 
experiment to obtain the VAD data of a certain product feature, so that 
the product’s characteristics and emotional elements pass the VAD 
emotion. 

Visually it reproduces the VAD sentiment data of 25 vocabularies; 
thus, the rating data of the single dimension is drawn separately. 
The results established that each dimension data has an aggregation 
effect, which means only from a single dimension (Valence, Arousal 
or Dominance) (K= Control), the rating data has certain stability; 
and from the two-dimensional data point distribution observation 
(K=Elegant), the data still shows a certain aggregation effect. As the 
number of data increases, people’s ratings are not only stable, but also 
related to Valence, Arousal and Dominance. However, they cannot 
be generalized by linear regression. The traditional method is to use 
cluster analysis to select representative point sets for classification, but 
the results of clustering still make each emotional element become an 
isolated point [26]-[27].

In this research, the VAD emotional space was constructed by using 
the modeling proposed in Section II. Two clustering algorithms were 
applied for emotion clustering and presented the ANEW system words 
in VAD space, the 3-dimensional emotion space that was potentially 

applied in an industrial design product evaluation by using a fuzzy 
inference system. Section III deployed the results and discussions, 
while Section IV concluded the proposed methods effectively in some 
applications. The framework of the research is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The framework of VAD emotional model for evaluation by using 
dimensional clustering methods.

II. Modeling

The emotional evaluation by using a perceptual vocabulary is more 
concentrated and the emotional meta-core can be defined as a single 
-point set. The center is the average of the three-dimensional coordinates 
of the point set. The standard deviation is the domain radius. The point 
set distribution has a certain range, which can be calculated by its 
standard deviation. This kind of data distribution can set the kernel 
of the emotional element as an ellipsoid set indicating that the VAD 
identity of the emotional element is general. The VAD point set data is a 
distributed approximation on a plane indicating the VAD identity of the 
emotional element, such as a specific 25-word VAD point set topology. 
The content is to carry out the artificial psychological quantity labeling 
experiment based on the VAD emotional space, and the system design 
is carried out according to the method of ANEW experimental design. 
Due to the traditional manual labeling method, it is not conducive to 
large-scale data acquisition, and there are statistical difficulties. The 
continuous scale method (VAD emotion rating)does no longer adopt 
the 9-point rating system through the online survey system. VAD 
labeling experiments can be performed on a large scale to collect more 
data. The VAD labeling of the product and the VAD labeling of the 
relevant sensible vocabulary can establish a kind of mapping of the 
product feature set to the corresponding sensible vocabulary while it is 
not a one-to-one correspondence function.

The VAD sentimental spatial point set of each perceptual 
vocabulary shows that the distribution state of VAD spatial point sets 
of different perceptual vocabularies is different, which can be roughly 
divided into three categories: single point set (indicating that the 
emotional evaluation has a strong one), plane set (indicating that the 
sentiment evaluation is poorly consistent), and ellipsoid set (indicating 
that the sentiment evaluation has a medium consistency). Through 
the different spatial geometric topologies of the point set distribution, 
these emotions need to be defined separately. The emotional cell 
metamodel is a very special semantic cell model whose domain is a 
three-dimensional VAD emotional space. As a special semantic cell, 
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it is composed of two parts: the semantic kernel and the semantic 
shell. The semantic kernel is a set of VAD values, which represent 
the typical VAD values   of all emotional cell elements. The emotional 
cell element shell represents the boundary of the field covered by the 
perceptual vocabulary, which is essentially uncertain, so a distance 
density function is used to represent this uncertainty. For the kernel 
of emotional cell elements, there are many forms, such as single point 
set, and sphere set. For the outer shell of the emotional cell elements, 
there are also many forms of the density function, such as the Gaussian 
Mixture Model (GMM).

A. Adjectives Space Construction 
∀P ∈ Ω is of Ω = {(E1, E2, ..., En) : Ei ∈ P. i = 1, 2, ..., n where n is the 

number evaluations. Particularly, in the valence-arousal-dominent 
dimentinality space, P  is described as P = (Valence, Arousal, Dominance) 
and simplified as P = (v, a, d), where Ω = {(v, a, d) | v, a, d ∈ R}. A given 
metric d =  in VAD dimentionality can be defined as [26]:

 (1)

, we have that,

 (2)

Besides, , d can be given by:

 (3)

Thus, the following expression is applied:

 (4)

Definition 1: ∀P ∈ Ω, there exists a neighbor of P which is defined 
as:

 (5)

Definition 2: For adjectives K, if the VAD values belong to a single 
point kernel, then the kernel is defined by:

 (6)

where, 𝜌(Pi) is the probability density function (PDF) of Pi.
Definition 3: The sphere kernel is defined as:

 (7)

where, , 

and K' = {Pi | 𝜌(Pj) ≤ 𝜌T}, 𝜌T is a given constant to limit the size of 
the kernel.

Definition 4: The plain kernel is defined as a union of sphere 
kernels , where PK is subject to Definition 2 and 3.

Definition 5: The border of the kernel is defined by upper and 
lower sets, which are respectively given by: 

 (8)

 (9)

Then, the border is given by:

 (10)

B. Metric Function Acquisition

1. Linear Based Function
The density calculation of a point set is a relatively complicated 

process, and a linear function can be used to simplify the calculation. 
As the constant function 𝜌i(x) = ai, it is clear that when the density 
function is linear, it will reflect the uniform distribution state of the 
point set. Fig. 2 shows the grouping of the adjective, where (a) control, 
and (b) modern in the perceptual space of emotions in the VAD model. 

(b) 
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(a)
Fig. 2. The density distribution (middle) and contour map (right) of the linear 
density function of the VAD spatial point, where (a) K=control, and (b) 
K=modern.

2. Gaussian Based Metric
In the point set topology type of the VAD emotion space, both the 

single point set and the spheroid set are considered to be approximately 
spherical. In this case, the Simple Gaussian Model (SGM) is used to 
describe the probability density of these points, which is defined as 
follows:

 (11)

where  is the covariance matrix, and  is the center point of 
the density function. The characteristics of the density function are 
determined by ( , ). Then, to achieve the best description of the 
point set to feature, the parameter p of ( , ) should be estimated. For 
any Pi ∈ Ω of the VAD space, the density probability is 𝜌(Pi, , ), 
for any adjective K, each point Pi ∈ K is independent, then  probability 
density of K can be calculated by:

 (12)

By using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), the estimating 
parameter pairs of ( , ) to be applied for the maximization are 
calculated using the following formula, in which O is an estimation 
on ( , ) [26] : 

 (13)

To get , continuously, equate the differentiation of Eq(13) by the 
variable  by 0 as follows: 

 (14)
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Also, the estimated  and  are given by:, 

 (15)

 (16)

Any density of the point in the kernel can be presented formally as
. The definition  of VAD and the center point’s parameter 

estimation  can be rewritten as:

 (17)
The parameter estimation of covariance  can be rewritten as:

 (18)

where n = 2P, i.e. the number of elements of the set; where the 
discreet scale can be used if the VAD is in one-dimensional space, 
where the mode visualization is shown in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3. One dimensional affective SGM model.

By using K=Elegant in the VAD dataset, after SGM, we have  
 = (2.71, 4.79, 5.75),  = 2.07I, which is visualized in Fig. 4, where

 (19)

 (20)

Fig. 4. SGM model in VAD space.

For “P is elegant” in VAD is visualized in Fig. 5, where

 (21)
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Fig. 5. VAD effective space by using the metric of 𝜃 = (2.71, 4.79, 5.75, I)  
and n =568.

The kernel of the plane set form is formed by the VAD emotional 
space, which considered that the recognition of the corresponding 
emotional vocabulary is low. Thus, the GMM describes the 
characteristics of the VAD emotional space efficiently. To describe the 
density value distribution corresponding to the equivalent dimension 
value, the plot of the Valence Arousal dimension is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The VAD of the three kernels combination in the SGM distribution.

3. The Density Function of the Single Dimension Affective
For the VAD emotional space, it is not yet possible to accurately 

obtain the correlation between the three-dimensional emotional 
data. However, from the medical observation of the brain magnetic 
resonance imaging data, there is a certain correlation between VAD. 
Traditional perceptual engineering uses single-dimensional emotional 
rating data. When the data point set is on the VAD axis, it means that a 
certain perceptual semantics presents a one-dimensional emotion. For 
theoretical completeness, this section gives a method for estimating the 
density of single-dimensional emotions in a single point set [28]-[32]. 
The point set of the coordinate axes (v, 0, 0), (0, a, 0), and (0, 0, d) can 
be used to estimate the three- dimensional variables separately. For 
the VAD point set (vi, 0, 0) the Parzen-Borel kernel estimation is used, 
which is given by: 

 (22)

Kernel estimation is a type of the nonparametric statistical methods to 
determine K(u), which is a uniform density distribution function on [–1,1]. 
Thus, the kernel estimate in Eq.(22) is degenerated into an average, where 
K(u) is usually used with the forms of , Epanechikov kernel of 

, , and Gaussian of . The
best distribution of the function is Gaussian as shown in Fig. 7. 

Through the definition of the kernel and the outer shell of the 
perceptual concept, the definition of the neighborhood-based method 
is used for the point set of different forms. At the same time, the outer 
layer of the emotional cell element is represented by the approximate 
set to express the characteristics of the soft film. Secondly, in the 
definition of the density function part, if the cell element of the VAD 
sentiment space has a single point set form, a single Gaussian density 
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function is used. Also, for the planar form, the Gaussian mixture model 
is used. Through the iterative method, the parameters to be determined 
can be estimated to describe the distribution of the point set of the VAD 
emotion space [33].

Fig. 7. An example of Gaussian distribution for the dimensional adjectives 
grouping model.

C. Fuzzy Perceptual Inference Using the VAD Model for 
Clustering Evaluation

1. Fuzzy Evaluation Process
When using fuzzy inference rules, the conditional statement “IF 

x is A, THEN y is B” is converted into fuzzy relations rules. The 
Linguistic Variable (LV) was subsequently introduced for translating 
the natural language to a membership of fuzzy set as shown in Fig. 8.  

Fig. 8. Linguistic variables and their membership functions.

The fuzzy sets have been studied following fuzzy systems 
development rapidly. The selection of implication operators and fuzzy 
reasoning is closely related to the effect associated to the triangular 
norms. Besides, the implication operators study the fuzzy reasoning and 
fuzzy logic combined [34]-[35]. Therefore, the purpose is to accompany 
each other based on the triangular norms and implication operators to 
establish a new form of fuzzy propositional calculus system [36]. In 
the basic form of the production P → Q or “IF P THEN Q”, P is a 
prerequisite for production(front piece), which gives the possibility to 
use a production prerequisite based on a logical combination to form; 
Q is a conclusion or operation (post-production pieces). By using the 
Gaussian fusion as the density functions, the Fuzzy Inference System 
(FIS) rules fusion operation is of two “IF-THEN” rules integration. 
Supposed that,

RULE: IF “x is A”, THEN “y is B”, the assertion “x is A” satisfies 
the Gaussian distribution, which is given by: 

 (23)

Such as by Mamndini (Fig. 9), it is found that:

 (24)

Fig. 9. IF-THEN rule by Mamndini Gaussian implication.

2. FIS for Fusion and Decision Making
Suppose that the m knowledge rules in vk under Gaussian model 

(see formula (12)) conclude a particular assertion at the δk level, thus, 
we have that:

IF x1 is v1 and x2 is v2 and ..., and xm is vm THEN IO is VO, ϖ  (25)

where ω is the result, this can be simplified to the following rules:

IF v1 and v2 and, ..., and vm THEN ϖ (v1, v2, ..., vm) (26)

IF x1 and x2 and, ..., and xm THEN x1 ∧ x2 ∧ ... xm  (27)

IF d1 and d2 and, ..., and dm THEN d1 ∧ d2 ∧ ... dm (28)

IF 𝜌1 and 𝜌2 and, ..., and 𝜌m THEN ϖ (𝜌1, 𝜌2, ..., 𝜌m)  (29)

Consider the density function δk in FIS and by letting Δ=[δ1, δ2, ..., δn], 
 it is found that:

IF Δ THEN ϖ (Δ) (30)

Since ϖ (Δ) is a Gaussian density function, the rule is re-labeled as 
“IF X THEN f (X )”, and for this rule set, we have that:

Ri: IF X THEN fi(X ) (31)

However, as f (X ) is a nonlinear function, it is difficult to find its 
minimum point under the Mamdani model, so we need to linearize  
f (X ) and use the nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm to optimize the 
parameters of f (X ). To conduct sub-dataset indexing by some indices 
using fuzzy transformation, it is necessary to use the fuzzy factor 
analyst on a matrix type dataset [37]. 

3. Proposed Model for Affective Clustering 
Basic hard c-means: First, the initial cluster centers are given, 

and all elements are assigned to each cluster according to the closest 
assignment principle to the cluster center. Afterward, to solve the 
new cluster center (element centroid) for each cluster, these steps are 
repeated until the centroid is no longer significantly changed, then the 
clustering is completed. The distance used depends on the nature of the 
data or project requirements; and the classification of distance can refer 
to the A-star algorithm overview and the Manhattan distance, diagonal 
distance and Euclidean distance can be considered. It is equivalent to 
solve the minimum problem of a global state function, which is the 
sum of the distances of each element to the nearest cluster center. The 
characteristics of this algorithm are, firstly, it does not necessary obtain 
a global optimal solution; while the initial cluster center does not meet 
the requirements, only locally optimal solution may be obtained [38]. 
For globally optimal solution, the algorithm changes the method name 
to k-means; secondly, the influence of noise points on clustering cannot 
be ruled out. Thirdly, the cluster shape is required to be nearly circular. 
The algorithm can be described as follows [39]:
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Algorithm 1: Hard c-means
Required:  Number of clusters, epsilon [threshold]
Outputs:  Clusters
a. Set cluster number’s value k. 
b. Choose the k cluster center randomly 
c. WHILE center is not empty DO
          Compute the mean or center of each cluster
          Compute the distance of pixels and cluster’s center 
          IF |distance – center| < epsilon THEN
              Move points to the cluster. 
          ELSE: 
              Move points to the next cluster
          ENDIF 
          Re-estimate the center
    ENDWHILE
e. Output clusters

Extra fuzzy-c-mean: EFCM is a clustering algorithm based on 
a fuzzy number evaluation system that is also an improvement of 
the fuzzy c- mean (FCM) algorithm. The EFCM clustering model 
includes initialization, loop and output; firstly, the method is used to 
determine the initial clustering center to ensure the optimal solution, 
while the second step is to determine the degree of membership U (i, 
j) of each point to each cluster center. In which, C (k) is a weighted 
index. Thirdly, the system needs to determine the new cluster center 
and mark the change track of the cluster center to determine whether 
the changing amplitude of the cluster center is less than the given error 
limit. If not, it returns to the previous steps, otherwise it exits the loop. 
Finally, the system outputs the cluster center trajectory and clustering 
results. The characteristics of this algorithm are similar to ordinary 
k-means clustering. Full clustering is required, and noisy points cannot 
be distinguished. The center of clustering is more consistent, but the 
calculation efficiency is relatively low. The concepts of smoothing 
parameters and membership are adopted so that the points are not 
directly attached to a single cluster center. Algorithm 2 shows the 
process of the model [40]-[43]. 

Algorithm 2: Extra fuzzy c means clustering
Require: Epsilon [threshold], X [points] 
Outputs: Centers, clusters
a. Initializing a segment matrix U
b. Compute C (k) = [cj] with U (k) 

c. Update U (k) and U (k+1) 

d. IF |U (k+1) ― U (k) | < epsilon THEN
        STOP
    ELSE:
         GOTO Step b
    ENDIF
e. Output clusters

VAD-dimensional clustering: The Valence-Arousal-Dominance 
dimensional Clustering (VADdC) model was deployed based on hard 
c-mean and extra fuzzy c-mean. Each element in the initial state is a 
cluster, and the cluster with the smallest distance between clusters is 
merged each time until the number of clusters meets the requirements 
or merges more than 90%. Similar to the Huffman tree algorithm, the 

union set also needs to be checked. For normal c-mean algorithms 
(HCM or EFCM), there are also several classifications of the distance 
definitions: including the minimum distance between cluster elements, 
the maximum distance between cluster elements, and the centroid 
distance of clusters. The characteristics of this algorithm are as follows. 
a) The storage space consumed by the agglomeration clustering is 

higher than several other methods. The interference of the noise 
points can be eliminated, noise points may be divided into a 
cluster. Suitable for cases with irregular shapes and when complete 
clustering is not required. 

b) The merging operation must have a merging limit ratio, otherwise 
excessive merging may cause all classification centers to aggregate, 
causing clustering failure.
Similar to the decision trees, the advantage of hierarchical clustering 

is that the entire tree can be obtained at one time, and the control of 
certain conditions, whether depth or width, is controllable. Several 
problems may occur, such as calculation on the division is determined 
and cannot be changed; and the cohesion/divisions combined is not 
“optimal” every time. However, the proposed VADdC algorithm 
is easy for local optimization and can be performed by appropriate 
random operations. It uses balanced iterative reducing and clustering. 
It first divides neighboring sample points into micro-clusters and then 
uses the c-means algorithm for these micro-clusters (Algorithm 3).

Algorithm 3: VADdC-valence arousal dominance dimensional 
clustering

Required: POINTS, points with index group, cluster numbers
Outputs: Groups, POINTS (clusters, centers)
    a. POINTS ← [v, a, d] ## for each point in required VAD space
    b. Number of Groups ← index ## from 1 to index in range of length 
of POINTS
    c. FOR index, point in POINTS:
            IF type of point is required THEN
                 FOR index of the point in POINTS of group index
                      ITERATE number of groups with point group
                      DELETE number of groups with points of     
                                      index of point of the group
                      MERGE the groups with points and POINTS with  
                                     index of point
                 ENDFOR 
           ELSE IF type of point is not required:
                 CALCULATE core point of group index with type 
                                         of POINTS
                 COUNT the number of groups with core point 
                                 group index
                 DELETE the number of groups with point group
                 The group of point ← core point with group index
           ENDIF   
           COUNT number of groups with sorted iterations using 
                         key ← lambda
           FOR key in several groups:
                 INCREASE c   ## c=c+1
                 FOR point in POINTS:
                      IF group of the point is key*c THEN
                            CONTINUE
                      ENDIF
                 ENDFOR 
                 IF c >= cluster number THEN
                        BREAK ## exit the loop
                 ENDIF
            ENDFOR
       EDNFOR
   d. Outputs POINTS, group ## clusters and centers     
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III. Results and Discussion

A. Questionnaire System and Data Acquisition
We developed a questionnaire system for data acquisition to 

be applied for evaluation. Chair styles are selected from an online 
shopping website, and the style has a list with values: glam, farmhouse, 
traditional, eclectic, bohemian, modern, global-inspired, coastal, 
American traditional, ornate glam, beachy, posh luxe, modern 
farmhouse, rustic, French country, industrial, ornate traditional, 
modern rustic, Scandinavian, sleek chic modern, mid-central modern, 
Asian-inspired, bold eclectic modern, cabin lodge, cottage Americana, 
nautical, tropical, and Victorian. The questionnaire system for the Ming-
style chairs for fuzzy perceptual evaluation was proposed by using (1-9) 
fuzzy numbers. An ancient furniture system in industrial design fields 
was evaluated. The relative dataset of results has been employed for 
clustering by using the VADdC model (shown in Table I).

TABLE I. Shape Classification and Their Sub-shape Code in the 
Questionnaire System

Shape Category Sub-shape

Top Rail (C1)
C11 C12 C13 C14
Scroll Luoguo Bow Round

Seat-Back (C2)
C21 C22 C23 C24
Screen Comb-Teeth Relief Slatted

Armrest (C3)
C31 C32 C33 C34
Square Round Openwork Relief

Foot (C4)
C41 C42 C43 C44
Carved Foot Horseshoe Square Circle-Center

B. Fuzzy Perceptual Evaluation using VADdC
The adjective evaluation data is illustrated in Fig. 10 and 11, 

which show the result after grouping by using the VADdC algorithm. 
Fuzzy perceptual evaluation by using fuzzy number [1,3,5,7,9] is 
applied on the shape of the Ming style chairs. Performance by using 
a fuzzy perceptual evaluation system is designed using 3 inputs, and 
2 outputs basic Mamdani inference model based on the rule system as 
demonstrated in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. 3-inputs 2-outputs basic fuzzy Mamdani inference model and rules.

Fig. 11. Grouping adjectives by using clustering operators.

Fig.  10. Adjectives fuzzy perceptual evaluation before grouping.
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Table II shows the norms with VAD values from affective norm 
English Words (ANEW). Table III shows the comparing results of the 
VADdC model with FCM, K-mean, self-organization mapping network 
clustering (SOM), HCM, and EFCM. The VADdC performs 91.37% 
overall accuracy. Due to the superiority of the proposed method, 
different clustering and machine learning methods can be integrated 
with the proposed method to solve other applications as in [44]-[51].

TABLE III. Comparing Analysis of HCM, EFCM and VADdC

Clustering 
Algorithms

Fitness 
value

Inter-
cluster 

Distance

Intra-
cluster 

Distance

Elapse 
time

Accuracy 
(%)

FCM 57.60 8.36 85.36 0.2865 79.68

K-mean 47.23 7.56 76.37 0.3638 79.75

SOM 59.62 10.36 122.35 0.4212 89.56

HCM 60.89 8.566 89.32 0.3568 89.34

EFCM 68.65 8.698 158.37 0.4251 90.07

VADdC 17.53 9.210 126.36 0.4352 91.37

IV. Conclusion

In classical research, word vectors of features (terms, including 
words, words, phrases, etc.) are often used to build text vectors, and 
cluster analysis is performed based on the similarity between text 
vectors. To evaluate the clustering quality of the unsupervised clustering 
algorithm even in the case of the overlapping cluster centers, a VAD 
vector space model data was constructed for clustering analysis by 
studying the principle of clustering algorithms and applying clustering 
algorithms. For clustering a given set of objects, there can be multiple 
meaningful divisions due to the distance (or similarity) between 
objects, which has multiple implicit definitions. The present work 
constructed a VAD based model including distance, borders and type 

of centers. It also developed a rule-based inference system using fuzzy 
perceptual evaluation and introduced dimensional affective based VAD 
clustering called VADdC, taking successfully application on a dataset 
that has been acquired from an online questionnaire system. 

The comparing analysis reported that the performance of the 
proposed method is better than others in the fitness of 17.53, elapse 
time of 0.4352 and 91.37% accuracy finally. In future work, high-
dimensional data can be involved, where the data distribution in a 
high-dimensional space may be very sparse, and highly skewed. In 
practical applications, it may be necessary to perform clustering under 
various conditions. Data grouping with clustering characteristics is 
very challenging. The most difficult question here is how to identify 
the “specific constraints” implicit in the problem we are trying to solve, 
and what algorithms should be used to best “fit” these constraints.
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I. Introduction

Abiotic stresses significantly reduce agricultural productivity 
worldwide. Plant growth and crop productivity are affected by 

environmental factors, especially saline stress [1]. Therefore, it is 
important to know the genes implicated in tolerance to salinity [1]. 
Furthermore, technological advances in the field of genomics, such 
as DNA sequencing, have generated a wealth of genetic information 
[2]. Such information includes expression profile levels of thousands 
of genes under various experimental conditions [3]. Hence, a better 
biological view of the presumed gene functions can be obtained. 

Therefore, a wide range of machine learning methods such as 
clustering have been developed [4], [5]. They are being used in a variety 
of applications, such as cancer diagnosis [6], pharmacovigilance [7] 
and plant breeding [8]. “Omics research” has thereafter relied on 
clustering techniques to group genes. The main objective of clustering 
techniques is  exploring the results of  DNA chips to classify and 
group identical expression profiles [4], identify co-expressed genes 
[4], find their biological functions [8], [9], and explain their regulatory 
mechanisms [9], [10].

In Gene chips data analysis, some classical clustering techniques 
were implemented. One of these is the Hierarchical algorithm 
commonly called UPGMA  [11], [12]. It generates dendrograms and 
heat maps that display and intuitive visualization of genes and their 
relationships [12]-[15]. Other clustering methods, called Partitioning 

methods like K-Means, PAM and CLARA were developed. Their 
purpose is to partition the gene expression dataset into (k) coherent 
clusters with same biological characteristics [16]-[18]. Model based 
clustering methods, such as Self Organization Map (SOM) is also 
another clustering technique. Their aim is similar to K-Means and 
Hierarchical algorithms. The advantage of the SOM algorithm is its 
ability to visualize and optimize the high-dimensional data on an 
output map of neurons with similar gene functions [19]. 

Some of these methods have been combined. For instance, 
Hierarchical algorithm with SOM algorithm designated Self-
Organizing Tree Algorithm (SOTA) [20] and Self-Dynamically 
Growing Self-Organizing Tree (DGSOT) [20] algorithms were 
developed for improving clustering performance  when there is noisy 
data and determining a good quality of partition of the gene expression 
data [20], [21]. 

Another combination of the Hierarchical algorithm that was 
associated with the K-Means algorithm is called Hierarchical K-Means 
[22]. This combination took advantage of both algorithms. The 
hierarchical algorithm provided a tree structure of groups that was used 
by the K-Means algorithm to determine relevant and compact gene 
expression groups [22].

Many more algorithms were implemented in order to enhance 
the convergence and efficiency of the clustering result. There are 
for example, Fuzzy clustering [17, 23], Fuzzy clustering based on 
Local Approximation of MEmbership (FLAME) [23], Graph-based 
clustering method like MST [24], Grid-based clustering method 
(STING, CLIQUE) [24], Density-based clustering method (OPTCS, 
DBSCAN) [24], Gaussians and Spectral Clustering methods [24]. 
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While all these algorithms have been compared in different studies, 
there was no clear agreement on the most appropriate clustering 
algorithm to be used for clustering genes with their associated 
expression profiles [25]-[27]. 

Mostly, each clustering method has its own parameters for 
calculating clusters. The decision to use a particular method for 
clustering will depend on the nature of the datasets being studied and 
what the researcher expects to achieve using that method [26]-[29].

Based on these considerations, we decided to conduct a comparative 
study of seven most commonly used clustering algorithms on gene 
expression datasets from three model plants under saline stress. These 
methods are evaluated based on both internal and relative validity 
measures. The main objective of this study is to address biologists’ 
concerns about the most appropriate algorithm to be used for achieving 
the desired gene clustering.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents an overview of clustering techniques used in gene expression. 
Section III, is dedicated to gene expression experiments, the choice of 
clustering techniques and the clustering Validity concepts. Section IV, 
provides the results and discussion of the performance of the respective 
algorithms. Finally, Section V concludes by summarizing findings and 
identifying possible future work.

II. Related Work

In the previous section, we have mentioned the importance of 
analyzing and studying gene expression data with clustering techniques. 
These techniques have helped to answer several biological questions.

Hierarchical algorithms (HC) are the earliest ones used in gene 
expression data. Eisen et al. [12] used HC for an empirical analysis to 
classifying and visualizing gene expression on yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae datasets. Dendrogram tree and Heat maps are well-known 
HC graphic tools that illustrate the correlation of these genes. 

Alizadeh et al. [13] applied the same method on Diffuse large 
B-cell Lymphoma (DLBCL), HC has permitted the discovery of new 
molecular subtypes with three different genetic signatures. 

Bajsa et al. [14] focused on the determination of the transcription 
level of the cellular pathways on the model plant Arabidopsis. The 
result of the heat map with dendrogram revealed the up-regulated gene 
and down-regulated ones in different time courses under salt stress. 

Hossen et al. [15] analyzed the clustering proximity effect on two 
types of gene expression datasets (Affimetrix and cDNA). The authors 
implemented seven Hierarchical algorithms (Single Linkage, Complete 
Linkage, Average Linkage, Ward, Centroid, Median, Mcquitty) 
according to five proximity measures (Euclidean, Manhattan, Pearson, 
Spearman and, Cosine). The Ward method with Cosine distance was 
outperforming on both types of datasets. 

Takahashi et al. [16] studied gene expression of 4 varieties of 
Wheat, the analysis concerned different levels of salinity tolerance. 
K-Means Clustering algorithm optimized to 3 the number of clusters: 
Cluster I included genes expressed as an early response that occurred 
within 24 hours under control conditions. Cluster II assembled genes 
expressed during the second day under control conditions and Cluster 
III included the genes expressed in the late response that occurred on 
the third day. The Hierarchical clustering (with Pearson correlation and 
average linkage) method and Principal component analysis were used 
for visualization of results [16]. 

Gasch et al. [17], worked on the Yeast gene expression profile. 
K-Means and Fuzzy C-means (FCM) have established the expression 
profile during seven periods of the cell cycle in Yeast. They validate 
their results with the Davis Bouldin Index (DBI). FCM has achieved 

the DBI of 0.31452 for K=3 and 0.37822 for K=4 which is better than 
K-Means clustering. 

The study conducted by Ge et al. [18], with Hierarchical clustering 
and K-Means methods allowed identifying eight (08) distinctive 
gene groups regulated by abiotic stress in Glycine soja. The authors 
successfully discovered the corresponding co-regulated genes and their 
functions.

FLAME is an extension of Fuzzy clustering based on the Local 
Approximation of Membership that was implemented for microarray 
data [23]. The advantage of the FLAME algorithm compared to the 
FCM algorithm is its ability to define various and homogeneous groups 
of genes, and to give a relevant subdivision of biological functions 
patterns [23]. 

SOM algorithm was applied to Yeast Sporulation, Human 
Fibroblasts Serum and Rat CNS datasets [19]. This method provides 
a better result for the recognition and classification of the features in 
complex and multidimensional datasets.  Luo et al. [30] have used the 
SOTA algorithm to discover Transcription Factor (TF) gene families 
in Medicago sativa during ABA treatment. In that case, 82 TF genes 
families were distributed into four clusters with the number of genes 
equal respectively 15, 34, 18 and, 14.

The comparison study between the following Clustering algorithms 
(HC, K-Means, and SOM) was performed on Solanum tuberosum 
genes showing differential expression in abiotic stress [25]. The author 
in this study, obtains almost the same number of the clusters for these 
different algorithms. 

López-Kleine et al. [26] applied AGNES, DIANA, K-Means (with 
Euclidean and Manhattan distances) and SOM for clustering the genes 
involved in pathogen resistance on Tomato. The results showed that 
AGNES, K-Means, and SOM grouped these genes into two clusters: 
genes implicated or no in plant resistance. DIANA was abandoned 
because almost all genes were assigned to one cluster. 

In other comparison work [27], Hierarchical algorithms with 
single, complete and average linkage, K-Means, Gaussians Clustering 
methods (FMC), Spectral Clustering (SP) methods and a Nearest 
Neighbour-based methods were evaluated on 35 gene expression 
datasets of various cancerous tissue types. FMC and K-Means were 
the most appropriate methods to recover the true structure of this kind 
of datasets. 

Singh et al. [28] assessed the efficiency of K-Means (KM), 
Density-based clustering (DBC) and expectation maximization (EM) 
methods by using the sum of squared error, log-likelihood measures. 
These methods were tested on SRBCT, Lymphoma and three different 
Leukemia datasets. The results showed that EM algorithm gives the 
best result with log-likelihood measurement. KM and DBC algorithms 
produced similar results with regards to the sum of squared error 
measurement. 

Bihari et al. [29] compared the performance of KM, HC clustering, 
SOM and DBSCAN on Iris flower gene expression data. The 
comparison results of these methods were validated by using internal 
and external indices. According to the experimental analysis KM is 
more appropriate for gene clustering.

In Table I, we summarize some algorithms that we have mentioned 
in the state of the art. We will give their main characteristics with respect 
to the following parameters: (i) influence of noisy data, (ii) ability to 
work properly with large dataset and (iii) algorithm computation time.

III.  Methods

This section describes the different experiences conduced to 
analyze and compare the clustering methods for plant genes expression 
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TABLE I. Characteristics of Various Clustering Algorithms
“n” is the number of points in the dataset, “k” is the number of clusters, “l” is the number of iterations, “m” is the number of initial sub-clusters produced by the 
graph partitioning algorithm.

Clustering
method Algorithm Type 

of data
Sensitive to 
noisy data

Dealing with high 
dimensional data Scale Computational 

time

H
ie

ra
rc

hi
ca

l

AGNES: a bottom-up approach 
[30], [44]. Numerical Not very

sensitive No NA O(n2)

DIANA: a top-down approach 
[31], [44]. Numerical Not very

Sensitive Yes NA O(2n)

BIRCH: agglomerative hierarchical 
based clustering algorithm [32], [44]. Numerical Very

Insensitive No Yes O(n)

CURE: has been developed to handle 
a huge volume of data, insensitive to 
outliers and capable of working with 
clusters of different shapes and sizes 
[33], [44].

Numerical Insensitive Yes Yes O (n2+nmmma+  n2log n)

ROCK: uses the concept of the 
number of links between two records to 
assess the similarity of the categorical 
attributes of the dataset [34], [44].

Categorical Not very
Sensitive No Yes O  (n2log n)

CAMELEON: based on a dynamic 
model for merging clusters. It 
calculates the interconnectivity and the 
proximity of two clusters in order to 
discover the similarity between them 
[35], [44].

Numerical⁄ 
Categorical NA No Yes NA

Pa
rt

iti
on

in
g

K-MEANS: is a method which aims to 
divide the dataset elements into groups 
that are well separated from each other 
[36], [44].

Numerical Sensitive No Yes O(Ikmn)

PAM: algorithm aims to find a 
sequence of objects called medoids that 
are located in the center of clusters. It 
is a more robust partitioning algorithm 
against outliers than the k-means 
partitioning algorithm [37], [44].

Numerical Not very
 Sensitive No Yes O(k(n-k)2)

CLARA: was developed in order to 
deal with large datasets. It does not 
work with the whole set of data, but 
with a small portion of the data which 
is chosen randomly [38], [44]

Numerical Not very
Sensitive No Yes O (k(40+k)2+ k(n-k))

CLARANS: is an extension of the 
CLARA algorithm. It is a combination 
of sampling techniques with the PAM 
algorithm [39], [44].

Numerical Sensitive No Yes O(kn2)

Model
based

SOM: consists in projecting the 
large data space observed on a 2 or 3 
dimensional space called a map. This 
map is composed of groups of neurons 
connected together according to the 
concept of neighborhood [40], [44].

Numerical Not very
sensitive Yes Yes O(I)

Fuzzy 
based

FCM: allows assigning an element to 
one or more clusters [41], [44]. Numerical Sensitive No Yes O(n)

Grid 
based

CLIQUE: finds clusters in subspaces 
of high density data [42], [44]. Numerical Not very

Sensitive No Yes O(n+k2)

Density 
based

DBSCAN: groups in the neighborhood 
of a point having a given radius (ε) a 
minimum number of points (MinPts) 
[43], [44].

Numerical Very insensitive No No O(m log m)

(NA) information is not mentioned by authors.
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data. The proposed workflow is described in Fig. 1

Remove
missing
values

Extract 1000
genes for

each dataset

Compute
Clustering
Algorithms

Interpret
Clustering

Results

Biological
knowledge

K: # of clusters
Gene expression

data clustered
(Output)

Preprocessing

Gene
expression
Datasets

Evaluate
Clustering
Algorithms

Normalize
each gene

profile vector

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the Experimental Process.

A. Datasets Selection 
Three datasets of expression data relating to plants Arabidopsis 

thaliana, Solanum lycopersicom (Tomato) and Medicago truncatula 
under salt stress were considered. In this experimental study, we 
choose to work with these datasets because they are based on model 
plants. Arabidopsis thaliana is regarded to be the first most studied 
and investigated model plant. Solanum lycopersicom and Medicago 
truncatula are also model plants, each representing a family of plant 
species. Datasets for these model plants cover a broad spectrum of 
gene expressions.

1. Dataset 1: Arabidopsis Thaliana (A. Thaliana) Salt Stress 
This dataset describes the salt stress experiment of model 

Arabidopsis thaliana leaves using Affymetrix Array, 2 samples of 
leaves from 3 genotypes of A. thaliana with and without 100 mM 
NaCl. This dataset shows the salt-stress influence on leaves from 
these 3 genotypes. The experiment results explain a global change on 
related genes and provide an insight into the molecular mechanisms 
underlying variation in salt stress responses [45]. The Arabidopsis 
thaliana dataset was downloaded from https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE16765.

2. Dataset 2: Solanum Lycopersicom (Tomato) Salt Stress  
This dataset describes the salt stress experiment of an old Tomato 

leaves using Affymetrix Array, 6 samples of leaves-old with 200 mM 
NaCl for 5 h, 6 samples of leaves-old without 200 mM NaCl for 5 
h. This dataset compares the salt-stress influence analysis on leaves-
old from 2 genotypes of Tomato. The experiment results that the Wild 
tomato genotype is significantly more salt-tolerant than a Cultivar, 
Solanum lycopersicom [46]. The Solanum lycopersicom dataset 
was downloaded from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.
cgi?acc=GSE16401.

3. Dataset 3: Medicago Truncatula (M. Truncatula) Salt Stress
This dataset describes the time-course salt stress experiment of 

model legume Medicago truncatula roots using Affymetrix Array, 
6 samples of Medicago truncatula seedlings grew in two weeks in 
hydroponics media with 200mM NaCl salt stress at 0, 6, 24, 48 hours, 
12 samples other of Medicago truncatula seedlings 3 days Petri dishes 
with 180mM NaCl salt stress at 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 24 hours. This dataset 
reveals the salt stress effect on Medicago truncatula seedlings [47]. The 

Medicago truncatula dataset was downloaded from https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE14029.

These datasets are retrieved from the Gene Expression Omnibus 
database [48]. Table II gives all the information concerning these three 
datasets.

B. Preprocessing
As shown in Fig. 1, before gene clustering, it is necessary to pre-

process datasets (removing missing values). And then, every gene 
vector is normalized according to whether its mean is equal to 0 and its 
standard deviation has a value of 1 [49]. For more homogeneity with 
the number of genes present in the Tomato dataset, only 1000 genes 
of the Arabidopsis thaliana and the Medicago truncatula datasets 
were randomly extracted for analysis. They were randomly selected to 
eliminate selection bias. This selection is due to the fact that the number 
of genes annotated on tomato is less important than for Arabidopsis 
thaliana and the Medicago truncatula in this type of dataset.

C. Clustering
For analyzing and evaluating the three datasets cited before, we 

used the open-source R environment which contains a variety of 
functions for data clustering. Among the clustering algorithms, we 
have chosen seven one: Hierarchical algorithms (AGNES, DIANA), 
Partitioning algorithms (K-MEANS, PAM and CLARA), Fuzzy 
Clustering (FANNY). These categories of methods are functions 
defined in R package named “cluster”. Model-based Clustering (SOM) 
in this category of methods depends on R packages “kohonen” and 
“mclust”. All these seven methods are contained in the R package 
named “clValid” that includes some validity measures that we used 
for testing our three datasets. These algorithms are the most commonly 
used, as the time complexity is low and they offer an easy interpretation 
of results by biologists. The code source link of each clustering method 
used and their validation is:  http://github.com/Projet-82/New-Project/
blob/master/Clustering_eva-lunation_codesource.R.

TABLE II. Dataset Description

Data
set #Genes #Samples Genotypes Salt-Stress 

concentration
Time 
points

1       A. thaliana_salt stress

15 288 18

6 Ws 0 mM NaCl
100 mM NaCl NA

6 Col 0 mM NaCl
100 mM NaCl NA

6 Col(gl) NaCl
100 mM NaCl NA

2       Tomato_salt stress

1 000 12

6 Money
maker

0 mM NaCl
200 mM NaCl 5 hours

6 PI365967 0 mM NaCl
200 mM NaCl 5 hours

3       M. truncatula_salt stress

2 394 18

6 NA 180 mM NaCl
0, 1, 2, 

5, 10, 24 
hours

12 NA 200 mM NaCl 0, 6, 24,
48 hours
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D. Evaluation 
To evaluate and compare the clustering algorithms, we consider 

two important concepts: Cohesion and separation. The Cluster cohesion 
measures how closely related are objects in a cluster. [50]. Cluster 
separation measures how distinct a cluster is from other clusters [50]. 

For this study, the following measures are used to assess the quality 
and consistency of the clusters on terms of the cohesion and separation 
of clusters resulting from different clustering algorithms: Connectivity 
index [50], [51], Dunn index [50], [51], and Silhouette coefficient [50], 
[51]. These 3 measurements are called internal measures. 

In the other hand, the stability measures compare the results from 
clustering based on the full data to clustering based on removing each 
column, one at a time. These 4 measures work especially well if the 
data are highly correlated, which is often the case in high-throughput 
genomic data. They included Average proportion of non-overlap (APN) 
[50], [51], Average distance (AD) [50], [51], Average distance between 
means (ADM) [50], [51], and the figure of merit (FOM) [50], [51]. 
These lasts are called relative measures.

1. Connectivity Index
It measures how much neighbouring data points have been ranked 

in the same cluster [50], [51]. It is calculated by the following formula:
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Where:  
“K” is the total number of clusters.
“N” is the total number of rows (observations).
nn( j ) is the jth nearest neighbour of the data point. 
“L” is the parameter determining the number of neighbours that 

contribute to connectivity measure. Connectivity should be minimal.

2. Dunn Index
Dunn’s goal is to identify dense and well-isolated clusters. It 

describes the proportion between the minimum and the maximum 
distances separating the clusters [50], [51]. It is computed by the 
following formula:
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Where: 
d(i j) describes the two cluster’s distance i and j. 
d‘(k) measures the intra-group distance of cluster k. 
d(i, j) is the inter-group distance. In this case the distance 

corresponds to the centroids distance.

3. Silhouette Coefficient
The silhouette width coefficient defines the compactness based on 

the paired distance between all items in the cluster, and the separation 
based on paired distance between all items on the cluster and all items 
in the nearest cluster [50], [51]. The Silhouette score is defined as:
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Where: 
a(i) is the average distance of gene i to other genes in the same 

cluster. b(i) is the average distance of gene i to genes in its nearest 
neighbour cluster. The average of S(i) across all genes reflects the 
overall quality of the clustering result.

4. Average Proportion of Non-overlap (APN)
The APN measure calculates the average proportion between 

observations that are not affected in their similar cluster by grouping 
together the complete data and grouping together the data with one 
column removed [50], [51]. The APN measure is denoted as follows:
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Where: 
“K” is the total number of clusters.
“M” is the total number of columns (attributes)
“N” is the total number of rows (observations).
“n(C i,0)” represents the cluster that contains observation i using the 

original clustering (based on all available data). 
“C i,l” represents the cluster that contains observation i where the 

clustering is based on the dataset with column removed.

5. Average Distance (AD)
The mean distance between observations that are not assigned in a 

similar cluster by grouping based on complete data and grouping based 
on data with one column deleted is estimated by the AD measure [50], 
[51] which is denoted as follows:
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Where: 
dist(gi, gj) is a distance (e.g. Euclidean, Manhattan, etc.) between 

two expression genes profiles i and j. 
“K” is the total number of clusters. 
“M” is the total number of columns (attributes).
 “N” is the total number of rows (observations). 
“n(C i,0)” represents the cluster that contains observation i using the 

original clustering (based on all available data). 
“C i,l” represents the cluster that contains observation i where the 

clustering is based on the dataset with column removed.

6. Average Distance between Means (ADM)
The ADM measure calculates the mean distance between cluster 

centers that are not assigned in a similar cluster by grouping based on 
complete data and grouping based on data with one column [50], [51].  
The ADM measure is denoted as follows:
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Where: 
“M” is the total number of columns (a collection of samples, time 

points…). 
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“N” is the total number of rows (observations). 
 is the mean of the observations in the cluster which contains 

observation i, when clustering is based on the full data.
 is the mean of the observations in the cluster which contains 

observation i, when clustering is based on the dataset with column 
removed. Currently, ADM only uses the Euclidean distance.

7. Figure of Merit (FOM)
The intra-cluster mean variance of the suppressed column 

observations is computed by the FOM measurement, the resulting 
classification is being based on the remaining samples (not cleared). 
This estimates the average error using predictions based on cluster 
averages [50], [51]. For a particular left-out column l, the FOM is:
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Where: 
“K” is the total number of clusters. 
“N” is the total number of rows (observations). 
xi,l is the value of the ith observation in the lth column in the cluster. 

 is the average of the cluster Ck (l). Currently, the only 
distance available for FOM is Euclidean.

IV. Results & Discussion

In this section, we comment on and discuss the results obtained. 
Tables III, IV and V describe the various performance measures and 
validity indices corresponding to the three best clustering algorithms 
applied on our three datasets. The rest of the clustering algorithms are 
not shown.

A. Dataset 1: A. Thaliana Salt Stress
It can be seen from the results of Table III that in the case of 

Hierarchical algorithms, AGNES gives, for an optimal number of 
clusters K=4, high performance with a lower Connectivity Index equal 
to 25.049,  best Silhouette index score equal to 0.488  and with best 
Dunn index value score equal to 0.228. This algorithm performance 
is followed by K-Means and DIANA algorithms for the Dunn index, 
with a value of 0.0576 (resp. 0.0579) for a cluster number equal to 10. 
SOM is less rated than DIANA by the index of Silhouette which is 
worth 0.2818 (resp. 0.5068) for K = 2. Also, we found that FANNY 
algorithm does not provide any results because of its inability to 
generate measurable clusters. 

On the other side, the cluster stability measures describes that the 
Model based Clustering algorithm, SOM presents high performance 
too with AD measure value equal to 3.6581 and FOM measure value 
equal to 0.6988 for K = 10. 

AGNES, followed by DIANA gives good performance with an 
APN value equal to 0.0047 (respectively 0.0056). And on the contrary, 
DIANA is followed by AGNES with an ADM value equal to 0.0518 
(resp. 0.0677) for K = 2. PAM is better than K-Means in AD measure 
with a value equal to 3.7822 (or 3.8037). K-Means is better than PAM 
in FOM measurement with a value equal to 0.7083 (respectively 
0.7196) for K=10.

B. Dataset 2: Tomato Salt Stress
From the results presented in Table IV, we can observe that 

concerning Hierarchical Clustering algorithms, for the optimal 
numbers of clusters K=4, AGNES gives high performance with lower 
Connectivity index value equal to 25.128, best Silhouette index score 

equal to 0.7229 and with best Dunn index value score equal to 0.124. 
This performance is followed by the DIANA algorithm for the Dunn 
and Silhouette indices, whose value is 0.0648 (resp. 0.7161) for a 
cluster number equal to 4 (resp.2). SOM is lower than DIANA, for the 
Silhouette index is worth 0.7161 (resp. 0.7122) for K = 2.

On another side, the relative measures show that the partitioning 
Clustering algorithm, PAM produces high performance too with AD 
measure equal to 0.992 and FOM measure equal to 0.324 for number 
of clusters K=10, DIANA as well performed with APN measure equal 
to 0.0076 followed by FANNY and K-Means values equal to 0.0111 
(resp. 0.0116) for an optimal number of K = 2. PAM done a good result 
with an AD measure score equal to 0.9924 and FOM with a score equal 
to 0.3241 for K=10.

CLARA obtains a good result too with AD and ADM measures 
value equal to 1.0751 (resp. 0.0817) for K=10. FANNY presents a 
good performance with an APN and AD measures with values equal 
to 0.0111 (resp. 1.0690) for K=2 (resp. K=10) and K-Means presents 
the same behavior for ADM and FOM values equal to 0.0804 (resp. 
0.3280) for the same number of clusters.

TABLE IV. Evaluation of the 3 Best Clustering Techniques on Tomato 
Salt Stress Dataset

Algorithm rank
1 2 3

Algorithm [parameter K] Score

In
te

rn
al

 v
al

id
at

io
n Conn. 

index
AGNES[K=4]

25.128
CLARA[K=2]

30.249
K-Means[K=2]

35.0825

Dunn 
index

AGNES[K=4]
0.1239

DIANA[K=4]
0.0648

CLARA[K=10]
0.0353

Silhouette
index

AGNES[K=4]
0.7229

DIANA[K=2]
0.7161

SOM[K=10]
0.7122

R
el

at
iv

e 
va

lid
at

io
n

APN 
measure

DIANA[K=2]
0.0076

FANNY [K=2]
0.0111

K-Means[K=2]
0.0116

AD 
measure

PAM[K=2]
0.9924

FANNY[K=10]
1.0690

CLARA[K=10]
1.0751

ADM 
measure

FANNY[K=2]
0.0538

K-Means[K=2]
0.0804

CLARA[K=10]
0.0817

FOM 
measure

PAM[K=10]
0.3241

K-Means[K=10]
0.3280

SOM[K=10]
0.3290

TABLE III. Evaluation of the 3 Best Clustering Techniques  
on A. Thaliana Salt Stress Dataset

Algorithm rank
1 2 3

Algorithm [parameter K] score

In
te

rn
al

 v
al

id
at

io
n Conn. 

index
AGNES[K=4]

25.048
DIANA[K=2]

37.637
K-Means[K=2]

147.272

Dunn 
index

AGNES[K=4]
0.2281

K-Means[K=10]
0.0579

DIANA[K=10]
0.0576

Silhouette 
index

AGNES[K=4]
0.4880

DIANA [K=2]
0.5068

SOM[K=2]
0.2818

R
el

at
iv

e 
va

lid
at

io
n

APN 
measure

AGNES[K=2]
0.0047

DIANA[K=2]
0.0056

K-Means[K=2]
0.0236

AD 
measure

SOM[K=10]
3.6581

PAM [K=10]
3.7822

K-Means[K=10]
3.8037

ADM
Measure

DIANA[K=2]
0.0518

AGNES[K=2]
0.0677

K-Means[K=2]
0.1045

FOM 
measure

SOM[K=10]
0.6988

K-Means[K=10]
0.7083

K-Means[K=10]
0.7196
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C. Dataset 3: M. Truncatula Salt Stress
From the results reported in Table V, the Hierarchical Clustering 

algorithms, for the optimal numbers of clusters K = 4, AGNES presents 
high performance with lower Connectivity index value equal to 2.9290, 
a best Dunn and with best Silhouette index of 0.8296 (resp. 0.9587). 
This performance is followed by the DIANA method with Connectivity 
and Silhouette indices equal to 5.2869 and. 0.9406, respectively, for a 
cluster number equal to 2.

On the other side, the relative stability describes that DIANA as 
well performed with a value of APN measure equal to 0.0001. This 
performance is followed by AGNES and CLARA with values equal 
to 0.0007 (resp. 0.0053) and the same behavior with the inverse 
ordered algorithms is shown with ADM measure equal respectively 
for CLARA 0.0288 and AGNES 0.0307 with a cluster number of K = 
2. K-Means performs in FOM measure with a value equal to 0.3487 
followed by PAM and SOM with a value equal to 0.3497 (resp. 0.4059) 
with a cluster number of K = 10.

TABLE V. Evaluation of the 3 Best Clustering Techniques on M. 
Truncatula Salt Stress Dataset

Algorithm rank
1 2 3

Algorithm [parameter K] score

In
te

rn
al

 v
al

id
at

io
n Conn. 

index
AGNES[K=4]

2.9290
DIANA[K=2]

5.2869
K-Means[K=2]

24.5222
Dunn 
index

AGNES[K=4]
0.8296

DIANA[K=2]
0.3359

SOM[K=6]
0.0044

Silhouette
index

AGNES[K=4]
0.9587

DIANA[K=2]
0.9406

K-Means[K=10]
0.8822

R
el

at
iv

e 
va

lid
at

io
n

APN 
measure

DIANA[K=2]
0.0001

DIANA[K=2]
0.0007

K-Means[K=2]
0.0053

AD 
measure

PAM[K=10]
0.9523

PAM[K=10]
0.9945

K-Means[K=10]
1.0745

ADM 
measure

DIANA[K=2]
0.0001

AGNES[K=2]
0.0288

K-Means[K=2]
0.0307

FOM 
measure

K-Means[K=10]
0.3487

K-Means[K=10]
0.3497

PAM[K=10]
0.4059

According to the three internal validity measures Connectivity, 
Silhouette and Dunn index value, Hierarchical Clustering (AGNES) 
appears to be the most efficient with K = 4 clusters for the three 
datasets examined (Fig. 2, 3 and 4). However, the number of plant 
genes categories as found by authors who have submitted these 
different datasets is higher than 4 categories. 

Fig. 2. Performance of Connectivity index using A. thaliana salt stress dataset.

Fig. 3. Performance of Silhouette index using A. thaliana salt stress dataset.

Fig. 4. Performance of Dunn index using A. thaliana salt stress dataset.

On the other side, the relative validity measures report that SOM 
algorithm performs well for dataset 1, with AD measure value equal to 
3.6581 and FOM measure value equal to 0.6988 (Fig. 5 and 6). PAM and 
K-Mean provide good results for dataset 2 and 3 with the same number 
of clusters equal to 10 (Fig. 5 and 6). Also, this number of clusters would 
correspond biologically to the number of gene families found. 

Fig 5. Performance of AD index with K=10.
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Fig 6. Performance of FOM index with K=10.

Finally, this study demonstrates that, according to the values of 
the validity indices (internal and relative) and the number of optimal 
clusters:
• For dataset 1, the SOM algorithm is the most efficient with the 

relative validation indices (ADM and FOM) for an optimal cluster 
number of 10. This cluster number is compatible with the biological 
reality of different gene families obtained by the submitters of this 
dataset. This algorithm has confirmed its performance in other 
datasets of complex organisms such as: Human Fibroblasts Serum 
and Rat CNS datasets [19]. 

• For datasets 2 and 3, PAM and K-Means algorithms are also 
distinguished by their performance for the same relative validation 
indices (ADM and FOM) and for the same cluster number equal 
to 10 compatible with the biological reality of different gene 
families obtained by the experimenters. These algorithms revealed 
interesting results in different kind of datasets: cancerous tissue 
types [52] and on the plant functions [53].
When we consider only the values of validity indices (internal 

and relative) without taking into count the cluster number expected 
by biologist:
• For all datasets, the AGNES algorithm presents the best internal 

indices values (Connectivity, Dunn and Silhouette) with an optimal 
number of clusters K=4. We also note that according to the relative 
validity indices (APN, ADM and FOM), the K-Means algorithm 
seems to be suitable for the three datasets with an APN index value 
of 0.0236 for dataset 1, which decreases to 0.0116 for dataset 2 and 
0.0053 for dataset 3 when the number of clusters is set to 2. The 
ADM index also shows a decreasing trend with values of 0.1045 
for dataset 1, and 0.0804 (respectively 0.0307) for datasets 2 and 
3 respectively with the same number of clusters K=2. For the 
last index, which is FOM, it is equal to 0.7083 for dataset 1 and 
decreases to 0.3280 for dataset 2 and 0.3497 for dataset 3 for K=10. 
And here the number of clusters is in adequacy with the biological 
reality of the families of genes.
However, firstly it should be kept in mind that these datasets are not 

reference datasets and therefore they are not necessarily “potentially 
groupable” which may explain the mismatch between the number of 
optimum clusters obtained and the number of expected clusters by 
biologists. Secondly, we have had to retain only a number of 1000 
genes for each datasets. This reduced size of the gene sample is due to 
the number of genes annotated on tomato which is less than that of the 
other two plants. This fact may have contributed to this mismatch or 
competed to make the datasets less groupable.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, seven clustering algorithms were compared and evaluated 
on three sets of gene expression data from plants subjected to salt stress. 
The purpose was to determine the best performing algorithm that produces 
the optimal number of clusters reflecting the biological reality.

The results showed that the SOM algorithm allows a good 
distribution of genes for dataset 1. The partitioning algorithms PAM 
and K-Means for datasets 2 and 3 lead to the same results but with 
slightly lower validity index values. When we take into account 
only the internal validity indices, we see that the AGNES algorithm 
presents for the three data sets, the best values (Connectivity, Dunn and 
Silhouette) with a number of clusters equal to 4.  In this case, we also 
note that the values of the relative validity indices allow the emergence 
of a trend indicating an acceptable performance of K-Means for the 
three sets of data.

This work has certain limitations: (i) The number of genes 
studied: Only 1000 genes are selected. (ii) Noise and outliers are 
inherent in the expression data. Clustering methods can be affected 
by this phenomenon. But, although K-Means is generally deemed as 
a sensitive method to outliers, it appears in this study that it is not the 
case. Because we obtained for this later a result with acceptable indices 
values and with an optimal cluster number identical to the one expected 
by biologists.

These results provide guidance for future work. The use of AGNES 
and K-Means clustering methods may be recommended for the analysis 
of this type of datasets. The additional orientation would be to associate 
the expression profiles (numerical aspect) with the corresponding 
annotations described by the ontologies (semantic aspect) in order to 
provide enrichment in the gene clustering. 
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Abstract

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) networks usually require many tags along with readers and computation 
facilities. Those networks have limitations with respect to computing power and energy consumption. Thus, for 
saving energy and to make the best use of the resources, networks should operate and be able to recover in an 
efficient way. This will also reduce the energy expenditure of RFID readers. In this work, the RFID network 
life span will be enlarged through an energy-efficient cluster-based protocol used together with the Dragonfly 
algorithm. There are two stages in the processing of the clustering system: the cluster formation from the whole 
structure and the election of a cluster leader. After completing those procedures, the cluster leader controls the 
other nodes that are not leaders. The system works with a large energy node that provides an amount of energy 
while transmitting aggregated data near a base station.

DOI:  10.9781/ijimai.2020.05.003

I. Introduction

RFID is a well-known technology used to identify all kinds of 
objects. It is a fast-emerging technology that is likely to create 

massive financial gains in industries and in the digital world. The 
explanation of the "Internet of Things" concept is usually considered 
together with the RFID technology. Some of the fields of application 
include transportation, security, product tracking as well as access 
control. For the primary purposes, RFID systems can be used to 
register items, also supporting actions such as counting and tracking 
objects in motion [1].

The RFID Network protocol is tremendously complex. There is 
a limitation to design the scheme of any RFID network, being the 
main constraint the fact of providing power. In addition, diminishing 
power utilization with the energy consumption process is a significant 
issue in the intended use of the RFID network protocol. Moreover, 
RFID systems also have to focus on some aspects such as reliability, 
scalability or acknowledgment. Therefore, low power RFID readers 
are used to provide secure and reliable communication. For example, 
the communication mechanisms can create traffic congestion and they 
are mostly consuming the resources by transmitting information from 
the node to the base station. There is a requirement of understanding 
the process of reducing the burden on the communication mechanism 
using the straight transmission protocol which is being used for 
communicating with base station directly [2].

In these circumstances, readers are usually separated from the base 
station and, due to the separation; energy cannot be reflected towards 
the reader. This separation is the basic reason for high consumption 
of energy in this particular process. Thus, low power batteries face 
difficulties in reflecting back the signals to readers. Some authors 
proposed methods on the MAC and network layers for creating some 
improvements. However, an important problem is still present when 
there are more than two nodes that want to act as leaders and confront 
each other to lead other nodes in the network. Clustering methods are 
the most important techniques to avoid all difficulties acting in the 
network [3], [4].

Within the existing system, every reader interprets the data and 
propel straight near the base station, where it reduces the competence 
of the readers. In favor of improving good organization of readers in 
the RFID, the network is based on the cluster method (Fig. 1). In every 
cluster, we consider the most accurate client and the group of clients 
which are performing similar operations. Thus, before sending the 
connection request, the cluster will combine all the related data of the 
client in advance.

In the proposed work, the RFID network life spans extended by an 
energy-efficient cluster-based protocol. In addition, with the help of the 
Dragonfly algorithm, the network life is also extended. This creates a 
large energy node, like a cluster head, that provides a smaller amount 
of energy while transmitting aggregated data near the base station. To 
reduce the loss of energy and to increase the efficiency of the network 
we need to use the clustering mechanism that can manage complex 
networks with reduced energy consumption.* Corresponding author.
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Fig. 1. Cluster-Based RFID Network.

II. Related Work

R. Koh et al. [1] gave a detailed explanation about the establishment 
of the network and the tracking of the network to identify the packet 
loss or any kind of miscommunications in between the sender and 
receiver. The network structure must be maintained nonvolatile and 
without maintaining any kind of distractions in establishment and the 
communication. There is a concept mentioned by this author about 
the Auto -ID which is to track the network including packets which 
are flowing in the current network. Tracking the system includes the 
information of the physical device which is a source or destination. In 
this network, communication source and destination communication 
devices must be straight forward without any interruption they have to 
communicate.

J. Kim et al. [2] used the methodologies of the RFID tags to the 
communication between source and destination which was further 
used for the reestablishment of the network and also the packet loss. In 
this scenario we can identify the devices which are connecting in the 
same network panel. For an example consider the army mission and 
if the soldiers are connected to the same channel using RFID tags of 
their device that will be very easy to track the person in any situation. 
RFID tags are further used for the information processing from source 
to destination and identifying the receivers based on their tags. Because 
all the people in the network need not to get the information.

Swimpy Pahuja et al. [5] produced a survey on the RFID tags 
and the pattern they are communicating among the people and the 
servers which are connected with the tags will monitor and backup 
of the communication and the operations are stored as logs. If there is 
any further same process identified in the same group of network then 
the same operations and the same log can be referred for the further 
operations in the network. If we are using the same protocol for the 
different purpose on the same log the duplication will occur and store 
the same in the log.

WaleedAlsalih et al. [6] proposed distance-based clustering, which 
is a technique that is anticipated to reduce the complexity of the network 
as it takes care of every part of the movements and masking it to make 
it unaffected from congestion of inactive tags. Shailesh M. et al. [7] 
suggested a solution for the problem life identifying the collision of the 
people in the network. If same network was shared between the people, 
then there will be biggest problem in the network and reconnecting the 
network or establishing new kind of it. Author suggested new protocols 
with the new RFID data transmission to recognize the duplication.

The security measures have to be taken very seriously and all the 
RFID tags must be protected with the latest firewall mechanisms and 

the information was mentioned in [8]-[10].With low cost we need to 
mention the security mechanisms and all the mechanisms must be 
processed according to the willingness of the communicators in the 
network. Because without any of their intervention nothing must be 
leaked out of the channel [11], [12].

Routing calculations are being done in this new RFID tags 
scenario and those are clearly mentioned in [13]. We need to calculate 
the security levels and proceed further will all kind of operations. 
Whether it may be secured or unsecured first we need to calculate the 
channel security and must establish all the related measures. Instead of 
purchasing the commercial tools it is better to use low cost commodity 
software or tools for network establishment. That was mentioned on 
[14]-[16].

Mann et al. presented Bee Swarm, an SI that is based on the 
energy-efficient hierarchical routing protocol for WSNs [17]. Mirzaie 
et al. has provided a multi-clustering algorithm that is based on fuzzy 
logic (MCFL) using a unique methodology that is exhibited to do node 
clustering in WSN [18].

Elshrkaweyetal., in 2018, proposed an advanced method to 
minimize energy usage and maximize network lifetime [19]. It needs 
to support information secrecy, safeguard the WSN and enhance the 
security. Lalwani et al. [20] presented the biogeography-based energy-
saving routing architecture (BERA) for CH selection and routing. 
Consideration ought to be taken for basic protocols while choosing 
the CH to improve the life of the system. CSSDA moves further and 
this movement will require two parts: the first part is the cluster set-up 
and the second part is the regular cluster. Inside the cluster set up, the 
reader, who has more enduring power will choose for the cluster heads 
[21],[22]. The others, which are not chosen for cluster heads, will 
merge the cluster to their relevant cluster head. Another part is a regular 
group part, in that each datum established through the cluster heads 
are combined cumulative and sent toward the base station [23],[24]. In 
any case, studying the key factors that can be important for the design 
or routing techniques of wireless networks is a topic of interest in the 
research community [25].

III. Problem With the Conventional Approach

RFID plays an integral role within the different domains and their 
requirements are solved with tracking of the person or an object with 
the RFID tags. If there is a need of tracking animals in the forest, we 
need to attach a chip to track them. In cases of shopping areas in metro 
cities, there is no chance of maintaining an inventory of the products 
and scan them one by one to add in the inventory. In such cases we 
use these tags to add the bulk of similar products instead of barcodes 
or QR codes.

The communication channel security at the back end server is one 
of the most important factors and at the same time tagging the reader 
messages is necessary for mobile readers. Although, the security issues 
occur worldwide, and the safety becomes the major issue. This paper 
means to say that the verification protocol is on the way to ensure 
that a prohibited tag or reader should break the structure. Hash-based 
security measure, also unrestricted essential incorruption methods are 
executed on top of authentication protocol.

We proposed new scalable, anti-counterfeit and undetectable 
confirmation protocol entrenched in terms of hash method, even public 
key encryption knowledge for offering the safety and security in RFID 
tag-reader message procedure. The conventional approach is composed 
of the following steps:
• De-synchronization. The proposed work eliminates the de-

synchronization issue since the server preserves two files of ID (ID 
also last). Thus, if the message is deemed fraudulent; we know how 
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to regain it and reverse as of the last ID. 
• Anti-counterfeit issue. The Mannequin chip, amid a similar 

number, is impossible to make when the RFID chip is exclusive.  
Therefore, a reader might not print identically in order, and our 
logic is hence explained.

• Forward secrecy. After the modernization of IDi toward IDi+1, 
there was confusion regarding the one-way encoding method, and 
there was no other way to produce the original instruction that was 
ambiguous. That is, IDi+1 cannot create IDi. 

• Un-traceability. To track the statement between the entities, using 
this method, it is hard to compare the two sides, that is the public-
key encryption and the time stamp.

• Spoofing. RFID spoofing involves covertly reading and recording a 
data transmission from a RFID tag. When the data is retransmitted, 
it would contain the original tag’s TID, making it appear to be 
valid.

• Item privacy. Public, as well as the crucial private encryption 
decoding, and the encoding of data building is nearly unfeasible to 
bother the confidentiality of the network.

• Replay attack. Replay attacks build on eavesdropping and 
specifically occur when one part of communication in an RFID 
system is recorded and then ‘replayed’ later to the receiving device 
in order to steal information or gain access.

IV. Proposed Approach

Through the usage of an energy-efficient cluster-based protocol, 
the RFID networks may extensively utilize the Dragonfly algorithm 
during their lifetime (Fig. 2). For every cluster member, the cluster head 
reader (CH) has a receiver tag charge in order. After, it conveys towards 
the base station (BS) and executes the aggregation development that 
received the data. For all RFID Networks, readers obtain the energy 
stage details from the base station. Under the circumstances, the 
optimized cluster head is chosen, the base station estimates the average 
energy levels for every reader presented within the network.

Fig. 2. Structure of the Dragonfly Algorithm.

The cluster head is chosen by the mobile RFID environment where 
the readers have high power and equivalent mobility, while effect of 
moving back a few parting readers also increases the network lifetime. 
On behalf of the dropping movement among the readers into the RFID, 
the network uses an energy-efficient clustering system. There are two 
parts of this method. Within the first part, cluster heads are selected on 
the basis of energy level and mobility of the reader. In the present work 
the cluster head will be connected to the most ambiguous node which 
can be solved with connectivity issues of the cluster and the reader can 

connect to the cluster head easily. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the Cluster 
Head Selection and the Formation.

The RFID network is enlarging its lifespan through the clustering 
method. With the aim of energy utilization for every node, the cluster 
heads are preferred within the clusters. All the readers transmit hello 
messages in route to their neighbors. In the communication range, 
every reader reclines and receives the hello message, and recognizes 
the neighbor and transfer as the reader. Even though inside the 
network, the entire set of readers may have found their neighbors. With 
a high probability of attaining, for example, mobility and energy, the 
cluster heads are chosen. All the readers’ energy levels are evaluated 
among the threshold charge. A threshold value is defined the remaining 
necessary power get information on or after the entire set of readers 
aggregates the information and conveys it toward the base station.

Another way to identify a suitable cluster head is by the reader 
during soaring residual energy that is evaluated to be within the 
threshold value. Along with the available cluster head, applying 
Dragonfly Clustering, we choose the optimal cluster heads in the 
network. After the relevant cluster head is selected, and algorithm of a 
dragonfly is used. There are three old ethics in the Dragonfly algorithm: 
i) collision avoidance ii) Segregation iii) nearby Reader’s distance.

Potencial
Score

NodesBase
Station

Eligible
Cluster

Optimal
Cluster Head

Cluster 
Formation

Fig. 3. Dragon Fly Algorithm block diagram.

Distance metrics are used to map the related variables to the 
specific cluster based on the standard distance metric algorithms. 
These algorithms identify the similar group elements. Administrators 
are chosen based on the direction and the speed of the readers that are 
used for the explanation. The neighbor reader count for every suitable 
cluster head through a network is known as cohesion. Within the 
mobile web, there are tags and readers. Given the system, the dynamic 
behaviors of the readers are three significant features that are worn 
within the network, the location updates of the nodes are cohesion, 
alignment and separation. Every element is taken as the best cluster 
head selection. The paragraph below illustrates that the behaviors are 
precisely modeled.

Separation: the ambiguity among the cluster head and their 
neighbor is intended after the cluster head is appropriately elected. 
To establish a node, it is closely considered by their detachment 
towards the data transmission in the RFID network. The procedure for 
separation is given by Eq.(1). The present node location is considered 
as (x1, y1), whichever reader otherwise tag; the neighboring node 
location is described as (x2, y2) also neighboring readers, and their 
count is noted as N between the present reader. 

 (1)

Alignment: after separation, as the moment of the cluster head, the 
RFID tag can recognize location of the object with respect the specific 
cluster head. The association of the cluster head should exist in parallel 
toward neighbor readers in the direction of the cluster headed for 
evading the RFID network rupture the cluster. Through the alignment, 
every mobility node is determined. The method of alignment is given 
by Eq.(2). Everywhere, Vj illustrates what is within the network 
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mobility of the n-th adjacent neighbor node. Later then the speed is 
choosing the same direction as cluster head direction. 

 (2)

Cohesion: when the procedure of alignment is finished, the adjacent 
neighbor node is intended to favor the appropriate cluster heads. The 
neighbor nodes is said to be the number of nodes around the cluster 
head, for which the calculation is not as much of the cluster, which is 
synchronized, and becomes exaggerated. Therefore, anode must always 
remain separated to avoid collision; this is useful for the network and 
their competence. The prescription for cohesion is described in Eq.(3).

 (3)

Where, X is the position of the current individual, N is the number 
of neighborhoods and Xj is the position of the jth neighboring node in 
the RFID network.

The cohesion, alignment and separation ranges are added for every 
cluster head. Here, the cluster head will be chosen as a head. Based on 
low mobility, distance, and neighbor count, the cluster head will be 
selected.

After the optimal cluster head is chosen (based on the cluster) the 
cluster head mobility is formed due to the presence of readers and tags. 
In the network, to avoid the collision and termination of communication 
amongst the nodes, the cluster head must be selected with majority.

sink
Cluster Head: 

Cluster1 

Cluster Head
Member Node

Cluster2 

Cluster3 

Fig. 4. Dragon fly algorithm representation.

In addition, the algorithm for cluster head selection and cluster 
formation is as follows:

Step 1: Initialize the nodes and labels in the system Ri
(i=1, 2, 3...n).
Step 2: Set the potential score (vitality and portability) to every 

node and label hubs.
Step 3: Send the vitality level of the Reader to Base Station and 

discover optimum nodes.
Step 4: If (Residual Energy (Ri)> Threshold esteem).
Then: Update the node as an Eligible Cluster Head.
else: Update the nodes as Remaining nodes in the system. 
Step 5: Separation is determined for a qualified head in the system 

utilizing (Eq. (1)).
Step 6: Alignment is determined for the head in the order using Eq. (2).
Step 7: Cohesion is defined as a qualified leader in the system 

utilizing Eq. (3).
Step 8: Add the estimations of partition, arrangement, and union.
Step 9: If the worth is high, select as “Ideal head.”
Step 10: else “Become customary nodes” in the system. 
Step 11: End the Cluster development.

In the RFID network, taking into consideration the potential 
value of the readers, we can determine the optimal cluster head by 
employing a cluster formation algorithm. To obtain an adequate cluster 
configuration in the network, some procedures like separation or 
cohesion are applied.

The optimal set of cluster heads that belong with their associated 
cluster members are predicted by the base station. In the RFID 
network, the cluster head plays an important role to send the data from 
one cluster ID and vice versa. Cluster head also plays a role of local 
control center to organize this event and cluster base station acted as a 
Reader arranger. 

Regarding data transmission, every reader begins to pass a signal 
for sensing the information after the cluster formation and cluster 
head selection. Within the clustering schedule, cluster head works as 
readers to detect data. The TDMA schedule is utilized in the cluster 
for arranging the readers. The reader throws the signal to tags with 
their corresponding range pedestal of the program.  The reader sends 
the information to the cluster head once it senses the information. 
Subsequently, the next reader begins to pass the data. With the help 
of a cluster head, each reader finishes the data transmission and data 
aggregation.  

V. Experiment

An object-driven network simulator, network simulator version 
2 (NS-2), was developed at the University of California-Berkeley. 
Such a simulator utilizes two programming languages: C++ and Tcl. 
NS-2 is useful for the simulation of the wide-area and local networks. 
These programming languages are used for numerous reasons, most 
importantly, because of their internal characteristics. While C++ 
provides efficiency in its implementation of a specific design, it 
encounters some difficulties in graphic representation. Without a visual 
language that is easy-to-use and descriptive, it may be challenging to 
perform a modification and assembly of different components and alter 
distinct parameters.

The system test system is typically called an NS2; it is a capable test 
system for concentrating dynamic behavior of portable remote sensor 
organizers. NS2 boosts the re-enactment of an order from a physical 
radio transmission channel to the application layer. The NS2.35 test 
system is utilized for re-enactment and is directed under the Linux mint 
environment. This testing was conveyed using the standard network 
test system, NS-2.34, which has 100 nodes. These nodes are spread by 
an arbitrary request in a 100 x 100 area.
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Fig. 5. Delay Calculation of the network.

While using any kind of implementation in the network the 
throughput must be identified and the latency of the connectivity 
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should be very less with respect to the implementation done in the 
present existing methodology. Fig. 5 explains the implementation of 
the delay calculation in the network. This delay can be identified while 
connecting the RFID tags to the base station to transform information 
from one location to another location. The existing system deals 
with the highest delay problem in connecting the server and with the 
problem with reconnection when there is any network drop.

In the existing system, several attacks are analyzed, and the results 
are calculated. Fig. 6 shows the calculation of the throughput of the 
network. The network throughput is defined as the number of packets 
transmitted according to the period. Hence, it is a two-dimensional 
figure that consists of two axes.
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Fig. 6. Throughput Calculation of the network.

The through put can be exhibited with the network connecting 
time and the data acquisition from different repositories. In this data 
acquisition we gather data from different knowledge bases and connect 
the client to the base station.

In the existing system, several attacks are analyzed, and the results 
are calculated. Fig. 7 shows the calculation of the forwarding security of 
the network. The forward network security is defined as that the amount 
of count of security packets in the forward direction according to the 
time. Hence it is the two-dimensional figure. It consists of two axes.
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Fig. 7. Forward Security Calculation of the network.

There are different approaches to calculate the threat in the network 
and the best way to analyses the network security is by maintaining 
forward network security.

In the existing system, several attacks are analyzed, and the results 
are calculated. Fig. 8 shows the calculation of the received packets 
in the network. The network received packages is defined as that the 

number of packets received by the destination during the transmission 
of packets from the source to the destination, according to the period. 
Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes. 
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Fig. 8. Received Packets Calculation of the network.

Before completing the transmission we need to calculate the 
number of packets we are transmitting from one node to another and 
after completing the transmission we need to check the whether all the 
packets is received or not.

In the existing system, several attacks are analyzed, and the results 
are calculated. Fig. 9 shows the calculation of the sent packets in the 
network. The network sent packages is defined as the number of packets 
transmitted by the source (sender node) during the transmission of 
packets from the source and to the destination, according to the period. 
Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.
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Fig. 9. Sent Packets Calculation of the network.

Fig. 10 shows the calculation of energy consumption, and it is a 
comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed method. 
The network energy consumption is defined as the amount of energy 
utilized or spent during the data transmission between the source 
and the destination, according to the period, until the end of the 
communication. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of 
two axes. 

Fig. 11 shows the calculation of energy efficiency, and it is a 
comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed method. 
The network energy efficiency is defined as the amount of energy saved 
during the data transmission, between the source and the destination, 
according to the time period and until the end of the transfer. Hence, it 
is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes. 
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Fig. 10. Consumed Energy Calculation of the network.
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Fig. 11. Energy Efficiency Calculation of the network.

The energy of the network must be identified before performing 
any kind of operation. In this energy efficiency the network must use 
the minimum energy and execute the large task.
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Fig. 12. Packet Loss Calculation of the network.

Fig. 12 shows the calculation of packet loss and is a comparative 
analysis between the existing and the proposed method. The network 
packet loss is defined as the number of packets lost during the data 
transmission between the source and the destination according to the 
time until the end of the communication. Hence, it is a two-dimensional 
figure and consists of two axes.

While transmitting the information the task we need to consider is 

the avoiding packet loss. While transmitting information sometimes 
because of problem in network establishment packets may loss. We 
need to avoid and calculate those and recover those.

Fig. 13 shows the calculation of generated packets and is a 
comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed methods. 
The system made packets are defined as that the number of packages 
sent during the data transmission between the source and the destination, 
according to the time period until the end of the transfer. Hence, it is a 
two-dimensional figure and consists of two axes. 
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Fig. 13. Generated packets Calculation of the network.

The existing and proposed systems are compared with the service 
of different network admins while transmitting the information. We 
need to calculate the packets which are being generated.

Fig. 14 shows the calculation of received packets. This is a 
comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed methods. 
The system received packages, defined as the number of packets 
received during the data transmission between the source and the 
destination according to the time period and until the end of the 
transfer. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.
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Fig. 14. Received packets Calculation of the network.

Fig.15 shows the calculation of the packet’s delivery ratio, and it is 
a comparative analysis between the existing and the proposed method. 
The network packets delivery ratio is defined as that the percentage 
of packets received vs. the number of packages sent during the data 
transmission between the source and the destination according to the 
time period till the end of the transfer. Hence it is the two-dimensional 
figure. It consists of two axes. 
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Fig. 15. Packets Delivery Ratio Calculation of the network.

Fig. 16 shows the calculation of throughput, and it is a comparative 
analysis between the existing and the proposed methods. The network 
throughput is defined as that the overall calculation of the number 
of packets sent during the data transmission between the source and 
the destination, according to the time period and until the end of the 
transfer. Hence, it is a two-dimensional figure that consists of two axes.  
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Fig. 16. Throughput Calculation of the network.

VI. Conclusions and Future Work

The network environment is designed and implemented using 
Network Simulator. The simulator executes the proposed dragonfly 
clustering protocol for cluster head selection and cluster formation 
to reduce the cluster breakage and to improve the reading efficiency 
in the network. In the considered 100 nodes in the network, there are 
three types of sensors such Readers, tags and cluster heads. All the 
readers are homogeneous in the cluster but perform different tasks. 
This type of distribution balances the operational load within each 
cluster and also results in improved network lifetime. The cluster head 
schedules data collection time in the network. Readers sense the data 
from tags and send to cluster head within the cluster. Cluster head 
performs aggregation of the gathered data before transmitting them to 
the base station. Our simulation result is evaluated in terms of number 
of parameters such as network lifetime (number of Active nodes) and 
cluster head selection rounds.

Earlier work in this domain had tried to provide a genuine solution 
through malicious attack. Our proposed work is an effort in the same 
direction. In this work the hash function and public-key encryption 
with timestamping on either side of a two-way communication are 

used to remove minimal chances of an attack on a wireless connection.
In the context of future work, it is necessary to emphasize the IEEE 

issue of time complexity; the next step will be to evaluate the time 
function, and to minimize it to make the system more efficient in a 
real-time scenario.
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I. Introduction

THE semantic technologies address the problem of various 
heterogeneous devices, communication protocols, and data formats 

of the generated data in the Internet of Things. Annotation of IoT sensor 
data is the substance of IoT semantics [1]. The future generation of IoT 
not only deals with the physical sensor devices but also the meanings 
they carry with virtual representation of smart data. On an average, 
every day around 3.2 quintillion bytes of data are generated on the 
Internet. The CISCO predictions state that more than 60 billion devices 
will be connected to the internet by 2025, as a result zetta bytes of sensor 
data will be generated continuously and exponentially. The IoT sensors 
generated raw data is stored in the data repositories and it supports to 
heterogeneous smart city applications. Therefore, applying the raw data 
into applications may result in structural data with pre-notified format, 
date, source, affiliation, unit, and encryption. The next level of data is 
perception data that contains the multi abstraction from low-level to 
high-level applications to perform actionable and predictive data for the 
final evaluation. For understanding the perception data more concisely, 
the structural information is needed. Without structural information, 
the data may mislead to false results and may fail to integrate the real-
time application data [2]. The perception data is extracted from the 

structured data that is more compressive and occupies less space than 
the raw data. Machine Learning (ML) clustering techniques are used for 
performing analysis on the perception data and automatic generation of 
semantic annotations. Moreover, in IoT, the real-time streaming data 
plays a major role to perform cluster analysis. The streaming data is 
flowing continuously as data stream from the IoT device to the peer 
network. The stream processing has been effectively analyzes the 
cluster data, improve the cluster efficiency, and able to make quicker 
decisions on clustered data [3]-[5].

The hierarchical clustering techniques are used for representing 
logical, temporal, and spatial relations on the IoT streaming data. The 
most important aspect of clustering IoT streaming data is its dynamic 
and heterogeneous nature. Therefore, a novel clustering mechanism is 
needed to represent the hierarchical relationships-based annotations 
for the IoT streaming data [6]. In this paper, incremental hierarchical 
clustering is deployed for unifying the streaming data in a hierarchical 
manner. SPARQL queries are used for extracting semantic annotations 
between the hierarchical clustered data. The agents will receive the raw 
data streams as input data from the IoT sensor devices and then perform 
the classification between the data streams for generating the RDF 
data patterns for the hierarchical clustering. The RDF data patterns 
are combined with the pre-notified metadata of the IoT sensors for the 
incremental hierarchical clustering process. At last, the hierarchical 
streaming data is annotated with the automatic semantic annotations 
using SPARQL queries.
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Abstract

In the Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), and sensor technologies huge and variety of 
streaming sensor data is generated. The unification of streaming sensor data is a challenging problem. Moreover, 
the huge amount of raw data has implied the insufficiency of manual and semi-automatic annotation and leads to 
an increase of the research of automatic semantic annotation. However, many of the existing semantic annotation 
mechanisms require many joint conditions that could generate redundant processing of transitional results for 
annotating the sensor data using SPARQL queries. In this paper, we present an Incremental Clustering Driven 
Automatic Annotation for IoT Streaming Data (IHC-AA-IoTSD) using SPARQL to improve the annotation 
efficiency. The processes and corresponding algorithms of the incremental hierarchical clustering driven 
automatic annotation mechanism are presented in detail, including data classification, incremental hierarchical 
clustering, querying the extracted data, semantic data annotation, and semantic data integration. The IHC-
AA-IoTSD has been implemented and experimented on three healthcare datasets and compared with leading 
approaches namely- Agent-based Text Labelling and Automatic Selection (ATLAS), Fuzzy-based Automatic 
Semantic Annotation Method (FBASAM), and an Ontology-based Semantic Annotation Approach (OBSAA), 
yielding encouraging results with Accuracy of 86.67%, Precision of 87.36%, Recall of 85.48%, and F-score of 
85.92% at 100k triple data.
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Semantic annotation has mainly taken from the field of text 
annotation. It provides machine-readable descriptions along with labels 
for URIs. Dealing with IoT semantic data is a difficult and challenging 
task for researchers and developers with technical issues. To solve 
this problem on providing the manual annotation and semi-automatic 
annotation, one approach for providing a semantic annotation to 
IoT semantic data is proposed [7]-[8]. Using manual annotation and 
semi-automatic annotation cannot be applicable if the IoT sensor data 
is huge in volume. It consumes more time to annotate the huge data 
and unable to capture the IoT devices generated data [9]. Therefore, a 
new and innovative automatic semantic annotation with more efficient 
mechanisms are needed. 

The main contributions of this work are listed as follows: Firstly, 
build an architectural model using hierarchical clustering driven 
automatic annotation for unifying IoT streaming data. Thereafter, 
add semantic annotations using SPARQL queries. Then extract and 
visualize the streaming data using the proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD 
mechanism and SPARQL queries. Afterwards, find the performance 
evaluation of the proposed model. Finally, comparison has been made 
of the proposed architectural model with existing approaches.

The remainder of this paper is described as follows: section II 
discuss background of the related work and the state of the art schemes. 
In section III, the authors discuss the proposed mechanism Incremental 
Hierarchical Clustering based Automatic Annotation for IoT Streaming 
data (IHC-AA-IoTSD). Experimental Methodology and Evaluation are 
described in section IV and section V respectively. Finally, section VI 
concludes this work along with the future scope.

II. Background and Related Work

In this section, the related work of semantic annotations in IoT 
platforms for unifying streaming data in efficient way is discussed. 
Majority of the researchers has put their efforts on how to deal 
with big volume and variety of data generated by IoT devices. As a 
result, ontologies and standards, mapping technologies and exchange 
systems, semantic annotations, data integration, interoperability, 
scalability, cluster efficiency and energy-efficient issues are identified. 
In semantic annotations, manual and semi-automatic annotations are 
time consuming and perform the annotation process with labels and 
manually. In addition, these all are dealing with web documents, text 
documents, and sensor networks. While thinking of Cyber-Physical 
Systems (CPS) and IoT dynamic data, it generates the big volume 
of data, therefore, it requires automatic annotation for handling large 
dynamic data. 

Annotation is the process of adding additional information to the 
existing data, which is enriched with labels, keywords, things, etc. 
Semantic annotation is the term of enriching data with meanings and 
descriptions. Annotation plays a major role by providing semantics 
between humans and machines. These are categorized as three ways- 
Manual annotation, Semi-automatic annotation, and Automatic 
annotation. In manual annotation, the data is annotated manually. 
Here keywords are used for annotating the additional information 
with existing data. Humans with their self-imagination annotate the 
keywords. Therefore, it yields the highest accuracy, but it consumes 
more time to complete the entire triple data. In semi-automatic type of 
annotation, some part is carried out with keywords and the rest of the 
part is finished with trained pre-defined set automatically [21]. Two 
steps complete this process. In the first step, the annotator can annotate 
the data with keywords.  In the second step, the semantic annotation 
tools are used to toggle the data. Both accuracy and efficiency are 
improved in this type of annotation system. Automatic annotation is 
the advanced and recently used annotation system by developers and 
researchers. In this, the whole process is measured by the annotation 

system. Annotation tools like Gruff (https://franz.com/agraph/gruff/), 
Jena (http://jena.apache.org/), and Protégé (https://protege.stanford.
edu/) are used for this approach. Based on the instructions given by 
a user, the annotation tool will place corresponding predicates among 
the subject and object. At last, a meaningful label and property are 
assigned to it.

The existing research work on semantic annotation, majority of 
researcher’s intention have been attentive on the semantic based Web 
documents, and a few researches pay attention to the IoT streaming 
data based automatic semantic annotation. As shown in Table I, the 
authors has been associated the former semantic annotation methods 
in seven aspects, such as “Automatic Annotation”, “Semi-Automatic 
Annotation”, “Manual Annotation”, “Training Data Set”, “Application 
Specific Domain”, “Data Type based on” and “Model/Framework/ 
Technology used”. In Table I, the authors has been deliberate based 
seven aspect and it indicates the following:
• Supreme of the annotation methods focus on the Internet field and 

are applied for Web documents.
• The existing research of semantics for Web documents primarily 

pay attention towards Ontology based annotation methods.
• Majority of the existing works on semantic annotation methods 

in the IoT data are manual. Furthermore, they primarily focus on 
architectural models and deployable frameworks.
Nowadays, the methods compared in Table I are the most powerful 

and popular mechanisms to achieve semantic data integration in 
IoT platforms. The existing data models are updates with semantic 
annotations on providing semantic labels to become model elements. 
Kolozali et al. [23] proposed SensorSAX and SAX (Symbolic Aggregate 
Approximation) methods for adaptive and non-adaptive window size 
segmentation of data streams real-time processing. Their algorithms 
are efficient in improving data aggregation in streaming data. However, 
these are unfair while annotating the IoT dynamic data. Mazayev et al. 
[24] proposed a CoRE framework for data integration and profiling of 
objects, as a result, it facilitates semantic data annotation, validation 
of results, and reasoning of annotated data. This framework adopted 
the RESTful resources for validating the user profiling of objects with 
the COAP server. However, the proposed framework is limited for 
validating and annotating IoT dynamic data efficiently. Mayer et al. 
[25] developed an Open Semantic Framework (OSF) for industrial IoT 
applications to make the web of things into semantic web of things. 
This framework is widely designed to enable the industrial things with 
semantics to the IoT domains. However, the OSF is not implemented 
under consideration of various industrial applications.

Shi et al. [26] concentrated on data semantization in IoT 
applications. They reviewed and overviewed all architectural elements 
and applications supported for IoT domain. In addition, they surveyed 
on how to add semantics to the IoT dynamic data, discussed on current 
research issues and challenges faced by semantic scholars. However, 
they limited to perform analysis on IoT data integration techniques. 
Zamil et al. [27] have proposed automatic data annotation techniques 
for smart home environments by adopting temporal relations. In 
addition, they incorporated HMM and Random Field models for 
integrating temporal and spatial relations enhanced by detection 
accuracy rate. The produced results are moderate and there is a 
space for enhancement with other incremental clustering techniques. 
Moutinho et al. [28] have extended the semantic annotations for 
integrating XML-messages using generating translators under the 
domain of arrowhead framework. These annotations are not automatic 
and only domain specific. Therefore, it consumes more time and space 
for annotating the IoT dynamic data.

An exhaustive and optimistic survey has been conducted under the 
literature survey. Nevertheless, these all do not light the prerequisites 
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of the semantic scholars and users for adding automatic semantic 
annotations in IoT streaming data. Therefore, in this paper, we present 
IHC-AA-IoTSD mechanism using SPARQL queries to improve the 
clustering based annotating process in IoT sensor streaming data. 
Through a unification of machine learning and semantic technologies, the 
proposed approach gives better results in terms of efficiency, reliability, 
scalability and security compared to the state of the art schemes.

III. Proposed Mechanism

In this proposed research work, to achieve semantic annotations 
among data samples, a Resource Description Framework (RDF) 
is used to annotate the data objects in meaningful way. The authors 
have analysed an incremental hierarchical clustering driven automatic 
annotation architectural model based on IoT for unifying the streaming 
data. For this reason, in this paper, a new and novel IHC-AA-IoTSD 
mechanism is proposed for annotating the streaming data semantically. 
The Fig. 1 shows an overview of the simplified architectural model 
of the proposed work. At first, the data generated from IoT sensors 
are collected from IoT sensor data world. On identification of the 
sensor data, then the agents will classify and analyze the data. The 

IoT streaming data generated from the data repository section; firstly, 
to interpret the objects in the streaming data, the RDF framework is 
used. Secondly, to abstract the data from the triple store, SPARQL 
queries is required. The SPARQL Query Engine mainly consists of 
three subcomponents. Those are Query Parser (QP), Query Optimizer 
(QO), and Query Processor (QP). The Query Parser (QP) is used for 
generating the triple patterns in a sequential manner. With the use 
of the Query Optimizer (QO), the SPARQL queries are optimized 
and processed. This task is accomplished before it goes to the next 
component called Query Processor (QP). The SPARQL Query Engine 
depicts the overall picture and model of the proposed approach. Each 
component workflow descriptions discussed as follows:

A. Query Parser
This is the first subcomponent of the Query Execution Engine. This 

subcomponent finds the input healthcare related SPARQL queries from 
users, abstracts subsequent resources for the consequent subcomponent 
named as Query Optimizer (QO) and produces a node list for the Query 
Processor (QP). In this work, we used only basic SPARQL queries with 
simple SELECT and WHERE clauses. The proposed approach also 
supports other clauses, such as ORDERBY, GROUP BY, and FILTER.

TABLE I. Comparison of Semantic Annotation Methods

Approaches/ 
Methods

Automatic 
Annotation 

(Yes/No)

Manual 
Annotation

(Yes/No)

Semi-
Automatic 
Annotation

(Yes/No)

Training 
data set

Application 
Specific 
Domain

Data Type 
based on

Model/Framework 
Technology used

SRSM and MTCRF 
[9] No Yes Yes No Internet Web documents Rule, CRFs

Chen et al., 
SSMIMCR [10] No Yes Yes No Internet Web documents Conceptual relationships

De Maio et al., 
FBASAM [11] Yes Yes Yes Yes Internet Web documents Relational concept analysis

Barnaghi et al., 
SM2SS [12] No Yes Yes Yes IoT Sensor 

networks Sensor streams model

Kolozali et al., 
KBA4IoTDS [13] No Yes Yes Yes IoT IoT data 

streams IoT data model

Wei and Barnaghi et 
al., SAM4SD [14] No Yes Yes No IoT sensor 

network
Sensor 

networks Sensors streams model

Chenyi et al., 
SOESAF [15] No Yes Yes No IoT IoT entity 

information
Entity semantic annotation 

framework

Bing, et al., 
SAM4IoTD [16] No Yes Yes No IoT Documents Rule

Ming et al., 
SAM4WSDL [17] No Yes Yes Yes IoT WSDL 

documents Rule, Machine learning

Charton et al., 
ASAM4NE [18] Yes Yes Yes No Internet Web documents Semantic similarity, linked 

data

Diallo et al., OBSAA 
[19] Yes Yes Yes Yes Biomedicine Biomedical 

Texts NLP, TF-IDF

Ahmed E. Khaled 
and Sumi Helal, 

ATLAS[22]
Yes Yes Yes No IoT Text Labelling Topic, REST

IHC-AA-IoTSD 
(Proposed) Yes Yes Yes Yes IoT Streaming 

sensor data

Hierarchical clustering, 
automatic annotations, 

SPARQL Queries
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Fig. 1 Architectural model of the proposed mechanism.

B. Query Optimizer
This is the second subcomponent and generates a Query Execution 

Plan (QEP) for the SPARQL query. The processing of queries is 
optimized by assessing the input query patterns in a meaningful 
way. The query triple patterns are arranged in a hierarchical manner 
for finding matching value result of a triple pattern function for the 
subsequent triple pattern in the query execution plan. 

C. Query Processor
In query processor subcomponent, the matching value results are 

found, verified with triple patterns and finally combined for answering 
the full query result. The validity of the triple patterns and input 
queries are arranged in a hierarchical and topological order. Then the 
intermediate mismatched patterns are reduced. Table II shows  all the 
symbols or notations used in this paper.

TABLE II. Symbols and its Descriptions

Symbol Description Symbol Description

sN starting Node cML common 
Matching List

Tp Triple pattern MV Matching Value

nextN next Node nextNML next  Node 
Matching List

QEP Query Execution 
Plan nextcN next common 

Node

TL Triple List tmpP temporary Plan

Ts Triple store subP sub Plan

TpL Triple pattern 
List nextT next Triple

GenTriple() Generate Triple cN common Node

The Algorithm 1 is used to translate the given label of information 
into a RDF label using TranslateLabel() function. The input is taken as 
n number of triples and correspondingly specify each type of label and 
the processing triple time t is measured. The annotated <label> of RDF 
data is the output.  Firstly, it collects the various types of data from IoT 
devices, to store the triples data starting from 1 to n as decision iterator. 

If the condition p (t, xc) ≤ 1 is satisfied then extract every row and label 
whichever is matched. At last, the list L has to be returned.

Algorithm 1: TranslateLabel () translates the given label into RDF label
Input: Number of triples denoted as n; type of each data item (type); t is 
the processing time.
Output: List out the annotated (<label>) from RDF.
1: First collect the various types of data generated from IoT sensors 
2:  for i: =1 to n     // i is the decision iterator
3.             if p (t, xc) ≤ 1 as per the Eq. 3
4.                  then extract every row and label
5.                   add the matched label
6.                   close the each completed label
7.                   List L: = add element
8.           end if
9.  end for
10. Finally, return the list L.

The Algorithm 2 is used to generate the given RDF label of 
information into triples using GenTriple() function. The input is taken 
as n number of triples value and correspondingly specify each type of 
label and subsequent time t is measured. The annotated <label> of RDF 
data is the output.  Firstly, it collects the various types of data from IoT 
devices, to store the triples data starting from 1 to n as decision iterator. 
If the condition label[i].isElement() = 1 is satisfied then it extracts each 
label and annotates it as a triple, then it allocates the unique id for the 
namely added resource whichever is matched. Finally, the list L with 
RDF triples is returned.

Algorithm 2: For the generation of triples GenTriple() from a given 
RDF label

Input: Number of triples named as n; value measured; type of each data 
item (type); t is the measured time.
Output: List out the annotated (<label>) from RDF.
1. First, expand each label
2.  for i: = 1 to n do   // i is the decision iterator
3.             if label[i].isElement() = 1  // return 1 when the current label 
is matched element
4.                        extract every label and annotate it as triple
5.                        then allocate the unique id for namely added resource
6.                        List T: = add triples
7.                        close the completed triple list
8.             end if
9.  end for
10.   return list L

Algorithm 3: IoT sensor data into annotated RDF data transformation
Input: Dataset to annotate; type of each data item (type)
Output: The annotated (<label>) is transformed into a reduced triple 
format from source data.
1: First, collect the various types of data generated from IoT sensor S
2: Repeat this collection process up to the end of the last triple
3:        Then annotate the List L: GenTriple(TranslateLabel())
4:        There after extract every label and annotate it as triple 
5:        Allocate the unique id for newly added resource
6: End process loop
7: Return list L
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In Algorithm 3, the IoT sensor data into annotated RDF data 
transformation is shown. The input is taken as a dataset to annotate and 
specifies each data item type. The annotated (<label>) is transformed 
into a reduced triple format from source data. Firstly, it collects various 
type of sensor data. It repeats this process until the last triple item is 
matched. Then it annotates the List L: GenTriple (TranslateLabel()). 
Thereafter it extracts every label and annotates it as a triple. It allocates 
the unique id for the newly added resource.

D. Incremental Hierarchical Clustering driven Automatic 
Annotation Process

The agents will play a key role to place the classification of data 
in time basis by using the matching mechanism for grouping each 
instance resources occurrence. 

The matching objects are denoted as m of the RDF data and current 
capture objects as C. the matching m ϵ RDF instances as shown in Eq. 3.1 
and current capture C as shown in Eq. 3.2, at tn ϵ time interval. Xm and Xcc 
form the instances ( ) with the corresponding 
time interval range t1 ≤  t2 ≤ t3 ……≤tn, for each individual i.

 (3.1)

 (3.2)

Here j starts from 1 to n. 
For pattern recognition of data, let us take a resource r that should 

be any category of data d. The scoring function Sd is used to calculate 
the matching pattern data d at a particular time T. The individual match 
value is x at time period t < T and is defined using Eq. (3.3).

 (3.3)

In order to generate the hierarchical clustering driven tree of the 
IoT streaming data, the problem is formulated as follows: the input of 
the sensor raw data is classified with agents and represented as data 
streams DS = {ds1, ds2, ds3,….., dsn} in the D dimensional space, the pre-
notified meta data as the k dimensions {x1,…., xk}, the pre-clustered 
streaming data values as {xk+1,…., xl}, and to measure the cluster 
distance among the data patterns as dist(cl1, cl2). At starting, each 
classified data is assigned to its own cluster. Each data pattern in DS 
and the cluster cli = {dsi}, CL = {cl1,…..,cln} are selected for measuring 
the minimum distance between data object. Then the merge operation 
is performed until the none of the cluster can be left blank or empty. 

 while CL.size > 1 do
  if (clmin1, clmin2) = min dist (cli , clj) then
   for all (cli , clj) in cluster CL
   Remove clmin1, clmin2 from cluster CL
   Add {clmin1, clmin2} to cluster CL
  end if
 end while
The dist (cl1, cl2) is measured as, for example  

cl1 = {ds11, ds12, ds13, ….., ds1n} and cl2 = {ds21, ds22, ds23, ….., ds2n}, 
then . Whereas  dist (ds1i , ds2j) 
may be calculated using any of the mahalanobis distance, Euclidean 
distance, or Minkowski distance function in the D dimensional space.  
The same procedure is performed until the semantic annotations are 
extracted from the hierarchical tree by cutting into horizontally or 
vertically and adding the data streams in incremental manner.

The following list of steps are required to design an incremental 
hierarchical clustering driven automatic annotations for unifying IoT 
streaming data.

The input data streams DS = {ds1, ds2, ds3, ….., dsn} are obtained 
from the IoT sensor data repositories in the D dimensional space.

The incremental hierarchical clustering based nearest neighbor 
chain is used for clustering streaming data.

It starts with any node S in the hierarchical tree, elaborates it until 
a RNN (Reciprocal Nearest Neighbor) pair of data samples, and then 
agglomerates these data samples.

 Continue the same process with the hierarchical tree of the 
previously annotated objects using RNN.

The RNN of object p and q, where object q must satisfy the 
condition 

Thereafter, the clustering distance dist(p, q) using the Euclidean 
similarity distance measuring function is measured.

The establishment of the linkage or distance between clusters of 
the hierarchical tree is done using wards method

 where  is the center of the cluster e 
and ne is the number of data samples involved in it.

Finally, the semantic representations between the clustered 
hierarchical trees are annotated with SPARQL queries.

In the Resource Description Framework (RDF), the data is 
generally warehoused as a combination of statements in triples format 
as {Subject Sb, Predicate Pr, Object Obj}, which is similar to an entity 
representation in DBMS as {entity e, property p, value v}. Subjects 
and predicates stored in triples are URIs when objects can be either 
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) or literal values. SPARQL is a 
Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language is used for retrieving data 
stored in RDF repositories. Its syntax is similar to SQL; thus it contains 
two main clauses, e.g., SELECT and WHERE. The SELECT clause 
identifies the statements as triples that will appear in the query results. 
The WHERE clause provides the basic graph pattern to match against 
the data graph. We consider four disjoint sets Var (variables), Uri 
(URIs), Blnk (blank nodes) and Ltr (literals).

Almost every SPARQL query contains a set of triple patterns called 
a basic graph pattern. A basic graph pattern, BGP, is a finite set of triple 
patterns {tp1, tp2, tp3.…,tpn}, in which each tp is a triple as shown in 
Eq. (3.4).

 (3.4)

The sequence of the patterns is framed with different combinations 
of the triples as shown in Eq. (3.5)

 (3.5)

The Query Execution Plan (QEP) is measured based on the 
sequence of patterns generated by triples (tp1, tp2, tp3, ... tpn) as long 
as the long sequence patterns are generated. Such that there is at least 
one common medium of sequence patterns among tp1 and tpi+1 from 
(Subject as S, Object as O, and Predicate as P) being selected, and it 
follows any one of the patterns as shown in Eq. (3.6-3.8).

 (3.6)

 (3.7)

 (3.8)

Here S(tp), P(tp), and O(tp) are the Subject, Predicate, and Object 
respectively. If anyone of the triple patterns is satisfied with the 
required query then the query execution plan is assigned to the Query 
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Optimizer (QO) subcomponent.
In order to develop the query execution plan, the query in 

Algorithm 4 is processed and stored in the triple store (ts). The 
loaded query is mapped with each triple pattern to subsequent 
nodes. Sometimes, it refers to other triple patterns that are matched 
with the stored triple values i.e. (node, [adjacent_TL]). The subject, 
predicate, and object manner are matched by applying the SPARQL 
query; finally, the corresponding RDF graph is generated. In 
Algorithm 4, the query execution plan is shown. The motivation 
behind this query execution plan is engaging the ordered triple 
patterns to indexed RDF data and improved version of ordered 
triple patterns to process the queries in an efficient manner. After 
generating an ordered triple pattern list for the execution plan, the 
residual sequential triple patterns that are in the triple list are not 
attached to the current execution plan. The Tp is considered as the 
triple pattern in QEP. The nextN <= get_nextN (Tp, sN) is placed 
subject as first node and object as the second node and vice versa 
generated. The subP is the sub plan used for storing the remaining 
triple pattern part for QEP. The appended data triple pattern is a 
subset of adjacent triple list and TpL is the not visited list then 
create an intermediator plan for annotating current pattern objects. 
Such that, consider this one as the current query evaluation plan 
for executing queries. Finally, the next triple and triple pattern are 
merged with adjacent triple list, evaluated with QEP.

Algorithm 4: GET_ Query_Execution_PLAN (sN, Tp)
Input: sN - starting Node; tp- triple pattern; ts- triple store (for storing 
every query generated triple).
Output: QEP, - generates longest triple patterns in RDF format
1:  QEP <=   Tp    // triple pattern is considered in QEP
2:  nextN<= get_nextN (Tp, sN)   
// if N is the Node and it is in subject place, nextN is its object. 
     // if N is the Node and it is in object place,   nextN is its subject
3: adjacentTL<= getTL (Ts, nextN)   // TL- Triple List; Ts- Triple store
4: subP<= Ø // load the remaining triple pattern part for QEP; subP- 
sub Plan
5: for each data triple pattern TpL € adjacentTL do      // TpL- Triple 
pattern List
6:               if (TpL ≠ visited node) then
7:                           tmpP   <= GET_Query_PLAN (nextN, TpL)
8:                           if len (subP)< len (tmpP)then
9:                           subP <=tmpP
10:                         nextT<= TpL
11:                        end
12:             end
13:  end
14: QEP<= adjacentTL \ {nextT, Tp} // nextT is included in subP
15: QEP<=subP
16: return QEP

The following are the list of steps required to execute the query 
plan.
1. Firstly, go to the file menu, in that select new triple store- 

appropriate path name that has been given for storing work in the 
triple store.

2. Once the path is identified by triple store, a maximum number of 
estimated triples are selected. (E.g. 100000).

3. Then load the triples of any format (E.g. N-triples, RDF/XML, 
N-Quads).

4. Go to the Query view in View menu bar. The required query is 
applied for annotating the data in RDF format.

5. Then run the SPARQL query, it shows the result as ?s ?p ?o in 
tabular form.

6. Finally, click on the create visual graph icon, then it generates 
the annotated RDF graph. Make changes on the graph as per the 
neediness of the user.
In the Query Execution Plan (QEP), the subject, predicate, and 

object are placed in triple patterns format. Therefore, at any point, 
only the vertices and edges can be placed. The time complexity for 
generating the query execution plan is O(|S|).|P|). Here, |S| is the 
number of Subjects placed in the healthcare dataset, and |P| is the 
number of Predicates placed in the healthcare dataset. Therefore, the 
proposed algorithm 4 and algorithm 5 take total computational time  
O(|S|) + |P|) as the time complexity, because this work uses every 
Subject and Predicate or node only once.

IV. Experimental Methodolgy

In this section, the proposed mechanism is described with 
automatic annotations for unifying the IoT streaming data. In addition, 
the implementation results of the proposed mechanism with SPARQL 
queries processing is discussed.

A. Adding Semantic Annotations to the IoT Streaming Data 
In this proposed research work, to achieve semantic annotations, 

the query processing mechanism and triple patterns are used. The 
authors have analyzed and tested on three different healthcare datasets 
using incremental hierarchical clustering driven automatic annotations 
based on IoT streaming data.

B. Query Processing
In this section, the queries are processed and executed based on the 

query execution plan so Algorithm 4 is used. To perform that operation 
we need to observe the correct triple patterns from the triple store or 
find the invalid annotation results. The following common steps used 
in Algorithm 5 using a triple store are followed:
1. Firstly, the input cN is considered as the common node or node 

pattern to retrieve the subsequent triple pattern (tp) from query 
execution plan and generate the annotation results from triple store 
to the common node cN.

2. The matching common node cN is attached to the common 
matching list cML.

3. For each common annotated data is resulted to merge the annotator 
list of final matching list.

4. Then, each matching value is a subset of the final matching list and 
contains the annotated attributes for matching value identification.

5. The next value is placed on the basis to get the next node and add 
the mapping value to the triple store.

6. If any node is mapped with the next node then the mapping 
annotations consisting of next node, matching value, and next 
node matching list are added. If any node is not matched with the 
next node then all corresponding matching values and associated 
annotations are removed.

7. This entire process is repeated until the all-existing triples are 
reached and mapping of the common node cN exists that was taken 
from triple pattern tp.
The SPARQL queries are processed for annotating the matching 

healthcare data and its associated values. However, the queries are 
different triple patterns (tp1, tp2, ...., tpn) and the matching subject of 
any common node is retrieved as well as its corresponding predicates.
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Algorithm 5: GET_ PROCESS_TRIPLE_PATTERN (cN)
Input: cN is the common Node (node pattern).
Data: QEP- Query Execution Plan for processing triple patterns using 
SPARQL queries. Tp- Triple pattern; 
Ts- Triple store (for storing every intermediate generated data). Ant- 
annotation
Output: SPARQL query and RDF triple data mapping
1: Tp<= QEP.getNext ()    // next triple pattern is considered in QEP 
and is placed
2: cML <=M (cN)                // common node match list placed
3: for each ant € getAnnotatorList (cML) do
4:               for each MV € cML.getMV (ant) do
5:                             nextN <=get_nextN (Tp, cN)
6:                             nextNML <=findMatches (nextN, MV)
7:                        if any node is mapping with nextN then
8:                                M. addMap (nextN, MV, nextNML)    // now MV is  
                                   the annotator of nextN
9:                         else
10:                            remove (MV)      // remove the matching values and   
                                 associated annotators
11:                       end
12:                  end
13: end
14: if any node is matched with result of Tp then
15:                   nextcN<=findNextcN (Tp)
16:                   PROCESS_TRIPLE_PATTERN (ncN)
17: end

Fig.2. SPARQL Query.

The Fig. 2 is a sample SPARQL query for annotation of triples 
such as subject, predicate, and object manner. The SPARQL queries 
are widely used for annotating the RDF data for machine-readable and 
semantically describable data. There is another option in SPARQL 
queries to extract the full dataset attribute information with a limit basis 
like 10k, 20k, 30k, 100k, and so on triples.

V. Performance Evaluation

This section employs the experimental datasets used for the 
proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD mechanism. In addition, the performance 
evaluation metrics are discussed for evaluating the performance of the 
IHC-AA-IoTSD in detail. In the final analysis, the time complexity of 
the proposed algorithms are measured.

A. Data Setup
For evaluation of the proposed mechanism IHC-AA-IoTSD, three 

different kinds of healthcare datasets, namely Heart diseases, Heart 
attack, and Diabetes are taken. These are openly available datasets 
from the UCI Machine learning repository. Table III shows the dataset 
details including names of datasets, the number of triples in the 
datasets, and downloadable resources information.

TABLE III. Dataset Details

S.No Dataset 
Name

No. of 
Triples Source

1 Heart diseases 212154 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/
heart+Disease

2 Heart Attack 112896 https://www.kaggle.com/
imnikhilanand/heart-attack-prediction

3 Diabetes 142547 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/
diabetes

B. Experimental Environment
To evaluate the performance proposed mechanism, a conventional 

and regular laptop was used with the configuration of Windows 10 
Home 64-bit, 8 GB RAM, 1 TB HDD, 2 cores, 2.2 GHz CPU clock 
speed, and Intel® Core™ i7-8th Gen-8750H CPU type. The Gruff tool 
with Java 1.8.0 platform was used to experiment the healthcare data. 
The Tableau and Allegro Graph tools support to visualize the data in 
a good manner for users. The SPARQL query language was used for 
annotating the healthcare data to communicate patient and doctors in 
a meaningful way.

C. Performance Metrics
To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework, the 

following metrics are considered for measuring the framework. These 
metrics are generated from the confusion matrix as shown in Table. IV.

TABLE. IV. Confusion Matrix

Predicted as “YES” Predicted as “NO”

Actually as 
“YES”

True Positive False Negative

Actually as 
“NO”

False Positive True Negative

• True Positive Clant → Clant: This is an assessment of correctly 
clustered annotations considered correctly as clustered annotations.

• True Negative NClant → NClant: This is an assessment of non-clustered 
annotations considered correctly as non-clustered annotations. 

 (4.1)

• False Positive NClant → Clant: This is an assessment of non-clustered 
annotations considered incorrectly as clustered annotations.

• False Negative Clant → NClant: This is an assessment of clustered 
annotations considered incorrectly as non-clustered annotations. 

1. True Positive Rate (TPR)
TPR states the sensitivity value and measures correctly clustered 

annotations from the dataset as shown Eq. (4.1). Eq. (4.2) corresponds 
to the true negative rate (TNR).  

 (4.2)

2. False Positive Rate (FPR)
FPR measures the significance level, which scales the proportion of 

non-clustered annotations that are interpreted as clustered annotations 
in the automatic annotation process, and generated as input dataset 
sequence as shown Eq. (4.3).

 (4.3)
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3. False Negative Rate (FNR)
FNR scales the proportion of clustered annotations that are 

interpreted as non-clustered annotations in the clustered data annotation 
process as shown Eq. (4.4).

 (4.4)

4. Accuracy
Accuracy is the first step towards performance measure where 

it defines the ratio between the total counts of correct clustered 
annotations made to a total count of clustered annotations made as 
shown Eq. (4.5).

 (4.5)

5. Precision, Recall & F-measure
Precision discourses about the exactness of the clustered data, and 

the Recall voices about completeness of the data. The Precision and 
Recall discuss more about the detected accuracy of the data, and the 
accuracy should not deal much about false results. The F-measure is 
the mean of precision and recall. The equations depicted from (4.6) to 
(4.8) is Precision, Recall, and F-measure respectively.

 (4.6)

 (4.7)

 (4.8)

These ML metrics are used on the proposed mechanism for 
improving cluster efficiency and unifying the IoT streaming data. 

D. Experimental Results and Discussions
This experiment is conducted under the stimulus of three healthcare 

datasets namely- Heart Diseases, Heart Attack, and Diabetes by 
applying various triple sizes with 10k, 20k, 30k, 40k, 50k, and 100k 
respectively. Annotating the objects of streaming data, six SPARQL 

queries are used to evaluate the proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD mechanism 
as represented in Fig.3 to Fig.10.

Fig. 3. SPARQL Query 1.

The SPARQL query 1 shown in Fig. 3, queries for the drug types 
and values annotated with hierarchical clustered data. The SPARQL 
query 2 shown in Fig. 4 is used to extract unique heart attack attributes 
and their values from heart attack dataset.

Fig. 4. SPARQL Query 2.

The role of SPARQL queries is highly enrich to all attributes for 
annotation. In addition, the queries are effectively annotated various 
attributes in lower execution time.

Fig. 5. SPARQL Query 3.

The SPARQL query 3 is as shown in Fig. 5 and its resultant RDF 
graph as shown in Fig. 7.  The hierarchical tree based predicates are 
annotated over the various triple data objects.

Fig. 6. SPARQL Query 4.

Fig. 7. Annotated heart attack diagnostic measurement values in a hierarchical tree.
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The SPARQL query 4 as shown in Fig. 6. The Fig. 8 shows the 
resulted output of query 4. Moreover, the diabetes data set contains 
of predicates as row id, value, and number of the deaths, etc. Using 
annotation process, the representation of the year wise death rates have 
been enriched as well as extracted.

Fig. 9. SPARQL Query 5.

The SPARQL query 5 shown in Fig. 9 has been performed on heart 
diseases dataset for annotating the healthcare records by means of 
subject, predicate, and object manner. It indicates that the annotations 
performed on the whole dataset with accurate annotations. The 
SPARQL query 6 shown in Fig. 10 is widely used for annotating the 
heart diseases data on value and predicate basis annotations. In this, 
the corresponding predicate as the number of national payments on 
year wise, payment for heart diseases, measure id, measure name, 
measure start date, measure end date, type and corresponding values 
are annotated. The SPARQL query 5 and query 6 are used in this paper 
to annotate the healthcare data by varying triple data size up to 100k 
triples. These results have not been presented because these annotations 
make the things complex and not visible to the users.

Fig. 10. SPARQL query 6.

However, the results of SPARQL query 1 to query 6 clearly 
indicate that automatic annotations are more concisely preferable than 
the manual and semi-automatic annotations. Because in automatic 
semantic annotations, the trained and classified data are labelled using 

an automated annotation system. The average execution time of the 
various queries are measured, and it achieves the lowest compared with 
ATLAS [22], FBASAM [11], and OBSAA [19] approaches.

The first experimental investigation of IHC-AA-IoTSD is validated 
through TPR by applying various triples with respect to a stable FPR 
10, 20, 30 and 40%  over the benchmark mechanisms such as ATLAS, 
FBASAM, and OBSAA is observed in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 respectively. 

Fig.11 (a-d) shows the leading TPR value on Heart Diseases 
dataset of proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, FBASAM, and 
OBSAA with respect to the stable FPR of 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% 
respectively. Fig. 11 (a) result proves that IHC-AA-IoTSD is capable to 
preserve the TPR around 0.95 at dynamically allocated triples and this 
TPR value infers 12% success rate than the benchmark mechanisms 
ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively under 10% FPR. Fig. 11 
(b) shows the dominant TPR value of IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, 
FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively under 20% FPR and is capable 
to maintain its TPR value around 0.92 at dynamically allocated triples 
even the FPR is increased. In addition, the proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD 
proves a greater TPR around 13% than the benchmark mechanisms 
ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively. Likewise, Fig. 11 (c) 
represent the TPR value of IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, FBASAM, 
and OBSAA under 30% FPR and is capable to withstand its TPR value 
around 0.9 at various dynamically allocated triples and proves a greater 
TPR around 11% than the benchmark mechanisms ATLAS, FBASAM, 
and OBSAA respectively.  Similarly, Fig. 11 (d) represent the TPR 
value of IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA 
respectively under 40% FPR. Besides, proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD 
is achieved a marginable TPR around 0.88 at dynamically allocated 
triples and proves this TPR value infers 8% higher accurate than the 
benchmark mechanisms ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively.

Fig.12 (a-d) shows the dominant TPR value on Heart Attack 
dataset of proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, FBASAM, and 
OBSAA with respect to the stable FPR of 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% 
respectively. Fig. 12 (a) result proves that IHC-AA-IoTSD is capable 
to preserve the TPR around 0.92 at dynamically allocated triples 
and this TPR value infers 12% success rate than the benchmark 

Fig. 8. Annotated diabetes diagnostic measurement values.
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Fig. 11. True Positive Rate (TPR) on Heart Diseases dataset by varying triple size (a) false positive rate =10%, (b) false positive rate =20%, (c) false positive 
rate =30%, (d) false positive rate =40%.
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Fig. 12. True Positive Rate (TPR) on Heart Attack dataset by varying triple size (a) false positive rate =10%, (b) false positive rate =20%, (c) false positive rate 
=30%, (d) false positive rate =40%.
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mechanisms ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively under 10% 
FPR. Fig. 12 (b) shows the dominant TPR value of IHC-AA-IoTSD 
over ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively under 20% FPR 
and is capable to maintain its TPR value around 0.9 at dynamically 
allocated triples even the FPR is increased. In addition, the proposed 
IHC-AA-IoTSD proves a greater TPR around 13% than the benchmark 
mechanisms ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively. Likewise, 
Fig. 12 (c) represent the TPR value of IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, 
FBASAM, and OBSAA under 30% FPR and is capable to withstand 
its TPR value around 0.88 at various dynamically allocated triples and 
proves a greater TPR around 11% than the benchmark mechanisms 
ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively.  Similarly, Fig. 12 (d) 
represent the TPR value of IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, FBASAM, 
and OBSAA respectively under 40% FPR. Besides, proposed IHC-
AA-IoTSD is achieved a marginable TPR around 0.86 at dynamically 
allocated triples and proves this TPR value infers 7% higher accurate 
than the benchmark mechanisms ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA 
respectively.

Fig.13 (a-d) shows the dominant TPR value on Heart Diseases 
dataset of proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, FBASAM, and 
OBSAA with respect to the stable FPR of 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% 
respectively. Fig. 13 (a) result proves that IHC-AA-IoTSD is capable to 
preserve the TPR around 0.94 at dynamically allocated triples and this 
TPR value infers 13% success rate than the benchmark mechanisms 
ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively under 10% FPR. Fig. 13 
(b) shows the dominant TPR value of IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, 
FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively under 20% FPR and is capable 
to maintain its TPR value around 0.92 at dynamically allocated triples 
even the FPR is increased. In addition, the proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD 
proves a greater TPR around 12% than the benchmark mechanisms 
ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively. Likewise, Fig. 13 (c) 

represent the TPR value of IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, FBASAM, 
and OBSAA under 30% FPR and is capable to withstand its TPR value 
around 0.9 at various dynamically allocated triples and proves a greater 
TPR around 11% than the benchmark mechanisms ATLAS, FBASAM, 
and OBSAA respectively.  Similarly, Fig. 13 (d) represent the TPR 
value of IHC-AA-IoTSD over ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA 
respectively under 40% FPR. Besides, proposed IHC-AA-IoTSD 
is achieved a marginable TPR around 0.87 at dynamically allocated 
triples and proves this TPR value infers 9% higher accurate than the 
benchmark mechanisms ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA respectively.

In the second experimental investigation of IHC-AA-IoTSD 
validated through the detection accuracy, TNR, FNR, TPR, Precision, 
and FPR over the benchmark mechanisms such as ATLAS, FBASAM, 
and OBSAA techniques respectively.

Fig. 14 (a) represents the average detection accuracy of IHC-
AA-IoTSD on three healthcare datasets with various triple sizes. The 
results confirm that IHC-AA-IoTSD is capable to accomplish superior 
detection accuracy in heart dataset from the UCI data repository, and it 
acquired detection accuracy of 9–94% from 10k triples to 100k triples 
respectively. Nevertheless, ATLAS facilitates a detection accuracy 
of 7–90% from 10k triples to 100k triples respectively, FBASAM 
achieves a detection accuracy of 5–81% from 10k triples to 100k triples 
respectively and OBSAA ensures a detection rate of 2–75% from 10k 
triples to 100k triples respectively. Performing tests on heart attack 
dataset from the kaggle data repository, it got a detection accuracy of 
11–97% from 10k triples to 100k triples respectively. Nevertheless, 
ATLAS facilitates a detection accuracy of 9–93% from 10k triples to 
100k triples respectively, FBASAM achieves a detection accuracy of 
7–89% from 10k triples to 100k triples respectively and OBSAA ensures 
a detection rate of 4–84% from 10k triples to 100k triples respectively. 
Performing tests on diabetes dataset from the UCI data repository, it 
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Fig. 13. True Positive Rate (TPR) on Diabetes dataset by varying triple size (a) false positive rate =10%, (b) false positive rate =20%, (c) false positive rate 
=30%, (d) false positive rate =40%.
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got a detection accuracy of 10–96% from 10k triples to 100k triples 
respectively. Nevertheless, ATLAS facilitates a detection accuracy 
of 7–90% from 10k triples to 100k triples respectively, FBASAM 
achieves a detection accuracy of 5–84% from 10k triples to 100k triples 
respectively and OBSAA ensures a detection rate of 3–80% from 10k 
triples to 100k triples respectively.  On an average IHC-AA-IoTSD 
got the 4% detection accuracy increases from ATLAS mechanism at 
10k triples whereas at 100k triples got the same improvement. After 
combining the three healthcare dataset results with increased detection 

accuracy, the results indicating that 2%, 4%, and 7% decrease than 
the ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA techniques respectively. This 
effectiveness of IHC-AA-IoTSD by means of detection accuracy 
is primarily payable to the enhanced process of multi-agent based 
semantic annotation used for classifying and testing. This detection 
accuracy is also because of the agent-based automatic semantic process 
stimulated in the IHC-AA-IoTSD annotation mechanism.

Fig.14 (b) shows the TNR value of IHC-AA-IoTSD under varying 
triple data size and the result endorses that it is effective in enlightening 
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Fig. 14. (a) Detection Accuracy of IHC-AA-IoTSD under various triple sizes, (b) True Negative Rate of IHC-AA-IoTSD under various triple sizes (c) False 
Negative Rate of IHC-AA-IoTSD under various triple sizes (d) True Positive Rate of IHC-AA-IoTSD under various triple sizes (e) Precision Rate of IHC-AA-
IoTSD under various triple sizes (f) False Positive Rate of IHC-AA-IoTSD under various triple sizes.
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the TNR value by 15-23% differing to ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA, 
which enable an improvement of 2%, 5%, and 10% from 10k triples to 
100k triples. The results about the enhancement of TNR value prove 
that the IHC-AA-IoTSD performs better because of the patient and 
doctor annotating the healthcare data enabled in the detection process.

Fig.14 (c) depicts the reduced FNR of IHC-AA-IoTSD under 
changing triple rate and ensures that, it can minimize the FNR of 
about 16–30%, which is hardly 8% decrease at 10k triple size and 12% 
decrease at 100k triple size than ATLAS framework testing on heart 
diseases dataset. Testing on heart attack dataset, it can minimize the 
false negative rate of about 17–29%, which is nearly 8% decrease at 10k 
triple size and 8% decrease at 100k triple size than ATLAS framework. 
Similarly, by testing on diabetes dataset, it can minimize the false 
negative rate of about 18–29%, which is nearly 8% decrease at 10k 
triple size and 12% decrease at 100k triple size than ATLAS approach. 
The results depict that, the decrease in false positive rate at 10k triple 
size is nearly 8, 14, and 16% testing on Heart diseases dataset, nearly 
8, 12, and 22% testing on Heart Attack dataset, and nearly 6, 14, 22% 
testing on Diabetes dataset than the ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA 
techniques respectively. After combining the three healthcare dataset 
results with reduced False Negative Rate (FNR), the results indicate a 
7%, 13%, and 18% decrease compared to the ATLAS, FBASAM, and 
OBSAA techniques respectively.

Fig. 14 (d) represents the TPR value of IHC-AA-IoTSD under 
changing triple rate and the result evidences its capacity of enhancing 
the TNR value by 34–23%, which is nearly 5, 9 and 11% higher than 
the TNR obtained by ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA tested on three 

healthcare datasets at 10k triples. The results are considered on an 
average and it achieves the 5, 9, and 11% more than the TPR value 
achieved by ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA. The importance of 
IHC-AA-IoTSD is based on agent preprocessing mechanism used for 
annotating the triple data and SPARQL queries that could be optimally 
applicable for healthcare data annotations.

Fig. 14 (e) represents the Precision rate of IHC-AA-IoTSD under 
varying data triple sizes at 10k, 20k, 30k, 40k, 50k, and 100k on 3 
different datasets. The result evidences by enhancing the Precision 
value around 5–21%, which is nearly 5, 10 and 17% higher than 
the Precision rate simplified by ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA 
testing on Heart Diseases dataset using 10k triples. Similarly, nearly 
6, 10 and 15% higher than the Precision rate simplified by ATLAS, 
FBASAM, and OBSAA testing on Heart Attack dataset at 10k triples, 
and nearly 7, 12 and 21% higher than the Precision rate obtained by 
ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA testing on Diabetes dataset using 
10k triples. After combining the three healthcare dataset results with 
increased Precision rate, the results indicate that around 6%, 11%, and 
17% increase than the ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA techniques 
respectively.

Fig.14 (f) depicts the reduced FPR of IHC-AA-IoTSD under 
varying data triples and ensures that, it can minimize the FPR around 
6–24%, which is nearly 3% decrease at 10k triple size and 6% decrease 
at 100k triple size compared to the ATLAS framework, testing on heart 
diseases dataset. Testing on heart attack dataset, it can reduces the 
FNR about 8–29%, which is nearly 5% decrease at 10k triple size and 
8% decrease at 100k triple size compared to the ATLAS framework. 
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Fig.15. Average Execution Time (ms) by various queries (a) at 10k triples (b) at 20k triples (c) at 30k triples (d) at 50k triples
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Similarly, by testing on diabetes dataset, it can minimize the false 
negative rate of about 5–25%, which is nearly 7% decrease at 10k triple 
size and 11% decrease at 100k triple size than ATLAS approach. The 
results depict that, the decrease in false positive rate at 10k triple size is 
nearly 3%, 6%, and 10% testing on Heart diseases dataset, nearly 5%, 
8%, and 14% testing on Heart Attack dataset, and nearly 7%, 11%, and 
16% testing on Diabetes dataset compared to the ATLAS, FBASAM, 
and OBSAA techniques respectively. After combining the three 
healthcare dataset results with reduced False Positive Rate (FPR), the 
results indicate 5%, 8%, and 13% decrease compared to the ATLAS, 
FBASAM, and OBSAA techniques, respectively.

In the third experimental investigation of IHC-AA-IoTSD 
validated through the Average Execution Time of various queries over 
the benchmark mechanisms such as ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA 
techniques respectively.

Fig. 15 (a-d) shows measured average execution time by various 
queries from Q1 to Q6 at 10k triples, 20k triples, 30k triples, and 50k 
triples, respectively. The result proves that IHC-AA-IoTSD is able 
to maintain the Average Execution Time of 27 ms at various queries 
and this Average Execution Time infers 12% success rate higher 
than ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA. Figs. 15 (a-d) highlights the 
predominance Average Execution Time of IHC-AA-IoTSD over 
ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA under the 10k triples, 20k triples, 
30k triples, and 50k triples respectively. The result confirms that IHC-
AA-IoTSD is able to endure its Average Execution Time of 86 ms at 
various queries even when the triple size is increased. IHC-AA-IoTSD 
enables a superior Average Execution Time of 16% when compared to 
ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA with all the queries.

E. Complexity Analysis
Moreover, the time complexity of IHC-AA-IoTSD scheme, which 

used algorithms from 1 to 3, is determined to be T(n) for algorithm 
perceived instances staring from j is 1 to n and i value between 1 to 9.  
The time complexity of algorithm 1 is calculated by T1(n), algorithm 
2 is by T2(n), and algorithm 3 is by T3(n). At last, these three times 
complexities will be combined to get the overall time complexity T(n). 
Let us see how to find the time complexity of T1(n), it is as follows in 
Eq. (5.1).

 (5.1)

Similarly, the time complexity is generated for algorithm 2 as 
follows in Eq. (5.2).

 (5.2)

Similarly, the time complexity is generated for algorithm 3 as 
follows in Eq. (5.3).

 (5.3)

Hence the total time complexity of IHC-AA-IoTSD is T(n)=θ(n3 

).

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

In the IoT streaming data era, the sensor devices are generating 
dynamic data continuously, which is heterogeneous. The IoT data 
also consists of the real-time streaming data. To perform analysis and 

annotating the streaming data is a current research problem faced by 
researchers. Therefore, in this paper, the authors proposed IHC-AA-
IoTSD mechanism for unifying the hierarchical clustered data using 
SPARQL queries. The experimental investigation of IHC-AA-IoTSD 
has been conducted on three popular healthcare datasets by varying 
triple data and measuring detection accuracy, precision, TPR, TNR, 
FPR, and FNR. In the first experimental investigation, the TPR 
value has been measured under the streaming of triples with stable 
FPR diverse with 10, 20, 30 and 40%, respectively. In the second 
experimental investigation, the average results have been taken for an 
account and proves that the IHC-AA-IoTSD outperforms compared to 
benchmark mechanisms such as ATLAS, FBASAM, and OBSAA. In 
the third experimental investigation, the query average execution time 
has been calculated by taking six different queries under 10k, 20k, 30k, 
and 50k triples. Considering that IoT streaming data is dynamic and 
heterogeneous, the proposed mechanism overwhelmed by efficiently 
annotating the hierarchical clustered data. Moreover, the proposed 
IHC-AA-IoTSD mechanism outperforms compared to the existing 
state of the art schemes. In future, the proposed mechanism can be 
optimized by considering the hash table (key, value pair) for storing 
SPARQL queries. In addition, artificial intelligent systems need quicker 
decisions on streaming data. In this scenario, the proposed mechanism 
may be useful and can achieve efficient results. Besides, it can be 
considered applying advanced deep learning techniques like Recurrent 
Neural Networks (RNN) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), 
for annotating IoT sensor data with optimum results.
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I. Introduction

IN the traditional on-site class learning model, student attendance 
rates have been positively linked in a consistent manner to an increase 

in academic performance. This attendance is also encouraged by 
lecturers, which routinely maintain daily records of students attending 
classes. The attendance recording process, by means of roll call, can 
be easily unfeasible in large classes, wasting valuable teaching time. 

Also, transferring the responsibility of logging their own attendance 
to the students, passing out a sign-in sheet and collecting it at the end 
of class may open the possibility of fraud, as absent students could ask 
other classmates to mark them as “present”, and this impersonation can 
only be detected by means of doing a headcount of the students, which, 
once again, can take significant time and is prone to error, especially in 
large classrooms [1],[2].

Therefore, it would be very advisable to devise a highly autonomous 
class attendance system so that faculties could focus on making the 
most of their time in class transferring knowledge instead of spending 
time in attendance management tasks. Also, as the proposed system 
should be available in every single classroom of the involved teaching 
institution, the overall cost is an important metric to be considered.

This paper proposes an innovative information system for class 
attendance management, using Visible Light Communications 
(VLC) and a mobile app that meet the aforementioned requirements, 

minimizing costs and also providing every stakeholder involved with 
a seamless experience.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides 
an overview of the related work on class attendance systems and the 
background on enabling technologies, specifically VLC and NFC, 
discussing their adequacy for the proposed platform. Section III 
presents the proposed system. Section IV presents the testbed and 
methods used for experimentation, the results obtained for validation 
and evaluation of the proposed system, and discussion of these results. 
Finally, Section V summarizes conclusions, as well as opportunities 
and future work.

II. Related Work And Technology Background

A. On Class Attendance Systems
Several research works have been published related to class 

attendance recording employing biometric systems, such as fingerprint 
verification, speech recognition and face recognition [3]-[7]. 

Systems based in fingerprint verification usually involve high 
costs, as it is necessary to install a reader in every classroom where 
attendance control is needed. Also, a single reader does not allow 
multiple simultaneous verifications so it could lead to potential jams, 
queues and/or delays in the process.

On the other hand, current non-fingerprint based biometric 
methods for registering attendance are considered too intrusive and 
sometimes stressful.  For example, [8] acknowledges this problem and 
proposes methods to make the attendance recording process stress-free 
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using face biometrics. The system just had 70.83% accuracy during 
verification when facial expressions were varied along with variations 
in lighting conditions during enrollment, and thus the process is still 
stressful for participants. [2] performs several experiments showing 
that the deflection angles of faces have severe impacts in the process 
of face identification. Almost no one of the algorithms evaluated could 
identify the faces with big pitches, roll or yaws.

In a broad sense, low-cost technology is a general requirement 
for this kind of systems in the academic world, in order to allow 
the educational institution to provide all students with it, or to take 
advantage of technology the students may already be in possession 
of. It should be a secure technology, additionally, which would reduce 
insofar as possible, any attempt of fraud (i.e. impersonation) [9],[10]

Also, instead of forcing the student to interact directly with a 
control device in the classroom, the use of wireless technologies is 
a usual requirement. Several wireless technologies are considered in 
research works:
• Bluetooth: It is a rather widespread wireless technology based on a 

radio frequency that uses the ISM (Industrial, Scientific & Medical) 
free radio band on the 2.4 GHz. One of the main advantages of this 
technology is its widespread in current mobile devices. However, 
a successful exchange of data does not require that emitting and 
receiving devices are in the same room, so it is not possible with 
this technology to prove presence at a classroom [9].

• Radio-Frequency Identification tags (RFID): the student would 
be issued a personal RFID card, and a card reader would be placed 
in the classroom, which would send data to the server. Thus there 
is a need to install a device in the classroom with expensive 
deployment costs, and, as in the case of fingerprint readers, the 
time needed for clocking-in could lead to queues. Not to mention 
the difficulty of preventing impersonation frauds.

• Near Field Communication (NFC): This short-range wireless 
technology is a promising alternative to the abovementioned 
technologies in class attendance systems, mainly due to the low 
cost of NFC tags and the increasing availability of the technology 
in smartphones. One successful approach is described in [9], but 
the described clock-in process does require the students to tap 
an NFC card at the beginning of the class, creating a bottleneck 
and crowds in large classrooms, and also this approach does not 
prevent early dropouts.

B. On NFC Technology
Near-field communication (NFC) is a radio-frequency identification 

system (RFID) that enables devices to communicate in close proximity 
of around 4cm, and operates at the High Frequency (HF) band of 13.56 
MHz, using electromagnetic induction between two loop antennas. The 
information exchanged is stored in tiny microchips, called Tags in this 
domain. These tags can be used over a wide range of materials, such as 
walls in smart posters, glass, ceramic coffee mugs, plastic and, using a 
special design, over metals [35],[36].

NFC technology is very convenient and easy to use, enabling users 
to access digital content or perform contactless transactions with a 
single tap.  Most current smartphones are NFC-enabled and support 
three operation modes:
• NFC reader/writer, in which an NFC-enabled smartphone acts as 

an initiator device, generating an RF field, and the target device 
-inexpensive NFC tags- uses that electromagnetic field to power 
itself for communication, and then transmits some information 
back to the smartphone.

• NFC card emulation, in which smartphones behave as contactless 
smart cards, allowing the users to make payments.

• NFC peer-to-peer, in which a smartphone can exchange information 
directly with another smartphone, creating an ad-hoc link via WiFi 
or Bluetooth pairing.
To ensure interoperability when different smartphones retrieve 

information from a passive tag, the NFC Forum defined a standard 
data format: NDEF (NFC Data Exchange Format), allowing the use of 
different types of information: plain text, uniform resource identifiers 
(URIs), location data, vCard, etc. [30].

C.  On VLC Technology
Over the last 15 years, the overwhelming development of light-

emitting diodes (LEDs) and LED lighting has been one of the major 
revolutions in the energy sector, mainly thanks to (i) lighting technology 
development and (ii) global policies put into force worldwide in 
favour of renewable energy and energy efficiency (LEDs are very 
environmental-friendly, with reduced emission of CO2 and with no 
toxic elements, like mercury) [11],[12].

In fact, LEDs have not only very high efficiency (in terms of 
energy consumption LEDs can save up to 85% compared to classic 
incandescent lamps, and up to 60% in the case of fluorescents lamps, 
on an equal basis of brightness and illumination power) but also a long 
life span (they are expected to last several years), making them ideal 
for lighting everywhere [13],[14]. 

One crucial characteristic of LEDs is that visible light (wavelengths 
from about 380 to 740 nanometers) is harmless to humans (there are 
no health risks identified distinctly from those of current lighting 
systems), unlike Infrared (IR) and lasers. 

Now, LEDs are also the key pieces that make possible a completely 
new kind of indoor wireless communications. The light emitted from 
white lighting LEDs not only can provide illumination, but also can 
carry binary information at the same time, by means of switching 
ON and OFF at high frequencies (this is the basis of Visible Light 
Communications, VLC).

In addition, since LEDs modulation is quite easy and 
straightforward, it is possible to integrate VLC systems into previous 
LED lighting-only infrastructure. Finally, in terms of spectrum usage, 
in VLC it is fully unrestricted, unlike RF, whose spectrum is highly 
regulated for both military and civil use.
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Fig. 1. VLC system components for Optical Camera Communications (OCC).
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In the context of VLC as optical wireless communications, we 
can find two main system approaches: image sensor based VLC and 
photodiode-based systems. In the first case, the light is emitted by a 
LED and is detected using an image sensor, for example, a camera 
available in a consumer electronic device, and this case is also known as 
Optical Camera Communications (OCC) [15],[16]. In the second case, 
the detection is made using a photodiode, a very low-cost device with 
high sensitivity, but due to its own nature as a discrete semiconductor 
device, it has to be part of custom-made hardware designs (i.e. not 
easily available to users like other ubiquitous and commonplace 
consumer electronic devices) [17],[18].

Today, most of the use cases of VLC are based in two key elements. 
First, the interference-free nature of the light frequency range, and 
second, the optical communication takes place exclusively within the 
cone of light.

As shown in Fig. 1, when a LED transmits the binary information 
of its own ID Code, using On-Off Keying modulation (OOK), the 
image sensor captures a series of images for further processing, using 
a wide range of available algorithms (pixel detection, edge detection, 
centre of colour balance, etc.) in order to evaluate the ON or OFF status 
to extract the ID Code frame [19]. 

In the past few years, many research works on VLC have been 
published; most of them focused on the study of system design, 
medium access and channel characteristics [20]-[22]. Other research 
works focus on VLC applications, with a high proportion of them 
related to indoor positioning (knows as Visible Light Positioning, 
VLP) [11][19][33] as an alternative to other indoor positioning systems 
based on WiFi, sound or ultrasound or Bluetooth which show lack of 
accuracy due to the multipath propagation and radio frequency (RF) 
signal interference. These VLP-related proposals have a common 
issue: they usually involve high costs and unnecessary complexity, just 
for the burden of knowing the precise location of the user [34]. In this 
case, the need is less complex and limited to provide a system with 
proof of presence of a sensor under a given VLC LED lamp, and thus 
those costs are not justified. The work [23] surveyed smart lighting 
and optical wireless communication based on smartphones. As far as 
the authors know, at the moment of writing this proposal no research 
work facing the problem of class attendance recording using VLC has 
been published. 

On the basis of the above background, this research work proposes 
the usage of VLC for class attendance recording, in the form of Optical 
Camera Communications, using image sensors -cameras- available in 
smartphones and a native app, avoiding the costs and complexity of a 
VLP platform.

Fig. 2. Proposed System’s architecture, including LED lighting sources, Server 
Application, and mobile phones running a native App.  

III. Proposed System

Before describing the relevant components of the proposed system, 
it is necessary to point out several issues and assumptions made: 
• In order to comply with health safety regulations, in particular, 

to avoid potential epileptic seizures, it has been verified that the 
modulation of LED lights used is set at a minimum of 1MHz, 
rendering the visible light generated as flicker-free (over 4.000 
times higher than the top-notch 240Hz refresh rate found in current 
professional high-end monitors). So, it is assumed that the LED 
switching is too fast and not perceivable by humans or animals [24]. 

• It was decided that the end-users of the project should be the 
students themselves. Thus, the workload and responsibility of the 
lecturer are reduced as he would not have to know each and every 
student from their first day in class, nor keep an eye on who is 
missing, and can focus completely on teaching the syllabus [9].
The proposed system is comprised of (a) VLC physical 

infrastructure, (b) native Android and iOS apps for the students, and (c) 
a server-based web application for classroom attendance management, 
as shown in Fig. 2.

The workflow in the proposed information systems is as follows:
1. The mobile phones of the students involved must be registered in 

the class attendance management web application, with proof of 
identity. This is a one-time in-person onboarding process, common 
for all of the courses in which the student has enrolled, and it is 
carried out using NFC. 
A central service at the University (or Department depending on 
the system scale) checks the real identity of the students in-situ, 
showing them a pre-programmed NFC card so that the students 
can tap it using their mobile phones, after starting the classroom 
attendance app. The NFC Card shown to the students can be 
replaced with a different one -containing a different NDEF message, 
known to the class attendance management web application- daily 
(See Fig. 3).

2. The classroom attendance app then reads an encoded text string 
found in the NFC card and allows the students to complete the 
registration process. The app sends out both the encoded text 
received and a unique device identifier (ANDROID_ID or Apple’s 
identifierForVendor), as well as other personal data (Name, 
Surname and Student_ID). 
Before completing this registration process, the students must 
agree with terms of service, agreeing to abide by the University 
rules against academic dishonesty specifically related to this 
classroom attendance system (i.e. impersonation, usage of multi-
sim technology in dual-sim mobile phone, etc.).

3. The management web application keeps relational information 
about classes, classrooms, students, LED infrastructure in the 
classroom (VLC IDs), and WiFi Access Points reachable at every 
classroom (BSSIDs).

4. The students start the classroom attendance app and get into the 
classroom, placing their mobile phones upwards over the table/
desk, with the front camera facing the ceiling. A connection to the 
local WiFi access point is required (the BSSID).  

5. The app grabs from the server information about lecture times 
and random-generated times for automatic clocking-in within 
time margins specified by faculty members. There will be at least 
two checks for attendance during each class session, one at the 
beginning (to prevent lateness) and other at the end (to prevent 
dropouts). So, let’s say the initial margin is defined between 
[+5min, +15min] after the scheduled beginning of the class. The 
server randomly forces a check for attendance within the initial 
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margin, for example at +11min (See Fig. 4).
6. The app, at this specific time, activates the front camera sensor of 

the mobile phone and scans for the ID code of the VLC lamp more 
closely located above. The transmitted IDs are decoded through the 
extraction of the bright and dark stripes of modulated LEDs, using 
the barcode detection algorithm [25].

7. The app sends the decoded ID, the check number, and a timestamp 
to the server over an encrypted channel using SSL/TLS, and 
then the server app validates those data and logs the results 
(PresenceCheckOK, PresenceCheckNotOK) in the database, 
associating them with the student ID. 

8. The app will provide the student with feedback at the scheduled 
end of class, be it the time spent attending class, or other results 
(being late but with correct clocking-out, or clocking-in but without 
a corresponding clock-out).

9. The faculty member can get attendance statistics by using the 
management class attendance web application. 
Regarding security, some of the aforementioned procedures have 

been included in the proposed system in order to prevent different 
forms of fraud of impersonation: checking the BSSID of WiFi’s access 
points, using random times for clocking-in and clocking-out and 
relying on mobile phones’ OS-level Unique IDs, mainly.

Also, VLC systems benefit from immunity to radiofrequency (RF) 
interference, and by the own nature of VLC technology, all types of 

possible sources of interferences must be in the visible spectrum, and 
thus they can be easily spotted by humans. This makes Denial-of-
Service (DoS) attacks to the LEDs infrastructure easily detectable.

As for the mobile app, there exists the possibility of a DoS attack 
to the WiFi infrastructure trying to render this kind of required data 
communications unusable. In fact, DoS attacks based on jamming are 
really easy to perform on wireless networks, even without sophisticated 
hardware appliances [32].

But, once again, this kind of attack can be easily detected as it 
affects a wide range of communication services at the University 
campus other than the required by the mobile app, so lecturers and 
other staff can be aware of the problem very early, and act accordingly.

IV. Validation and Evaluation

A. Testbed and Methods
In order to evaluate the proposed system, a testbed has been set up 

representing a typical classroom environment for two students, which 
includes a desk table for two students, and two VLC light fixtures (see 
Fig. 5). Table I shows the detailed arrangements for these elements.

Uniform lighting coverage has been assumed in this work, with 
purposely generated overlapping light cones over the table, and thus 
this proposed system will use wide Field-of-View LEDs (with beam 
angles ≥ 45°). This mode of operation has been chosen due to its closer 

Fig. 3. Flow of the enrollment process (Steps 1-2 in the text), in which the physical validation of the student's identity is carried out offline, followed by an online 
logical validation.

Fig. 4. Flow of operations for registering class attendance in the proposed system, showing the main interactions between the student’s mobile app and the class 
attendance management Web application (Steps 3 to 9 in the text).
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resemblance to the real lighting conditions found in classrooms, and 
also due to the greater complexity of this mode compared to simple 
spotlighting (discrete and non-overlapping light beams).

Given the beam angle and height of the lamps over the desk table, 
each light cone intersects the surface of the table resulting in a light 
circle with a radius r= 0.86m. Given the dimensions of the table, this 
resulting radius makes sure the lights radiate over the full surface of 
the table. The distance between 100% light intensity points on the table 
radiated from both LEDs is d=1.5m.

Fig. 5. Representation of the testbed used for the experiments, with one large 
classroom table and two VLC-enabled LED lighting sources.

TABLE I. Elements Used in the Testbed, with Placement Information 
and other Descriptive Items

Element Data
Room size (m) 4.00 (W) x 5.00 (D) x 2.80 (H)

Number of lamps 2
Individual LED optical power 3W

LED beam angle 60 degrees
LED light color Warm white – 3000K

Lamp locations (m) (1.25, 1.50, 1.70) and
 (2.75, 1.50, 1.70)

Mobile phone locations (m) ([1.10-2.00], [1.10-1.60], 0.70)
Desk table dimensions (m) 2.00 (W) x 0.70 (D) x 0.70(H) 

Both light circles overlap -on purpose for testing- in the centre of 
the table, and the intersection area can be computed as follows:

 (1)

Using the provided values of r and d in eq. (1) yields:

This intersection area was marked on the desk table, in order to 
facilitate the tests in this experiment.

In order to evaluate the proposed system, several tests were made:
• In the first round of tests, the transmitter LEDs were set up to send 

the same ID Code
• In the second round of tests, the transmitter LEDs were set up to 

send different ID Codes
• In both rounds of tests, 50% of them were carried out placing the 

smartphone in several positions within the non-overlapping area of 
light circles, and the other 50% were done correspondingly within 
that overlapping area. 
For every test, what was measured is the detection of the ID code 

binary pattern using the mobile app. The possible outcomes registered 
were: Positive Detection (detection with one single scan) and Negative 
Detection (no detection at all or wrong ID Code detection). Please note 

that the tests with the mobile phones placed outside the overlapping 
areas with the same and different IDs are equivalent and therefore have 
been subsumed into just one case.

The tools used for the measurements were two high-end 
smartphones running the test app with the following specifications:
• Samsung Galaxy S10, Android version: 9.0 (Android Pie), front 

camera: 10MP, f/1.9, 26mm, capable of 1080p at 30 frames per 
second. 

• Apple iPhone XR, iOS version: 12, front camera: 7MP f/2,2, 
32mm, capable of 1080p at 60 frames per second.
In both cases, the native test app was developed using Oledcomm 

GEOLiFi API for VLC Communications following the IEEE 802.15.7 
standard, using a 32-bits LED lamp ID Code.

B. Results
The results obtained from the several rounds of tests are summarized 

in Table II.

TABLE II. Results of the Evaluation of the Proposed System

Test N Positive 
Detection 

Negative 
Detection 

Samsung/Android smartphone 
out of the overlapping area 75 100 % (75) 0%

Samsung/Android smartphone 
within the overlapping area 
and Transmitter LEDs sending 
same ID Code 

75 90.7% (68) 9.3%

Samsung/Android smartphone 
within the overlapping area 
and Transmitter LEDs sending 
different ID Code

75 92% (69) 8%

Apple iPhone/iOS out of the 
overlapping area 75 100 % (75) 0 %

Apple iPhone/iOS within 
the overlapping area and 
Transmitter LEDs sending 
same ID Code 

75 93.3% (70) 6.7%

Apple iPhone/iOS within 
the overlapping area and 
Transmitter LEDs sending 
different ID Code

75 90.7% (68) 9.3 %

C. Discussion
After an initial analysis of the obtained results, it seems clear that 

the barcode OCC detection algorithm is working seamlessly when 
both types of smartphones are placed within the non-overlapping and 
interference-free areas of the light circles on the table, (as if the mode 
of operation had been pure spotlighting from the start).

The problems arise when placing the smartphones within the 
overlapping area of the light circles on the table. This was somehow 
expected as in Single Frequency Networks (SFN) structures there are 
usually severe multipath effects, resulting in inter-symbol interferences 
[28], [29].

In effect, the rate of negative detections is a bit high, ranging from 
6.7% to 9.3%. In any case, such multipath effects will only appear in 
the overlapping areas, due to the usually good spatial directivity of 
light in the visible spectrum [27].

Anyway, the consistent behaviour of the results when using both 
smartphones within the overlapping area is noteworthy, regardless 
the use of equal or different LED ID codes (5 to 7 false positives in 
absolute terms in all cases). 
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As shown in Table II, the results are slightly better when the LED 
lamps transmit the same binary ID code, and the iPhone device is used. 
One possible explanation for this may be related to the image sensor 
size in the iPhone’s front camera, with 23% more surface available and 
doubling the sampling rate than those available in the Samsung Galaxy, 
and both elements contribute to better behaviour of the OCC detection 
algorithm when inter-symbol interferences are present. 

There are several options to compensate the behaviour of the 
proposed system in real conditions in a classroom: (i) provide the 
students with visual feedback of the clock-in process, suggesting 
them to move the smartphone to a more suitable place on the table in 
case of error (this could be done when they start the class attendance 
app), (ii)  surveying the uniform lighting conditions of the classroom 
before using the system and adjusting the usually dimmable LED light 
fixtures trying to minimize the overlapping areas of the light cones at 
the tables’ height.

V. Conclusions And Future Work

This work proposes an information system for class attendance 
control using Visible Light Communications (VLC), using the students’ 
own mobile phone devices for automatic clocking in and clocking out. 

A complete flow of operations has been described, and a proof of 
concept has been developed, setting up a testbed representing real-
world classroom environment for experimentation. After three rounds 
of testing (n=225), it has been concluded that the system is viable and 
works seamlessly when the smartphones are on the desk table within 
non-overlapped areas of the light circles generated by VLC-enabled 
LED lighting sources on the table surface. The tests performed also 
show that if the mobile devices are placed within the aforementioned 
overlapping areas, the likelihood of a detection error could increase up 
to nearly 10% (for the specific smartphone makes and models used in 
the tests), due to multipath effects.

Therefore, it is essential to minimize those multipath effects by 
(a) reducing the intersections of the light cones at the height of the 
classroom desks via local dimming of the light sources without 
affecting the uniform lighting and/or (b) providing the students with an 
initial setup of the classroom attendance app to check the adequacy of 
the current placement of their smartphones on the table. 

The proposed information system for class attendance control 
is practical and brings benefits to both faculty staff and students, 
resulting in greater control for the educational institution, with fewer 
management burdens and obligations for lecturers, and additionally 
providing the students with higher quality teaching with a clear 
increase in actual teaching time.

One limitation of this work refers to the use of just two smartphones 
for testing, and that the chosen makes and models are very high-end 
devices at present. It is needed to perform more intensive testing using 
a wider range of mobile devices, representing the variety and diversity 
of student-owned smartphones.

Regarding future works, one interesting idea to develop could be 
an integration of the modulation circuits at the LED sources with the 
application server, so that the class attendance application could change 
on a per-class basis the ID Codes being transmitted, thus making more 
difficult potential impersonations based in reply-attacks.

Another future line of work will involve the study of the impact 
in positive detections at overlapping areas if LED sources are 
organized in a cell system where adjacent LED sources used slightly 
different frequencies (i.e. colour temperatures) not distinguishable by 
the human eye.  
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I. Introduction

SINGLE channel speech enhancement (SCSE) [1]-[16] is one 
of the significant researched problems in many speech related 

applications; such as, Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) [17], 
Speaker Identification (SI) [18], Human-Machine interaction [19], etc. 
The problem occurs whenever an interfering noise signal degrades 
the target speech signal. The interfering noise signals could be 
convolutive [20] or additive. The convolutive noise signal is produced 
because of the reverberation. However, additive noise signals are 
usually supposed since this supposition expresses the uncomplicated 
solutions and practically more adequate results have been attained 
with the algorithms structured on such theory [21] [22]. The additive 
noise distortions significantly aggravate the quality and intelligibility 
of the speech signals. For this reason, the objective of the speech 
enhancement algorithms is to quantify the estimate of the underlying 
clean speech from the noisy speech to increase the intelligibility and 
quality of the noisy speech signal [21] [22]. A fundamental structure of 
the SCSE is shown in Fig. 1. A variety of speech related applications 
exists in our everyday situations where speech enhancement is required 
as for example: (i) the humans are present in the noisy environments 

and communicating on the mobile phones, (ii) listening to a call in 
the noisy street or in the factory, (iii) sitting in subway or travel in 
a car. In these situations, a speech enhancement could be used to 
ease the communication by reducing the noise signals. A number of 
speech enhancement methods have been designed at the front-end to 
create robust ASR systems by decreasing the discrepancies between 
the training and testing stages. In ASR, a speech enhancement method 
is applied to minimize the noise prior to the feature extraction phase. 
An additional imperative application of the speech enhancement 
system is for those individuals using hearing aid devices. The speech 
signals show extremely redundancy and normal hearing listeners can 
comprehend the target speech signals even in adverse signal-to-noise 
ratios (SNRs) [23]-[26]. For instance, a normal hearing individual can 
comprehend approximately 50% of the words spoken in a multitalker 
corrupted speech at signal to noise ratio equal to 0 dB [27]. However, 
for individuals with hearing problem (hearing loss), various speech 
parts could totally be inaudible or significantly distorted. Therefore, 
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the perceived speech signals have small redundancy. Consequently, the 
individuals with hearing loss feel problem in the noisy environments 
[28]-[30]. Large attention towards designing the robust speech 
enhancement algorithms is given to decrease the listening effort and 
improve the speech intelligibility [31] [32]. The combinations of such 
algorithms with contemporary digital signal processing systems are 
implemented in a number of speech related devices. 

Single-channel speech enhancement algorithms are divided into 
two major categories: Supervised SCSE (S-SCSE) algorithms and 
Unsupervised SCSE (U-SCSE) algorithms. In U-SCSE algorithms, 
a statistical model is used for speech/noise and the estimate of the 
underlying clean speech is quantified from the noisy speech devoid 
of prior facts about speaker identity and noise. Thus, no supervision 
and classification of the signals is required. Alternatively, the S-SCSE 
algorithms use models for speech and noise. The model parameters are 
learned through training of the speech and noise samples and models 
are defined by mixing the separate models for the speech and noise and 
the speech enhancement task is performed. In this category, therefore, 
prior supervision and classification of the speech or noise type is a 
requisite. The emphasis of this paper is to present a survey on the 
U-SCSE algorithms.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section II shows 
an extensive review of U-SCSE algorithms in terms of the speech 
intelligibility and quality. Section III presents experiments performed 
to evaluate the speech intelligibility and quality potentials of U-SCSE 
algorithms. Section IV presents the concluding remarks of the survey. 
Finally, section V presents important research problems which require 
further study. 

II. Classification of U-SCSE Algorithms 

This category includes a wide range of U-SCSE algorithms; 
however, general classification is not limited to the presented 
algorithms. In U-SCSE algorithms, a statistical model is used. The 
estimated underlying clean speech is quantified from the input noisy 
speech utterances devoid of previous facts about speaker identity and 
noise. A general classification and fundamental framework of the 
U-SCSE algorithms is shown in Fig. 2-3. In subsequent sub-sections, 
we provide a taxonomy based review of the U-SCSE algorithms.

A. Spectral Subtraction-based Speech Enhancement Algorithms
Spectral subtraction (SS) based speech enhancement is simple, 

effective and traditionally one of the pioneer methods proposed for 
reducing noise distortion. Noise signals are assumed to be additive. 
Spectral subtraction based speech enhancement algorithms were 
initially proposed by Boll [33]. In SS, the estimate of the underlying 
clean speech spectrum could be obtained by subtracting the estimate 
of noise spectrum from the noisy spectrum. The noise spectrum 

is estimated and updated during pause periods i.e., absence of the 
speech signals. The hypotheses for designing such algorithms are: (i) 
the stationary or slowly varying process and, (ii) the noise spectra do 
not vary drastically during updating periods. The enhanced speech is 
acquired by using inverse transform of the estimated spectrum using 
noisy phase. According to the basic principle of SS, let us assume that a 
noisy signal z(n) is composed of the clean speech s(n) and the additive 
noise signal, e(n)

z(n) = s(n)+e(n) (1)

Computing the STFT of (1), we obtain:

  (2)

Subtract noise magnitude spectrum |D(ω,k)| from the noisy speech 
magnitude spectrum |Y(ω,k)| and finally take the inverse Fourier 
transform of the difference spectra using the noisy phase to produce 
the enhanced speech signal, given by equation as:

 (3)

Since, noise signals are non-stationary and time-variant in the real-
world environments; the SS-based enhancement approaches produce 
negative values for the estimated magnitude spectrum of the clean speech 
and result in musical noise artifact in enhanced speech. The research 
is done in near past to reduce the musical noise artifact. Some highly 
ranked researches on the SS for the speech enhancement are reviewed. 

Lu and Loizou [34] proposed a spectral subtraction algorithm 
based on the geometric approach for the speech enhancement which 
addressed the inadequacy of the traditional SS algorithm. An efficient 
scheme to estimate the cross-terms is proposed which is involved in 
the phase differences between the speech and noise signals. After 
analyzing the suppression function of the proposed algorithm, it is 
examined that the algorithm holds the properties of the conventional 
minimum mean square error (MMSE) algorithm. The evaluation 
confirmed that geometric approach for the speech enhancement 
performed considerably better than the conventional spectral 
subtractive algorithm. A similar approach is also presented in [35].

Paliwal et al. [36] examined SS in the modulation domain, an 
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Fig. 2. General Classification of the U-SCSE Algorithms.
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unconventional acoustic domain for the speech enhancement task, and 
showed capability of SS in the new domain. Analysis-modification-
synthesis (AMS) framework is included and reduced musical noise 
artifact by applying the modulation-domain based SS algorithm. 
Moreover, consequences of the frame duration on speech quality have 
been examined. The outcomes of research indicated that frames with 
duration with 180-280 msec provided optimized results in terms of the 
spectral distortions and temporal slurring. For further improvements 
in the speech quality, a fusion with the MMSE principle has been 
presented in the short-time spectral domain by joining the magnitude 
spectrum of the proposed speech enhancement algorithm. Consistent 
improvements in speech quality have been achieved for different SNRs. 

Zhang and Zhao [37] proposed an approach, and performed 
subtraction on the real and imaginary spectrum independently in 
modulation-domain. An enhanced magnitude and phase is achieved 
through the SS approach. Inoue et al. [38] provided a theoretical 
investigation of the musical noise artifact created by the SS on higher 
order statistics. It is assumed that power SS approach is a common used 
form. Generalization of SS for the unpredictable exponent parameters 
has been provided and the quantity of the musical noise artifact has 
been compared between several exponent-domains. A less musical 
noise artifact has been observed for a lower exponent spectral-domain 
and offered good quality and intelligible speech.  

Miyazaki et al. [39] provided a theoretical examination of the 
musical noise artifact with an iterative SS method. Iteratively weak-
nonlinear signal processing technique has been used to obtain a 
high quality speech with low musical noise artifact. The generation 
of musical noise artifact has been formulated by marking changes 
in kurtosis of the noise spectrum. Optimal internal parameters have 
been derived theoretically in order to produce no musical noise and 
explained that with a fixed point in kurtosis yield no musical artifacts. 

Antonio et al. [40] proposed an improved algorithm based on 
the SS for real-time noise cancellation and applied the algorithm to 
the gunshot acoustical signals. A pre-processing approach based on 
spectral suppression algorithm is applied instead of post-filtering, 
which requires a priori information concerning the direction of 
arrival of desired signals. Ban and Kim [41] proposed an algorithm 
for reducing the reverberant noise to the application of remote-
talking speech recognition. The SS has been used and the spectra of 
late reverberant signals are estimated by considering the delayed and 
attenuated versions of reverberant signals. The unpredictable weight 
sequences have been estimated via a Viterbi-decoding method based 
on the reverberation model. The weight sequences are then replaced 
with fixed weights in SS without estimating the reverberation time. 

Hu and Wang [42] proposed a novel algorithm to separate the 
unvoiced speech signals from the non-speech interfering signals. 
The voiced speech and periodic parts of interfering signals have been 
firstly removed. The interference became stationary and the noise 
energy has been estimated in unvoiced intervals utilizing the separated 
speech in adjacent voiced intervals. The SS is applied to create time-
frequency segments in unvoiced intervals and the unvoiced segments 
are then grouped. The grouping of segments is based on the frequency 
characteristics of unvoiced segments by considering thresholding and 
Bayesian classification. 

Kokkinakis et al. [43] described and evaluated the capabilities of 
SS to suppress the late reflections and compared to ideal reverberant 
masking (IRM) approach. Speech intelligibility outcomes indicated 
that SS approach can suppress additive reverberant energy to a degree 
similar to that attained by the IRM. Hu and Yu [44] proposed an adaptive 
noise spectral estimator to deal with subtraction-based techniques for 
speech enhancement. The proposed method derived the noise spectrum 
from a primary estimate of noise spectrum together with the current 
noisy speech spectrum in an adaptive style. The fundamental framework 

of SS remained uninterrupted even in case of the gain for all spectral 
components is altered. The listening tests confirmed the superiority of 
the noise adaptation technique in suppressing the musical noise artifact 
and quality improvements.

B. Statistical Model-based Speech Enhancement Algorithms
In the statistical model based speech enhancement algorithms, 

speech and noise signals are assumed stationary and the resultant 
filter coefficients remain unchanged. The suppression of noise signals 
could effortlessly be realized utilizing Finite Impulse Response (FIR) 
or Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters. However, noise sources 
and particularly the speech signals are highly non-stationary. The 
speech generation trails a time-varying process. By using the noisy 
spectrum Z(ω,k), the short-time noise power spectral density (PSD) 
and the frequency-domain signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are quantified 
to determine the weighting gains. The actual spectral weighting is 
achieved by multiplying the noisy spectrum Z(ω,k) by weighting gains 
G(ω,k) resulting in quantifying DFT coefficients of underlying clean 
speech according to the following equation:

 (4)

The computation of the weighting gains rely on the particular 
speech enhancement algorithms and is usually a function of short-term 
noise PSD estimate  and the SNR estimates γ(ω,k) and ξ(ω,k) 
as:

 (5)

Where γ(ω,k) and ξ(ω,k) indicate a posteriori and a priori SNR 
estimate,  and  show variance of 
the clean speech and noise signals.  is calculated during the non-
speech/ pauses-periods by using standard recursive equation, given as:

 (6)

Where, β is the smoothing factor and  is the noise 
estimate in the previous frame. The a priori SNR can be estimated by 
using Decision Direct (DD) [1] approach, given as:

 (7)

Where, α is weighting parameter,  and  represent 
the power spectrum estimation of the clean speech and noise at k-1 
frame, respectively. In the following subsections distinguished and 
latest statistical speech enhancement algorithms based on the Wiener 
filtering (WF), minimum means square error (MMSE), Gaussian and 
super-Gaussian models are surveyed.

1. Wiener Filtering 
Wiener filtering based speech enhancement minimizes the mean 

square error (MSE) between the estimated speech magnitude spectrum 
and the original signal magnitude spectrum. The formulation of the 
optimal wiener filter gain is as follows: [45]

 (8)

Over the years, Wiener filtering and its variants are used for the 
speech enhancement task. We discuss and review some of the highly 
ranked research studies on WF algorithms.  

Huijun et al [46] proposed a SCSE algorithm which exploited 
connections between various time-frames to minimize residual noise. 
Contrasting to the traditional speech enhancement methods that apply 
a post-processor after standard algorithms like spectral subtraction, the 
proposed method applied a hybrid Wiener spectrogram filter (HWSF) 
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to reduce noise, trailed by a multi-blade post-processor that exploited 
two-dimension features of the spectrograms to retain the speech quality 
and to further reduced the residual noise. Spectrograms comparison 
showed that the proposed method significantly reduced the musical 
noise distortions. The usefulness of the proposed method is additionally 
confirmed by the use of objective assessments and unceremonious 
subjective listening tests. 

Jahangir and Douglas [47] proposed a frequency-domain optimal 
linear estimator with perceptual post-filtering. The proposed method 
incorporated the masking properties of human hearing system to make 
the residual noise inaudible. A modified way is presented to quantify 
the tonality coefficients and relative threshold offsets for the best 
possible estimation of noise masking threshold. The proposed speech 
enhancement method has been evaluated for noise reduction and 
speech quality under many noisy conditions and yielded better results 
than [1]. 

Almajai and Milner [48] examined the visual speech information 
to enhance the noisy speech. The visual and audio speech features 
are analyzed which identified a pair with the highest audio-visual 
connection. The research revealed that high audio-visual connections 
exist inside individual phoneme rather entire speech. This connection 
is used in the application of a visually-driven Wiener filtering, which 
achieved clean speech and noise power spectrum statistics from the 
visual features. Clean speech statistics are quantified from the visual 
features using a maximum a posteriori structure and is incorporated 
inside the states of hidden Markov network to afford phoneme 
localization. Noise statistics are achieved by using a novel audio-visual 
voice activity detector, which used visual speech features to formulate 
the robust speech/nonspeech classifications. The efficiency of the 
proposed method is evaluated subjectively and objectively which 
confirmed the superiority. 

Marwa et al. [49] presented adaptive Wiener filtering approach 
for speech enhancement. The proposed approach depended on the 
adaptation of the filter transfer function from sample-to-sample based 
speech signal statistics (the local mean and variance). The method is 
implemented in the time-domain to contain time-varying nature of 
the speech. The approach is evaluated against conventional frequency 
domain spectral subtraction, wavelet denoising methods and Wiener 
filtering using different speech quality metrics. The results showed 
superiority of the proposed Wiener filtering method. 

Xia and Bao [50] proposed a Weighted Denoising Auto-encoder 
(WDA) and noise classification based speech enhancement approach. 
Weighted reconstruction loss function is established into standard 
Denoising Auto-encoder (DAE) and link between the power spectrums 
of underlying clean and noisy speech is expressed by WDA structure. 
The sub-band power spectrums of underlying clean speech are 
quantified using the WDA structure from the noisy speech. The a 
priori SNR is quantified using a Posteriori SNR Controlled Recursive 
Averaging (PCRA) approach. The enhanced speech is achieved 
by the Wiener filter in the frequency-domain. Moreover, GMM-
based noise classification method is engaged to make the proposed 
method appropriate for various conditions. The experimental results 
demonstrated that the proposed method achieved improved objective 
speech quality. Effective noise reduction and SNR improvements are 
attained with less speech distortion. 

Kristian and Marc [51] investigated speech-distortion weighted 
inter-frame Wiener filters for the SCSE in a filterbank configuration. 
The filterbank configuration utilized a regularization parameter as a 
tradeoff between speech distortion and noise reduction. The method 
depends on the quantification of inter-frame correlation coefficients, 
and it is shown that these coefficients could be robustly estimated using 
a secondary higher resolution filterbank. It is then demonstrated that 
real-valued scalar gains can be applied directly in higher resolution 

filterbank rather than inter-frame filtering in the primary filterbank, 
which leads to a robust noise reduction performance for any value of 
regularization parameter.

2. MMSE Estimators 
The minimum means square error (MMSE) estimator [1] inheres 

to vital class of the estimators and quantifies the spectral magnitudes. 
The MMSE estimator reduces the quadratic error of the spectral speech 
amplitudes according to the following equation:

 (9)

Considering the Gaussian model of the speech and noise, the final 
weighting rule is given according to [1] as:

 (10)

 (11)

Г(.) and F1(.) shows Gamma function and Hypergeometric 
function, respectively. We discuss and review some of the highly 
ranked research studies on MMSE algorithms.  

Basheera et al., [52] proposed novel optimum linear and nonlinear 
estimators. They are derived based on the MMSE sense to reduce the 
distortion in original speech. Linear and nonlinear bilateral Laplacian 
gain estimators are proposed. The observed signal is first decorrelated 
through a real transform to achieve its moment coefficients and then 
applied to the estimated speech signal in the decorrelated domain. The 
mathematical aspect of MSE of estimators is evaluated suggesting 
significant improvement. Kandagatla and Subbaiah [53] derived joint 
MMSE estimation of speech coefficients provided phase uncertainty 
by assuming the speech coefficients. Uncertain phase is used for 
amplitude estimation. Furthermore new Phase-blind estimators are 
designed utilizing the Nagakami power spectral density function and 
the generalized Gamma for speech and noise priors.  

Hamid et al. [54] addressed the problem of speech enhancement 
using β-order MMSE-STSA. The advantages of the Laplacian speech 
modeling and β-order cost function are taken in MMSE estimation. 
An investigative solution is presented for the β-order MMSE-STSA 
estimator deeming Laplacian priors for DFT coefficients of the clean 
speech. A Gaussian distribution for the real and imaginary parts of the 
DFT coefficients of the noise is presupposed. Using estimates for the 
joint PDF and the Bessel function, a better closed-form adaptation of 
the estimator is also presented. 

Gerkmann and Krawczyk [55] derived a MMSE optimal 
estimator for underlying clean speech spectral amplitude. It is shown 
that the phase contains extra information which can be used to 
differentiate outliers in the noise from the target signals. Matthew and 
Bernard in [56] proposed a Bayesian STSA stochastic deterministic 
speech model, which included a priori information by utilizing 
a non-zero mean. For the speech STFT magnitude, investigative 
expressions are derived in the MMSE principle whereas phase in 
maximum-likelihood principle. An approach for quantifying a priori 
stochastic deterministic speech model parameters is explained based 
on the harmonically related sinusoidal parts in the STFT frames 
and deviations in magnitude and phase of components between 
succeeding STFT frames.

C. Signal Subspace-based Speech Enhancement Algorithms
Signal subspace [57] [58] based SE approaches use KLT, SVD 

and EVD to disintegrate noisy speech signals into the noise plus 
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signal subspace known as the signal-subspace, whereas eliminates the 
noise signal that falls within orthogonal noise-subspace. The signal-
subspaces are processed separately to remove noise components 
utilizing a diagonal gain matrix based on uncorrelated components in 
subspace. The components of the gain matrix are quantified by time-
domain or spectral-domain estimators. The covariance matrix RZ of the 
noisy speech can be written as:

 (12)

Rs and RE are the covariance matrices of the clean speech and noise 
signals. RZ is supposed to have a higher rank than Rs. The EVD of the 
covariance matrices is given as:

 (13)

 (14)

 (15)

Λ indicates a diagonal matrix that contains the Eigen-values, 
V indicates an orthonormal matrix containing eigenvectors; σ 
shows variance of noise whereas I indicate identity matrix. Speech 
enhancement process is represented by a filtering operation input 
speech vector as:

 (16)

  (17)

The term Ѱ is the filtering matrix, given by equation (18) as:

  (18)

Where GP holds weighted Eigen values of RZ, and VP and  shows 
KLT and its inverse matrices, respectively. We discuss and review 
highly ranked research studies on SigSub algorithms.  

Borowicz and Petrovsky [59] examined speech enhancement 
methods based on the perceptually motivated signal subspace. Lagrange 
multipliers are used to modify the spectral-domain-constrained 
(SDC) estimator. The residual noise power spectrums are shaped 
with an algorithm for accurate computing the Lagrange multipliers. 
The proposed approach uses masking phenomena for residual noise 
shaping and is optimal for the case of colored noise. Results show 
that the proposed method outperformed the competing methods and 
provided high noise reduction and improved speech quality. 

Mohammad et al. [60] proposed a non-unitary spectral 
transformation of the residual noise based on diagonalization of 
covariance matrices associated to the clean speech and noise signals. 
Through this transformation, the optimization problem is solvable 
devoid of any constraints on the structure of contributed matrices. 

Vera [61] pointed out that estimation of the dimension of signal 
subspace is critical and depends on the noise variance as well as SNR. 
Both fluctuate along temporal segments of speech and frequency bands. 
It is anticipated to work over frames in all critical bands utilizing the 
threshold noise variance. Belhedi et al [62] used soft mask as a core in 
the proposed approach. The method produces two separate signals of 
dissimilar qualities and made them available in two separate channels. 
The classification of the channels is made via Fuzzy logic that needs 
two separate parameters. One parameter determines quality and 
intelligibility whereas the second parameter determines the gender of 
the speaker via F0 tracking method. The proposed approach achieved 
an average 59.5% improvement in SIR, 67.9% progress in PESQ, and 
10.5% improvement in TPS. 

Sudeep and Kishore [63] proposed a perceptual subspace approach 
via masking properties of the human auditory system with variance 
normalization to decide the gain parameters. An estimator is used to 

determine the filter coefficients. The noise is handled by substituting 
the noise variance by Rayleigh quotient. Normalization of variance is 
made by removing the spikes to evade rapid increase or decrease in 
power of the output samples making the output more intelligible.

D. Computational Auditory Scene Analysis-based Speech 
Enhancement Algorithms

The field of computational study intends to achieve human 
performance in the Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA) by using single 
microphone recordings of the acoustic prospect. This definition 
describes the biological relevance of the field by limiting the 
microphone number to two and its functional goal of Computational 
Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA). The CASA uses perceptually 
motivated mechanisms. Over the years, CASA based methods are used 
for the speech enhancement; here we are reviewing some of the work 
in recent years.

A new ideal ratio mask (IRM) depiction is proposed by Bao and 
Abdulla in [64] by utilizing inter-channel correlation. The power 
ratio of the speech and noise during the structuring of ratio mask is 
adaptively reallocated; therefore more speech components are held and 
noise components are masked simultaneously. Channel-weight contour 
is assumed to modify the mask in all Gammatone filterbank channels. 

Wang et al. [65] proposed IRM estimation that relies on the spectral 
dependency into the speech cochleagram to enhance noisy speech. 
A data field representation is established to design time-frequency 
connection of the cochleagram with adjacent spectral information to 
estimate IRM. Firstly, a pre-processed section is used to achieve initial 
time-frequency values of noise and speech. Then the data field model is 
used to obtain the forms of speech and noise potentials. Subsequently, 
the optimal potentials that reveal their respective optimal distribution 
are achieved by the optimal influence factors. Lastly, masking values 
are obtained via the potentials of the speech and noise for reinstating 
the clean speech signals.

Wang et al. [66] considered a novel approach of speech and noise 
models, and presented two model-based soft decision methods. A ratio 
mask is computed by the exact Bayesian estimators of speech and 
noise. Additionally, a probabilistic mask is estimated with a variable 
local criterion. Liang et al. [67] considered local correlation knowledge 
from two aspects for improved performance. The time-frequency 
segmentation-based potential function is derived to represent the local 
correlation between mask labels of neighboring units directly. It is 
demonstrated that time-frequency unit that belongs to one segment 
is mostly dominated by one source. Alternatively, a local noise level 
tracking phase is integrated. The local level is attained by averaging 
many neighboring time-frequency units and is considered as a method 
for accurate noise energy. It is utilized as an intermediary auxiliary 
variable to signify the correlation. A high dimensional posterior 
distribution is simulated by a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
approach. During iterations, the correlation is fully utilized to quantify 
the acceptance ratio. The estimated ideal binary mask (IBM) is 
achieved using the expectation operator. The proposed approach is 
compared and evaluated with a Bayesian approach and the approach 
yielded considerably large performance gain in terms of SNR gain and 
HIT-FA rates.

Narayanan and Wang [68] presented a system for robust SNR 
estimation based on CASA. The proposed method used an estimate of 
the IBM to separate a time–frequency illustration of the noisy speech 
signal into speech and noise dominated sections. Energy inside each 
region was totaled to gain the filtered global SNR. SNR transformation 
was established to translate the estimated SNR to the true global SNR 
of the noisy speech signal. 

Hu and Wang [69] proposed a tandem algorithm to estimate the 
pitch of a target speech utterance and separated the voiced regions 
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of the target speech. First, a coarse estimate of the target pitch was 
obtained and then the estimate is used to segregate target speech using 
harmonicity and temporal continuity. Lee and Kwon [70] proposed 
a CASA-based speech separation system and matched the missing 
speech parts by using the shape analysis method. 

May and Dau [71] presented a method based on the estimate of 
the ideal binary mask from noisy speech in supervised learning of 
AMS features and auditory inspired modulation filterbanks with 
logarithmically scaled filters were used. Spectro-temporal integration 
stage was incorporated to obtain speech activity information in 
neighboring time-frequency units. 

E. Empirical Mode Decommission-based Speech Enhancement 
Algorithms

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [72] directly extracts the 
energy related to different intrinsic time scales. EMD is an adaptive 
approach and follows some necessary steps to decompose nonlinear 
and nonstationary data. (i) First, the EMD obtains the local maxima 
and minima. (ii) Secondly, the EMD finds the local maximum and 
local minimum envelopes. (iii) Third, the EMD finds the mean of 
the obtained local extrema envelopes and finally subtracts this mean 
envelope from the input data to attain the residual intrinsic mode 
function (IMF). 

Upadhyay and Pachori [73] proposed a novel speech enhancement 
method for suppressing stationary and non-stationary noise sources. 
The variational mode decomposition (VMD) and EMD approaches are 
combined to develop the new idea for speech enhancement. Firstly, the 
EMD decomposes the input noisy speech into the IMFs. The VMD is 
then applied on the summation of preferred IMFs. The Hurst exponent 
was used to select the IMFs. The proposed speech enhancement method 
reduced low and high-frequency noise sources and showed enhanced 
speech quality.

Khaldi et al. [74] presented a speech enhancement method that 
exploited the combined effects of EMD and the local statistics of the 

speech signal by utilizing the adaptive centre weighted averaging filter. 
The speech signals were segmented into frames and all frames were 
segmented down by EMD into IMFs. The filtered IMFs depend on 
the voiced or unvoiced frame. An energy norm was utilized to classify 
the voiced frames and a stationarity index was used between unvoiced 
and transient chain. Zao et al., [75] proposed a speech enhancement 
scheme based on the adoption of Hurst exponent during the selection 
of IMFs to reconstruct the target speech. 

Hamid et al., [76] proposed a novel data adaptive thresholding 
approach. The noisy speech signals and fractional Gaussian noises were 
mixed to generate the complex noisy signal. Bivariate EMD was used 
to decompose the complex noisy signal into complex-valued IMFs and 
all IMFs were segmented into short-time frames for processing. The 
variances of the IMFs of fractional Gaussian noise computed inside 
the frames were used as the reference to categorize subsequent frames 
of noisy speech into signal-dominant and noise-dominant frames, 
respectively. A soft thresholding method is used at noise-dominant 
frames to decrease the effects of noise. Every frame and IMF of the 
speech signals were combined to yield the enhanced speech signal.

Chatlani and Soraghan [77] used the EMD as a post-processing 
stage for filtering low frequency noise. An adaptive approach was 
designed to choose IMF index for sorting out the noise component 
from speech components. This separation was carried out by using 
a second-order IMF statistics. The low-frequency noise components 
were removed by the biased reconstruction from the IMFs. Khaldi et 
al., [78] used EMD for fully data-driven based approaches for noise 
reduction. Noisy speech signal was decomposed adaptively into IMFs 
using sifting process. The signal reconstruction with IMFs was done 
using the MMSE filter and thresholded using a shrinkage function.

The U-SCSE algorithms provide acceptable speech quality and 
noise reduction in many real-world noise sources. The U-SCSE 
algorithms along with several advantages also came with some 
limitations. The TableI and Table II provides advantages and limitations 
of various U-SCSE algorithms. These limitations will point out several 

TABLE I. Problem Statements, Methodologies, Contributions and Limitations of U-SCSE Algorithms

Method Problem Statement Methodology Contribution Limitation

GA-SS 
[34]

Speech enhancement 
to improve speech 
quality and to reduce 
the musical noise 
distortion. 

Compute the magnitude spectrum of the noisy 
signal using the FFT. The noise spectrum is 
updated using noise estimators. The gain is 
estimated using modified gain and multiplied 
with noisy spectrum to enhance speech.

Performed significantly better 
than the traditional spectral 
subtraction algorithm in terms 
of speech quality and musical 
noise artifact.

Speech intelligibility is not 
evaluated. Additionally informal 
tests were conducted for 
evaluations. Noise reduction 
impact on speech intelligibility 
research is required.  

MOD-
SS 
[36]

Speech enhancement 
to improve speech 
quality and 
intelligibility in 
Modulation domain.  

The SE method used AMS-based modulation 
domain. Each frequency component of the 
acoustic magnitude spectra is processed 
frame-wise across time using a modulation 
AMS framework, and the enhanced 
modulation spectrum is computed. 

New Speech enhancement 
domain in terms of SS is 
explored. Better speech quality 
and speech intelligibility is 
obtained. Better noise reduction 
is offered.

Although the proposed 
method offered better results, 
the combination with other 
domains produces complexity 
in the proposed method. The 
complexity of the method is not 
discussed. 

MOD-
SS 
[37]

Speech enhancement 
to improve speech 
quality in Modulation 
domain.  

The magnitude subtraction is adopted and 
extended into the modulation frequency 
domain for the separate enhancements of 
the real and imaginary spectra. The noise is 
estimated in real and imaginary spectra and 
the estimated speech is recreated. 

Perform subtraction on the 
real and imaginary spectra 
separately in the modulation 
frequency domain. Better noise 
reduction and speech quality is 
achieved.

The speech intelligibility 
potential of the proposed method 
is not discussed.  The method 
estimated the phase, thus the 
complexity of the method is not 
discussed.  

VAD-SS 
[39]

The Speech 
enhancement for better 
results and musical 
noise reduction in 
the Kurtosis of noise 
spectra. 

Iteratively weak-nonlinear method is used 
to obtain quality speech with less musical 
artifact. The generation of musical artifact is 
formulated by marking changes in kurtosis 
of the noise spectrum. Optimal internal 
parameters are derived theoretically to 
produce no musical artifact in kurtosis.

The proposed method provided 
better results and generation 
of musical noise artifact is 
formulated in the Kurtosis of 
noise spectra.

No theoretical explanation is 
given, only experimental results 
are presented. Speech quality and 
intelligibility is not discussed.  
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research areas which need further research.

III. Speech Intelligibility and Quality Potential of 
Various U-Scse Algorithms 

The Table I-II illustrates the problem statements, methodologies, 
contributions and limitations of U-SCSE algorithms. It is clear from 
Table I-II that the U-SCSE algorithms addressed the problem of the 
speech enhancement effectively for noise reduction, musical noise 
artifact and speech quality. Speech enhancement is usually used as 
the front-end to Automatic speech recognition systems where speech 
intelligibility is the more important attribute. It is observed from the 
survey of the above different classes that speech intelligibility attributes 
is not fully explored in most of the U-SCSE algorithms. This section 
provides an intense experimental evaluation to observe the quality and 
intelligibility potentials of the U-SCSE approaches.

A. Methods
The experiments represent the measures used to evaluate and 

validate the performance of speech enhancement algorithms. In 
experiments, the U-SCSE algorithms are evaluated by using a set of 60 
noisy speech sentences belonging to female and male speakers in terms 
of the speech intelligibility and quality. The noisy stimuli are generated 
by adding four real-time background noises to the clean speech 
utterances at several signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). The clean speech 
sentences are selected from the standard IEEE database [85] randomly. 
Four nonstationary noise sources (street, exhibition hall, airport, and 
multitalker babble noise) are chosen from the Aurora database [86]. The 
speech utterances are mixed at four SNR from 0dB to 15dB, spacing 
5dB applying the ITU-T P.51. The sampling rate is fixed at 8 kHz. 

Five classes of U-SCSE algorithms are included in the experiments 
performed for speech quality and intelligibility. The U-SCSE classes 
include Spectral Subtraction (SS), Wiener Filtering (WF), Minimum 
Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimators, Signal Subspace (SigSub) 
and EMD type. Table III provides the details of speech enhancement 
algorithms used in the experiments. Two evaluation measures are 
quantified in order to access the U-SCSE algorithms. The PESQ 
[87] is preferred for the speech quality; an ITU-T P.862 standard that 
substituted the obsolete ITU-T P.861 standard because of inadequate 
performance to evaluate the speech enhancement. The PESQ score 
follows the range of −0.5 and 4.5, but, during experiments the score 
follows the mean opinion score (MOS), that is, a range of 1.0 to 4.5. 
The PESQ scores are calculated using the following equation:

PESQ = η0 + η1.DSYM + η2.DASYM  (18)

Where η0 = 4.5, η1 = −0.1 and η2 = −0.039. 

TABLE III. List of U-SCSE Algorithms in Experiments

S. No Speech Enhancement Class Speech Enhancement 
Algorithm

1 Spectral Subtractive (SS)
SS [79]
SS-RDC [80]
MBSS [81]

2 Wiener Filtering (WF) WF [45]
WWF [82]

3 Minimum Mean Square 
Estimation (MMSE)

MMSE-SPU[1]
LMMSE [2]

4 Signal Subspace (SigSub) KLT [83]
PKLT [84]

TABLE II. Problem Statements, Methodologies, Contributions and Limitations of U-SCSE Algorithms

Method Problem Statement Methodology Contribution Limitation

SDW-
IFWF 
[51]

Speech enhancement 
for better quality and 
to reduce the musical 
noise distortion 

Speech-distortion weighted inter frame Wiener 
filters for noise reduction is implemented in a filter 
bank structure. The filters utilized a regularization 
parameter as a tradeoff between speech distortion 
and noise reduction. The method depends on the 
estimation of inter frame correlation coefficients and 
these coefficients are more robustly estimated using a 
secondary higher resolution filter bank.

The contribution of the paper 
is the implementation of the 
scalar SDW-IFWF gain in a 
HRFB, matching a principle 
in the crucial lower-resolution 
filter bank to improve the speech 
quality and noise reduction with 
less musical artifact 

The algorithm provided 
improved results in 
terms of the speech 
quality However, speech 
intelligibility potential of 
the proposed algorithm 
is not discussed and 
evaluated. 

LBLG-
NBLG
[52]

Speech enhancement 
for better quality 
speech and low 
speech Distortion   

The estimators are derived on the basis of MMSE to 
reduce the distortion of the fundamental speech. The 
musical artifact is reduced without affecting the noise 
reduction. LBLG and NBLG estimator are proposed. 
The input signal is decorrelated to obtain moment 
coefficients. The estimators are applied to estimate the 
clean signal in the decorrelated domain. The original 
signal is obtained in time domain.

The proposed method obtained 
better speech quality and noise 
reduction. Non-linear and linear 
bilateral Laplacian estimators are 
derived to improve the speech 
quality.     

Although method 
produced better speech 
quality as compare to 
traditional methods; 
however, the speech 
intelligibility and 
complexity potentials are 
not fully explored.     

EPW-
Sub [60]

Speech Separation in 
optimized subspace 
for improved quality 
and intelligibility.  

The separation is achieved by optimizing the subspace 
via decomposing the mixture signal into three 
subspaces: sparse, sub-sparse and low-rank subspaces. 
Soft masking is used for the final verdict. Two signals 
of different qualities are provided in two separate 
channels. The channel classification is made by 
using Fuzzy logics with two parameters.  F0 tracking 
algorithm is proposed to classify gender. 

Embedded pre-whitening 
subspace method is proposed 
based on controlled spectral-
domain for better speech quality 
and noise reduction in colored 
noises.

Although the proposed 
method offered better 
results but the speech 
intelligibility in non-
stationary noise sources 
is not discussed.

CASA-
SE
[65]

The Speech 
enhancement for 
improved quality and 
intelligibility in the 
data driven field of 
cochleagram. 

Iteratively weak-nonlinear method is used to obtain 
quality speech with less musical artifact. The 
generation of musical artifact is formulated by marking 
changes in kurtosis of the noise spectrum. Optimal 
internal parameters are derived theoretically to produce 
no musical artifact in kurtosis

Ideal Ratio Mask is estimated 
in the data driven field of 
cochleagram to enhance the noisy 
speech. The proposed method 
obtained considerable gain in 
speech quality. Better results in 
terms of energy loss and residue 
noise are contributed.    

The proposed algorithm 
has not incorporated the 
DF model into the STFT 
domain. The complexity 
of the algorithm is not 
discussed.  
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5 Empirical Mode 
Decomposition (EMD) H-EMD [75]

A separate evaluation metric is used to access the intelligibility of 
the enhanced speech. The short-time speech intelligibility (STOI) [88] 
is considered for this purpose. The STOI sores are calculated by the 
equation given as:

 

100f(STOI) = 
1 exp( STOI )a b+ +  (19)

The parameters a, b are set according to [8], a = −17.4906 and b 
= 9.6921.

B. Results and Discussion
A performance comparison analysis at two levels is presented in 

this section. First, within-class performance comparison of the U-SCSE 
algorithms is established. The five classes are Spectral Subtractive, 
Statistical-models, Wiener-Filtering type, Subspace and EMD-type. 
This performance comparison was conducted to observe the significant 
performance differences within-class algorithms. Secondly, across-
classes performance comparison is conducted to evaluate and find the 
algorithm(s) that performed better in all noisy situations. 

1. Within-Class Algorithm Comparison
Table IV provides the results for PESQ (speech quality) whereas 

average speech intelligibility results are demonstrated in Fig. 4. Of 
three tested spectral-subtractive algorithms, the multi-band spectral 
subtraction (MBSS) [81] performed constantly the best across all noisy 
situations in terms of the speech quality. The MBSS and SS-RDC [80] 
methods performed equivalently well excluding 0dB exhibition hall 

TABLE IV. PESQ Analysis of U-SCSE Algorithms

Noise 
Type

SNR 
(dB)

Spectral Subtractive Wiener Type Statistical-Model Signal Subspace EMD
SS RDC MBSS WF WWF MMSE LMMSE KLT PKLT H-EMD

Airport

0dB
5dB
10dB
15dB

1.59
2.03
2.39
2.95

1.69
2.16
2.35
2.74

1.81
2.20
2.54
3.12

1.92
2.12
2.43
3.05

1.18
2.03
2.27
2.62

1.23
1.43
1.54
1.65

1.95
2.12
2.45
3.03

1.78
2.13
2.29
2.79

1.51
2.02
2.08
2.42

1.84
2.01
2.63
2.93

Babble

0dB
5dB
10dB
15dB

1.45
2.07
2.42
2.60

1.68
2.16
2.36
2.61

1.98
2.28
2.59
2.75

1.78
2.12
2.46
2.67

1.16
2.13
2.34
2.55

1.26
1.53
1.67
1.85

1.92
2.12
2.53
2.71

1.34
2.11
2.37
2.61

1.34
1.98
2.25
2.51

1.91
2.19
2.72
2.88

Exhibition 
Hall

0dB
5dB
10dB
15dB

1.25
1.87
2.47
2.82

1.49
1.91
2.14
2.46

1.43
2.01
2.44
2.82

1.69
2.01
2.40
2.78

1.33
1.81
2.39
2.65

1.33
1.61
1.79
1.95

1.72
1.95
2.46
2.79

1.37
1.89
2.44
2.86

1.63
1.50
2.28
2.50

1.77
1.93
2.57
2.89

Street

0dB
5dB
10dB
15dB

1.49
2.05
2.49
2.92

1.51
1.98
2.36
2.53

1.54
2.14
2.61
2.89

1.60
2.06
2.60
2.74

1.53
2.08
2.33
2.65

1.53
1.88
2.03
2.25

1.72
2.04
2.52
2.77

1.59
2.12
2.32
2.84

1.55
2.12
2.14
2.55

1.79
2.14
2.63
2.92

TABLE V. Across-Class Comparative Analysis of U-SCSE Algorithms in terms of PESQ 

Noise 
Type

SNR 
(dB)

Spectral 
Subtraction Wiener Filtering MMSE 

Estimation Signal Subspace EMD

SS RDC MSS WF WWF MMSE LMMSE KLT PKLT H-EMD

Airport 15dB
10dB

*
*

*
*

*
* *

Babble 15dB
10dB

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

Exhibition Hall 15dB
10dB

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

Street 15dB
10dB

*
*

* *
*

*
*

*

TABLE VI. Across-Class Comparative Analysis of U-SCSE Algorithms in terms of STOI 

Noise 
Type

SNR 
(dB)

Spectral 
Subtraction Wiener Filtering MMSE 

Estimation Signal Subspace EMD

SS RDC MSS WF WWF MMSE LMMSE KLT PKLT H-EMD

Airport 15dB
10dB

* *
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

Babble 15dB
10dB

* *
*

*
*

* *
*

*
*

* * *
*

Exhibition Hall 15dB
10dB

* * *
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

* *
*

Street 15dB
10dB

* *
*

* * *
*

*
*

* *

Note: Algorithms specified by asterisks sign executed equally well whereas algorithms without asterisks sign executed poorly.
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noise and 0dB street noise conditions. Noise distortion of SS-RDC 
algorithm was considerably less than the MBSS and SS [79] approaches 
in all noisy situations. In terms of speech intelligibility, the MBSS and 
SS-RDC approaches equally performed in most of the noisy situations 
excluding 0dB exhibition hall noise and 0dB street noisy situations, 
where MBSS algorithm performed notably superior and presented 
less speech distortion. In brief, MBSS performed better than SS-RDC 
and SS, providing better overall speech intelligibility and quality. For 
speech quality, the two subspace approaches performed equally for the 
most of SNRs and noise types, excluding 0 dB babble noise. 

The two Wiener-type algorithms performed well for most SNR 
conditions and four types of noise except 0dB airport noise and 0dB 
babble noise. For speech quality, the WF [45] performed significantly 
better than the WWF [82] approach at all SNRs and noise sources. 
WWF performed poorly in all noise sources at almost all SNRs and 
significant residual noise is experienced in the enhanced speech. On 
the other hand WF-as offered better speech quality and the noise 
reduction capabilities were significant. For speech intelligibility, the 
WF-as performed well at all SNRs and noise sources as compared to 
WWF method. There is significant speech distortion observed in the 
output speech utterance of the WWF approach. 

The two statistical-model based approaches performed good 
for most of SNRs and noise types. The log-MMSE (LMMSE) [2] 
performed significantly better than the MMSE-SPU [1] approach at 
all SNRs and noise sources. MMSE performed poorly in all noise 
sources at almost all SNRs, and significant residual noise observed 
in the enhanced speech. On the other hand LMMSE offered better 
speech quality and noise reduction capabilities were significant. For 
speech intelligibility, the MMSE-SPU performed very poorly at all 
SNRs and noise sources. The small speech intelligibility signifies the 
higher speech distortion offered by MMSE-SPU. LMMSE offered 
better speech intelligibility and comparatively less speech distortion is 
experienced in the output speech. 

The generalized subspace approach, KLT [83] performed 
significantly better than the pKLT [84] approach at all SNRs and noise 
sources except 0dB exhibition hall noise. The KLT approach was more 
successful in suppressing the background noise and perceptual speech 

quality. In terms of speech intelligibility, KLT and pKLT approaches 
performed equally well at all SNRs and noise sources except 0dB 
exhibition hall noise. There is no significant improvement in speech 
intelligibility observed for pKLT approach. On the other hand, KLT 
improved speech intelligibility marginally. 

In terms of the speech quality, the EMD-H [75] algorithm performed 
well for all SNRs and noise types, except at 0dB exhibition hall noise 
and 0dB street noise. The EMD-H was successful in suppressing the 
background noise and improving the perceptual quality and speech 
intelligibility at all SNRs and the noise sources. 

2. Across-Class Algorithm Comparison
Table V-VI indicates the results achieved by using ANOVA 

statistical analysis for the speech quality and intelligibility. Asterisk sign 
in Table V-VI show lack of statistical significant difference between 
algorithms with the utmost scores and the denoted algorithms. The 
U-SCSE algorithms marked by the Asterisk sign in Table V performed 
similarly. Table V indicates no single algorithm is categorized as the 
best, and several speech enhancement algorithms performed equally 
well across SNRs situations and noise types. In terms of the speech 
quality, MMSE-SPU, LMMSE, WF, EMD-H and MBSS performed 
equally well across all SNRs situations. Table VI indicates the results 
achieved from the ANOVA statistical analysis for speech intelligibility. 
The MMSE-SPU, LMMSE, MBSS and WF performed well. All 
algorithms produced low speech distortion (high intelligibility) across 
all SNRs situations and noise sources. KLT, SS-RDC and WWF 
algorithms also performed well in isolated SNR situations. 

IV.  Conclusion

This paper presented a comprehensive review of the different 
classes of the single-channel speech enhancement algorithms in 
unsupervised perspective in order to improve the intelligibility and 
quality of the contaminated speech. Various classes of the unsupervised 
speech enhancement approaches for enhancing the noisy speech have 
been discussed. We have summarized possible algorithms of the 
Spectral Subtraction (SS), Wiener Filtering (WF), Minimum Mean 

Fig. 4. Average Speech Intelligibility prediction for U-SCSE algorithms in terms of STOI.
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Square Error (MMSE) estimators, Signal Subspace (SigSub) and 
EMD type, explained state-of-the-art approaches and a many related 
studies have been reviewed. The review suggested that unsupervised 
speech enhancement methods show an acceptable speech quality but 
speech intelligibility potential remains medium. The algorithms of 
unsupervised class show better noise reduction however; decrease 
of the residual noise artifact and speech distortion requires further 
research. Different unsupervised speech enhancement approaches 
have distinctive advantages that make these algorithms appropriate for 
speech enhancement; in contrast, these algorithms have some serious 
limitations as well. Table I-II summarized the problem statements, 
methodologies, contributions and the limitations of many speech 
enhancement algorithms. On the basis of the limitations extracted 
from the reviewed papers and also from the experimental results, it is 
concluded that unsupervised speech enhancement improves the speech 
quality but the speech intelligibility improvement potential requires 
further research. The algorithm can use the noise estimators, but 
accurate estimate is also a difficult task. A too aggressive estimation 
may lose important speech contents which in turn affect the speech 
intelligibility whereas too low noise estimation may lead to the 
residual noise. We have outlined various problems that need research 
to design robust single-channel speech enhancement algorithms. This 
rapid progress in the unsupervised speech enhancement algorithms 
will possibly persist in the future. To conclude, some following open 
research problems are outlined that are extracted from research studies: 

1. Generalization to the Nonstationary Noise Sources: Although 
U-SCSE algorithms provide promising speech quality results in 
stationary noise sources, however, their performance in nonstationary 
noise sources is not high. Effective noise estimation must be integrated 
with U-SCSE algorithms for better speech quality and noise reduction 
results.

2. Speech Intelligibility in Nonstationary Noise Sources: U-SCSE 
provides enhanced speech with very low speech intelligibility. More 
effective algorithms are required that can improve speech intelligibility 
in nonstationary noise sources. 

3. Musical Noise Artifact and Speech Distortion: Unsupervised 
speech enhancement algorithms provide acceptable noise reduction, 
however reduction of the residual noise artifact and speech distortion 
requires further research. 
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I. Introduction

THIS section is divided into four subsections: 1) Fundamental 
concepts of Recommender Systems (RS), 2) Clustering to improve 

collaborative filtering, 3) Matrix decomposition-based clustering, and 
4) Recommendation to groups of users and the proposed approach. 

A. Recommendations to Individual Users
RS [1] field is relevant in the Artificial Intelligence scenario since it 

significantly reduces the information overload problem on the Internet. 
RS suggest to the users about the items they probably will like. 
Depending on the item nature, a variety of RS can be implemented: 
e-learning [2], tourism [3], [4], films [5], restaurants [6], networks 
[7], healthcare [8], industrial operators [9], etc. The most accurate 
type of RS is the Collaborative Filtering (CF) one [10],[11]. CF RS 
are based on the preferences of users about items; preferences can be 
explicit (votes) or implicit (listened songs, purchased items, watched 
movies, etc.). CF RS have been traditionally implemented by using the 
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) machine learning method [12], although 
current CF RS kernels are usually based on the Matrix Factorization 
(MF) algorithm [13], [14]. MF converts the sparse matrix of ratings 
(users x items) to two dense matrices: ‘users x factors’ and ‘factors 
x items’. Since the number of factors is very little (usually 20 to 80), 

MF makes a matrix reduction [15] and it extracts the most important 
information from the original sparse rating matrix. Factors are called 
‘hidden factors’ and they condense the relevant information from the 
CF dataset. Predictions to each user can be computed by making the dot 
product of the user and the items factors. Well known MF variations are 
Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) [16], [17], Bayesian Nonnegative 
Matrix Factorization (BNMF) [18], and Elementwise Alternating Least 
Squares (eALS) [19]. Finally, state of the art CF RS implementations 
make use of neural networks [76], some of them joining MF and 
the Multilayer Perceptron [20]. These state of the art neural network 
approaches cover many different scopes, such as music [21] and videos 
[19]. Beyond CF, it is usual to improve accuracy results by merging 
RS types (hybrid RS) [22]. CF RS can be reinforced by means of 
demographic [6], content-based [23], context-aware [24], and social 
[7] information.

B. Clustering to Improve Collaborative Filtering
Clustering is a recurrent resource to improve CF RS [25]. Clustering 

can be performed on several types of RS information: content-based 
[26], demographic [27], hybrid [28], etc. CF clustering has traditionally 
performed on items [29] or users [30];  CF clustering based on the 
ratings information is the current most published approach [31], [25]. 
Fuzzy C-Means has proved to be accurate to CF RS purposes [26] and 
to improve coverage. MF can also be improved by means of a user 
clustering model [32]. To establish the number of clusters parameter 
(K) is a trial and error process that requires knowledge of the data 
and experience; in [33] the number of clusters can be dynamically set 
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to arrange the RS data size variations, and results show an accuracy 
improvement. The co-clustering method has also been used to improve 
MF results [34]. Making use of the user changes on their preferences, 
an evolutionary clustering algorithm has been proposed [35]; it takes 
into account the temporal evolution of features. Clustering similar 
items is a simple and useful way to improve CF RS accuracy; this 
is done with e-commerce products on [36]. Learning analytics with 
clustering is a potential benefit that grows with the size of the users. 
This has improved digital education processes on [37]. Association 
rules mining has been used to reduce the size of the data, and then 
to make the clustering process more efficient. Specifically, [38] has 
reduced the item space. Centroid selection is a key process to tackle 
most of the CF clustering approaches; it improves performance and 
reduces the processing time [39].

C. Matrix Decomposition-Based Clustering
In the context of this paper, it is important to address the matrix 

decomposition problem for clustering purposes. In the CF field, the 
use of MF provides some relevant clustering advantages [40]: 1) MF 
accurately models sparse data variations [41], 2) It can implement 
both hard and soft clustering: e.g.: by means of Nonnegative Matrix 
Factorization (NMF) and BNMF, and 3) MF simultaneously factorizes 
users and items. Co-clustering is a clustering approach used in CF; it 
can be used to discover space correlations in big data scenarios [42]. 
An NMF-based semi-supervised co-clustering is proposed in [43] 
involving CF link relations. When CF datasets incorporate constraint 
restrictions, performance can be improved by means of clustering 
approaches. The regularized NMF incorporates constraints support to 
the standard NMF method, such as neighborhood-based local learning 
regularization [44]. The constraint restrictions methods rely on datasets 
that incorporate this type of information: they cannot be considered 
generalized, such as the one we propose in this paper.

D. Recommendation to Groups Of Users and Proposed 
Approach

Once the above three blocks (CF RS, clustering and MF-
based clustering) have been addressed we will focus on the CF 
recommendations to groups of users. The recommendations to groups 
of users arise from the convenience of being able to recommend a group 
of users about products or services that satisfy the entire group [45].

Group RS can be classified according to the group type [46]: 
a) Established group: persons that belong to a stable group; b) 
Occasional group: persons that at times join to a group, c) Random 
group: persons who share an environment in a particular moment, and 
d) Automatically identified group: automatically detected groups, 
considering the preferences of users. From [47] we can distinguish 
between homogeneous and heterogeneous groups. Homogeneous 
groups are established by the System, whereas heterogeneous 
groups are dynamically created by the users. Most of the research 
has focused on established and heterogeneous groups [48], [49], [50], 
[51]. Our proposed approach is designed to make recommendations 
on homogeneous and automatically identified groups [46], [52], 
[53]. Homogeneous groups are particularly relevant for marketing 
processes, where companies want to recommend products or services 
to a broad target of similar users. Homogeneous groups are usually 
obtained by using non-supervised machine learning methods, such as 
diverse clustering approaches [5].

The main objective of this paper is to improve the quality of 
recommendations made to automatically detected homogeneous groups 
in a RS. With this purpose, it is essential to divide the RS set of users 
in the very best homogeneous groups. Our first hypothesis is that we 
can improve the detection of homogeneous groups by performing a 
clustering that combines the appropriate MF dimensionality reduction 

with the aggregation of factors. The second hypothesis is that the RS 
recommendation quality will be improved by combining the proposed 
aggregation model with the designed clustering approach, both based 
on factors. Our probabilistic approach aimed at groups of users allows 
predicting the probability that a virtual user (group) likes a specific item.

The proposed dimensionality reduction is based on BNMF 
method [18]. We have made experiments to compare BNMF, Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA), and TruncatedSVD dimensionality 
reduction techniques. Since PCA computes the covariance matrix, it 
operates on the entire sparse matrix, whereas BNMF and Truncated 
Singular Value Decomposition (TruncatedSVD) do not have this 
limitation. The obtained results show that to recommend homogeneous 
groups, BNMF outperforms PCA and TruncatedSVD: 1) It obtains 
better variance values than the baselines, so it needs fewer dimensions 
(factors) to provide the same information level, 2) It provides better 
within-cluster results and also a more equilibrated number of users in 
its clusters, and 3) BNMF returns factors with probabilistic meaning 
that can be used in the prediction stage. As we will see later, the BNMF 
hidden factors will be used both to feed the clustering process and to 
make virtual user models by aggregating factors of users.

In Fig. 1 we explain the current research context of the proposed 
approach. This figure shows five states of the art methods, from a) to 
e), designed to make recommendations to groups of users. The method 
labeled as f) corresponds to the proposed one in this paper. Method 
a): Recommendation fusion [49] is known as RANK; it makes an 
aggregation of the set of individual recommendation made to the users 
of the group. Method b): Prediction aggregation [54] is known as PER 
an it makes an aggregation of the set of individual predictions made to 
the users of the group. Method c): User preferences aggregation makes 
a model of the group of users (virtual user); this is a synthetic user that 
represents to whole set of users in the group. Once the virtual user is 
obtained, the traditional recommendation to one user process is done; 
this approach is the more accurate one when applied to heterogeneous 
groups. We call it VUR (Virtual User based Recommendation) [45], [51], 
[55] and we use it as a baseline. Method d) [56], [52] makes predictions 
before clustering, it performs aggregation post-clustering and it does not 
use dimensionality reduction. We will use it as a baseline using the name 
PC (Predict & Cluster). Method e): this is a variant of the method “b”. 
We call it as RAP (Recommendation via Aggregation of Predictions) 
[57]; using RAP, dimensionality reduction is made before clustering, and 
predictions are obtained from ratings. We will use it as baseline to test the 
dimensionality reduction impact on the results.

The proposed method, called RAF (Reduction and Aggregation of 
Factors) (Fig. 1f) adds a dimensionality reduction that is not included 
in methods a) to d). Both the proposed method and the RAP one 
(Fig. 1e) perform the clustering by using the obtained hidden factors 
in the dimensionality reduction process. Methods a) to b) run the 
clustering algorithm by using the dataset ratings information. Since 
both the baseline RAP and the proposed RAF methods make the same 
clustering, their homogenous groups are not different. The crucial 
differences between the proposed RAF and the baseline RAP methods 
are: 1) RAP characterizes users by their preferences (ratings), whereas 
RAF characterizes users by their hidden factors; consequently, RAF 
provides a higher semantic level than RAP, and 2) RAP first makes 
individual predictions and then aggregates them, whereas RAF creates 
a model (virtual user of the group) and then obtains its prediction. It 
is relevant to highlight that the RAF virtual user is an aggregation of 
hidden factors, whereas the RAP prediction, is an aggregation of user 
predictions based on ratings.  

The rest of the paper is divided into the following sections (with the 
same numbering shown here):

II. Related work, in which a review is made of the most relevant 
contributions that exist in the CF aspects covered in the paper.
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III. Formalization of the proposed CF method which specifies the 
way to predict and recommend. In addition, we provide a running 
example.  

IV. Experiments and results: experiments set up, quality measures, 
model optimization of parameters, model performance, 
comparative results, and discussion.

V. Most relevant conclusions obtained and future works.

II. Related Work

In Fig. 1, from methods a) to d) we show the most relevant 
researches in the context of the proposed approach (designed to 
make recommendations to groups of users). This works are: a) 
Recommendation merging [49], b) Prediction aggregation [54], c) User 
preferences aggregation [45], [51], [55], and, d) Predict & Cluster [56], 
[52]. In addition to these methods, there are other models and methods 
based on matrix factorization, neural collaborative filtering, clustering 
methods, and graph approaches. From these methods we can highlight 
the following researches:

Virtual users can be extracted from MF factors [50] to recommend 
to each group of users by means of its corresponding group virtual 
user. Authors perform their experiments using groups of sizes: 2 to 
4 users, 5 to 8 users, 9 to 12 users. For the state-of-the-art papers in 
the field, this is a typical range of user size in a group. Conversely, 
this paper makes use of much larger numbers of users in each group. 
Design alternatives for CF recommendation to a group of users are 
tested in [51]; conclusions point to a relevant increase of performance 
(execution time) when aggregation is made in early stages, whereas 
accuracy does not significantly change according to the stage where 
the aggregation is made. Our paper borrows this concept to design the 

proposed approach. A model based on the topic of argumentation [58] is 
used to recommend personalized items for groups. The argumentation 
subject is extracted and the users with similar views are clustered into 
groups. Uncertainty is used in [59] to model the way members might 
agree on a group ranking. Based on the observed member’s individual 
rankings, they quantify the likelihood of group rankings.

To use embedding representations of CF data contributes to 
improving results. A Neural Collaborative Filtering design is presented 
in [60] where a neural network learns the interactions of groups and 
items; it uses factor embeddings. On the same line [61] uses group 
activity history information and recommender post-rating feedback 
to generate interactive preference parameters. In the same line that 
our proposal, [62] combines latent factor models to obtain improved 
group recommendations. In this case, a multi-layer perceptron is 
used to make this task. State of art in recommendation to groups of 
users includes a broad range of application fields: authors in [63] use 
a dragonfly algorithm to deal with sparsity; they provide a client-
based collaborative filtering approach and apply it to restaurant 
recommendation. Considering repeat purchasing, [64] provides a 
group RS to optimize the offline physical store inventories. A large 
study with real groups of tourists [65] manages the problem of finding 
a sequence of points of interest that satisfies all group members. A 
travel RS for individual and group of users is also proposed in [66]; 
this RS provides a list of POI as recommendations. They also exploit 
relationships between users. Recommendation of clinics to patient 
groups is provided in [67], where it divides patients into multiple 
groups by mining their unknown preferences before recommending 
them suitable clinics. An academic venue RS is proposed [68], where 
academic venues are recommended for a group of researchers based 
on the venues attended by their co-authors, the group members 
and also on their co-citers. Group cohesion is a key factor in group 

Fig. 1.  State of the art approaches for recommendation to groups of users.
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recommendation, and clustering is a powerful tool to reach cohesion. 
Heterogeneous information networks can contain rich information 
about entities and relationships: [69] provides an approach for group 
recommendation that appropriately captures group cohesion. Social 
information can also improve group recommendation results: To detect 
the inherent associations among group members, [70] incorporates 
user social networks into the random walk with restart model.

Recommendations explanation is a difficult task, particularly in 
group recommendations; [71] investigates which explanation best 
helps to increase the satisfaction of group members, to improve fairness 
perception and to obtain consensus perception. Visualization of group 
recommendations is also a challenging task; authors in [72] provide 
visual presentations and intuitive explanations. Finally, using social 
trust information, [73] identifies trustworthy users and it analyses the 
degrees of trust among users in a group.

III. Proposed Method

This section introduces the architecture of the proposed method 
and its relevant details. Explanations are reinforced by means of 
a data toy running example that helps to understand some internal 
functionalities. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the method that we will 
use as a roadmap for the section explanations. From Fig. 2 we find the 
following procedural blocks:
1. Our starting point is the CF set of ratings: We are not proposing a 

hybrid RS [28]; we provide a pure CF RS method that can be used 
in all types of CF datasets.

2. The second block in Fig. 2 implements the currently most used 
model to obtain individual recommendations on RS: Matrix 
Factorization. We have selected the Bayesian Non-Negative Matrix 
Factorization (BNMF) [18], since we have made experiments 
(explained in the next section) and it has been found that BNMF 
outperforms PCA and TruncatedSVD in several aspects: mainly, it 
obtains better variance values and it provides both better within-
cluster results and a more equilibrated number of users in their 
clusters. The BNMF mathematical formulation can be found in 
[18]; it is out of the scope of this paper.

3. Machine learning clustering methods return better results when 
the iterative algorithms are fed with appropriate initial values. Pre-
clustering is a very dependent task on the data scope. RS clustering 
can be particularly improved by using power users [13], [39], and 
then we make this process. The algorithm KMeansPlusLogPower 
chooses K users from the dataset, as centroids. Its high-level 
algorithm is:

Algorithm: KMeansPlusLogPower
Input: U, hidden factors of the users in training set; k, total number of 
clusters 
Output: k centroids, {c1, c2, · · · ck} 

1: Define desired number of clusters, k 
2: Select the initial centroid c1 to be Pu 
3: repeat 
4:  Select the next centroid ci where ci = u’ ∈ U with the    probability: 
Prob = distance(u) + log[ (1/p(x)) + 1] 
5: until k centroids are found 
6: return {c1, c2, · · · ck} “k centroids”

p(x) is the relation between the number of items consumed by u’ user 
and the number of items consumed by the Pu power user.

4. The proposed method runs the clustering algorithm by processing 
the user hidden factors (and not the user ratings). In this paper, 
we conclude that hidden factors provide better quality results than 
ratings. The reasons behind the result are:  a) They offer a higher 
level of abstraction, b) Its dimensionality is much lower than the 
ratings one, c) They are not sparse. 
Clustering is made using the set of hidden factors from each RS 
user. It can be defined as:

Let U be the set of users (1)

Let I be the set of items (2)

Let F be the set of Hidden Factors (3)

Let fj be the hidden factors of user j

 (4)

5. The proposed method makes a model where each class is represented 
by a virtual user [50]. The virtual user is obtained by aggregating 
the hidden factors of all the users belonging to the class. The key 
concept here is that the virtual user accurately represents the users 
of its class because its limited number of factors contains the most 
relevant information. Aggregating ratings (instead of factors) 
cannot catch the relevant information and it does not provide a 
representative virtual user.

Let K be the number of clusters (5)

Let uj be the user j   (6)

Let vk be the virtual user k   (7)

Let Ck be the set of users in the cluster k (8)

Let  be the factor f of the virtual user k

 (9)

Let  be the hidden factors of virtual user k

   (10)

6. To make predictions for each group (class), the proposed method 
is based on the BNMF individual predictions schema [18]. In this 
case, our method contains two parameters:
• α, which controls the amount of overlapping of a user between 

user factors.
• β, that fixes the amount of evidence needed to determine that 

an item factor is associated with a factor of a virtual user.
The association between item factors and virtual user factors 
allows obtaining the probability that a virtual user vk likes a specific 
item i. This probability is obtained through the dot product of the 
virtual user factors and the set of item factors. Subsequently, this 
probability is transformed to the rating scale of the dataset, and the 
virtual user prediction to the item i is obtained, this is .

Let  be the hidden factors of item i

 (11)

Let  be the prediction made to the virtual user k on item i        

 (12)
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In summary, this block of predictions is a probabilistic Bayesian 
approach of recommendation for groups of users. This approach 
allows us to compute:

• The probability that a virtual user likes a specific item.
• The prediction for the virtual user (group). The underlying idea 

is to predict to the set of users of a cluster the same predicted 
items for their common virtual user.

7. Recommendations, as usual, are selected from the N highest 
predictions [1].
Let Rk be the set of recommendations made to the class k and #Rk=N

 (13)

Previously to the explained method, the BNMF factorization 
approach has been selected to feed the clustering algorithm. The next 
section includes experimental results that show the BNMF is able to 
hold more information than PCA and TruncatedSVD, by using the 
same number of factors. Experiments have been run using RS data. The 
BNMF accumulated variance is obtained implementing (14) to (17).

Let σf be the set of factors variances

 (14)

Let  be the factor f variance

  (15)

Let θ be the threshold of required accumulated variance  (16)

Let T be the set of factors that hold the required accumulated 
variance

 (17)

To fix the proposed method concepts we provide a data toy 
example. Fig. 3.1 contains the CF dataset ratings casted for 10 users (u1 
to u10) on 15 items (i1 to i15). To run the BNMF method we have chosen 
F=3. Fig. 3.2 shows the obtained factors for each user (on the right of 
the dataset) and the obtained factors for each item (on the bottom of the 
dataset). The clustering process has been run using a K=5; the obtained 
clusters (groups) are shown in Fig. 3.3. Fig. 3.4 contains the factors 
of each one of the five virtual users representing the five groups. The 
factor values are obtained by implementing (5) to (10). Making the dot 
product of each virtual user factors and each item factors predictions 
are obtained (Fig. 3.5): (11) and (12). Finally, from predictions we 
can obtain each group recommendations; e.g.: using N=3, group 1 
recommendations are: i1, i2, i3; group 2 recommendations are: i6, i7, i9; ...  
group 5 recommendations are: i10, i12, i15.

IV. Experiments and Results 

This section explains the design of the experiments: chosen datasets, 
quality measures, parameter values, etc., and their results. Experiments 
have been divided into two phases: (1) finding the optimal parameters 
of the proposed method to each tested dataset, (2) comparing the 
proposed method with state of art to make CF recommendations to 
homogeneous groups of users. All the experiments have been carried 
out using public datasets widely used by RS research papers. We 
have selected MovieLens [74] and FilmTrust [75] datasets. Table I 
contains the most relevant facts about these datasets. Finally, we test 
the RMSE prediction quality measure and the F1 recommendation 
quality measure. Cross-validation values used in the experiments are 
abstracted in Table II.

A. Experiments Set Up
To perform the experiments, we have split users and items into test 

and training sets. To avoid fluctuations, we perform each experiment 
using 10-folds Monte Carlo cross-validation. Table I and Table II 
contain the main parameters of each dataset, chosen for the execution 
of experiments.

TABLE I. Main Properties of the Datasets Used in the Experiments

Dataset Number of 
ratings

Number 
of items

Number 
of users Rating values

MovieLens 1,000,209 3,706 6,040
5-star scale,

with half-star 
increments

FilmTrust 33,470 2,059 1,227 0.5 to 4 with half 
increments
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TABLE II. Cross-validation Values used in the Experiments

Parameter Values
Testing-Ratings 20%
Training-Ratings 80%

#clusters (K) MovieLens: {20 to 200 step 5}
FilmTrust: {20 to 200 step 5}

#recommendations (N) 15

B. Quality Measures
The quality measures we use in the experiments are:

• Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): it is a collaborative filtering 
prediction quality measure. The RMSE can be formalized as:

 (18)

Where ru,i is the user u rating to the item i. PG,i is the prediction for 
the item i for the group G in which user u is, hence . I is 
the set of all items and n is the number of ratings available in the 
test set. Low RMSE values are better since it means that prediction 
errors are lower.

• F1: in order to evaluate the quality of recommendations to groups 
of users, we define F1 as the harmonic mean that combines the 
values of precision and recall. We define precision and recall for 
group G, as:

 (19)

 (20)

Where G is the group in which user u is, precisionu and recallu  is 
the precision and recall for the user u, respectively. The precisionu  
and recallu can be formalized as:

  (21)

  (22)

Where TP, FP, and T denote the true positive, false positive and 
expected recommendations sets, respectively:

  (23)

  (24)

  (25)

Where LG is the set of items recommended to the group G in which 
user u is, ru,i is the test rating of the user u to the item i, • means 
that the test rating does not exist, and θ is a threshold to consider a 
rating as like or dislike.

Finally, we will denote precision and recall as the averaged 
precision and recall to each group of users, and F1 combines the 
values of precision and recall.

  (26)

  (27)

  (28)

C. Model Optimization of Parameters
The proposed method contains two parameters:  

α, that controls the amount of overlapping of a user between user 
factors, and β, that fixes the amount of evidence needed to determine 
that an item factor is associated with a user factor. This association 
between an item factor and user factor allows obtaining the probability 
that a virtual user likes a specific item. A proper adjustment of these 
parameters, for each dataset, is required in order to maximize the 
quality.

In this experiment, we will evaluate the proposed method 

Fig. 3.  Data toy to explain the proposed method.
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for different combinations of both α and β parameters. Table III 
contains the tested values for each parameter. To select the optimal 
configuration of these parameters we will: a) measure the RMSE and 
F1, b) recommend 15 items for each configuration of parameters, and 
c) select the best one. Table IV contains the remaining parameters 
required in this experiment.

TABLE III. Tested Model Parameters

Dataset α β
MovieLens 0.1 to 1.0 step 0.1 1 to 10 step 1
FilmTrust 0.1 to 1.0 step 0.1 1 to 5 step 1

TABLE IV. Configuration of the Experiment to Optimize the Proposed 
Method Parameters

Parameter MovieLens FilmTrust
α 0.4 0.5
β 5 3

D. Model Performance
To measure the performance of the proposed model we will 

compare it with state-of-the-art group recommendation methods. The 
baselines selected for this comparison are PC [52], [56], RAP [57], and 
VUR [45], [51], [55]. Some of these recommendation methods require 
different parameters to work. We have configured these parameters in 
order to maximize the quality of the recommendation in each dataset. 
We will evaluate both the proposed and the baselines methods using the 
previously defined quality measures: RMSE and F1. Table V contains 
the parameters in each experiment.

E. Comparative Results and Discussion
The first set of experiments is designed to select the most appropriate 

reduction dimension technique for the CF RS field context. The tested 
methods are: 1) PCA, since it is the classical baseline for the machine 
learning reduction of dimensions field, 2) TruncatedSVD, because it is 
appropriate to be used in the CF sparse datasets, and 3) BNMF, since it 
has proved to accurately catch the CF non-linear features relations and 
to provide state of the art recommendation results.

To test and compare the three chosen methods we study their 
cumulative explained variance and their user distribution. Fig. 4a 
shows the cumulative explained variance results; as it can be seen, 
BNMF strongly outperforms TruncatedSVD and PCA. BNMF is able to 
catch more cumulative variance using the same number of dimensions; 

this means that using BNMF we expect better prediction results using 
the same number of dimensions (same number of hidden factors) than 
using PCA or TruncatedSVD. Fig. 4b shows another relevant measure: 
user distribution; it is valuable to avoid big differences in the number 
of users belonging to the groups (clusters) in the CF RS. Fig. 4b shows 
a much better BNMF distribution of users when the number of groups 
is small, and somewhat better results for larger number of clusters. 
Overall, in the CF context, we can conclude that BNMF outperforms 
the tested methods and it is able to compress more information in the 
same number of dimensions. This is expected behavior since BNMF 
has been designed to outperform MF approaches in CF environments. 
Because of the explained results, the proposed method in this paper 
uses the BNMF hidden factors both to feed the clustering algorithm 
and to get predictions by means of the aggregated virtual users.

To improve the group predictions accuracy is a relevant objective 
of the paper. Fig. 5 shows the RMSE error results both in the MovieLens 
dataset (Fig. 5a) and the FilmTrust dataset (Fig. 5b). As can be seen, the 
proposed method RAF returns lower errors than the chosen baselines 
(PC, RAP, and VUR). RAF outperforms the baselines for all the tested 
number of groups (x-axis: number of clusters). As expected, the lower 
the number of groups the higher the number of users in each cluster; 
and, consequently, the higher the error. This is the behavior for both 
the proposed method and the most competitive baselines: RAP and PC.

It is important to note that experiments were carried out with several 
methods designed from the VUR one. These methods are [45], [51],  
and [55], which have recently been published for recommendation 
to groups of users. The baseline from [55] offers better results than 
the [45], and [51] ones. The VUR results in Fig. 5 correspond to the 
results obtained with the baseline [55]. Results from [45], and [51] 
have not been incorporated because they are worse and do not help the 
visualization of the methods with relevant results. The VUR method 
offers the worst quality results; it demonstrates that to recommend to 
groups of users, a method cannot be based on a just aggregation of 
preferences, virtual users, and similarity measures for groups of users. 
This is not an optimal design to recommend to large groups of users. 
It is logical that a virtual user that represents a very large group will 
tend to generate very general and not accurate predictions. This points 
towards our proposed method do not achieve the best results only by an 
aggregation of factors. The key to the success of the proposed method 
has been the appropriate dimensionality reduction, the aggregation of 
factors, and especially our probabilistic approach for groups of users 
that allows predicting: 1) the probability that a virtual user likes a 
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specific item and, 2) the prediction for the virtual user (group).
Finally, the recommendation accuracy is tested. Since prediction 

accuracy has been improved (Fig. 5), we also expect to improve 
recommendation accuracy, which is directly related to the quality of 
the highest predictions. To reduce the number of figures we use the 
F1 quality measure to join the precision and recall results. Fig. 6 
is equivalent to Fig. 5, but it shows the recommendation F1 results 
instead of the prediction RMSE ones. In Fig. 6, higher values mean 
better accuracies. Overall, recommendations are improved by using 
the proposed method (RAF), particularly in the FilmTrust dataset, 
whose sparsity is much greater than the MovieLens one. The BNMF 
performance, when applied to the FilmTrust sparse dataset, is reflected 
both in the prediction and the recommendation results.

V. Conclusions and Future Works

To make recommendations on large homogeneous and automatically 
detected groups of users is a challenging task that is not adequately 
addressed using the existing approaches to recommend to little groups 
of stablished users. To accurately detect collaborative filtering groups 
is necessary to feed the clustering process with high-level information: 
hidden factors obtained from ratings. This approach makes use of the 
abstraction level provided by the chosen dimensionality reduction 

method. The Bayesian non-Negative Matrix Factorization (BNMF) has 
proved to be the most effective dimensionality reduction technique for 
this paper’s objectives. Its superior cumulative deviation result shows 
that it provides more information, by using the same number of factors, 
than other representative dimensionality reduction methods. This is a 
key contribution of the paper since it opens the possibility to design 
alternative group recommendation methods based on the representative 
BNMF hidden factors.

The group recommendation model-based approach provided in this 
paper aggregates the hidden factors of each group of users to make a 
virtual user that represents the set of users of the group. This strategy 
provides two main advantages: 1) It makes the group model from the 
higher semantic representation of users: their factors and 2) It allows 
to simplify the next stages: prediction and recommendation since they 
can be done as if they were individual recommendations (made to the 
virtual users).

The proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines 
used to recommend to groups of users. Prediction and recommendation 
results are particularly improved using the proposed method when it 
is applied to very sparse datasets. This is because BNMF has been 
designed to work on collaborative filtering sparse environments, and 
it provides suitable probabilistic hidden factors to feed the proposed 
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Fig. 5.  Prediction accuracy results. RMSE obtained when the proposed method is run using diverse number of groups (clusters); a) MovieLens accuracy, b) 
FilmTrust accuracy. The lower the values, the higher the accuracy.
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Fig. 6.  Recommendation accuracy results. F1 obtained when the proposed method is run using diverse number of groups (clusters); a) MovieLens accuracy, b) 
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clustering stage.
The proposed method and their results open the door to different 

future works, such as: a) The use of weighted aggregation approaches 
to obtain the virtual users, or b) The prediction stage improvement by 
replacing the linear dot product of hidden factors by a neural network 
architecture that learns the complex non-linear relations that exist 
between hidden factors.
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I. Introduction

THE alarming increase in environmental pollution and the growing 
shortage in conventional energy sources, lead to searching for 

alternative environmentally friendly sources. Photovoltaic, wind and 
fuel cells (FC) are considered the most promising sources that are 
applied in small and large scales [1]-[5]. Thanks to its high efficiency, 
simple operating principle, low exhausts, durability and reliability, the 
fuel cell has attracted the attention of researches and decision-makers 
in the last decades [6]. Particularly, the proton exchange membrane fuel 
cell (PEMFC) has been demonstrated as a suitable solution for various 
applications, because of its high efficiency, short startup time and 
its good performance under low temperatures [7]-[9]. The operating 
temperature of PEMFC occurs in the range of 70-85°C. 

The operation of the PEMFC can be well understood if an efficient 
reliable model is established. Accordingly, the design of the PEMFC 
stack can be improved and optimum operation can be reached as well as 
the integration of the fuel cell stack into other devices and systems [5]. 
In the last years, many research papers tried to model the operation of 
PEMFC and many models have been provided in literature  [10]-[15]. 
The semi-empirical model proposed by Amphlett et al. is considered as 
the most acceptable model for many researchers [10]. In this model the 

problem of modelling the PEMFC has been turned into an optimization 
problem of some unknown parameters in the parametric equations that 
describe the model. Meanwhile, the model includes multi-variable 
nonlinear equation that makes it very difficult to estimate the values of 
these parameters using traditional optimization techniques. 

Many researches have been demonstrated for extracting the optimal 
design parameters using optimization algorithms in both parameter 
and non-parameter modelling [16], [17]. The polarization curves 
of the PEMFC is highly nonlinear and the proposed model is based 
on a set of nonlinear equations that contain a set of semi-empirical 
adjustable parameters. The conventional optimization methods are not 
suitable for such complicated optimization problems, so metaheuristic 
optimization techniques are used for such issues [18], [19]. Based on 
parameter modelling, various algorithms have been proposed to solve 
the optimization problem of PEMFC parameters. In order to improve 
the parameters’ accuracy of the PEM fuel cell a hybrid genetic algorithm 
was proposed in [20]. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been 
proposed for PEMFC parameters estimation problem in [21]. The 
differential evaluation (DE), as well as the hybrid adaptive differential 
evaluation (HADE) algorithms, have been introduced for solving the 
optimization problem presented in [22], [23]. More recent optimization 
methods have been applied to solve the problem of PEMFC’s 
parameter such as: the harmony search algorithm (HAS) [24], the 
seeker optimization algorithm (SOA) [25], the multi-verse optimizer 
(MVO) [26], the adaptive RNA genetic algorithm [27], Eagle strategy 
based on JAYA algorithm and Nelder-Mead simplex method (JAYA-
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NM) [28], grey wolf optimizer (GWO) [29], hybrid Teaching Learning 
Based Optimization – Differential Evolution algorithm (TLBO-DE) 
[30], shark smell optimizer (SSO) [25], Cuckoo search algorithm with 
explosion operator (CS-EO) [31], selective hybrid stochastic strategy 
[32], bird mating optimizer [33], grasshopper optimizer (GHO) [34], 
Chaotic Harris Hawks optimization (CHHO) [35], and Modified 
Artificial Ecosystem Optimization (MAEO) [36]. 

To extract the optimal values of the unknown parameters on the 
proposed model, a metaheuristic technique inspired by the competition 
among trees in reaching the sources of food and light, Tree Growth 
Algorithm (TGA), is proposed to solve the optimization problems 
[37]. TGA is a very simple code that can be applied to various types of 
problems. For example, in [38], tree growth algorithm has been used to 
solve the localization problem in wireless sensor networks. The present 
work also applies TGA to the targeted problem. The main contributions 
of this study can be summarized as follows:
• Developing the TGA for extracting the optimal best parameters of 

different PEMFC stacks.
• Demonstrating an effective mathematical model of PEMFC stacks 

which imitates the principle operation of different commercial 
PEMFCs through estimating the optimal values of the unknown 
parameters of these cells;

• Studying the effect of cell temperature and reactants’ pressure 
variations on the electrical characteristics of various PEMFC 
stacks;

• A comprehensive comparison between the results obtained by 
the TGA and those obtained by other metaheuristic optimization 
algorithms has been provided;

• Four different models of PEM fuel cells are introduced to verify the 
effectiveness of the TGA optimization method;

• Parametric and non-parametric statistical analysis have been 
demonstrated to validate the goodness of the proposed metaheuristic 
technique;

• The results obtained by the application of TGA prove its reliability 
and superiority in estimation of the effective parameters of PEMFC 
stacks.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section II introduces the 

model of the PEMFC as well as the objective function. The tree growth 
algorithm is briefly explained in section III. Section IV introduces the 
application of TGA for parameter estimation of different PEM fuel cell 
stacks under various operating conditions. Statistical analysis of the 
obtained results from the TGA is demonstrated in Section V. Section 
VI is dedicated to the conclusion.

II. Mathematical Description of the PEMFCs for 
Parameters Estimation

A. PEMFC Model
A PEMFC consists of two isolated electrodes (anode and cathode) 

separated by a thin solid membrane able to conduct protons as described 
in Fig. 1 [39].

The overall chemical reaction occurring in the fuel cell can be 
represented as follows [39]:

H O H O Electricity Heat
2

1

2
2 2

� � � �
 (1)

The voltage and current generated from a single fuel cell are too 
small, therefore a number of fuel cells are connected in parallel and/or 
series to form a fuel cell stack having a reasonable voltage and current 
rating. When Ncells of identical fuel cells are connected in series, the 

resultant voltage of the stack will be calculated as follows,

V N Vstack cells cell= .
 (2)

where, Vcell denotes the voltage of a single fuel cell.
Because of the three types of voltage loss occurred in the fuel cell, 

namely, the activation loss Vact, the concentration voltage loss Vcon, and 
the ohmic voltage loss Vohm, the terminal voltage of the fuel cell will be 
calculated as follows [40],

Vcell ENernst Vact Vohm Vcon� � � �
 (3)

where, ENernst denotes the theoretic voltage of the fuel cell, which 
can be expressed as given in the following formula [33],
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where, T is the cell temperature in Kelvin; and denotes the partial 
pressures of the reactants (i.e. hydrogen and oxygen) at the inlet 
channels of the fuel cell stack (atm).

During the operation of the fuel cell, if the inputs to the PEMFC 
stack are hydrogen and natural air, then can be expressed as follows 
[40],

0.832

0.291
0.79

exp
2 2 20.21

I fc
AsatP P RH P Pc cO H O O T

= − − ×

   
    

 
 
   (5)        

where, Pc represents the pressure of the input channel at the cathode 
(atm), RHc denotes the relative humidity around the cathode, Ifc is the 
current generated by the cell (A), A is the area of the membrane surface 
(cm2), sat

PH O2  represents the water vapor pressure at saturation, which is 
defined as follows [40],
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Fig. 1.  Schematic configuration of the PEMFC.
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If the inputs of the fuel cell stack are hydrogen and pure oxygen, 
the partial pressure of oxygen will be calculated as follows [40],

1

4.192
2exp 11.3342 2

I fc satRH PA c H OsatP RH PcO H O PT a

−

= × −

      
      

     
    
    
       (7)                                        

In both previously mentioned conditions, the partial pressure of the 
hydrogen is calculated as follows,

1
1.635

20.5 exp 11.3342 2

I fc satRH PA a H OsatP RH PaH H O PT a

−

= × −

      
      
     
    
    
       (8)  

where, Pa denotes the pressure at the anode side channel (atm), RHa 
represents the relative humidity of water vapor in the side of the anode.

The voltage loss due to the activation process Vact can be calculated 
as,

( )ln ln1 2 3 42
V T T C T Iact O fcξ ξ ξ ξ

  
= − + + +  

    (9)     

where, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4 denote semi-empirical coefficients; CO2 
represents the concentration of the oxygen at the cathode (mol.cm-3) 
and is calculated as [40]:
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The second type of voltage loss occurred in the fuel cell, the ohmic 
voltage loss Vohm can be defined as,

( )ohm fc M CV I R R= +  (11)                                           

where, RM is the resistance of the membrane surface, RC denotes 
the resistance that the protons face when transferring through the 
membrane. The membrane resistance can be calculated as follows [40],

.M
M

l
R

A
ρ

=
 (12)

where, ρM denotes the specific resistance of membrane material 
(Ω.cm), l is the thickness of the membrane (cm). ρM can be expressed 
as follows,
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where λ denotes an adjustable empirical parameter, which needs 
to be extracted.

The last type of losses that takes place in the fuel cell is the voltage 
loss due to concentration, which can be expressed as follows [40],

ln 1
max

J
V bcon J

= − −
 
 
   (14)                                                         

where b denotes the parametric coefficient that needs to be 
estimated; J and Jmax are the current density and the maximum current 
density (A/cm2), respectively.

B. Formulation of the Objective Function
Through a closer look at the previous equations, it will be noticed 

that the operation of the PEMFC depends on a set of unknown 
adjustable parameters. For the optimization problem provided in this 
study, the target from the parameter estimation is to extract the optimal 
values of these parameters, which let the proposed model to match well 
with the experimentally measured data of the PEMFC. Therefore, the 
proposed objective function is a measure of the quality of the extracted 
parameters. The degree of matching between the calculated data and 
the data obtained from experiments can be formulated as the difference 
between the estimated output voltage based on the extracted parameters 
and the measured voltage. Accordingly, in this paper the Total Square 
Deviation (TSD) between the measured voltage of PEMFC and 
computed stack voltage is defined as the objective function (OF) [29]-
[31], [41]. 

( )2

1
min ( )

N

i
OF X V Vmeas stacTS kD

=
= = −∑

 (15)                                                         

according to the following constraints,

 (16)                                    

where, X denotes a vector of the parameters that have to be 
estimated, Vmeas is the experimentally measured voltage, Vstack is the 
computed voltage from the proposed model of the PEMFC, and N 
denotes the length of the data points.

III. Tree Growth Algorithm (TGA)

The TGA optimization algorithm was firstly proposed by Mostafa 
Hajiaghaei-Keshteli and Armin Cheraghalipour, which is inspired by 
the competition among trees in a certain area for absorbing the resources 
of light and food [37]. TGA in its process is divided into four phases. 
The first phase N1, which includes the best trees that have a good 
opportunity for acquiring food and light. Thus these trees will focus 
their effort on obtaining food, as the light source is already guaranteed 
by their height. In the second group, called the competition for the light 
group N2, some trees will move a distance by changing their angle to 
catch the light source through the tall elder ones. In the third group N3, 
which is called remove and replace group, the trees which do not have 
a good chance for growth are cut by the foresters and replaced by small 
new ones. In the final group called the reproduction group N4, the tall 
good trees begin to generate new small trees around the elder mother. 

TGA algorithm is mathematically executed in the following 
manner. Firstly, an initial generation of trees N is randomly generated 
with respect to the predefined upper and lower boundaries and the 
fitness function is calculated for each individual search agent. After 
that, the initial generation is arranged with respect to the value of 
fitness function and the present best solution j

TGB  in the j-th iteration of 
the search space is determined. Then equation (17) is used to execute 
the local search to the individual agents in the first population N1 [37],

1
jTj jiT rTi iθ

+ = +
 (17)

where, θ denotes the reduction rate of trees due to their age and 
reduction of food sources in the surrounded area. r is a randomly 
distributed number between [0, 1]. Ti 

j and Ti 
j+1 are the current solution 

and the next solution in the population N1.
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When the new solution is produced, a comparison with the previous 
solutions is conducted, in with the worst solutions will be ignored. 
The solutions of the second group N2 will be moved towards the best 
solutions of the first group N1 under different angles α. Equation (18) is 
used to define the distance between the selected solutions in the second 
group and the other solutions [38], [42],

1 1

1

,2 2,
2

,
2

N N

i

j jd if T Ti iNj jT T where dii iN j jif T TiN

d
+

=


 ≠
 = − =∑  

  
∞ =  (18)

Once the distance di has been calculated, two solutions x1 and x2, 
having the minimum distance according to any solution, form a linear 
combination between the trees as described in the following expression 
(Fig. 2),

( )1 21y x xλ λ= + −
 (19)

where, λ denotes a control parameter in the range [0,1].

Fig. 2.  Linear combination [37].

All possible solutions from the second group N2 are moved between 
the two adjacent solutions with an angle αi as shown in Fig. 3 and 
formulated as follows,

2 2

j j
N N iT T yα= +

 (20)

When the third subpopulation N3 is reached, the worst solutions 
are removed and new solutions are generated randomly. Then a new 
population is created depending on the previous three populations,  
N = N1 +N2 + N3. The new generated subpopulation N4 is created and 
modified according to the best solution in the first group N1 using a 
masked operator. Then the new solutions from the randomly created 
subpopulation are combined with the N population. 

The fitness of the created population N +N4 is determined and the 
best solutions are stored and considered as the initial population in the 
next iteration of the tree growth algorithm search space. The roulette 
wheel or tournament is employed for this process. The flowchart that 
describes the procedure of the TGA algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.  

Fig. 3.  Moving between two adjacent trees [37].

Fig. 4.  Flowchart of the TGA algorithm.

IV. Simulation Results and Discussions

The simulation process has been performed using MATLAB 
software simulation package. The simulation was implemented using 
Intel Core i3-M370 CPU@2.40GHz and 4.00MB RAM Laptop. 
In order to validate the ability of TGA algorithm in identifying the 
unknown parameters of the PEM fuel cell, four different PEM stacks 
have been adopted from [30] - [33], [41]; namely BCS-500W FC, 
250W PEMFC stack, SR-12-500W FC and Temasek 1kW FC stack. 
The estimation process has been used to identify the seven unknown 
parameters (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, β, Rc and λ). The upper and lower limits of the 
parameters, which have been optimized in this work are shown in Table 
I [30], [31]. The characteristics of the four PEMFC stacks included in 
this case study are summarized in Table II.
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TABLE I. Upper and Lower Ranges of the Unknown Parameters

Parameter ξ1 ξ2×10-3 ξ3×10-5 ξ4×10-4 λ Rc×10-4 b

Min. -1.1997 1 3.6 -2.6 10 1 0.0136

Max. -0.8532 5 9.8 -0.954 23 8 0.5

TABLE II. Characteristics of Different FC Stack Types Under Study

PEMFC type 250 W 
stack

BCS 
500W

SR-12 PEM 
500W

Temasek 
1kW

N (cells) 24 32 48 20
A (cm2) 27 64 62.5 150
l (μm) 127 178 25 51

Jmax (mA/cm2) 860 469 672 1500
PH2 (atm) 1 1 1.47628 0.5
PO2 (atm) 1 0.2095 0.2095 0.5

T(K) 343.15 333 323 323

The TGA has been used in this study, while the following control 
variables have been adopted: the maximum number of iterations is 
adjusted at 500 iterations and the population size is 20. Due to the 
randomness nature of the technique used in this study, the best solution 
is taken as the minimum value obtained within 30 independent 
executions for the optimization algorithm. In addition, to validate the 
effectiveness of the developed algorithm, the dynamic response of the 
studied PEMFC stacks have been introduced. The results obtained 
from the proposed model is compared with the experimental data given 
in the datasheet of each fuel cell type.

A. Parameters’ Estimation of the Proposed PEMFC Stacks
The TGA was applied for extracting the optimal values of the 

unknown seven parameters under the upper and lower boundaries 
given in Table I. The results of the minimum values of the objective 
function with the lowest SSE over the 30 runs as well as the optimized 
parameters of the four fuel cell stacks under study are given in Table 
III. Once again, by a deep closer look to Table III, it can be seen that 
small absolute deviations of the estimated values proved the agreement 
between the experimental datasheet values and the computed values of 
voltage. Moreover, the results obtained by the application of TGA are 
compared with the results introduced in literature [23], [28]-[31], [41]. 
The minor values of the objective function point out the significance of 
the suggested TGA in solving the optimization problem. Fig. 5 shows 
the convergences curves of the SSE of the proposed optimization 
technique for all PEMFC stacks under consideration. It can be seen 
that the value of TSD is minimized after 98 iterations in the case of 
250W FC stack, 220 iterations for BCS 500W stack, 310 iterations 
for SR-12 500W PEMFC and finally after 435 iterations in the case of 
Temasek 1kW fuel cell stack. It may be noticed that the convergence 
curves prove smooth, rapid and steadily progress to the optimal final 
values for all fuel cell stacks under the demonstration.

The I-V and I-P polarization curves obtained from applying the 
best solution obtained from TGA-based method compared with 
the measured data for the four types of PEMFC stacks are shown 
in Fig. 6(a) – Fig. 6(h). Through a closer look to Fig. 6, it can be 
admitted that the computed curves based on the estimated values of 
the unknown parameters give a good matching with experimentally 
measured ones, which validate the insignificant value of the TSD 
given in Table III, IV, V and VI. Table III presents the obtained results 
from the developed TGA-based PEMFC model for 250W FC stack 
compared with the results introduced in literature; HGA and SGA [20], 
HADE [23], ARNA-GA [27], JAYA-NM [28], TLBO_DE [30]. It is 
clearly seen from Table III that the developed algorithm successes to 
find the minimum value of the TSD of 0.7496, which is less than the 
corresponding values obtained from other algorithms. The values of 

the optimized parameters as well as the value of TSD for BCS 500W 
PEMFC stack compared with that identified using GWO [29], SSO 
[41] and CS-EO [31] are provided in Table IV. Also, in this case, the 
developed algorithm provides the optimal values of the unknown 
parameters with an insignificant value of TSD of 0.083525, which 
ensures the coincidence between the polarization curves based on the 
proposed model and the measured ones. The estimated parameters 
compared with that obtained based on GWO [29], SSO [41] and CS-
EO [31] for SR-12 500W FC stack are shown in Table V. Table VI 
shows the values of the seven unknown parameters using the TGA, 
GWO [29] and SSO [41] for Temasek-1kW PEMFC stack. Similarly, 
for SR-12 500W FC and Temasek 1kW PEMFC stack, TGA provides 
a superior performance over all optimization techniques as it is 
obviously seen from the small values of TSD.   Although there are 
some deviations between the computed polarization characteristics and 
the measured ones provided in the datasheet of the manufacturers, they 
are acceptable in engineering standards.

Fig. 5.  Convergence trends of TSD of the TGA method for the PEMFC stacks 
under study.

TABLE III. Results of the TGA Compared with Other Literature for 
250W PEMFC Stack

 TGA HGA SGA HADE ARNA-
GA

JAYA-
NM

TLBO-
DE

ξ1 -1.1914 -0.944 -0.947 -0.853 -0.947 -1.199 -0.853

ξ2×10-3 4.1129 3.018 3.0641 2.8100 3.0586 3.55 2.6505

ξ3×10-5 6.0573 7.401 7.7134 8.0920 7.6059 6 8.0015

ξ4×10-4 -1.7090 -1.88 -1.939 -1.287 -1.88 -1.2 -1.360

λ 18.689 23 19.765 14.044 23 13.228 15.651

b 0.0544 0.029 0.024 0.0335 0.0329 0.0333 0.0364

Rc×10-4 4.8527 1.00 2.7197 1.00 1.1026 1.00 1.00

TSD 0.7496 4.846 5.653 7.990 2.951 5.2513 7.2776

TABLE IV. Results of the TGA Compared with Other Literature for 
BCS-500W PEMFC Stack

 TGA GWO SSO CS-EO 
ξ1 -0.970482 -1.018 -1.018 -1.1365

ξ2×10-3 2.952169 2.3151 2.3151 2.9254
ξ3×10-5 5.9528506 5.24 5.24 3.7688
ξ4×10-4 -1.838608 -1.2815 -1.2815 -1.3949

λ 22.50299 18.8547 18.8547 18.5446
b 0.018229 0.0136 0.0136 0.0136

Rc×10-4 3.8311999 7.503 7.5036 8.00
TSD 0.083525 7.1889 7.1889 5.5604
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TABLE V. Results of the TGA Compared with Other Literature for SR-
12 500W PEMFC Stack

 TGA GWO SSO CS-EO 

ξ1 -1.112395 -0.9664 -0.9664 -1.0353

ξ2×10-3 3.8546635 2.2833 2.2833 3.354

ξ3×10-5 4.3698573 3.4 3.4 7.2428

ξ4×10-4 -0.964482 -0.954 -0.954 -0.954

λ 23 15.7969 15.7969 10

b 0.18307 0.1804 0.1804 0.1471

Rc×10-4 2.188689 6.6853 6.6853 7.1233

TSD 1.1040851 1.517 1.517 7.5753

TABLE VI. Results of the TGA Compared with Other Literature for 
Temasek-1kW PEMFC Stack

 TGA GWO SSO 

ξ1 -0.872182 -1.0299 -1.0299

ξ2×10-3 2.5265567 2.4105 2.4105

ξ3×10-5 3.818959 4.00 1.00

ξ4×10-4 -2.42319 -0.954 -0.954

λ 14.79207 10.0005 10.0005

b 0.066572 0.1274 0.1274

Rc×10-4 0.894339 1.0873 1.0873

TSD 0.796926 1.6481 1.6481

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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(g)

(h)

Fig. 6.  I-V and I-P polarization curves: (a) 250W FC stack I-V plot, (b) 250W 
FC stack I-P plot, (c) BCS 500W stack I-V plot, (d) BCS 500W stack I-P plot, 
(e) SR-12 500W FC I-V plot (f) SR-12 500W FC I-P plot, (g) Temasek 1kW 
stack I-V plot, (h) Temasek 1kW stack I-P plot.

B. Simulation Under Different Operating Conditions
In this section, various combinations of cell temperature and the 

inlet pressure of oxygen and hydrogen are proposed to demonstrate 
the performance of the fuel cell stacks under study. Accordingly, the 
polarization characteristics of the PEMFC stacks are elucidated and 
the behavior of the stack efficiency is demonstrated as well. Starting 
from the importance of the PEMFC efficiency and according to [43], 
the efficiency of fuel cell stack is calculated as follows,

max

stack
stack F

cells

V
N v

η µ= ×
×  (21)                                                        

This equation is an approximation form for the exact efficiency 
called the voltage efficiency. vmax denotes the maximum value of the 
output voltage generated from the PEMFC under hydrogen higher 
heating values, which equals to 1.48 V/cell. μF is the utilization factor. 
It is assumed that the flow rate of hydrogen is controlled depending 
on the load condition, which leads to a constant utilization factor that 
equals to 95%. 

Under the optimal values of the unknown parameters of the 
PEMFC stacks, the polarization curves (I-V and I-P characteristics) 
under different cell temperatures, while keeping the partial pressures 
of the reactants (PH2 /PO2) constant at the values given in datasheets, 
are produced to validate the effectiveness of the developed TGA-based 
model. To avoid repeated figures, only two of the four proposed stacks 
are demonstrated in this section. The I-V, I-P, and efficiency of the 
SR-12 PEM 500W stack at 303, 323, and 353K are described in Fig. 

7(a) – Fig. 7(c), respectively. Fig. 8(a) – Fig. 8(c) show the I-V, I-P 
polarization characteristics as well as the efficiency of 250W FC stack 
at 323, 353, and 383K, respectively. 

The impact of changing the pressures of the reactants in the inlet 
channels (PH2 /PO2) under constant cell temperature, described in the 
datasheet of the manufactures, is introduced. Fig. 9(a) – Fig. 9(c) 
and Fig. 10(a) – Fig. 10(c) depicted the I-V, I-P, and efficiency of the 
BCS 500W PEM stack and Temasek 1kW FC stack at pressures of 
(1/0.2075bar), (1.5/1bar) and (2.5/1.5bar), respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7.  Performance of SR-12 500W PEMFC stack under temperature variation: 
(a) I-V polarization curves, (b) I-P polarization curves, (c) efficiency.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8.  Performance of 250W PEMFC stack under temperature variation: (a) 
I-V polarization curves, (b) I-P polarization curves, (c) efficiency.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9.  Performance of BCS 500W PEMFC stack under varying 
supply pressures: (a) I-V polarization curves, (b) I-P polarization 
curves, (c) efficiency.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 10.  Performance of Temasek 1kW PEMFC stack under varying supply 
pressures: (a) I-V polarization curves, (b) I-P polarization curves, (c) efficiency.

V. Performance and Statistical Measures

To validate the accuracy of the developed TGA-based model for 
parameter identification of the PEMFC stacks, statistical analysis of the 
minimum values of the TSD over 30 individual runs is demonstrated. 
Fig. 11 summarizes the change of the optimal value of the fitness 
function over the 30 executions for the four types of PEMFC stacks 
under consideration. It is evidently shown from the figure that the results 
proved more convergence in the case of 250 W PEMFC stack and 
Temasek 1kW stack, while a poor agreement between the final values of 
the individual runs is obtained in the case of the other two types.

Fig. 11.  Variation of the final value of the objective function (TSD) over 30 
individual runs. 

In this section, a deep statistical analysis has been demonstrated 
to give a clear assessment of the developed algorithm. In addition, 
a sensitivity analysis is provided as a measure of the stability of the 
optimization algorithm proposed in this study. The comparisons between 
the different PEMFC stacks are based on many metrics, mainly minimum 
and maximum values of TSD, mean value of TSD, Median.

In addition to the previously mentioned metrics, standard deviation 
(SD), Relative error of the objective function (RE), Root mean square 
error (RMSE), Mean absolute error (MAE) and efficiency have been 
provided to examine the accurateness of the developed TGA-based 
simulation model, which are arithmetically calculated based on (22) 
to (26), respectively.

( )30
1

30 1

TSD TSDiiSD
∑ −==

−  (22)                                                        

( )30
1 min

min

TSD TSDiiRE
TSD

∑ −==

 (23)                                                               

( )30
1 min

30

TSD TSDiiMAE
∑ −==

 (24)                                                        

( )30 2
1 min

30

TSD TSDiiRMSE
∑ −==

 (25)                                                     

min 100%
TSD

efficiency
TSDi

= ×

 (26)                                                            

where, TSDi refers to the fitness function at each run. TSDmin 
denotes the minimum fitness function obtained over the 30 executions. 
TSD  denotes the average value of the observed TSD over the simulation 
period. The summary of the studied metrics for the different PEMFC 
stacks is depicted in Table VII. It can be observed that the insignificant 
values of MAE and RMSE proved a well matching between the 
calculated values based on the estimated parameters and the measured 
ones. The values given in Table VII introduces a clear explanation of 
Fig. 11, in which the values of TSD in the case of Temasek 1kW stack 
over the 30 runs are changing in a narrow range.

TABLE VII. Statistical Results of TGA with Different PEMFC Stacks

250 W stack SR-12 500w 
stack

BCS 500W 
stack

Temasek 
1kW stack

Min 0.74960694 1.1040851912 0.0835249987 0.796926618

Max 1.89347288 5.5041090089 3.0380153867 0.924600759

Mean 1.22002412 2.0635224515 0.9858239071 0.829441968

Median 1.19146585 1.5314876479 0.7636287517 0.816662317

SD 29.7779324 99.239232136 73.889767032 3.165014838

RE 18.8265535 26.069652993 324.08222277 1.224028021

MAE 0.47041717 0.959437260 0.9022989084 0.032515350

RMSE 0.55408401 1.368405748 0.9022989084 0.045006542

Eff. 64.8641850 63.44063220 19.0859501 96.2071929

VI. Conclusions

Extracting the values of seven unknown parameters of the PEMFC 
model is one of the most challenging points that attract the attention 
of many researchers. An effective PEMFC model based on TGA has 
been proposed in this paper, which is considered a suitable tool for 
simulation and performance evaluation of the PEMFC stacks under 
a wide range of operating scenarios. Many case studies have been 
performed, from which the estimated data, based on the optimal 
values of the unknown parameters, provide a good matching with the 
experimental data of different commercial fuel cell stacks. The results 
obtained from TGA-based model have been compared with different 
optimization methods. Different steady-state tests scenarios have been 
demonstrated to validate the effectiveness of the developed TGA-based 
technique. Moreover, statistical analysis has been conducted to measure 
the significance and precision of the optimal values obtained based on 
TGA method. Simulation results as well as statistical measurements 
emphasizes the superiority of the TGA over many optimization 
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algorithms in extracting the parameters of proton exchange membrane 
fuel cells. In the future studies, the developed algorithm can be applied 
for simulating the dynamic behavior of PEMFC and solid oxide fuel 
cell (SOFC).
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I. Introduction

Knowing students' learning trends is relevant to diagnose 
learning performance and early detect situations where teachers' 

intervention would be most effective. Prediction systems represent one 
of the bests tools for this purpose. Predicting performance is the basis 
for student diagnostics, learning trends projection and early detection.

Most performance prediction systems output numerical grades or 
performance class memberships. Research tends to focus on prediction 
accuracy. Accuracy is relevant, because it helps improving diagnostics, 
but it should not be confused with the main goal: improving learning. 
To help teachers improve student performance many other aspects 
can be considered: more accessible prediction data, better graphical 
representations, methods for detecting learning trends and most 
suitable moments for intervention, etc. Most of these improvements 
rely on the ability to consider learning data evolution over time. This 
is particularly relevant due to cumulative nature of learning and so it is 
one of the main characteristics considered in this work.

This work is an empirical research in the search for practical systems 
to help teachers in their guidance duties. It relays on teachers receiving 
in-depth information on student learning trends during semester. This 
information is elaborated from an automatic system which yields 
predictions on expected student performance. Main contribution of 
this work is a custom-designed practical prediction system. Main 
innovations of the proposed system are its time-dependent nature and 
the use of probabilistic predictions. The proposed system delivers 

by-weekly probabilistic performance predictions and analytical time-
dependent graphs that help gaining insight in students’ learning trends. 
The proposed system is tested during a complete semester in the 
subject Mathematics I at the University of Alicante. Data gathered is 
used as initial evidence to empirically test the system and results are 
shown and discussed. Usefulness, convenience and advantages of the 
time-dependent nature of learning data are also tested and discussed. 
As an additional consequence derived from these tests, some initial 
methods for selecting the best moments for teacher intervention are 
proposed and discussed.

Performance predictions are shown as point graphs over time, along 
with calculated trends. This information is summarized and organized 
to help teachers explore and analyse student learning performance 
efficiently. Some case examples are presented and analysed using these 
graphs, showing their potential to help teachers understand beyond raw 
data. Teachers can use this information to diagnose students, understand 
learning trends, early detect intervention situations and act accordingly 
to help students improve their learning results. This research considers 
only learning trend diagnosis and detection of most suitable moments 
for teacher intervention. Intervention strategies and their results are out 
of scope.

This paper is structured in seven sections. Section II analyses some 
relevant background works. First, several reviews which describe the 
most appropriate techniques in prediction are presented. Then, some 
related works on early detection and on providing insightful, graphical 
representations are explained. Lastly, a discussion drawing conclusions 
of this review is performed. As a result, research questions are proposed 
in section III. A custom automated learning system, in which the proposed 
prediction system is included, is presented in section IV. Section V 
explains how data from the system is used to perform student diagnosis 
and to select the best intervention moment. Section VI analyses some 
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paradigmatic student case examples, showing how prediction graphs 
and calculated trends help understanding student learning trends. Finally,  
section VII covers conclusions and further work.

II. Related Work

A. Prediction Techniques
Several prediction systems focused on student academic 

performance have been developed in recent years. Hellas et al. [1] 
perform a great survey on prediction techniques, predicted factors 
and prediction methods. Authors find that most predicted values are 
course grades and individual exam grades. Most studies used statistical 
correlations and regression, followed by machine learning techniques 
such us Decision Trees and Naive Bayes classifiers and clustering. 
Hämäläinen and Vinni [2] carry out a comprehensive study about 
classification methods in the discipline of Educational Data Mining. 
They organize predictive classifiers in education into four groups 
depending on the aim of the prediction: academic success, course 
outcomes, success in the next task and meta-cognitive skills, habits 
and motivation. They conclude that the main concerns are the choice 
of a discriminative or probabilistic classifier, the estimation of the real 
accuracy, the tradeoff between overfitting and underfitting and the 
impact of data preprocessing. According to this work [2], the most 
used classification techniques are Decision Trees, Bayesian Networks, 
Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines, in this order.

Kotsiantis [3] also makes an interesting review of different 
techniques in Learning Analytics for educational purposes 
(classification and regression algorithms, association rules, sequential 
patterns analysis, clustering and web mining). Kotsiantis indicates that 
the use of Machine Learning techniques is an emerging field that aims 
to develop educational methods of data exploration and meaningful 
patterns finding. He also notes that professionals tend to build a model 
once in time, not considering data evolution over time, and that the 
general trend focuses on predicting students’ final grades (i.e. learning 
performance).

Prediction accuracy is the main concern of most works. [4] predict 
academic success of students as low, medium and high risk. They use 
two data mining techniques: Decision Trees and Neural Networks. 
After analytically comparing various techniques, [5] achieved high 
precision results in student performance, using Decision Trees and 
ranking students as fail, pass, good or very good. [6] also use Decision 
Trees to predict students’ dropout, achieving comparable precision to 
more sophisticated techniques. However, it is important to consider 
that they perform flat classifications, not accounting for probabilistic 
belongings to classes. Hamound et al. [7] compare tree classifiers that 
try to predict student’s success from questionnaires regarding their 
social activity, health, relationships and academic performance. They 
find the J48 algorithm to give better performance results than Random 
Tree and RepTree. In another work [8], authors compare four Machine 
Learning techniques to predict student performance. Their research 
compares quality of predictions based on two features: average 
precision and percentage of accurate predictions. They conclude that 
the simplest linear regression model is enough to predict average 
academic performance on groups of students, whereas individual 
performance is best predicted using Support Vector Machines (SVM). 
Importantly, these authors [8] train their predictive models once with 
static past data: they do not take into account data evolution over time.

B. Early Detection
Other works stress the importance of how system outputs are 

shown. They consider it highly relevant for teacher understanding and 
their improved ability to help in the learning process.  [9] attempts 
to predict students’ dropout or failure as earliest as possible. They 

use two pairs of descriptive-predictive techniques to achieve 80% 
accuracy: 1) Correlations / Linear Regression and 2) Association 
Rules / Bayes Model. They conclude that these techniques can help 
teachers understand and interpret course progress on two levels: 1) 
the whole group of students or 2) individually. [10] cluster students in 
three ways: 1) in nine classes by ranges of marks, 2) classified in high, 
medium or low performance, and 3) classified in pass or fail. They 
find that accuracy of their predictions improves when they use Genetic 
Algorithms. [11] also designs two partitions: 1) per mark as fail, pass, 
good or excellent, and 2) classified in underperforming, medium 
or high. They use student interaction data from Moodle and final 
marks. They combine different Data Mining techniques (Statistical 
Classification, Decision Trees, Neural Networks and Induction of 
Rules). They conclude that a classifier must be not only accurate, but 
also understandable by trainers to be useful as a guide in learning.

Early detecting learning performance issues is one of the 
most relevant goals in this field. Main intention is helping teachers 
to guide students towards academic success. Freund et al. [12] 
present a prototype of a performance prediction system, combining 
classification techniques based on Decision Trees, which achieves 
an accuracy close to 98%. It consists of a set of decision rules that 
automatically detect at risk students and trigger alerts based on most 
significant variables. Alerts materialize into emails sent to both student 
and teacher. In [13] authors propose using students’ online activity data 
in a web-based Learning Management System. The system provides 
an early indicator of predicted academic performance and results of 
a test assessing student motivation for the online course. They also 
try to help at risk students by providing information on students who 
successfully finished the course and links to assess their willingness 
to virtual classes. Similarly, in [14], authors propose Feed-Forward 
Neural Networks to predict final marks of students in an e-Learning 
course. They use predictions to classify students into two performance 
groups. Their results show that accurate predictions are viable at early 
stages (in their case, in the third week). However, the proposed system 
failed predicting certain specific students. This is expectable with 
early predictions, but also opens up discussion on the convenience of 
intervention based on predictions at early stages. They conclude that 
their proposal can help teachers assist students in a more personalized 
manner.

[15] present a final marks prediction system. They argue that most 
previous works perform predictions after their corresponding courses, 
which neglects the possibility of early predictions and detecting at 
risk students amid lessons. They gather activity data in a Learning 
Management System during three different periods: weeks four, eight 
and thirteen. They use three classification techniques based on Decision 
Trees, obtaining an overall accuracy of 95% at week four. This is one 
of the few works that consider data evolution over time, but it does it 
with quite coarse granularity (only 3 big course periods). However, 
their results are quite relevant and an improvement of their work with 
more focus on enabling teacher diagnosis through appropriate data 
presentation (maybe using carefully designed graphs) would have 
breakthrough potential. Following a similar path, Akçapınar et al. [16] 
develop an early prediction system using student’s eBook reading data 
to detect at-risk students. Their system uses 13 prediction algorithms 
using data from different weeks of the course. They obtained best 
performance using Random Forests and Naive Bayes and analysed 
different details on raw data versus elaborated features.

C. Graphical Representation
Graphically representing system outcomes has the potential to 

help teachers better understand student learning trends. It also may 
help them early diagnose students, detect at risk scenarios and relevant 
time-frames for intervention. However, not many works focus on the 
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importance of graphical representations with respect to predictions. 
Most of them simply present predictions as raw values.

Some works use the graphing tools that come embedded in their 
learning platforms. [17] present Learning Analytics Enriched Rubric 
(LAe-R), a new cloud based assessment tool integrated into Moodle. 
They use GISMO, a visualization tool for Moodle that gathers and 
processes log data to produce graphical representations that can be 
used by teachers for assessing students’ performance. They conclude 
highlighting the importance of data visualization for teachers and 
propose future work on this matter. [18] also graphically show 
prediction accuracy through Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 
curves. [19] analyse accuracy on early identification of students who 
are at risk of not completing Massive Online Open Courses (MOOC) 
courses. They compare four weekly prediction models in terms of Area 
Under Curve (AUC), and graphically visualize student learning trends.

[20] have the goal to enhance Reactive Blended Learning with a 
control system including prediction features. Authors remark that their 
work is not focused on obtaining a complete student model, but on 
improving student diagnosis to help teachers act on low performance 
risks. This drives them to show results in learning evolution graphs 
during their courses. They also compare traditional methods with their 
approach for two consecutive years with interesting results.

D. Discussion About Background
Analysis undertaken in this work yields the following conclusions 

about performance prediction systems:
• Most of the works focus on prediction, specially on accuracy. 

Many different algorithms, methods, data types, and data sources 
are used. Many works also perform algorithm comparison, almost 
always using accuracy as measure. There seems to be no consensus 
on which algorithms, methods or data sources are better. However, 
some algorithms seem to give good results in general, including 
Decision Trees, Random Forests and Support Vector Machines. 
Although more research in this area is clearly justified, there seems 
to be too much emphasis on accuracy, sometimes forgetting that 
students and learning should be the major goal.

• System predictions are mostly plain classifications, with very few 
works modeling uncertainty and/or probability, and even fewer 
considering evolution over time of data and predictions. None of 
the works analysed considered everything at once. Much more 
research on producing progressive and probabilistic predictions, 
and analysing predicted learning trends is expected to follow.

• There is definitely no common way of representing predictions. 
A great majority of works output predictions as raw numbers or 
similar. Some give several values, probabilities or classes. Only a 
few works give importance to visual representation and its key role 
on teacher understanding and student diagnosis. More work on this 
matter is encouraged, as powerful representations may constitute 
the basis for actual improvements on the teaching-learning process.

III. Research Questions

After reviewing works in section II, questions arise about the static 
and punctual nature of performance predictions in most of them:
1. Are there benefits on exploiting time-dependent nature of 

learning data, by yielding frequent students’ performance 
predictions over time?

2. Could frequent time-dependent predictions help teachers deduce 
students’ performance trends?

3. Could this give early insights in student learning trends?
4. Could these deduced trends help teachers identify most relevant 

time-spots in the learning process?

5. Could this information be used to detect best moments for teacher 
intervention?
It seems plausible that consecutive, frequent predictions over time 

could yield additional information. As an example, let us compare 
a punctual performance prediction to a picture. Depending on the 
circumstances, it could be deduced that a person is running. A set of 
consecutive and frequent pictures would probably make it evident, also 
yielding information on distance, velocity, running technique... The idea 
behind this work is equivalent: from a graph of consecutive, frequent 
predictions, additional information could be deduced about student 
learning trends. Concretely, performance trends, better estimations on 
future performance and most relevant time-spots in the learning process.

This work will address these five research questions from an 
empirical point of view. The performance prediction system presented 
in next section will be tested within a semester and results will be 
analysed. Data gathered along with student case analyses will be 
presented as initial evidence related to these research questions. 
Authors aim is to present this initial evidence results to show that the 
proposed system is promising in this field and to encourage following 
studies to gather more evidence.

IV. Automated Learning and Performance Prediction 
System

The main contribution of this work is an improved insight in 
learning trends provided by frequent, consecutive performance 
predictions. This additional information has the potential to help 
teachers to early diagnose student issues and schedule interventions. 
To achieve this result, the first step is gathering student data to make 
predictions. In this work, we use a custom learning system both for 
student assessing and for data gathering. This section describes this 
custom web-based system which was initially developed to automate 
processing of student learning activities. The system was also designed 
with data gathering in mind, to help understanding students learning 
progress. The system supports Mathematics I, a first-year subject in 
Computer Science Engineering and Multimedia Engineering degrees 
at the University of Alicante. Mathematics I introduces students 
into Computational Logic and Logic Programming through Prolog 
programming language.

The automated learning system consists of four main components:
• PLMan1, a Pacman-like, custom-developed videogame which is 

the students’ central activity.
• A custom web-based automated learning system which manages 

student homework, assessment and progress, and lets teachers 
supervise the process.

• A performance prediction system based on Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) which classifies students every week according 
to their expected performance.

• A representation module which graphically shows predictions, 
current status and future trends about students.

Next subsections describe each one of these system components in 
greater detail.

A. Learning Activity: PLMan, the Game
PLMan is a cross-platform, text-mode, Pacman-like videogame 

implemented in Prolog programming language. It was created to 
support the learning of Prolog programming, Computational Logic and 
Reasoning. As it is part of the context of this work, this section briefly 
introduces the game. PLMan is described in depth in [21].

1  PLMan can be downloaded from https://rua.ua.es/dspace/handle/10045/103447. 
Accessed: Mar, 30th 2020.
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Students program the Artificial Intelligence (AI) of Mr. PLMan, 
a Pacman-like character, in Prolog. The goal is to make Mr. PLMan 
eat all the dots in a give maze (see Fig. 1). The game works like a 
simulator: unlimited different mazes can be created for PLMan. 
Each new maze becomes a different exercise for which students 
develop their AIs. Teacher-designed mazes are classified in increasing 
complexity to encourage students learn more about Prolog and be 
creative programming their AIs. These mazes are organized into four 
main stages and up to five levels of difficulty per stage.

Each AI program created by the students and aimed to solve a given 
PLMan maze is called a solution. The students send their solutions to 
a web-based system that evaluates them, based on the percentage of 
dots their solutions manage to eat when simulated. Each maze is worth 
different marks depending on its stage and difficulty. Students get 
cumulative marks for each solution sent, modulated by the percentage 
achieved. For instance, if maze A1 is worth 1 point, and student S1 
sends a solution achieving 70%, student S1 will add 0,7 points to his/
her cumulative marks. A solution achieving 75% or more unlocks the 
next maze for the student. Students have no limit on the number of 
times they can resend solutions, nor they are penalized. The system 
always considers the best solution sent, not the last. The only limits are 
stage deadlines and ten minutes delay between sent solutions.

Formative assessment has been considered as the basis to design 
this learning process: mistakes and partial progress are encouraged 
rather than penalized, to let students learn from their mistakes and 
evolve. Also, freeing students from fear to fail makes them more 
willing to participate, increasing motivation. Students also follow 
their own path by selecting difficulty levels that make them feel more 
comfortable. The greater the difficulty, the more the marks. They may 
also stop whenever they want. For instance, a student into the 3rd stage 
with 65 out of 100 marks accumulated may stop solving mazes and 
those will be his/her final marks (65%), or continue solving mazes to 
achieve better marks.

B. Web Site
Similar to PLMan, the web site is very briefly introduced in this 

section as context for this work. Complete details on the web system 
can be found in [22]. General behaviour of the web site is similar to 
many learning systems (like Moodle, for instance) but specifically 
adapted to the needs of the subject. For the purposes of this paper, 
there is no need to deepen into the details of this general part. The 
main contribution comes from the Progressive prediction system and 
representation modules, which are described in next subsections.

The web system is private and can only be accessed by students 
and teachers of Mathematics I. The public area lets anyone download 
the PLMan game and some utilities. Once students sign in to the 

private area they see their current profile, along with their progress and 
status (Fig. 2, left). Their status includes their accumulated marks, their 
assigned mazes and all details for each maze: completion percentage, 
acquired marks, total marks, download button, send solution button 
and results section. The results section (not shown in the figure) 
contains all the information about solution assessment: global results 
of execution, details on marks calculation, comparison rankings and 
execution logs that let students repeat exact executions that have been 
performed on the server.

For teachers there is an administration panel (Fig. 2, right). This 
panel lets them supervise the evolution of their students and groups of 
students. Teachers can explore all details of any given student: mazes 
assigned, solutions sent, results of the solutions, actions performed in 
the system, marks acquired, code from sent solutions, etc. They can 
also manage the basic parts of the course like group creation, student 
sign up, assignment and deadlines, system marks reviewing, etc.

C. Progressive Prediction System
The progressive prediction system is briefly described in this 

section, with emphasis on its progressive nature. Present description is 
aimed to give a general understanding of what the system does without 
including mathematical and computational details. Complete details 
can be found in [22].

The system general purpose is to predict final students’ 
performance. For this purpose, the system collects all data from 
students’ participation and solutions sent to PLMan mazes. Every week 
of the semester, the system uses up-to-date information and generates 
performance predictions for every student. These output predictions 
are comprised of three real numbers for each student. These numbers 
predict the probabilities for the student to end up the semester pertaining 
to one of the three student classes defined in Table I. For example, an 
output from the system like this

prediction = (studentA, 0.40, 0.35, 0.25)

would mean that studentA has a predicted probability of 40% to 
end up the semester in the High performance class, which means his/
her marks would be in the range ]80,5% - 100%]. Similarly, studentA 
has 35% predicted probability of ending up in Medium performance 
class (marks in ]57.5% - 80.5%]), and a 25% predicted probability of 
ending up in Low performance class (marks in [0% - 57.5%]).

TABLE I. Designed Student Classes as Output for the SVM Classifier

Class Expected final marks Label
1 ]80.5% -  100%] High performance
2 ]57.5% - 80.5%] Medium performance
3 [ 0.0% - 57.5%] Low performance

Fig. 1.  Left. An example PLMan maze with walls (#), dots (.), enemies (E), a gun (l) and Mr. PLMan (@). Right. A Prolog AI code that solves the maze.
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The system is based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) [23] 
as Machine Learning model and low-level prediction technique. It 
is designed to predict student performance every week, using all 
past cumulative information. For instance, when predicting expected 
performance on week five, the first five weeks of input data are 
used, and not only data from week five. In this sense, predictions 
are cumulative and progressive. As a complete semester has eleven 
working weeks2, eleven consecutive predictions are performed.

Although it would be much preferable to obtain predictions in the 
form of real-valued final marks, that practice results inviable for this 
study from the computational point of view. To obtain that kind of 
prediction within an acceptable error range the system would require 
input data in the order of the hundreds to miles of thousands of students. 
As results section shows, this work started with data from three hundred 
and thirty six students. Although it is a normal sized sample for two 
iterations of a first year semester, it is three to four orders of magnitude 
less than required for real-valued final marks as output prediction. 
Therefore, to obtain predictions within an acceptable error range, the 
system was designed as a classifier with the three classes presented 
in table I. This design decision ensures that the system will achieve 
a high probability of generalization in computational learning phases 
and minimal over/underfitting problems. This reasoning is similar to 
previous works found in literature, as many of them have samples of 
similar sizes.

The input information used for prediction comes directly from 
the interaction between the students and the system. This includes 
difficulties selected, mazes assigned, number of tries to solve a maze, 
time taken to develop solutions, etc. It also includes number of accesses 
to the website, time between accesses, downloads of mazes, time spent 
on different views of maze and solution information, etc. Data is 
collected, organized, normalized and finally input into one of eleven 
SVMs in the prediction system. Each SVM is specialized in predicting 
a final performance class for a specific week. For this purpose, each 
SVM uses the data corresponding to the previous n weeks. Detailed 
description on exact information used and input features constructed 
is specified in [22].

As discussed previously, each SVM outputs three prediction 
probabilities, one for each final performance class. The student is 
finally considered to pertain to the class with greatest probability. 
However, all probabilities are taken into account and given to teachers. 

2  The complete semester contained fifteen weeks, but two of them were required 
for introducing students, one was public holidays and the last one was required 
for exams.

This gives much more information than the single class the student is 
considered to pertain to. As a simple example, there are cases in which 
one class has 0.38 and next one has 0.375 probability. That means both 
may be almost equally probable, and this information is important to  
take into account when diagnosing a student. This information is given 
mainly in the form of graphs, but also numerically if requested.

Fig. 3 exemplifies what can be shown having predicted 
performance probabilities over time. This graph could not have been 
drawn if students where merely classified in high, medium and low 
predicted performance classes, and it shows valuable information on 
student trends over time.

Fig. 3. Example graph with predicted performance probabilities over 10 weeks 
from a random student. Probabilities are: green) high performance, blue) 
medium performance, red) low performance.

In Fig. 3, predicted performance probabilities come from the 
same student. Therefore, a simple visual glance shows that the 
student had similar probabilities of ending up as high/medium/low 
performance up to week five. In week six, there is a great change and 
student is predicted to end up in the high performance range with ~0.6 
probability. Predicted probabilities maintain this trend up to week ten 
and, finally, the student got 91% marks, which effectively enters in the 
high performance range, confirming that predictions were accurate in 
this case.

As shown, the design of the system takes into account time-
dependent nature of data and predictions. Predictions are frequently 
made (every week), using cumulative data from previous weeks, and 
with probabilistic output. With all this information, progression graphs 
are created (see section VI). All these steps are done as a consequence 
from the first research question. Fig. 3 suggests that this additional 

Fig. 2. Left. Student web interface showing stages 0 (complete) and 1 (incomplete). Right. Teachers web interface showing a group of students 
along with their marks.
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information coming from probabilities, time-dependent predictions 
and cumulative data can be valuable to get more insights in student 
learning trends.

D. Representation Module
As many authors previously identified, it is highly relevant to find 

an appropriate graphical way to show system outputs to teachers. The 
proposed system, built on previous work [24], has a representation 
module able to show raw data to teachers as well as several graphs 
designed with evolution over time in mind.

Main visual outputs of the system are a set of point graphs and 
a control panel (see Fig. 5). Every student has three point-graphs 
with by-weekly predictions probabilities for high, medium and low 
performance groups, including all available information up to current 
week. For instance, leftmost point graph (green points) shows all 
system’s probability predictions for the student ending up in high 
performance class at the end of the semester. Similarly, central 
and rightmost point-graphs show predictions for medium and low 
performance classes. Each point represents a single prediction made 
by the system and corresponds to a probability (y-axis) estimated at 
the week the prediction is made (x-axis). From all these predictions, 
a trend line is calculated by common linear regression and depicted 
dashed. This trend line visually shows if predicted probabilities are 
increasing or decreasing and how fast. In example Fig. 5, the student 
being analyzed is increasing (green) his/her probability of ending 
up the semester with high performance marks (]80.5%-100%]) and 
decreasing probabilities (grey/red) of ending up with medium or low 
performance marks.

The control panel on the right side of the graphs (Fig. 5) summarizes 
predictions for current week (seventh week on Fig. 5). There are 
three predictions in the form of value-arrow-color. Let us understand 
the value-color pair first, as it is most important. Value represents 
probability (0-1) and color identifies a performance group (green-high, 
grey-medium, red-low). So, 0.9-green means 0.9 probability of ending 
up in high performance group, whereas 0.9-red means 0.9 probability 
of ending up in low performance group. The arrow indicates the 
probability of increase/decrease. So an increasing green probability 
is a good sign (greater probability of high performance) whereas an 
increasing red probability is a bad sign (greater probability of low 
performance). The greater the increase/decrease velocity, the greater 
the angle for the arrow. Angles are discretized to nine possible values 
to simplify visual interpretation and comparison.

The representation module lets teachers study the evolution of 
individual students and groups. For individual students, several rows 
with point-graphs and control panels like those in Fig. 5 can be shown 
at once. This lets teacher select, analyse and study the evolution of any 
student with respect to system’s performance predictions. Section VI 
shows three selected case studies from three model  students to show 
how these analyses are performed. Section V shows most important 
group information that teachers use to select which students to analyse 
individually.

V.  Diagnosing Students and Finding Time-spots for 
Intervention

Main research questions focus on diagnosing students, inducing 
and understanding learning trends and detecting relevant time-frames 
and spots for teacher intervention. Section IV has introduced the 
proposed performance prediction system and representation modules, 
which directly address student diagnosis. This section details the 
system processes and tools to help teachers perform diagnosis, and 
proposed ways to find the most important time-spots for intervention. 

A. Student Diagnosis
Predictions, trends and student information are forms of generated 

and aggregated information that help teachers efficiently understand 
general student statuses. In the absence of this information, they would 
have to manually analyse all ground-work produced by students. By-
weekly analysing every bit of student ground-work quickly becomes 
impractical. It is important to scale this information up, as teachers 
typically supervise tens to hundreds of students at once. This is the 
main purpose of student diagnosis tools and generated information.

The concrete process to produce student diagnosis information 
follows these steps:
1. The system estimates by-weekly probabilities for each student to 

end up as high, medium or low performance.
2. Predictions are accumulated into point-graphs that show student 

progression over time (Fig. 5).
3. Performance trend lines are estimated applying linear regression to 

probabilities (Fig. 5).
4. Latest predictions and trend estimations are summarized as three 

arrow-value pairs (Fig. 5).
The system has been designed considering teacher time as a 

scarce resource. Therefore, it should be assigned with higher priority 
to students that can benefit most from it. In the absence of a proper 
estimation, this work assumes that less performing students can benefit 
most, as they have greater improvement margin. A more accurate 
estimation would work as triage, removing uninterested students 
and leaving only those at-risk but willing to improve. However, data 
produced by the system cannot directly identify these cases. Therefore, 
the present system leaves this task to teachers.

To help teachers focus on students that can benefit most, the system 
performs a visual classification, beginning with student summaries that 
are shown in Fig. 4. Summaries reduce student information to their 
highest probability value-arrow pair, and sorts them from worst to best 
success probability.

Fig. 4. A teacher is navigating student statuses. Each number+arrow represents 
one student by his/her highest probability. When pointed with the mouse, a pop-
up shows present control panel for the pointed student with all probabilities. 
Student ID has been anonymized.

Fig. 4 shows a screenshot of the classification for a group of 
students, while a teacher is navigating their status. First row of 
students in the figure are those with worst prediction: they show great 
probabilities (0.80 to 0.92) of ending up as low performance (red). 
Arrows help knowing if these students are increasing or decreasing 
this low performance probability. A decrease in this probability would 
mean an improvement, as it would be less probable for them to end up 
as low performance students.
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Once teachers detect candidate students, they can click and get 
detailed information to diagnose them in detail. For this task, the system 
provides weekly point graphs and trend information described in 
section IV (representation). Section VI deeply analyses the  information 
provided by point graphs and trends for some typical students. The 
system also provides access to complete student activity logs including 
all student accesses, realized tasks, assigned mazes, solutions sent, 
code from solutions, etc. This is the lowest level information and can 
represent tons of information just for a single student. Teachers have 
always relied in this information to diagnose students and is always 
required for proper diagnosis. The proposed system does automatic 
processing of this information, along with described predictions 
and graphs. This process helps teachers navigate information faster, 
diagnose easier and be more efficient on helping students, but does 
never substitute ground-level information.

B. Best Moment for Intervention
Student diagnosis is highly dependent on subject and tasks time-

frames. Patterns are different for a single-project-based subject with 
only one final submission, than for another subject requiring by-
weekly task submissions. Considered subject asks students to submit 
solutions to many mazes one by one, but with no specified time-frame 
for individual mazes. Instead, mazes are grouped into stages with 
two intermediate deadlines for stages one and two, and a final subject 
deadline for the rest at the end of the semester. Intermediate deadlines 
where placed in weeks five-to-six and eight-to-nine.

Time-frames are highly important because they condition student 
workload. Students tend to accumulate work near deadlines. Although 
the system was designed with incentives to prevent this behaviour 
[21], it was only slightly mitigated. This greatly influences predictions 
and their importance. For instance, some students may not work at 
all during initial weeks, and perform great later. Early discriminating 
these students from those not willing to work could be very difficult. 
Moreover, students with difficulties may work from the start and 
have confusing results and predictions, which could difficult teacher 
diagnosis at first.

Similarly to a virus infection, symptoms may not be clear 
until an initial time-frame has passed. Understanding these time-
frames and detecting spots where diagnosis could be most accurate 
is relevant for teacher intervention. Intervention could be most 
effective when performed on time: too early or too late interventions 
may target students not requiring it or may be ineffective due to lack 
of remaining time.

To find best moments for intervention, Fig. 6 shows all performance 
predictions for fifty test students. These test students have been selected 
randomly from the three hundred and thirty six that form our complete 
sample. Fifty is approximately 15% of the sample, and is a standard 
proportion to use for Machine Learning algorithms. For this study, 
this means that our Machine Learning SVM models have been trained 
with two hundred and eighty six students and these fifty have been 
left out for out-of-sample tests. This is a common practice to have an 
estimation on how well trained Machine Learning algorithms perform 
with new, not previously seen data. As these fifty students come from 
the main sample at random, it is appropriate to assume that both 
represent the same distribution. We use only test students because they 
represent the actual accuracy of the prediction system. Predictions are 
shown using three different symbols for performance groups: x low, 
· medium, ∕ high. These symbols have been selected to help visually 
identify predictions in Fig. 6. Weeks one to ten are semester weeks, 
whereas week eleven shows the final result of students. Students are 
identified by an anonymous number and visually grouped by their final 
marks to simplify analysis. Although performance predictions vary 
over time, there exists a week for every student from which predictions 
stabilize. This week is highlighted with a background colour: red low, 
grey medium, green high performance.

Fig. 5. Visual representation module for a random student at semester week 7 (example). Three point-graphs show by-weekly predicted probabilities for high/
medium/low performance (current week, 7, highlighted with a vertical rectangle). Each point represents a probability prediction. Regression trend lines (dashed) 
are calculated from individual probabilities to show evolution over time. On the right side, control panel summarizes student status on current week (7): 
probabilities{0.85, 0.15, 0.00} for {high/medium/low} performance {green/grey/red} and arrows indicating whether each probability tends to increase or decrease. 
Inclination of the arrow represents increase/decrease velocity.
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Fig. 6. Weekly performance predictions for all test students (× low, · medium, / 
high). Highlighted cells indicate predictions becoming stable, revealing earliest 
moments for accurate student classification.

Analysing Fig. 6 some visual rules can be inferred:
• Best performance students tend to stabilise their prediction during 

weeks five-to-six, coinciding with first deadline. Most students 
classified as medium or high in both weeks five and six end up 
as high performing. Moreover, only student 3 ends up as low 
performance with this classification. This simple visual rule is a 
great candidate for identifying candidate students.

• Most students with two consecutive low performance predictions 
at weeks five and six end up in medium or low performance 
groups. Only students 31 and 9 end up as high performance, with 
borderline result, as they are firsts in Fig. 6 with this classification 
(students are ordered by final marks).

• It seems quite difficult to identify students that will end up as 
low performance. On weeks seven to ten they seem to increase 
their efforts trying to save their final result. That is clearly shown 
in Fig. 6 with an increase in medium and high classifications. 
This also seems to happen with students that end up as medium 
performance. It might be due to a lack of information to get better 
predictions or, most probably, to an actual impossibility to predict 

which borderline students will be able to save their course with 
a final effort.
From this analysis, it seems that weeks five-to-six represent a great 

moment for discrimination between high performance students and 
medium-to-low performers. This could also represent a great moment 
for teacher intervention, as symptoms seem to be highly descriptive 
in many cases. Teachers could use those weeks to deeply analyse 
described cases and seek for student problems they can address to 
give them an effective impulse upwards. These conclusions are also 
supported by prediction accuracy, as shown in Fig. 7. Concretely, week 
six has greatest accuracy results for weeks five and six. Both weeks 
show 70% accuracy for low performance predictions, whereas week 
6 shows 84% accuracy for high performance. Reasonably, medium 
performance is most difficult to predict. However, this problem is 
minimized by high accuracy of predictions for high performance group 
and visual aid of Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. Prediction accuracy by performance class. Predictions are based only 
on test students and their highest probability class. Accuracy is calculated as 
proportion of correctly classified students for each class, with respect to their 
actual final class.

Accuracy results from Fig. 7 are obtained only from test students. 
They are the proportion of correctly classified students, comparing 
their highest probability classification with their actual final class. 
Goodness of this accuracy results is bound to discussion. They are 
probably affected by a great variance, as N=50 is a small sample. 
Moreover, they could have been improved considering SVM classifiers 
second options by probability. On misclassified students this second 
option is usually correct and tends to be in narrow probability margin 
respect to the first option (typically < 0.05). However, further work on 
this topic has been left out, as this was not the focus of this research.

VI. Case Examples Discussion

Results presented on this paper have been obtained by the system 
on past courses of the subject Mathematics I. These results include 
a total of 400 first-year students, 336 of which actively participated 
in the practical lessons and used the system. 286 students were used 
to train SVM classifiers and 50 were reserved for 12 validation tests. 
All results presented on this paper refer to validation tests, as they 
represent out-of-training-sample probabilities that can better estimate 
actual application results. Original 336 students sample was composed 
of students with ages A ranging from 18 to 21, A~N(18.8, 1.33), of 
which 56 were female (16.6%) and 280 were male (83.3%).

To exemplify the inner working of the system and to discuss its 
utility three paradigmatic student cases have been selected for more 
detailed analysis. For each selected student, probability point graphs 
and summaries for weeks three, five and seven are shown and discussed. 
Results in these weeks provide an idea on how progression can help in 
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student diagnosis. As discussed previously, the system provides access 
to teachers to all this information besides students’ ground work (tasks, 
solutions to mazes, etc.).

The three examples have been grouped into two subsections: stable 
students and an unsteady student. Stable students are two of them that 
end up in high and low performance groups respectively. Both students 
exemplify the observed behaviour norm regarding these groups. They 
either work hard to get best marks or are not interested in the subject 
and do some minimal attempts. On the other side, the unsteady student 
represents most of the students. Although this example ends up as 
medium performance, many other students behave similarly and end 
up as low performance, and some of them as high performance. It 
clearly exemplifies why it results so difficult to accurately predict their 
behaviour and, consequently, their expected performance.

A. Stable Students
Fig. 8 shows graphs for a high performance student who finds the 

right path very early and follows it up to the finish. This is student ID 
12 from Fig. 6. The student achieves the final classification label at the 
3rd week of the course, which is quite remarkable and similar to other 
high performing students.

The student shows a clear trend to high performance right from 
the 3rd week, after just one week of lower performance (the 2nd one). 
Trend predictions from the 3rd week clearly show that probabilities 
are not casual, but aligned with what probably is a great student: 

high performance increasing, both medium and low performance 
probabilities decreasing. The 5th week confirms the prediction, but with 
one worrying detail. Although proportions are comparable to the 3rd 

week, the 5th week has introduced a slight increase in low performance 
probability, to the cost of high performance. There is still nothing to 
worry about, but this detail might signal an excess in confidence from 
the student who could be just partially exploiting capabilities. It could 
be a hint for the teacher to just ask the student about his progress and 
then induce some extra motivation for hard work.

However, the 7th week clears all doubts about the progress. The 
student has achieved 0% probability of failure. Performance has 
great change to end up high, and could be medium with quite small 
probability. These results help teacher not to worry about the student, 
as is clearly well focused.

In contrast with these results, Fig. 9 shows predictions for a low 
performing student (ID 43 from Fig. 6) whose working attitude is 
almost null since the beginning.

This student shows clear trend to failure right from the 1st week, with 
21% probability of high performance versus 40% of low performance. 
These probabilities are maintained and worsened by the 3rd week. A 
50% low performance probability along with a serious tendency to 
increase. Although very early in the course, it would be interesting for 
the teacher to consider if the student has problems and can be helped. 
However, values seem to point to a lack of interest.

 Fig. 8. Probability prediction graphs and summaries for student 12 in weeks 3, 5 and 7.
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The 5th week shows an attempt at changing direction. Clearly, first 
four weeks are horrible for the trend of the student, whereas exactly 
the 5th shows a change. This change identifies the student performing a 
before-deadline crash work. Judging by the probabilities, this work has 
not been enough to get great marks at the first deadline. However, this 
situation is appropriate for the teacher to verify student logs to see what 
has been achieved with respect to the deadline. This information could 
be valuable to help guide the student, in case there is some interest.

As in the previous example, the 7th week gives clear evidence of the 
kind of student and where are the trends going to. The small increase 
in the 5th week seems an illusion. Most probably, the student felt 
incapable of recovering lost time, partially failed at the first deadline 
and abandoned work. It remains unclear if some teacher intervention 
could have helped the student, either at the 3rd or the 5th week. However, 
prediction graphs and trends clearly help predict student progress 
beyond individual predictions, and give some interesting hints that 
teachers could use to diagnose and help some of these students. In any 
case, intervention strategies and their results lie outside the scope of 
this work.

B. An Unsteady Student
As stated before, next case shown in Fig. 10 represents one of the 

most general cases of students. Most students do not follow a clear 
pattern, but instead their numbers change and evolve in complicated 
ways. These behaviours justify the difficulties the SVM has to predict 

them, making the medium performance class the most difficult to 
accurately predict.

In the 1st week the student seems to start well getting a 52% 
probability of high performance. But this start rapidly decays and 
medium-to-low classes gain much momentum. Summary for the 3rd 

week clearly shows a 21% for high performance with an arrow that 
indicates a fast down tendency. Due to the interesting start of the 1st 

week, tendencies are sharper and the student seems to go direct to a 
low-to-medium performance.

However, the 5th week shows more balanced probabilities with 
flatter tendencies. The student seems to be climbing again and 
recovering. Numbers for this week are not conclusive, identifying a 
difficult to classify student. These kind of students probably represent 
the group that could benefit most from teacher intervention. Evolution 
shows interest in the subject, as the student is clearly working to pass, 
but it is unclear what exactly does happen. The student may have a lack 
of proper scheduling, may need help with some concepts or problems, 
may have temporal problems... It is interesting for the teacher to deepen 
in the knowledge about the student to try and help.

After the first deadline and getting into the 7th week, the student 
has overall improved all probabilities, gaining much more momentum 
towards high performance. However, the difference between 6th and 
7th week indicates that these numbers are much based on first deadline 
crash effort. After first deadline, student is again losing momentum, 
probably due to some relaxation after achieving an adequate result.

Fig. 9. Probability prediction graphs and summaries for student 43 in weeks 3, 5 and 7.
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As previously told, the student ends up in medium performance, 
which finally identifies with a general student. The analysis of the 
graphs results very interesting, because even with the difficulties to 
classify the student, there are many valuable clues. This suggests again 
that exploiting the time-related nature of predictions has great potential 
for providing insights in learning trends beyond the mere values of 
predictions.

VII.   Conclusions and Further Work

This research started by creating a custom automated learning 
system to support Mathematics I, a first-year subject that introduces 
students into Computational Logic and Prolog Programming. 
This system included a performance prediction system based on 
Support Vector Machines. The complete system consisted on 4 main 
components:
• A computer game called PLMan, whose many different mazes are 

learning activities students have to solve programming in Prolog 
language.

• A custom web-based automated learning system for teachers and 
students to interact based on PLMan mazes.

• A performance prediction system based on Support Vector 
Machines.

• A representation module for graphically showing performance 
predictions and student learning trends.

The performance prediction system and representation module 
have been designed to exploit the time-dependent nature of student data. 
The system produces probabilistic, consecutive, by-weekly predictions 
which are added into progression graphs. With these predictions and 
graphs, learning trends are calculated using linear regression. All this 
information is shown and summarized in visual ways designed to  help 
teachers diagnose students.

Moreover, filling up a table with by-weekly individual class 
predictions, some ways for understanding learning time-frames 
and selecting better moments for teacher intervention have been 
presented. Identifying most accurate by-weekly predictions for each 
class, prediction patterns in the table and when different student 
classifications stabilize, rules for selecting appropriate intervention 
moments are deduced.

Presented evidence produces some tentative initial answers to the 
research questions. First, it suggests that exploiting time-dependent 
nature of student data is viable and desirable. It also suggests that 
frequent, probabilistic and cumulative predictions have potential 
for giving early insight into student learning trends. Example cases 
analysed have shown how student status, progression and trends can 
be induced from presented graphs, providing more information than 
the mere performance probabilities. Moreover, evidence presented also 
indicates that there are methods to identify most relevant time-spots 
for teacher intervention. The presented method is simple yet effective. 
However, much research is required in this topic to develop proper, 

Fig. 10. Probability prediction graphs and summaries for student 50 in weeks 3, 5 and 7.
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more elaborate and adaptive methods to select appropriate intervention 
moments.

Although this is just a first step in this direction, results are 
promising as an aid for teachers to be more efficient and effective in 
diagnosing and helping students. However, intervention strategies and 
their results have not been covered and are left for future research.

There are many debatable points in the presented research that 
represent valuable features for future development and improvement. 
There is a question about accuracy of predictions. Other works seem 
to obtain much greater accuracy results. Although this has not been a 
problem for this research, it remains to be analysed if accuracy could 
be actually improved. In the same line, getting more data could help 
in creating classifications with greater granularity. Performance could 
also be broken into separate features and individual progression could 
be predicted and tracked among these. Better and distinct graphs can 
be designed to give teachers different views that could help them 
understand faster and deeper about student learning trends. Finally, 
analysing teacher intervention and their results in learning trends 
would be a step beyond.

VIII.    Limitations

This is an initial empirical research that has gathered evidence 
to support the capabilities of the presented performance prediction 
system. Although gathered evidence shows that student performance 
trends can be inferred from by-weekly performance predictions, it is 
important to acknowledge that it has been done with a small sample of 
students (N=336) all from the same university and all first years. Bias 
and size of the sample are inevitable in this study, and so more studies 
and more data are required to empirically assess the validity of the 
proposed system as a way to predict student performance, trends and 
best moments for teacher intervention.
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I. Introduction

RECOGNITION of human activities have been a hot research field 
in computer vision for more than two decades and researchers 

are still working in this domain due to unavailability of perfect human 
activity recognition system. Still images give less knowledge for action 
recognition as compared to the videos. Videos give temporal information 
as an additional ingredient, which is an important indicator for action 
recognition. A large number of different activities may be correctly 
identified depending on the motion component found in videos. 

Action recognition is an active ingredient of many applications such 
as automatic video surveillance [2]-[6], object detection and tracking 
[7], video retrieval [8], etc. Other applications are strongly connected 
to the activities and actions recognitions, like human motion analysis 
[9]-[15], analysis of dynamic scene activities [16], classification of 
human actions [17], or understanding human behavior [18]. Human 
activity recognition comprises various steps, which define the features 
that represent low level activities. The activities of interest and their 
details may vary depending on the applications. For example, from 
the last few years Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) has become one 
of the prime facilities for cash dispense, cash withdrawal, balance 

enquires, etc. For this reason ATM has become an unsafe site and if 
the security issues of ATM are concern then, it requires an intelligent 
video surveillance system that not only captures the scene information 
at the time of abnormality, but also recognizes single and multi-limb 
human abnormal activities so that the intelligent system could warn to 
the security-in-charge in real time and the corrective action could be 
taken at the time when the abnormal activity happens either by single 
or multi human limb.

A basic model of human activity recognition in video frame 
sequences consists of mainly two levels. In the first level, handcrafted 
features have been extracted from raw input data and in the second 
level a classifier model is built depending on these features. Here 
some of the most frequently used feature detectors for human activity 
recognition have been discussed, which include Histogram of optical 
flow (HOF), Spatial-Temporal Interest Points (STIP), Histogram of 
Oriented Gradients (HOG), and dense trajectories [43] etc. However, 
the extraction of these features is a really difficult and time consuming 
process as well as it is challenging to know which kind of feature is 
relevant to the problem because feature selection varies from problem 
to problem in real time. Therefore a deep learning based model has 
been proposed and discussed in below section to attend the demand for 
handcrafted features and reduce the complexity of this process.

At a recent time, deep learning has arisen as a group of deep 
architecture based learning models that render high-level abstraction 
of data. A deep learning model is a systematic presentation of multiple 
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layers that are organized for automatically learning of features. 
Moreover, every layer in the deep architecture model receives output 
from the previous layer and implements nonlinear transformation 
such that the input data are transformed into systematic order of low 
level features to more advanced level features. The most common 
types of deep learning models are convolutional neural networks, 
recurrent neural networks, auto encoders, deep belief networks etc. 
For the labeled input data the deep learning model is trained based 
on supervised learning and, in case of unlabeled data, the deep 
architecture model is trained via unsupervised learning. Due to its 
outstanding performance in various areas like bio signal recognition,  
gesture recognition, computer vision, bio-informatics, etc. it could be 
fully deployed in human activity recognition.

II. Related Work

Action recognition in video frames, images sequences or in 
still images have become a hot research area over the past several 
years. Since it is not possible to discuss complete literature of action 
recognition, hence major focus has been given on action recognition 
in (a) RGB video frames (b) depth frames using deep neural network. 
Due to the increasing demand of computer vision, latest research work 
has shifted towards applying convolution neural networks (CNNs) 
for activity recognition because it is able to learn spatio-temporal 
information [20], [21], [22] from the videos. Li et al. in [23] used 
CNN for recognition of human activity captured using a smart phones 
data set. However activity recognition is not the only field where 
convolution neural network has achieved wonderful results but it 
outperforms in various areas such as human facial recognition [24], 
image recognition [25]-[27] and human pose estimation [28].

        The first work on MSR3DAction dataset was given by L. Xia 
et al. in [29], a histogram of 3D joints (HOJ3D) has been computed 
and redirected by linear discriminant analysis and divided in k different 
visual words and temporal evaluations of these visual words are formed 

using HMM. L. Xia et al. validated their approach on MSR UT kinect-
Action 3D joints dataset and achieved 90.92 % accuracy.  The recently 
proposed work in [30] used CNNs, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
units and a temporal-wise attention model for action recognition. 
To learn visual features using CNNs [25] have given the benefit 
over hand-crafted features for recognition in still images [31]-[33] 
moreover it   overcomes the limitation of the manual feature extraction 
process. Modified CNNs for recognition of activities in video frames 
was suggested in various approaches [20], [22], [26], [34]-[39]. A 
couple of methods used single video frames with spatial features [20], 
[26], [34]. Multi-channel inputs to 2-dimensional convolution neural 
networks have also been used in [20], [26], [37], [39]. In [26] author 
divided the temporal and spatial video parts by using the optical flow 
method of RGB frames. Each of the separated parts was placed into 
different deep convolution neural network for learning spatial and 
temporal features of appearance and movement of object in a frame.  
Moreover, activity recognition can be performed not only by finding 
spatial temporal information but a state-of-the-art video representation 
in [40]-[42] also uses dense point trajectories. The first work was given 
in [43], which uses dense points of each frame and follows these points 
based on displacement information after finding a dense optical flow 
field.  The method proposed in [43] was validated on four bench mark 
datasets such as KTH, YouTube, Hollywood2, and UCF-sports. The 
better implementation of the approach based on trajectory was given in 
the Motion based Histogram [44] which was calculated on vertical and 
horizontal parts of optical flow [50].

However the recent CNN approaches use 2D-convolution 
architecture of the video which allows learning the shift-invariant 
representations of the image scene. Meanwhile 2D-convolution is unable 
to incorporate the depth volume of video which vary with time and is also 
an important ingredient for activity recognition from the beginning to the 
end of the activity. 3D-Convolution addresses this issue and incorporates 
spatio-temporal information of videos and provides a real extension of 
2D convolution. A different way to deal with spatio-temporal features is 

Fig. 1. Two-Stage Classification of human single-limb and multi-limb activities.
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suggested in [45], where the author factorized original 3D convolution 
into 2D spatial in the lower layer  followed by one-dimensional temporal 
convolution in the upper layer. The proposed framework was tested on 
two bench marked datasets (UCF-101 and HMDB-51) and outperformed 
over existing CNN based methods. 

Liu et al. [46] proposed an approach for human activity recognition 
using coupled hidden conditional random fields (CRF) by combining 
RGB and depth data together rather than CRF because it had the 
limitation that it cannot capture the intermediate hidden state using 
variables. Liu et al. implemented their method on three datasets named 
DHA, UT kinect-Action 3D and TJU, which produced 95.9%, 92% 
and 92.5 % accuracies respectively. Zhao et al.[47] proposed a multi-
model architecture using 3D Spatio-temporal CNN and SVM using 
raw depth sequences, depth motion map and human 3D skeleton body 
joints for recognition of human actions, the proposed approach was 
validated on UTKinect-Action 3D dataset and MSR-Action 3D dataset 
and gave 94.15% and  97.29% accuracies respectively. Arrate et al. 
in [48] suggested 3D geometry of different human parts by taking 
translation and rotation in the 3D space and tested the approach on 
UTKinect-Action 3D dataset, achieving 97.02% of accuracy. Siirtola 
et al. in [51] discussed the personal human activity recognition model 
using incremental learning and smartphone sensors. Authors in [51] 
have also discussed that how human activity recognition system 
has changed since 2012, and how this human activity recognition 
method can be used in healthcare application. Jalal et al. in [52] 
suggested a novel framework for human behavior modeling using 
3D human body posture captured from Kinect sensor based on clue 
parameters. In [52] authors extracted human silhouettes from noisy 
data and tracked body joints values by considering spatio-temporal, 
motion information and frame differentiation, then angular direction, 
invariant feature and spatio-temporal velocity features have been 
extracted in order to find the clue parameters, at last clue parameters 
are mapped into code-words and recognize the human behavior using 
advanced Hidden Markov Model (HMM), the proposed approach is 
tested on three benchmark depth datasets: IM-DailyDepthActivity, 
SRDailyActivity3D and MSRAction3D, and got 68.4%, 91.2% and 
92.9% accuracies respectively. 

Simonyan et al. [26] used two convolution neural networks for 
two streams, one for spatial features and another for temporal features 
and validated the proposed system on different bench-mark datasets, 
UCF-101 and HMDB-51. The limitation of this method [26] is that 
they applied a complete dataset for spatial stream and temporal stream, 

both for 101 classes’ data in UCF-101 dataset and 51 class’s data for 
HMDB-51 and achieved 88% and 59.4 % accuracies, respectively. 
There may be a scope of research to improve the results in terms of 
recognition accuracies by applying our two stage methodologies. 
Similarly we can apply our proposed approach to any other challenging 
large scale action recognition dataset.

III. Motivation

In our proposed work, we have used a novel multi-stage 
classification framework based on the color information retrieved 
from a RGB camera in an intelligent video surveillance system. In our 
work we have used two-stage classification. The advantage of two-
stage classification is that we can handle a large complex problem in a 
better way in real time since it is difficult to train the network when the 
number of classes are high. 

Therefore in this approach we have divided the classes into two 
categories at subsequent level. In two-stage classification the first stage 
is also known as coarse level classification and the second stage is 
called fine level classification. The two stage classification is given in 
Fig. 1, as Wang et al. [30] used CNN-LSTM based attention model for 
human action recognition on UCF-101 dataset and achieved 84.10% 
accuracy. Similarly Karpathy et al. [20] used CNN on sports dataset 
for sport action recognition and got 63.3% accuracy. Both, Wang et al 
[30] and Karpathy et al. [20] used complete dataset only at once and 
performed classification, which was the limitation of the work given in 
[20] and [30]. If our proposed two-stage approach had been used on the 
datasets mentioned in [30] and [20], we could get better results.

However, our approach divides the number of classes into multi-
levels and reduces the loss first at initial level, and then at subsequent 
levels, overcoming the limitation of work given in [20] and [30] in 
which whole dataset was taken at once, hence by splitting the dataset 
into a multi-level scenario we applied the proposed technique and 
achieved good results in terms of accuracy compared to the state of 
art literature. 

Our proposed method may be applied to large scale human action 
datasets such as UCF-101 [22], [34], [36]-[37], HMDB-51[26], [38], 
[39], [41]-[42] which divides the whole dataset into a subsequent level 
of hierarchy in downward direction, which leads to the reduction in 
losses at each level. Our proposed method is applied and validated on 
UTKinect-Action 3D dataset, giving promising result and advances as 
compared to the previous literature.

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the proposed framework.
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In this work, a 2D-Convolution Neural Network has been used due to 
its excellent performance on object detection, activity classification and 
recognition. It has the power of automatically learning the features from 
the input video data. The work recently published in [19] used a stack of 
3D-CNN on spatio- temporal activation re-projection (STAR-Net) using 
RGB information. Most of the previous approaches have utilized hand 
crafted features, which is a really time consuming process. Therefore 
this work proposed a two-stage-DNN based model to recognize the 
human activities. In the first stage we divided all activity types into 
two categories based on human limbs which are human single limb and 
human multi limb activities. In the second stage two 2D-Convolutions 
Neural Network have been used for activity recognition.

From the experimental point of view, UTKinect-Action3D Dataset 
has been used which contains the following ten human activity classes 

types: wave hands, pull, walk, sit down, push, stand up, throw, pick 
up, carry, and clap hands. Based on our proposed approach we have 
divided sit down, standup, pull, push and throw into human single limb 
activities category, and walk, pickup, carry, wave hands, clap hands, 
into human multi-limb activities category. Table I shows some of the 
state-of-art techniques, datasets used, accuracies, number of classes in 
datasets used alongside with their applications.

In summary, the main work of this paper is given as:
• This paper proposes a two-stage activity recognition framework 

for RGB information. In the first stage human activities are 
distinguished based on human single and multi-limb categories.

• In the second stage two Deep-CNN models are used to recognize 
the separated single and multi-limb human activities.

TABLE I. Some Of Art-Of-The-State Approaches With Their Datasets And Accuracy

Name Approach Datasets Accuracy Classes Applications

Zhang. et al.[9] Affine Transformation, SVM - - - Pedestrian Detection

Wang et al.[30] CNN, LSTM and Attention 
Model

UCF-11,UCF-Sports
and UCF-101

98.45%,91.9%
and 84.10% 11,10,101 Video Action 

Recognition

Karpathy et al. [20] CNN Sports-1M 63.3% 487 Recognition of Sports 
actions

Taylor et al.[21] Convolution Gated
RBM

KTH action dataset,
Hollywood2 dataset 90% and 47.4% 6,12 Human action 

recognition

Tran et al.[22] 3DCNN+SVM UCF101 52.8% 101 Action Recognition

Xue et al.[23] CNN HARUSP dataset 96.1% 6 Sensor based activity

Schroff. et al.[24] CNN+L2 Normalization 
+Triplet Loss

YouTube Face DB
Dataset 99.63% - Face Recognition

Simonyan et al.[26] Two Stream ConvNet UCF-101,HMDB-51 88% and 
59.4% 101,51 Action Recognition

Xia. et al.[29] HOJ3D+Lin.
Discriminant +HMM

MSR3DAction
Dataset 90.92% 10 Human Action

Recognition

Girshick. et al.[32] Region-CNN ILSVRC2013 detection 
dataset 47.9% 200 Object detection and

region segmentation

Taigman. et al. [33] Deep CNN (LFW) and You-tube 
datasets

97.35% and 
91.4% - Face Recognition

Donahue. et al. [34] CNN+LSTM Face(YTF)
UCF-101 68.2% 101 Action Recognition

Xu. et al. [35] 3DCNN TRECVID 2008
And KTH Dataset

72.9% and 
67.52% 3,6 Action Recognition

Wang. et al. [36]
trajectory-pooled
deep-convolutional
descriptor (TDD)

UCF-101 84.7% 101 Action Recognition

Wang. et al. [37]
GoogleNet+VGG16
based Two Stream
ConvNet

UCF-101 91.4% 101 Action Recognition

Bilen. et al. [38] Dynamic Image +
CNN

UCF-101 and 
HMDB-51 89.1% and 65.2% 101,51 Action Recognition

Feichtenhofer. et al. [39] Two Stream Network
Fusion CNN

UCF-101 and 
HMDB-51

93.5%and
69.2% 101,51 Action Recognition

Peng. et al. [41] Stacked Fisher Vector(SFV)
YouTube, J-HMDB
and HMDB51dataset 
datasets

93.77%,69.03%
and 66.79% 11,51,21 Action Recognition

Wang. et  al. [42]
Dense trajectories using
SURF and optical flow
Features + RANSAC

Hollywood2,  
HMDB51,Olympic
Sports and UCF051 Dataset

64.3%,57.2%,
91.1% and
91.2%

12,51,16 
and 50 Action Recognition

Sun et al.[45] Factorized
Spatio-temporal CNN

UCF-101 and
HMDB-51

88.1% and 
59.1% 101 and 51 Activity Recognition
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The paper is arranged as follows: section II contains the related 
work on activity recognition in RGB videos, depth data and skeleton 
information: section III contains motivation of the proposed work: 
section IV describes our suggested method for activity recognition: 
experimental result and discussion is given in the section V and section 
VI, respectively, and at last conclusion and future work has been 
described in section VII.

IV. Proposed Approach

To represent human single-limb and multi-limb activities sequence 
recognition, this paper proposes a novel framework based on the color 
information retrieved from a RGB camera in an intelligent video 
surveillance system. We have done our proposed work in two stages. 
In the first stage input data have been preprocessed by resizing into 
the new scale, then we have extracted the histogram of oriented 
gradients (HOG) features from all input frames and we have classified 
the activities into two categories named single-limb and multi-limb 
activities, using a random forest (RF) classifier. Then in the second 
stage two 2D convolution neural networks have been applied to each 
category for recognition of actual activity type under single and multi-
limb category. The flow diagram of the proposed two stage human 
activity recognition is depicted in Fig. 2. 

A. Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
Resizing: Collected RGB frames from MSR UTKinect Action 3D 

dataset have size of 480x640. The proposed approach read all single 
and multi-limb activity sequences for resizing the initial raw color 
information to a new size (80x120) using the OpenCV library.

Histogram of Oriented Gradients: HOG features are widely used 
in various motion based applications and activity recognition systems. 
These features gradients have been calculated over preprocessed 
image. We have divided the image into 8x8 cells. All the gradient 
values of a cell are divided into 9 equal bins histogram. To estimate the 
feature value, a block size of [16, 16] has been taken. A [16, 16] block 
has 4 histogram which will form a one dimensional vector of size 36. 
In addition to this, a detection window size of [16, 16] is used having 
a stride of [8, 8] leading to the14 horizontal and 9 vertical positions 
where the detection window moves for constructing a total of 126 
positions. To calculate the final feature vector of an entire image, all 
126 features having a size of 36, are combined together to form a final 
large vector, which is a 4536(126 * 36) dimensional vector. The final 
feature vector (F) can be defined using (1) where d1, d2, d3……… dk 
are the dimensions.

F = (d1, d2, d3, ………….dk)         where k = 4536 (1)

B. Initial Classification using Random Forest
Random Forest is a type of ensemble based classifier proposed 

by Breiman [1] in 2001. The RF method works on different models 
increasing the accuracy (bagging) and improving the performance of 
previous trees by the subsequent trees (boosting). The basic principle 
of Random Forest is that it takes the decision based on de-correlated 
decision trees. It can be used with multi-class classification purposes. 
An RF model is non-parametric in nature. For an ensemble of 
classifiers C1(θ), C2(θ),..........Cn(θ), and having a training set chosen 
arbitrarily from the distribution of the random vector P, Q, then the 
margin function given in equation (2) can be defined as,

mg (P, Q) =avnI(Cn(P) = Q)- maxi≠QavnI(Cn(P)= i) (2)

Where i ≠ Q     
Where I (*) is the indication function. The margin determines the 

limit to which the average number of votes at P, Q for the right class 
exceeds the average vote for any other class. In our work, we have 

used the RF classifier to distinguish two classes, i.e. either single-limb 
or multi-limb activity. Since Random Forest is an ensemble classifier, 
a HOG feature has been computed for each video frame in an activity. 
This final feature vector (F) of dimension 4536 has been used to train 
the classifier.

C. 2D-CNN Classifier Based Activity Recognition
A 2D-CNN or ConvNet is a type of deep neural network, often 

used for video analysis and recognition and image classification. 
ConvNet is a biological inspired deep-network whose connectivity 
designs between the neurons are similar to the animal visual cortex. 

CNN is a sequence modeling classifier and has a sequence of layers 
where every layer transforms input volume of activation into another 
form. In ConvNet, three main layers are used to make a ConvNet model, 
a convolution layer, pooling or sub sampling and fully connected layer. 
We keep the layers one after another to build the ConvNet architecture. 
CNN uses minimal preprocessing compared to other classification 
algorithms. Automatic feature detection is the considerable advantage. 
In this work, we have used 2D-ConvNet classifiers for recognition of 
activities that belong to the single limb and multi-limb classes.

Therefore, two 2DconvNet models have been trained using 
the categorical cross entropy (CCE) based objective function. The 
architecture of 2D-ConvNets for single and multi-limb activity is given 
in Fig. 3.

CCE based 2DconvNet: The Network has C output values, 
corresponding to one value of each class for the activity sequences. 
The Categorical Cross entropy (CEE) for C classes is defined in (4)

 (4)

Where N represents the number of samples. Each sample belongs to 
a category k (the total of categories is C). lyi∈Ck is the indicator function 
of j samples for belonging to kth category and logProb model [yj ∈Ck] 
is the predicted-probability of the jth sample belonging to kth category.

V. Experimental Work

First, the description of the dataset used in this study is given. 
Then results have been evaluated by splitting the dataset into a 80% 
training set and a 20% test set using the train test split method. For 
training and validation of our framework, we used the public dataset: 
UTKinect-Action Dataset. The model was trained on Intel Core i5 7th 
Gen, 2.4GHz processor, 8GB of RAM and a 2GB 940MX NVIDIA 
GPU support on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS(Linux) operating system.

A. UTKinect-Action3D Dataset
To validate our proposed framework we composed a dataset having 

10 types of indoor human activity sequences. The dataset was taken 
using a stationary Kinect sensor with Kinect for Windows SDK Beta 
version having a frame rate of 30 fps. The Kinect sensor has a capacity 
to capture about 4 to 11 feet. The Dataset contains 10 activities 
performed by 10 different persons two times: 9 male and 1 female, 
out of them one person is left-handed and the rest are right-handed, 
with a total of 199 activity sequences. The label of the carry activity 
performed by the persons the 2nd time is not given, hence frames for 
this activity cannot be identified. The 10 activity sequences are wave 
hands, pull, walk, sit down, push, stand up, throw, pick up, carry, and 
clap hands. All these activity sequences are given in the three different 
formats RGB, Depth frames and skeleton information. The dataset 
contains all the actions in indoor scenario. 
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Fig. 3. 2D-ConvNet Architecture for human single and multi-limb activity recognition.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Few sample frames of 10 different activity sequences are shown from the dataset. (a) Shows multi limb activities in RGB frames and their corresponding 
depth frames. (b) Shows single limb activities RGB frames and their corresponding depth frames. In this work only RGB frames are used for action recognition 
and depth frames are just for depiction.
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The number of frames for each activity ranges from 5 to 120. The 
resolution of RGB and Depth images is 480x640. The total numbers of 
frames are 5869 for 199 activity sequences. The proposed frame work 
uses activity recognition only in RGB frames sequences and the rest 
of the sequences are just for demonstration of the dataset. Few RGB 
frames and their corresponding depth images are given in the Fig. 4.

B. Activity-Type Recognition using Random Forest
To Recognize single limb and multi limb types of activities we 

trained the random forest classifier from Scikit-Learn Python Library. 
The classification has been performed by varying the number of 
decision trees (n_estimators) from 1 to 100.An accuracy of 99.92% has 
been recorded in classification of single limb and multi-limb activity 
types for n=46.This is shown in the confusion matrix given in Fig. 5, 
that all samples are classified except one sample from single limb class.

C. Activity Recognition using 2D-ConvNet
Two 2D-ConvNet classifiers have been trained for single limb 

and multi-limb activities using the output of initial Random Forest 
Classification with the help of a feature vector F. For Single limb 
activity, the network has been trained with categorical cross-entropy 
objective function with a learning rate of 10-3 and decay of 5x10-6. The 
architecture of 2D-ConvNet is given in Fig. 3 and the learning curve of 
the network for single-limb activities is shown in the Fig. 6(a) and, for 
multi-limb activities the learning curve is given in Fig. 6(b).

It can be seen from the learning curve in Fig. 6(a) of single limb 
activity that, after 146 epochs, there is no change in the validation 
network. Thus, it has been pointed as the Best-Network. An Accuracy 
of 97.9% has been recorded in the recognition of single-limb activities 
as shown in Fig. 7(a). The Confusion matrix corresponding to 
classification of single limb activities is given in Fig. 8(a) Recognition 
performance has also been marked against each class of activities 
as shown in Fig. 9(a) where accuracies vary from 89% to 100% for 
different activities and 100 percent accuracies have been recorded for 
pull, stand up and throw activities. It also has been noticed that one 
more activity sit down is having approximately 100 percent recognition.

The learning curve corresponding to the multi-limb activities is 
shown in the Fig. 6(b). After 42 epochs, the best network is found 
because further there is no change in the validation results. An accuracy 
of 98% has been recorded in recognition of multi-limb activities given 
in Fig 7(b). The confusion matrix of multi-limb activities is given in 
Fig. 8(b). Recognition performance has also been recorded for every 
individual class of activities as depicted in Fig. 9(b). It is also noticed 
that 100 percent recognition is achieved for clap hands activity. 

Fig. 5. Confusion Matrix of activity-type recognition.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Learning curves of 2DConvNet showing variation in training and 
validation (a) For single-limb activity (b) For multi-limb activity.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Accuracy curves of 2DConvNet (a) shows accuracy curve of single-limb 
activity (b) shows accuracy curve of multi-limb activity.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Confusion matrix of 2DConvNet model (a) For single-limb activities (b) 
Multi-limb activities.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Activity recognition performance for each activity class: (a) single limb 
activities (b) multi limb activities.

Fig. 10. Comparative performance analysis between recognition rates of single-
limb and multi-limb human activities along with complete system performance..

VI.  Results and Discussions

This section presents the obtained experimental results and 
discussions about them. In this paper we adopted two-stage classification 
in which we obtained the results in two phase called coarse and fine 
level classification. First stage classification divides the activity types 
in two categories, single-limb and multi-limb respectively. Second 
stage classification has been performed to recognize actual type of 
activities in both. Finally a randomly train test split method has been 
used to validate our proposed approach.

A. First Stage Classification Results
In the first level classification, human activity types are 

categorized into two type’s, single-limb and multi-limb activities. This 
classification makes easy the process of recognition at the second level. 
In this phase classification has been performed by Random Forest 
classifier changing the number-of-trees in the forest. It is illustrated 
from the confusion matrix given in Fig. 5 that all test samples have 
been classified correctly into single-limb and multi-limb classes except 
for one sample and 99.92% is the classification accuracy.

B. Second Stage Classification Results
In the second stage, actual recognition of individual activities 

takes place. Recognition has been performed using human activities 
for both single-limb and multi-limb categories. The overall recognition 
accuracy of single-limb activities is 97.9%. Individual activity classes 
named throw, standup and pull have been recognized 100 percent 
correctly, and for the remaining two activities push and sitdown  the 
obtained  accuracy is 89% and 99 %, respectively. On the other hand the 
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overall recognition accuracy of multi-limb activities is 98% in which 
claphands activity is recognized 100% and the remaining individual 
classes named carry, pickup, walk and wavehands have 96%, 93%, 
98% and 98%  accuracies, respectively. It has also been illustrated from 
Fig. 10 that the overall accuracy of the system is 97.88 %, which is 
better than some of the previous state-of-art results. 

The approach proposed in the paper is better than the existing 
methods in the sense that in a two-stage strategy the larger class 
problem may be divided into the sub class problems where individual 
sub classes are recognized at next sub level in downward stream, since 
real time recognition is difficult if larger number of classes are taken 
into account. Hence, the problem of large classes may be improved 
by dividing the classes into two or more levels. The recognition 
performance of multi-level classification depends on the training 
losses incurred at each level. Therefore we try to minimize the training 
losses at each level of classification. For example the author in [49] 
performed classification task on EEG signals dataset by considering 
the whole dataset at a time and got 39.34% accuracy, but when they 
used two-stage strategy (coarse-fine level classification) they got 85.20 
% accuracy at coarse level and 65.03 % at fine level and combined 
accuracy was 57.11% (85.20 % * 65.03 %), a major increment in 
accuracy by a factor of 17.77% using two-stage classification.  

C. Error Analysis
The proposed human activity recognition system is working in 

two stages. In the first stage, the proposed system is classifying single 
limb and multi limb activities with an accuracy of 99.92% which is 
approximately 100% except only one sample whose actual class was 
single-limb, which was being predicted as multi-limb.

In the next stage, after classifying single and multi-limb activities 
when each individual category is being recognized, 11% of the push 
activity in single limb was erroneously recognized as pull, owing to the 
similarity in both activities because the captured video frames show 
similarity during these two activates. Simultaneously, 1% error was 
detected (during sit down activity) as standup activity due to the high 
degree of similarity between the two activities.

While in case of multi-limb activity, an error of 4% was found in 
carry activity, which is misclassified 1% as pick up and 2% as walk, 
because carry activity is somewhat a combination of walk and pick 
up activities. Similarly, 7% of misclassification error was found in the 
pickup activity, being 5% of instances predicated as carry and 2% as 
walk, because in pickup activity video frames the subject is carrying 
some goods and some pickup activity video frames are similar to walk 
activity. At the same time, an error of 2% was found in walk activity 
and model predicted it as a carry activity because both activities 
contain the motion information. Similarly 2% misclassification was in 
wave hands activity which is predicted 1% as wave hands activity and 
1% as walk activity due to the similarity between them.

D. Comparison with State-of-art
We compared classification-accuracy of our proposed system 

with other approaches given in previous methodologies. The result 
comparison has been shown in Table II. Our method achieved the 
highest accuracy among the methods given in Table II. Starting from 
[29] where the authors have taken human posture as histogram of 3D 
joints (HOJ3D) as a novel descriptor and got 90.92% classification 
accuracy while our two-stage strategy produces 97.98 % on the 
same dataset. Liu et al. [46] used both RGB and depth information 
of human activities and fussed this information together with coupled 
hidden conditional random field model and generated 92% accuracy. 
Zhao. et al. [47] used raw depth sequences, depth motion map and 
RGB information and fussed together all this information and applied 
3DSTCNN with SVM for human action recognition. The proposed 

approach in [48] produces 97.29% accuracy on UTKinect-Action 3D 
dataset, 94.15% accuracy on MSR-Action 3D dataset. Vemulapalli. et 
al. [48] used 3D geometry of different body parts using translation and 
rotation in 3D space and generated 97.08% accuracy on the UTKinect-
Action 3D dataset. It is clear that our proposed approach generates 
good results on the UTKinect-Action 3D dataset as compared to the 
methods given in Table II. Thus our methodology advances some of the 
methodology as discussed above. 

TABLE II. Performance Comparison with Other Methods on UTKinect-
Action3D Dataset

Methods Accuracy
Xia. et al., (2012) [29] 90.92 %
Liu et al., (2015) [46] 92.00 %

Zhao. et al., (2019)[47] 97.29 %
Vemulapalli. et al., (2014) [48] 97.1 %

Proposed Approach 97.88%
 

Based on the comparison with previous state-of-art results 
discussed in Table II our proposed approach has some advantages 
which are mentioned below: 
• The multi-stage method facilitates the classification task by 

reducing large training losses given in complex problems into the 
low training losses given at the different levels.

• Complexity of the system may be reduced by making multi stages.
• Better recognition using initial and subsequent levels.
• Suitable for human computer interaction application.

Although our proposed multi-stage strategy has good results as 
compared to the state-of-art results given in Table II, it also has some 
limitation as the system will produce good results if and only if the 
classification accuracy at the initial stages is high.

VII.   Conclusion

This paper presents a novel framework to recognize human single-
limb and multi-limb activities using video frames. This framework 
facilitates to analyze human limb activities in real-time. The 
recognition process has been done in two stages.        Firstly a Random 
Forest classifier has been used to distinguish input activities into two 
classes of activities, such as human single-limb and multi-limb. In the 
second phase, two 2D Convolution neural network classifiers have 
been trained for recognition of separated activities using a sequence 
classification based approach. The UTKinect-Action Dataset of 199 
activities sequences has been used by the proposed framework. An 
accuracy of 99.92% was achieved using the Random Forest classifier. 
An overall accuracy of 97.88% has been recorded by our system for 
both types of activity classes. The major components of this proposed 
approach are real time, computation of HOG feature and classification. 
Obtained experimental results show the major advantage of deep 
convolution neural network implementation in activities recognition. 
This work also proposes the advantages of applying RGB information 
to recognize human activity types. In future work, Depth frames and 
Skeleton joints data may be combined with RGB information to form a 
large amount of data and generate a robust approach for better human 
activity recognition.
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I. Introduction

THE number of scientific articles published, regardless of the 
academic discipline, has dramatically increased in the last decades. 

The publication in impact journals is considered one of the KPI (key 
performance indicators) in research centres and one of the measures 
to get funds. Moreover, in the current information society, most of 
the published works are available in online journals, repositories, 
databases, so researchers have access to them. 

One of the first tasks before conducting a research, regardless of 
the field of study, is to identify related works and previous studies 
as a way to support the need to conduct new research on a particular 
topic. Likewise, the review of available research provides answers 
to particular research questions and a knowledge base to learn from 
previous experiences and identify new research opportunities. 
Nevertheless, although the need to synthesise research evidence has 
been recognised for well over two centuries, it was not until the end of 
the last century that researchers began to develop explicit methods for 
this form of research.

In particular, a literature review allows for achieving this objective. 
According to Grant and Booth [1], it involves some process for 
identifying materials for potential inclusion, for selecting included 
materials, for synthesizing them in textual, tabular or graphical form 
and for making some analysis of their contributions or value. There 
are different review types and associated methodologies. Specifically, 
before 1990, narrative reviews were typically used, but they have 

some limitations such as the subjectivity, coupled with the lack of 
transparency, and the early expiration because the synthetization 
process becomes complicated and eventually untenable as the number 
of studies increases [2].

The systematic review or systematic literature review method seeks 
to mitigate the limitations of narrative reviews. Systematic reviews 
have their origin in the field of Medicine and Health. Nevertheless, 
the logic of systematic methods for reviewing the literature can be 
applied to other areas of research such as Humanities, Social Sciences 
or Software Engineering; therefore there can be as much variation in 
systematic reviews as is found in primary research [3], [4].

A systematic review is a protocol-driven comprehensive review 
and synthesis of data focusing on a topic or related key questions. It 
is typically performed by experienced methodologists with the input 
of domain experts [5]. The systematic review methods are a way of 
bringing together what is known from the research literature using 
explicit and accountable methods [4]. According to Kitchenham [6]-
[8], a systematic review is a means of evaluating and interpreting all 
available research relevant to a particular research question, topic 
area, or phenomenon of interest by using a trustworthy, rigorous, and 
auditable methodology.

The analysis of related works and previous studies is not only 
associated with scientific literature. Another KPI in research centres is 
the number of projects funded in competitive calls. Project proposals, 
like other formal studies, have to justify the need to conduct them. 
Furthermore, most of the calls for funding projects require to justify 
the innovation of the proposal against other developed projects.

Although it might be expected that the results of all funded projects 
are available in scientific publications, this is not always the norm. 
Determining the progress made through a research project requires the 
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analysis of the project itself, not only through its scientific publications 
but also through the information available (implementation details, 
results, etc.). Besides, as in any scientific study, it is important to 
ensure that the new project proposal does not repeat work previously 
done, or a research design found previously to be ineffective.

There is no established methodology that allows carrying out a 
systematic analysis of the studies and progress made through research 
projects in a specific area or topic. According to a systematic review 
conducted, even though there exists literature related to projects’ 
review, the process is not fully systematised.

The research projects generate many types of results, and scientific 
publications are a small part of them. There are initiatives to facilitate 
open access to scientific data at national levels [9], and increased 
efforts to co-ordinate and support global data networks are necessary 
[10], but not all the projects are data-driven and data sets are not 
the only results in data-driven projects. At European level, solutions 
such as OpenAIRE supports the access to open science connecting 
open repositories across Europe, including Zenodo which enables the 
deposit of research documents, research data and software. However, 
not all European funding calls include sharing the results in OpenAIRE 
as a requirement.

The main problem to implement a systematised review process with 
research projects is their differences with the scientific literature. The 
research projects are a compilation of several types of documents, data 
sets, software, with different purposes. Even in projects inside the same 
funding call, that have to follow the same guidelines and meet the same 
requirements at the end of the funding period, the information available 
is entirely different. In fact, most of the information generated inside a 
research project is not publicly accessible, although it depends on the 
regulations of the funding call. Moreover, unlike the scientific literature, 
not all the research projects are available in accessible databases. 
Likewise, the project databases usually do not enhance projects 
findability with metadata, and the search tools provided are simple.

This work aims to present a set of guidelines to support systematic 
reviews of research projects as a way to summarise, synthesize, 
critique, and use that information to identify trends and lacks, justify 
the innovation of a new research project or collect valuable results that 
could be applied  in other context beyond the project in which they 
were developed.

The paper has been divided into five sections. The second section 
describes a review of other works focused on methods and guidelines 
to carry out systematic reviews, as a way to justify the added value of 
this work. The third section describes the set of guidelines to apply 
systematic reviews of research projects. The fourth section describes 
two examples in which the guidelines were applied. Finally, last section 
summarises the main conclusions of this work.

II. Related Works

A.  Identifying the Need of a Systematic Methodology
Literature reviews, and more specifically Systematic Literature 

Reviews (SLR) have reached a considerable level of adoption in many 
research fields. A literature review is a search and evaluation of the 
available literature in a given topic, providing state of the art about 
previous research and giving an overview of what are the strengths of 
the area of interest and which weaknesses need further improvement. 
Different methodologies have been proposed for performing literature 
reviews but most of them share the same base structure defined by the 
SALSA (Search, AppraisaL, Synthesis and Analysis) framework [11].

Within this framework, the aim of the Search phase is to gather a 
preliminary list of publications to analyse. During the Appraisal stage 
the papers collected during the previous stage are analysed, eliminating 

those that are irrelevant. Finally, the Synthesis and Analysis stages 
extract relevant data from the selected papers and draw conclusions 
from them in order to produce a final report.

In order to investigate the previous works carried out in the field 
of the systematic review of research projects, we have performed a 
systematic review of the related literature. The following subsections 
describe the process undertaken, which follows the recommendations 
of Kitchenham [7] and Petersen [12] regarding the methodologies for 
conducting systematic literature reviews and mapping studies. 

1. Database Selection
In terms of the information sources of the papers to be included 

in the search process, we selected the Web of Science and Scopus 
electronic databases, as they fulfil the following requirements:
• The database is available for us through our institution.
• The database can use logical expressions or a similar mechanism.
• The database allows full-length searches or searches only in 

specific fields of the works.
• The database allows additional filtering options such as publication 

year or publication language.
Also, as there are many entities that fund research projects in 

Europe through different programs and calls, we considered including 
them in the search for related work. The motivation for this is that 
during the preparation and execution of such projects it is mandatory 
to carry out searches for related projects. The results in the form of 
reports and publications are published in different databases and 
webpages. However, the primary public repository and portal to 
disseminate information on all EU-funded research projects and their 
results is the Community Research and Development Information 
Service (CORDIS), (https://cordis.europa.eu). This database fulfils the 
following requirements:
• Many of the results are publicly available.
• It is a reference database in the research scope.
• It allows using a search string equal or similar to the ones used in 

the selected scientific databases.
• Provides means to filter the obtained results.

2. Inclusion Criteria
A set of inclusion criteria (IC) was defined to select those works 

that are relevant in the scope of the considered related work:
• IC1: The document focuses on a systematic review of research 

projects AND
• IC1: The document describes the followed review methodology AND
• IC2: The document is written in English AND
• IC3: For research paper, it was published in peer-reviewed Journals, 

Books, Conferences or Workshops OR
• IC4: For project reports, they were publicly available through 

CORDIS as part of the peer-reviewed project results 

3. Query String
To create the search string, we identified the main terms related to 

the review scope and the possible alternative spellings and synonyms. 
Based on them the employed query for all the databases was:
( “systematic review method” OR “systematic review methods” OR 
“systematic review guideline” OR “systematic review guidelines”) 

AND ( projects OR “R&D” )

4. Review Process
After defining the sources, search string and appraisal criteria, the 

following steps were followed for the literature review:
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1. Collect raw results in two different spreadsheets for the scientific 
and CORDIS databases (https://bit.ly/3dRkLbn, https://bit.
ly/2z2IA1a). After removing all the duplicates across the databases, 
we obtained 509 results.

2. Analyse the resultant documents based on the title and abstract and 
the inclusion/exclusion criteria. In those cases where the title and 
abstract were not sufficient to decide, the authors quickly assessed 
the entire content of the paper. The resultant candidate papers (118) 
were added to another two spreadsheets (https://bit.ly/2WFc9Pi, 
https://bit.ly/2z2IC9i).

3. The documents then passed a quality assessment, looking for those 
that clearly describe a methodology for performing Systematic 
Research Projects Reviews. Results were collected in https://bit.
ly/3bIAGHE and https://bit.ly/2LzA3FJ.

5. Results
After following the abovementioned systematic search, appraisal 

and analysis of documents, it was observed that the majority of papers 
focused on systematic methods for scientific literature reviews of 
research documents. However, we did not find any document in the 
form of research paper nor project deliverable or report in the consulted 
databases that fully describes a systematic methodology in order to 
review research projects. 

B. Identifying Reviews of Projects that Partially Follow the 
SALSA Framework

As we did not find any systematic methodology proposal for 
reviewing research projects, we performed a second literature review. 
The objective was to gain a better perspective on other authors’ 
approaches to systematic reviews of projects, in terms of how they had 
followed any of the steps described within the SALSA framework. 

We opted for broadening the search and softening the inclusion and 
quality criteria in order to find proposals that had made a systematic 
search of projects, even if the purpose is not to propose a unified 
method of systematization of the review. The search also included the 
grey literature, provided that it was available. The process undertaken 
was as follows:
1. We decided to conduct this second search in the Google Scholar 

database and employed the search string: “systematic review of 
projects”. The search returned 3,390,000 results.

2. We further filtered the results using the advanced search options 
and limited the output to documents: “with the exact phrase | 
anywhere in the article: systematic review of projects “. After 
applying the advanced filtering, we obtained 99 results. 

3. The inclusion criteria were limited to documents that focused on 
a systematic review of research projects, even though they do not 
fully describe the methodology. Also, we removed duplicates, 

TABLE I. Summary of the Application of the SALSA Framework to the Selected Documents

Ref. SALSA

Search Appraisal Synthesis Analysis

[11]

Scrutinized AMIF and ESF 
databases (related to integration, 
social inclusion of migrants and 
refugees into the labour market)

Period was limited to January 2014 
through May 2019. Used words in 
advanced search: e.g. “Migrant”, 

“refugee”, “integration”

Not described
Organize projects (calculate % of 
the total) by keywords, regions, 

topics, integration level

[13]

Different databases: sector-
specific databases, NGO 

websites, and peer-reviewed 
academic literature and gray 

literature. Used different search 
terms for each database

Not described

Created two indices (ASI, MSI) 
and 4 criterions: if criterion 
is present => scored as 1.0. 

If referred to without explicit 
identification => scored as 0.5. 

For the ASI, the four scores 
were summed together, and for 
the MSI they were multiplied

Kruskal—Wallis nonparametric 
one-way analysis of variance tests 
to test for differences in ASI and 

MSI values

[14] All 152 projects from the 
CSHGP database

Projects that began after October 1, 
2000; had some level of effort for 

malaria, pneumonia, and/or diarrhoea; 
provided curative interventions; and had 
project documentation with CCM and 

contextual detail

Tabulated 11 self-made-items 
(indicators) fulfilled with 

quantitative and qualitative 
information

Calculated the “indicator yield” 
across projects (proportion of 

projects measuring a given 
indicator) and “indicator density” 

within projects (proportion of 
recommended indicators measured 

by a given project)

[15]
Self-created database of projects 

through consultation with the 
study oversight panel

Describe a list of criteria to select the 
appropriate cases, including project 

characteristics, reviewer, project stage, 
number of review comments and 

geographic distribution

Define a set of quantitative 
metrics: benefit from project 
level evaluation, estimated 
savings, etc. and qualitative 

metrics: “extracted from review 
comments of the project”

Probabilistic and regression 
analysis

[16]
Review programs from agencies, 

reports and a Lesson Learned 
database. Not systematic

Not described
Authors define a set of 

categories to be identified 
within the projects

Identify the most frequently used 
categories within the existing 

practices (in %)

[17]
A systematic review of projects 
in all county councils in Sweden 

was performed

The final sample consisted of 
documents from the planning and design 

process and the target organizations’ 
strategic operational plans. Overall, 45 
various documents were reviewed from 
five building projects that had a budget 
of over 50 million € (US$5,493,000.00) 
and were executed between 2010 and 

2014 in Sweden

Qualitative content analysis. 
Data from documents were 

organized into a matrix 
with five different levels of 
headings: meaningful unit, 

condensing meaningful unit, 
code, subcategory, and category

Not described
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quotes, not available documents and those not written in English, 
68 final references were obtained. 

4. The resultant documents were read in detail and analysed in 
order to assess which of the steps of the SALSA framework were 
systematized and described. The results from this final step can 
be further consulted in https://bit.ly/3g2Zu0D. Likewise, the Table 
I summarises the documents which fulfil the SALSA framework.
It can be observed that none of the studied documents completely 

describe a systematic process throughout all the SALSA framework. 
In terms of the search stage, only one document fully describes the 
database selection process and criteria, along with the employed search 
string and its motivation [13]. Only two documents, [14] and [15], 
describe a systematic procedure for the appraisal, synthesis and Analysis 
steps. However, in those cases the search phase is either performed 
over all documents of a particular database [14], or performed over a 
self-created database which construction process is not detailed in the 
document [15]. On the other hand, in [11] the appraisal and analysis 
of documents is systematised and properly described. However, the 
search phase is vaguely mentioned, and the synthesis phase is omitted. 
In [16] authors define a set of categories during the synthesis phase 
and calculate their percentage of occurrence in the considered projects 
during the analysis stage. However, in this case, the search phase is 
only partially described and there is no appraisal phase to systematise 
and validate the selection of considered projects. Finally, the work of 
[17] follows SALSA methodology during the search appraisal and 
synthesis stages, but omits analysis of the data obtained.

As a conclusion of the systematic process of reviewing the related 
work, we can conclude that no works were found that describe a 
methodology or procedure for the systematic review of research 
projects. Also, even though there exists extensive literature related to 
projects’ review, it is not fully systematised, and although some works 
were found which take into account some of the SALSA framework 
steps, none of them completely describes the SALSA framework. 

III. The Method

The systematic review of research projects, also called Systematic 
Research Projects Review (SRPR), is based on the Kitchenham’s 
adaptation of the systematic literature review (SLR) [6]-[8] and the 
Petersen’s proposal to carry out systematic mapping studies [12], [18]. 
The high number of projects that are developed annually makes it 
impossible to analyse all of them. SRPR enables the selection of a set 
of projects that fulfil a particular criterion; likewise, SLR facilitates the 
review of scientific papers that would be impossible to handle otherwise. 
The main objectives that can be achieved through SRPR are:
• To identify trends in research projects.
• To identify lacks to define new research projects.
• To justify the innovation of new research projects proposals.
• To collect valuable results that could be applied in another context 

beyond the project in which they were developed.
This work does not seek to reinvent the protocols of the systematic 

review, but to adapt them in order to review the compendium of 
resources, documents, information, which form a research project. 
Table II shows the main differences at the macro level between a SLR 
and a SRPR.

The SRPR is divided into four phases with a set of steps inside 
each one. These phases are quite similar to those defined in the SLR, 
but the main differences are related to the implementation of the steps. 
The first and second phases are focused on the definition of the review, 
and the third and fourth phases are related to the retrieval, appraisal, 
synthesis and analysis of the research projects. Fig. 1 shows the main 
phases and steps that compose the SRPR method.

TABLE II. Main Characteristics of SRPR versus SLR

SLR SRPR
Context Publications Research projects

Sources
Databases prepared to 
support searches and 
metadata

Databases are not always 
available and are heterogeneous 
with no support to search or 
metadata sometimes

Review Review process focused 
on reading

Review process focused on 
searching resources, documents, 
publications

Fig. 1. Definition and implementation phases of the SRPR method.

A. Study Definition
The first phase is focused on the preparation of the research 

projects’ review. In particular, it is focused on the objective of the 
SRPR. This phase does not differ from a typical systematic literature 
review. It is composed of two steps: identifying the need to conduct the 
review and defining the research questions.

Before carrying out a systematic review, regardless of whether it is 
scientific literature or projects, we must ensure that it is necessary to 
carry out the review. Two questions arise in the first step:
• Is there already a systematic review that pursues the same 

objectives?
• Are the necessary resources (people, time, money) available to 

carry out the review? 
According to Petticrew and Roberts [19], it has no sense to conduct 

a systematic review that has already been done unless the previous 
systematic reviews are biased or outdated. These guidelines also apply 
for research projects.

Regarding the second question, an SRPR usually implies more time 
and effort per reviewer than a SLR, due to the intrinsic characteristics 
of the research projects. It is recommended to involve a minimum of 
two reviewers working together, at least, in the second and third phases.

The second step analyses the objective of the review through the 
PICOC framework [19] to formulate a set of research and mapping 
questions. In particular, PICOC stands population, intervention, 
comparison, outcomes and context:
• Population (P): the scope of the projects (i.e. local, regional, 

national, international) and the main topic of the projects (i.e. 
mental health, educational technology, gender gap, etc.).

• Intervention (I): the intervention applied in the research projects. 
• Comparison (C): to which the intervention is compared. For 

example, a comparison between various calls for projects or 
between nationally and internationally funded projects.

• Outcomes (O): what the review seeks to achieve, such as identifying 
trends or lacks or selecting a set of project results focused on a 
particular objective.

• Context (C): the context of the research projects must be defined, 
which is an extended view of the population, including in which 
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sectors are developed, i.e. academia or industry.
Regarding the questions, their definition depends on the objective 

of the review. Despite this, the SRPR provides a set of meta-questions 
for defining the mapping questions:
• What are the trends?
• What types of institutions are involved in the projects?
• In which countries were the projects implemented?
• Which calls fund this kind of research projects?
• Which years cover the projects?
• How much money was invested in the projects?
• In which contexts are the projects carried out?
• Which kind of outcomes are provided by the projects?

B. Screening Definition
The second phase continues the preparation of the research 

projects’ review. In particular, it covers the protocol definition through 
the identification of the inclusion, exclusion and quality criteria 
(screening criteria) and devises search strategy. The main differences 
between SRPR and SLR during the screening definition falls on the 
search strategy and the quality criteria.

First, it is necessary to define the inclusion and exclusion criteria 
in order to apply then during the appraisal of the research projects. 
In particular, these criteria are applied to the title, keywords, and the 
summary of the project. For this reason, these criteria have to take into 
account information that could be available in most of the sources, 
such as the objective of the projects, the publication dates or the official 
language of the project.

The search strategy is divided into three tasks: define the search 
terms, build the search string and select the sources. The definition 
of the search terms follows the same process as an SLR. The PICOC 
allows identifying the main terms, and this first cohort is extended with 
synonyms and words used in the scientific context to describe the same 
concept. Regarding the search string, it is important to keep it simple to 
ensure that the search string will be the same in all the selected sources. 
The databases of research projects do not usually have powerful search 
tools, so a search string that combines different logical operators and 
nests may be impossible to use.

The most difficult part of the search strategy is the selection of the 
sources. The databases of research projects are not always accessible 
and most of them do not have powerful search tools and do not support 
metadata, so the search strategy in SRPR depends on the available 
databases much more than the SLR. Furthermore, there is not an 
international database of research projects such as Scopus and Web of 
Science. Usually, the databases are related to particular funding calls. 
There is a set of recommendation to select them:
1. Identify the scope of the research projects. It is possible to combine 

different scopes in the same review, but it is important to ensure 
completeness. For example, it is possible combining national and 
European projects if we take into account the national projects of 
all the European countries, not only a part.

2. Identify the main funding calls in the selected scope. Although there 
are projects that obtain funds by other means, it is not possible to 
access them unless we get access to the research projects databases 
inside each institution. It is recommended to include different calls 
and funding periods in those reviews focused on identifying trends 
and lacks.

3. Identify the databases with the granted projects for each funding 
call. 

4. Search on the Internet other databases of research projects of the 
same scope.

5. Navigate through the database, run the search string and apply the 
following requirements to the identified databases. They are an 
adaptation of [20]:
• It is a reference database in the selected scope.
• It is a relevant database in the research area of this review.
• It allows carrying out searches and downloading the results in 

some accessible format.
• It is a database available through the authors’ institution or an 

authors’ membership to an association.
6. The selected sources will be those that fulfil the requirements and 

return different research projects using the search string.
7. Identify and document the search filters that will be used in each 

database. Each database has a totally different search tool, so it is 
necessary to provide all the filtering details and the search string 
used in each database in order to ensure the replication and transfer 
of the review. 
Finally, to complete the screening definition, it is necessary to 

define a set of quality criteria or quality questions. The quality criteria 
for projects are totally different from the criteria used for scientific 
literature. The information available about the projects are not always 
the same. Usually, the databases provide title, summary and funding 
information. For this reason, we must complete the information 
provided by the databases with information of the project available on 
the Internet, such as the project website or scientific papers published 
about the project. The quality criteria should ensure that the screened 
projects have enough accessible information to answer the research 
questions. The following quality questions can be combined with other 
questions more focused on the objectives and the results of the projects:
• Is the website of the project available?
• Are the outputs of the project available?
• Is there more information available about the project than the 

project summary in the languages you speak?
• Are there scientific publications associated with the project?

C. Projects’ Selection
The third phase has only one step, the data extraction, which covers 

the retrieval and appraisal of the research projects. It is a screening 
process based on several iterations following the guidelines defined in 
the previous phase:
1. Search: the search strategy is applied in each selected source to 

collect the projects according to the search terms and the filters 
described per each source. In those cases, in which the search tool 
does not support logic operators, the OR operator will be replaced 
by a set of individual searches that will be combined manually. 
The reviewers download the search results and integrate them into 
a spreadsheet shared between all the reviewers involved in the 
process.

2. Duplicates: remove the projects that are duplicated. It is crucial to 
ensure that the projects are the same, not only using the title, but 
also the funding call and/or the summary. We have to take notes of 
the duplicated projects to document the process. 

3. Screen summaries: the inclusion and exclusion criteria are applied 
at least to title and summary. Not all the databases provide the 
keywords. The projects that fulfil the criteria are copied in another 
spreadsheet.

4. Screen full project: each project that passed the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria is in-depth analysed using the quality criteria. It 
is a discovery process, in which reviewers could spend unlimited 
time due to the project data is not standardised, and it is not always 
available. This process involves a search protocol to identify the 
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available information of the project outside the database and to 
bound the time invested [21]:
a) Identify the project website.
b) Identify the final project report in both the project page included 

in the databases or the own project webpage (if available).
c) Identify the published content on the project website: 

description, deliverables, multimedia material, etc.
d) Search on the Internet more information. Perform two searches, 

one with the project title and one with the project reference, 
both in Google and Google Scholar. 

e) Optionally, launch a search in the main scientific databases 
using the project title and the reference. Although it is possible 
to conduct a formal search selecting terms and following a 
strict protocol, the process would be too long and complex. 
Moreover, although Scholar search engine is not so rigorous 
as scientific databases, the result provided should cover a large 
part of the scientific articles available in the databases.

5. Snowball: it is possible including research projects identified in 
the information available of the selected projects, usually in their 
websites. These new projects are included together with the search 
results and we apply all the previous tasks. 

6. Documenting: it is possible to include a PRISMA flow [22] to 
summarise the screening process.
Regarding the quality criteria, each question is answered with 

a score between 0 (means the quality criterion is not fulfilled) and 
1 (means the quality criterion is fulfilled by the project information 
available). Moreover, a score of 0.5 is used in those cases in which the 
criterion is partially fulfilled. Likewise, we will use the symbol “-“ in 
those quality criteria which cannot be inferred from any of the identified 
resources. Although it is possible to use another scale such as a Likert 
scale with five levels, we recommend only three levels due to the 
difficulty to conduct an in-depth analysis of each available document 
or information of a project. Only those projects which achieve a score 
over a previously defined minimum will be the selected projects. In a 
systematic literature review, this minimum should be defined before 
starting the full review of the papers, but in the review of research 
projects, it is not possible to estimate a number due to the inherent 
uncertainty about the information available of each project.

D. Analysis
The last phase is focused on the synthesis and analysis of the 

selected projects. This phase is no different from the analysis carried 
out in an SLR. The synthesis is achieved in the step related to the 
presentation of the results. We extract the main characteristics of each 
research project using quantitative indicators. In those cases, in which 
there are qualitative characteristics, a set of dimensions are identified.

Finally, we have to write up the review, including the description 
and overall assessment of the results found. We have to answer each 
research and mapping question.

IV. Examples

The guidelines for performing Systematic Research Projects 
Review were applied in previous works. In particular, two examples are 
described in this section. First, to identify trends in research projects 
focused on technological ecosystems in the health sector as a way to 
identify lacks to develop new products [23], [24]. On the other hand, 
as a previous step to prepare a proposal about the gender gap in STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) for a European 
call [21], [25]. The main characteristics of the method are highlighted 
in the next sections.

A. Trends in Research Projects
The European Union has a strong investment in R&D and demand 

side-measures in the health sector. In particular, there is a research 
area focused on defining and developing technological ecosystems for 
improving different aspects of the health sector, with a particular focus 
on the elderly population.

In this scenario, we used the SRPR method to get an overview 
of the current trends and identify the lacks and opportunities in the 
development of the technological ecosystem in the health sector. In 
particular, the mapping questions were the following [24]:
• MQ1: What are the trends in the development of technological 

ecosystems focused on health in Europe?
• MQ2: What is the application domain of the research conducted?
• MQ3: What types of institutions are involved in the project?
• MQ4: How are the stakeholders involved in the technological 

ecosystems developed?
• MQ5: Which calls fund this kind of research projects?
• MQ6: Which period do the projects cover?
• MQ7: How much money was invested in these projects?

We conducted two reviews. A first review focused on finished 
research projects which involved different European countries and 
were funded in health or technology calls. This review includes 
projects from 2004 to 2018. Moreover, we conducted a second review 
which updates the previous one with the ongoing projects that started 
from 2015 to 2018. This allowed testing the replicability of the SRPR 
method. Furthermore, the comparison between both reviews allows 
getting an overview of the evolution of technological ecosystems in 
the health sector.

We conducted the reviews in three databases after a selection process 
which involved eight sources: Community Research and Development 
Information Service (CORDIS (https://cordis.europa.eu), Active and 
Assisted Living (AAL) programme (http://www.aal-europe.eu), and 
KEEP Database (https://www.keep.eu/keep/search). Noteworthy that 
some of the sources were identified through a mapping study about 
cross-border cooperation in healthcare [26], which we found searching 
on the Internet other databases of research projects of the same scope.

The selected sources comply with the minimum requirements, but 
there are big differences between the search and download tools. In 
particular, the AAL projects do not allow downloading or filtering, 
but its inclusion was justified because it is one of the most important 
European programs that combine health and technology. Likewise, 
the search string does not match in all the databases. In particular, 
KEEP Database does not allow logic operators, so two searches were 
conducted separately with the different parts of the search string and 
after the results were combined.

Also, the quality criteria are highlighted. Only those projects 
which achieved a 6 over 8 score were selected. In addition to the pre-
defined quality criteria to ensure that the project has enough accessible 
information, a set of criteria focused on the objectives and the results 
of the projects were included [23]:
• Does the project provide a full definition of the ecosystem? (It 

implements part or the whole ecosystem)
• Was (or will be) the ecosystem developed? (Proposal, proof of 

concept or real system)
• Does the website show the activity of the project?
• Does the ecosystem support evolution through the integration of 

new components?
Regarding the projects’ selection, the search provided 718 

projects in the first review. After removing duplicates, 707 projects 
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were screened. A total of 102 projects passed to screen full project 
and, finally, only 19 projects were selected. Concerning the second 
review, the search provided 368 research projects (344 after removing 
duplicates). 79 projects passed the inclusion and exclusion criteria 
and 23 were finally selected after applying the quality criteria. The 
full data sets are available on  http://bit.ly/2uyLeWn and  http://bit.
ly/2TBm8RH.

Finally, we would like to highlight two main threats to validity 
directly related to the SRPR method. First, the number of projects that 
reached the final stage after applying the quality criteria were quite 
low. Although we applied the search protocol to identify the available 
information of the project, most of the projects provide scarce or none 
information for answering the quality criteria. On the other hand, the 
selection of databases based on funding programs introduce a bias in 
the results because each funding program guides the scope and goals 
of the financed research. To reduce this bias, the SRPR includes a 
recommendation during the selection of sources: “It is recommended 
to include different calls and funding periods in those reviews focused 
on identifying trends and lacks”.

B. Justify the Innovation
The low female participation in all areas of society is one of the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) of UNESCO. There are some 
areas in which female participation is lower than others. This is the case 
of the STEM areas. Among the different objectives of the European 
Union, increase the number of women in those areas has been a priority 
in the last years.

The number of European research projects related to gender and 
STEM has increased due to the priorities of the European Union. The 
definition of new proposals to foster this research line requires an 
adequate justification of the added value with regard to other proposals. 
For this reason, we used the SRPR method to get an overview of the 
research projects funded by the European Union about the gender gap 
in STEM areas, both academia and industry, in the last five years. 
This review covers three research questions to answer following a 
qualitative analysis of the selected projects [21]:
• RQ1: What are the trends in Europe on the study about the gender 

gap in STEM?
• RQ2: Which kind of outcomes are provided by the projects?
• RQ3: Which kind of solutions or initiatives are developed?

And a set of mapping questions based on the meta-questions 
provided by SRPR [25]:
• MQ1: What are the trends in Europe on the study about the gender 

gap in STEM?
• MQ2: What types of institutions are involved in the project?
• MQ3: In which countries the project was implemented?
• MQ4: Which calls fund this kind of research projects?
• MQ5: Which years cover the projects?
• MQ6: How much money was invested in these projects?
• MQ7: In which context is carried out the study?
• MQ8: Which kind of studies – diagnosis or intervention - are 

developed?
• MQ9: Which kind of outcomes are provided by the projects?

In this case, the selection of the databases was also based on the 
previous experiences applying the SRPR method. In particular, six 
databases were identified based on the identified scope and funding 
calls. After applying the database selection requirements, we conduct 
the review in three databases: CORDIS, which provides projects under 
the H2020 framework programme; Erasmus+ Project Results Platform 
(https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/); and KEEP, 

to cover cross-border projects under the different interregional and 
cross-border programmes. The main problem of Erasmus+ and KEEP 
databases is that they do not allow logic operators. For this reason, we 
follow the SRPR guideline related to decompose the search string to 
carry out several searches with different terms and apply the boolean 
OR operator manually. 

Regarding the quality criteria, we included five criteria related to 
the implementation and the results of the research projects: 
• Is the gender gap the main focus of the project?
• Was the study carried out in different countries?
• Does the project carry out any evaluation process focused on the 

gender gap?
• Does the project provide a toolkit, framework, materials focused 

on STEM?
• Does the activity of the project continue (or is planned to continue) 

after the funding period?
In this case, the minimum score was lower than the previous 

example (5.5 over 9), due to the low number of projects which achieve 
highest score. Since the quality phase does not depend so much on the 
quality of the projects themselves but on the information that can be 
found about them, the minimum limit for selecting a project is defined 
once the full review of the projects is completed.

Regarding the projects’ selection, we collected 580 results from 
the selected databases and 16 projects were identified as part of the 
snowball task. After removing duplicates, 435 projects were screened. 
84 projects passed the inclusion and exclusion criteria and 31 were 
finally selected. The full data set is available on http://bit.ly/2IjUJlE.

Finally, it is important to highlight the limitation of the quality 
criteria. The lack of information available about the research projects 
introduces a big limitation in the results. On the other hand, this 
limitation serves as a learning outcome to improve access to our 
research projects.

V. Conclusion

This paper has explained the SRPR method as a way to conduct 
systematic reviews of research projects, facing the challenges related 
to analysing a compendium of different heterogeneous information 
available in different formats. Although there are previous works 
related to projects’ review, the review conducted as part of this paper 
concludes that those reviews are not fully systematised.

According to Codina [27], a systematic review has four dimensions: 
systematic, complete, explicitly and reproducible. The proposed SRPR 
method fulfils these dimensions:
• Systematic: it is not arbitrary, biased, nor subjective. The method 

provides guidelines for examining the best available research 
projects using the best sources of information. 

• Complete: the guidelines to conduct an SRPR provide criteria to 
select sources that facilitate access to the bulk of research projects 
in a discipline. Moreover, the project selection phase includes the 
application of the screening criteria. 

• Explicitly: the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the search strategy 
and the quality criteria are known.

• Reproducible: all the process is documented to ensure that other 
researchers can follow the steps and compare the results obtained 
to determine their accuracy or degree of success. SRPR allows 
including ongoing research projects, so it is crucial to ensure it is 
replicable to update the review when those projects finish, or new 
projects are developed.
This proposal will serve as a base for the definition of future 
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research projects, providing a rigorous method to identify the lacks in 
previous research projects, justify the innovation of the new projects 
and also reuse the results of related projects previously developed by 
other research teams.

Regarding the examples described, we can state that the research 
project reviews that follow the SRPR method are rigorous. According 
to Onwuegbuzie and Frels [28], by rigorous we mean conducting a 
literature review that is defensible (i.e. integrates a rationale for 
decisions of inquiry, strategies, and designs), systematic (i.e. follows 
a set of guidelines), evaluative (i.e. whereby every step of the 
process is evaluated for relevance and credibility) and transparent 
(i.e. documenting beliefs, values, and philosophical assumptions and 
stances pertaining to decisions).

Finally, a number of caveats need to be noted regarding the present 
study. On the one hand, the successful application of the method relies 
on the availability of research project databases. For example, it is not 
possible to conduct the SRPR at national levels, if the information 
about research projects funded in public and/or private calls are not 
available in an accessible repository or database. On the other hand, 
the method was used in a European context, so it would be interesting 
to apply it in other regions and funding calls.
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